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Abstract 
i /i 
This thesis /lets out to re-evaluate and re-think theories of communications 
media anrf theories of democracy formation under translocal, global and ,, 
networked conditions. In order to do this, the thesis brings a combination of 
social and communications theory, political philosophy and "radical 
empiricism" to the study of the socio-technical dimensions of Ntt cultures. It 
examines the ways in which emergent networks of creativity, labour, 
organisation and intervention challenge the sovereignty of the state-corporation 
nexus, which functions tu restrict access and control information flows in the 
interests of security and profit. The thesis investigates the relationship behveen 
em�rgent forms of organisation and the seemingly de-nationalised realm of 
networks. It considers how democratic polities might be constituted in terms of 
material interventions within the network. The challenge of theorising and 
inventing new idioms of democracy within an informational paradigm 
underpins much of the inquiry within this thesis. 
This thesis contends that it is in the tensions between social movements, their 
uses of the Internet, intellectual property regimes, supranational entities and 
the nation-state that the conditions for democracy within nehvork societies may 
emerge. By taking a processual approach to the study of the Internet ond 
communications media more broadly, this thesis explores the ways in which 
socio-technical relations comprise the uneven and spatially differentiated mode 
of information. A processual media theory inquires into the mutually 
constitutive relations between conditions of possibility and that which has 
emerged. In adopting a processual approach to the study of networked 
information societies, this thesis hopes to open up new perspectives. on the
ways in which social movements - broadly understood as networks that seek to 
transform conditions of sociality - at once define and are constituted within 
communications media such as the Internet. 
In summary, this thesis inquires into how informational economies and 
network societies are defined by scales of tension that are caught up in 
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contradictory processes that in some instances contest the sovereignty of the 
nation-state, while in other instances reaffirm the authority of the state. Such 
dynamics become dear by examining how new social movements and non-state 
actors such as NGOs challenge or, as the case may be, consolidate the emerging 
control society through their relationship to technologies such as the Internet. 
Similarly, analyses into the state and social networks as they intersect with 
various conditions of informationality enables this thesis to begin to suggest 
how a strategic engagement with infonnational architectures such as 
intellectual property regimes might lead to reform in such a way that enables 
Indigenous peoples and peoples in developing countries to obtain a degree of 
economic and political self-determination they are rnrrently denied. In many 
instances, then, this thesis is interested in how activist networks engage, or 
potentially might engage, in the challenge of political organisation within 
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' ... the problem is that the term "democracy" has been emptied of all its meaning. Democracy is said lo be identified with "the people" - but what 
is the people?' 
Antonio Negri, Negri on Negri, 2004. 
'The multitude is an infinity of singularities'. 
Antonio Negri, Negri on Negri, 2004. 
'Writing is not a thing, it's a process'. 
McKenzie Wark, Virtual Republic, 1997. 
This thesis contends that it is in the tensions between social movements, their 
uses of the Internet, intellectual property regimes, supranational entities and 
the nation-ste.ie that the conditions for democracy within nel:work societies may 
emerge. Th-� thesis explores various socio-lechnical dimensions of Net cultures.
It examines the ways in which emergent networks of creativity, labour,
organisation and intervention challenge the sovereignty of the state-corporation 
nexus, which functions to restrict access and control information flows in the 
interests of security and profit. A focus on the dissonance of information, as 
embodied for example in the activities of social movements within network 
societies, invites a rethinking of the concepts of state sovereignty and civil 
society. The thesis investigates the relationship betv,iecn emergent forms of 
organisation and the seemingly de-nationalised realm of networks. It considers 
how democratic polities might be conslituted in terms of material interventions 
within the net\vork. The challenge of theorising and inventing new idioms of 
democracy within an informational paradigm underpins much of the inquiry 
within this thesis. 
While this thesis spends some time discussing mailing lists, my interest is not in 
duplicating research into instances of democracy as it takes place in online 
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environments such as chatrooms, MUDS, MOOS and mailing lists Oones, 1995; 
Rheingold, 1993). Nor am l concerned with attempts to develop the virtues of 
so-called "e-dcmocracy" by government deparlments, councils and businesses 
seeking to enhance their image as conununity friendly organisations, as well as 
techno-libcrtarians seduced by the wonders of virtual technologies as promised 
by the "Californian Ideology" (Barbrook and Cameron, 1996). 
Rather, this thesis contends that it is essential to ider,tify the ways in which "the 
virtual" is defined as a field of potentialities that articulate with the material 
dimensions of soda! life. The situation of communiec1tion and informationality 
will always hold its own peculiarities - cultural, social, economic, technological 
and political. Tht' default option for political philosophies of Net cultures is 
determined by the ways in which these various elements correspond with 
specific problematics. 
This thesis seeks to advance research into the study and analysis of cultural 
practices within information economies, intellectual property regimes, the 
Internet and the tensi on behveen subnational, national and global social forms. 
By analysing the relationships between technology and soci ety in terms such as 
these, an understanding of the complexities of so do-technical systems and their 
attendant issues can emerge. A processual media theory inquires into the 
mutually constitutive relations between conditions of possibility and that which 
has emerged. In adopting a processual approach to the study of networked 
information societies, this thesis opens up new perspectives on the ways in 
which soda! movements - broadly understood as networks that seek to 
transform conditions of sociality - at once define end are constituted within 
communications media such as the Internet. 
The literature on the relationships between culture, society, technology and the 
economy is now vast. Since this heterogeneous field of inquiry has been 
developing at great speed over the past decade, empirical results to date are 
typically redundant by the time of t heir publication. This has led to a 
pernicious situation whereby much reseru:ch across the humanities and 
technoscien(es is agenda driven, functioning at best to serve fu nding bodies 
and elite institutions rather than contributing to the nCllds and interests of 
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democratic sodeties. Such a condition is particularly the case within advanced 
neoliberal economies such as Australia, which has seen the relationship 
between the university and industry take priority over, and indeed erode, the 
relationship between knowledge and society. 
At this stage of research in the field of new media studies, there is a great need 
for inquiry into the ways in which social movements and their uses of new 
information and conununication technologies (ICTs) are intersecting with larger 
questions associated with the status of nation-states and their capacity to act as 
constit utive frameworks for democracy. A focus on what users do with 
technologies will not in itself open up the larger field of relations and forces 
that shape informational societies. TIUs is the predicament, unwitting as it 
frequ ently is, of the new media "empirics". This thesis strongly contests that 
prevailing, dominant and deeply unimaginative paradigm. 
Informational economics and network societies, according to some of the most 
influential researchers working in soda! theory, international political economy 
and urban studies, are defined by scales of tension that contest the sovereignly 
of the nation-stale (Castells, 1996, 2001; Hirst and Thompson, 1999; James, 1996; 
May, 2002; Sassen, 1996, 2000b; Shaw, 2000). Political phl\osophers Michael 
Hardt and Antonio Negri (2000) maintain that a new postnational sovereign 
power - a "post-political" formation they term "Empire" - operates through a 
process of biopolitics that overdetermines, interpenetrates and infuses all 
boundaries. In response to this new sovereign form, uses of the Internet by new 
soda! movements at subnational, transnational, intra-regional and trans!ocal 
levels challenge the emerging control society (see Bleiker, 2000; Deleuze, 1995; 
Lovink, 2002a; Meikle, 2002; Nettime; Sarai; Fibreculture). 
Control societies are predicated on informational as di�tinct from industrial 
modes of production and Exchange (Beninger, 1986; Lash, 2002). The shift 
toward a control society is also evident in government policy concerned with 
''border protection" as it relates to foreign affairs, migration, trade relations, 
transnational labour mobility and so forth. Government attention to these 
issues is often met with a counter-response by social movements, as seen in 
recent years in the efforts of community organisations, environmental groups, 
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NGOs, unions, and "anti-globalisation" protestors. An increasing te,ision has 
thus emerged between supranational actors, the state and civil society from 
contcstations over the flow of information (Correa, 2000; Drahos and 
Braithwaite, 2002). Such a condition places the I nternet and, more broadly, 
network societies and informational economies as the locus for any critique of 
state-civil society refotions (Lash, 2002). Central to such a critique is the 
question of democracy and the ways in which it is being redefined and 
recomposed within an informational paradigm. 
While there has been very important Md interesting research undertaken in 
Australia on Indigenous cultural and media production (Hinkson, 2002; 
Langton, 1993; Michaels, 1986, 1989; Mickler, 1998; Muecke, 1992), and further 
research on the significance inlellectual property rights hold in the 
advancement of Indigenuus self-determination (ATSIC, 1999a, 1999b; Janke, 
1998; Kenyon, 2000; Morris and Meadows, 2(1[)0), there has been ven' 1illl,, 
research that relates these issues to the Internet, informational econo�iics am! 
network societies. Thus an important dimension of the study of neh, mk and 
information societies that has been largely overlooked concerns the ways r,, 
which Indigenous peoples and social movements are redefining how 
information flows can persist in spite of regulatory standards that seek to 
control and restrict lhe flow of information. Th.ls thesis contributes in a small 
way to the formation of such a project, investigating in chapter 4 some of the 
political, cultural, theoretical, historical and empirical dimensions to Indigenous 
cultural and media production, intellectual property regilT'.es (IPRs), the 
Internet, informational economies and nehvork societies. 
The inter-relations between social uses, discourses, policies, institutions, 
interests and the economic implications of information and tedmology are still 
underdeveloped in research on the Internet. And they are forever char>ging, in 
a.,y case. By taking a proccssual approach to the study of the Internet and 
communications media more broadly, this the,is explores the ways in which 
socio-technical relations constitute the uneven and spatially differentiated 
mode of information. The thesis goes on to examine huw civil societies and the 
multitudes are redefined and, indeed, self-inventing within such a mode. 
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In summary, this thesis inquires into how informc1tional econcmies and 
network societies are defined by scales of tension that are caught up in 
contradictory processes that in some instances contest the sovereignty of the 
nation-state, while in other instances reaffirm the authorily of the state. Such 
dynamics become clear by examining how new social movements and non-slate 
actors such as NGOs challenge or, as the case may be, consolidate the emerging 
control society through their relationship to technologies such as the Internet. 
Similarly, analyses into the state and social nelworks as they intersect with 
various conditions of informationality enables this thesis to begLoi to suggest 
how a strategic engagement with informational architectures such as 
intellectual property regimes might lead lo reform in such a way that enat,Jes 
Indigenous peoples and pecl11es in developing countries to obtain a dt:gree of 
economic and political self-determination they arc currently denied. In mcny 
instances, then, this thesis is interested in how activist networks engage, or 
potentially might engage, in the challenge of political organisation within 
networked socio-technical settings. 
Communication Technologies and 'the Abstract Nation 
As contemporary liberal c!.cmocralic nation-state� battle to become non­
territorial entities, various institutions, technologies and inten,ational 
organisations arc resisting. These issu('S are not exclusively of this present or of 
this time, as a brief sl:etch will show of the formation of Australia as a nation­
statc, the relationship this moment held with a medium of conununication - the 
telegraph - and the way in which state soverdgn!y asserts its control within 
contemporary discourse networks concerned with the terror of security. In 
1901 the colonial territories in Australia federated to become a nation. In many 
respects the precondition for national sovereignty comprised of the 
inlercolonia.l telegraph network and a desire to communicate (Livingston, 1996; 
Wark, 1997a). 
Today, as many conunenlators on global economics and cultures speak of the 
so-called end of the nation-state, it is useful to remember this relationship 
between territorialit"j and pre-Internet technologies of virtual conununication 
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such as the lelegraph. For a\l. the ·;a!k by neocons, do tcom enlhu5iasts and the 
like of a "borderless world·' and a "New Economy" inaugurated by new 
information and cornmunicntion technologies, the more powerful nntion-states 
are as bu�y as ever in their efforts c,f border control. Irrespective of whether 
they were for or against the US-led military i nterventions in Afghanistan a nd 
Iraq, the so-called "war on terror" operntes as a l e gitimising discourse for GB 
nations seeking to consolidate their economic interes ts, along with corporations 
they represeP.t, in countries exprriencing political and civil instability. 
The great paradox of 1901 and federation as an ins tanlialion of "post­
coloniality" is thnt it did not herald the onset of a republican system of 
governance. Absolut,� rule of Australia continues to be held by the British 
monarch, the Qu<,e1t of England, who is re presented by the governor general- a 
head ;.'>f state appointed by the government of the day, aJ'.d not the people of the 
nation. And perhaps this re�idual colonial system of governance is only proper, 
since until an Australian government and its peoples are able to reconcik their 
condition of existence with the socio-cultural destructio n and dispossession of 
land from the Indigenous peoples, then the symbol of a republic remains one 
underscord !:y antagon.isll'. Even r.o, the idea of a republic - wi..1t McKenzie 
Wark (1997b) has le1med a "virtual republic'' -persists 11\ a very slrong way for 
many in Australia. The potential of a republic was ushered into the Australian 
popular imagination in a similar way as federation was made possible by the 
intercolonial !elei -�ph network. Like the network of submarine and cable 
telegraphy through which communication was relayed from one point to 
another, changfag the culture of places to a relationship between spa ces, the 
virtual republic subsists as a potentia l  within a cartography of relntions that 
emerge out of a desire to C'Jffimunicate in ways that open up the possibility for 
transformation and nev: forms of scicial organisation. From the telegraph 
onwards, new technologica l forms rt·configured !he abstraction of 
communication, ns Wark describes: 
After the telegrnph came the telephone, the television, 
teleconununications: a whole series of developments of a certain kind of 
experience - lelesllresia, or ;icrccp, ?n at a distance. They are what made 
possible the development of Australia as a progressively integrated 
economy, society and cultt\fe. They arc the conditions of possibility for 
the "abstract community" ,1f nation which can imagine itself, at one and 
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the same time, as diverse and coherent. They are what make possible the 
virttrnl republic, where specific cultures bring their interests and passions 
into fill ongoing conversation about what kinds of things might be 
possible. (Wark, 1997b: 26) 
Thus while nations are never unitary spatio-tempora l  domains, but rather sites 
of multiple, overfopping articulations of space and time coextensive with 
different media of communicatim, coupled with the social practices and 
instittitional actors that exist within its geographic and imaginary borders, there 
arc, nevertheless, discursive figurations that present the nation 11s if it is a 
unified entity (sec Snssen, 2000a: 216). Discursive figurations such as "the 
people" or "the national interesl" have real effects. First, at the level of policy 
formation and the interests various policies may reflect and exclude. Secor,d, in 
tenns of the mediatiscd formation of conscious and unconscious dimensions of 
subjectivity, which people then invoke as a basis for social interaction - one 
outcome of which consists of socially antagonistic expressions in the form of 
sexism and racism. 
Various scholars have looked with optimisrr. at the figures of 'migrant 
consciousness, transnational religious revivals of tradition, and movements of 
postmodem diasporic hybridity' Oames, 1999/2000: 54) as representative of the 
possibilities postnational and cosmopolitan identities offer as a way out of 
conundrums such as ethnic violence and singular identity presented by 
nationalism and the natic:i-state.1 Paul James defines postnationalism as a 
'faith' in 'form[s] of subjectivity defined as a discursive "attachment" to others 
who have been lifted out of the modern boundaries of national identification' 
Oames, 1999 /2000: 53). One danger of such a faith is that, as James again puts 
it, 'Postcolonial advorntes of postnationalism fail to sec that they walk in the 
shadow of { ... ] quite differently motivated advocates of global mobility' 
(1999/2000: 55), namely those institutional, political and corporate actors that 
present the nation-state as an international force or authority precisely because 
it too is open to global mobility. Curiously, and to its demise, the problems that 
have beset Cultural Studies in its joyful uptake of postmodem simulacra, 
floating significrs and fragmenled identities contributed, some would argue, to 
' Sec, for example, d,.imbers (1994), Clifford (1997) and Hannerz (1996). The figure of the 
cosmopolitan is seen in more problematic, less celebratory terms in works like Appadurai 
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a deterioration of conditions within university education and rcsearffi, and can 
be seen to be reproduced in the conjuncture of postnati ona!ism just outlined 
above as universities rnce to form onlinc consortiums engaged in a thorough 
commercialisation of education? 
James argues that the debate around otherwise deterritori aliscd instnnces of 
cosmopolitan global mobility will remain hijacked by forces of capital until it is 
rethought in terms of the 'principles of solidnrity and community' Games, 
1999/2000: 52-54). Put another way, for every deterritorialisalion there is a 
reterritorialisation.3 While notions such as solidarity and community can be 
associated with nationalist driven forms of xenophobia and oppressive 
tradition - symptoms, one could nrgue, of alienation brought about by 
sttucturnl changes that have dissociated labour and lived relations from a sense 
of place - they do nevertheless point to the social embeddedness and 
institutional practices that condition the very possibility of global mobility in 
the first instance. 
It is in the context of the abstract nation that Australia's military interventions 
in East Timor and more recently the Solomon Islands can perhaps be best 
understood. Certainly such interventions hold neo-colonial characteristics, 
with the Australian government imposing its own codes of law, order and 
administration on its regional neighbours. And while such a governmental 
habitus is to a degree "inherited" or accumulated from its previous experience 
of British colonial rule, I would suggest that coupled with this neo-colonial 
impulse is the frequently destructive logic of capital. The political and social 
unrest in the Solomons in recent years can be attributed to the effects of the 
Asian economic crisis of 1997-98 and a decline in foreign investment in the 
(1996), Chc,1h and Robbio.s (1998), Dcrrida (2001) and Harvey (2000). Fo1 an incisive critique of 
the essays collected in Chcah and Robbins (1998), sec Neilson (1999). 
2 l'm thinking here of Bill Readings' Tire U11iucrsily ;., lfofris (1996). For a detailed analysis and 
history of the inlcr·relations bclwe<,n economic rationalism and structural refo= within 
Australian universities, see Considine and Marginson (2000). For a preliminary critique of that 
book, sec )µmes (2001). 
'As Dclcuze and Guat�1ri offer by way of one explanation among many: 'In capitalism, capital 
or property is detcrriloria!izcd, CT'ascs to be landed, and is rctcrri1oriulizcd on the means of 
production; whereas labor becomes "abslr,icl" tabor, rctcrrilorfali7.cd in wages .. .' (19'9,1: 68). In 
their contributions lo the libreculture reader, PoliJics ofa Digital Present, McKenzie Wark (2001b, 
200kl and Phil Graham (2001) draw inspiralion from Marx and others, and dialogue over a 
similar logic whereby the abstr,,clion of labour is conditioned by the socialisation of abstraction, 




region, the imposition of IMF and World Bank programs for institutional 
reform in the public sector, and fighting between rival militias as a result of 
social tensions associated with unemployment (see Marshall, 20()3). 
In other words, there is no single determining power the rcsu!L0, in Australia's 
push for hegemony in the region. Rather, there is a multiplicity of forces at 
work that condition the Solomons as a state of crisis. The paradox of 
Australia's expansion into the region i> that its empire building- if that's what 
it can be called- is articulated through a discourse of "fear" rather than hope or 
cclcbralion on the home front {Hage, 2003). So for all of Australia's lessons in 
social, political and economic "liberation" and ''reform", what emerges is a 
soc iety of increasing fear and anxiety. This is quite a departure from empire 
building discourses of previous eras. And in many ways, this example stands 
as an allegory for the investigation in this thesis of "network states", social 
movements and the politics of informatioP. 
Despite this rather bleak image I haw set out, I remain optimistic with regard 
to the possibilities of social renewal and cultural invention. Since colonisation, 
Australia has always been a country made up of migrants. The last twenty to 
forty years has been a particularly rich period of time in terms of the diverse 
range of cultural formations made possible by an influx of immigrants and 
refugees from Asian, Middle-Eastern, African, South American and European 
countries. In this respect, one can spea.1< of a postcolonial condition in as much 
as the citizens of this country bring with them cultural heritages that are 
certainly not reducible to the legacy of British colonial rule. Perhaps more 
importantly, Indigenous peoples in Australia are increasingly asserting their 
right to cultural, economic and political self-determination. Such expressions 
can be seen as symptomatic of a postcolonial condition, since there is a new 
confidence within the Aboriginal communities, from what I can tell, to take 
control of their fut1rres. As l argue in chapter 4, the juridico-political 
architecture of intellectual property as practiced within Aboriginal cultural 
systems provides a key mechanism with which to pursue an Indigenous form 
of sovereignty. 
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The extent to which an unofficial postcolonia\ culture can be detected within 
Australia in terms of its assumptions, aims and strategies is in many ways hard 
lo locate, since to do so means precisely to situate oneself in those cultures. 
Scaruting the cultural landscape, it's clear that the breadth of radicalised, 
political cultural activities took a bit of beating throughout the nineties. This 
was an era of complucency in many respects as an olde r sixti<es generation 
inherited control of cultural and sociai institutions and set about implemen':ing 
economic rationalist reforms in stooge-like faohion (see Davis, 1997). This 
meant that institutions that had previously been enabling ones for culturol 
invention and experimentation - par ticularly the universities along with film, 
television and radio production on public broadcasters - quite suddenly 
became very poorly resourced and frequenlly depressing places to be. 'Jhis 
story is not of course peculiar to Austrolia, but is part of a widespread global 
phenomenon. 
While there has been a demise in cultural activities within more traditional 
institutional settings, there has been a blossoming of projects most particularly 
in the area of new media cultures and Indymedia style political interventions. 
An assortment of political activist&, human rights and sociol justice 
organisations formed a mutable affinity in response to the Australian 
government's notorious border protection policies of 2001-2002 that resulted in 
a number of refugee detention centres.' These were frequently located in 
iso\oted regional settings such as Woomera in South Australia, and have more 
recently been "outsourced" lo neighbouring Pacific isfonds such as Nauru who 
have little alternative but to comply - yet another instance of Australia's 
regional aspirations! It's examples such as these that highlight the political 
potential of the multitudes to transform cultural imaginaries and material 
existences. This thesis elaborates how such instantiations of situated media­
cultures and social networks are symptomatic of the politics of information 
societies. 
' One of many exam.pies of the no-border movements in Australia can be found al Angela 
Mitropoulos' site, http: ff antimedla.netf xbordcr. 
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Networks and State Formations 
Our present ern of divergent spatio-temporal configurations present a special 
difficulty when addressing the political dimension of informational networks. 
Internet usergroups, for instance, are often characterised by chance encounters, 
certain degrees of cultural capital accumulated over time and flexible modes of 
tempora!il:y, whereas supranational organisations such as ASEAN, UN, WTO, 
IMF, along with NGOs and transnational corporations, are often characterised 
by their spatial tendencies vis-11-vis their affiliations to the nation-slate or global 
cities. With reference to the work of Canadian communications theorist and 
politir.a! economist, Harold Innis, I explain in chapter 2 how such spatio­
temporal disjnnctures - or what Innis calls the "bias of communicat ion" -
function as an internally generative operation that results in "monopolies of 
knowledge" which impact upon the cultural life of socielies. 
TI1e digitalisation of cultural and economic flows that atlends the Internet 
intensify a process of communication that began in the mid to late nineteenth 
century with the advent of telegraphy, with telephony following close on its 
heels. At the close of the nineteenth century, colonial empires consolidated 
their territorial and imaginary rule via the electrification of space. And with the 
electrification of communica!ion, there has been a radical shift in the 
orga.'1isation of the social, cultural, economic and political dimensions of life. 
This is a process whereby the "space of place" shifts to the "space of flows" 
(Castells, 1996; Stalder, 1998; Heiskala, 2003). Flows of communication that 
wern once restricted by the contingencies of place become in tile emergent 
network society electronically decoupled, or disembedded, or deterritorialised 
from places. Yet most importantly, they are always necessarily re-embedded or 
relerritorialised, more oflen than not in social-political and institutional 
settings. These tra11sformalions impact upon the ways in which society defines 
itself, with comm.inities being reconfigured beyond or alongside the traditional 
g1c:ographic Hmita!:ions of place and the modem space of the nation-state. 
This shift has also been noted by Castells and many others as one in which 
manufacturing economies characteristic of the industrial age subside to 





shift is made possible by a combin ation of economic, social, political and 
technological forces. It is Important to remember that this transformation, as 
with any societal transformation, is dependent on the intertwining effects of all 
of these forces, and c annot be reduced to any single agent of change. That is, 
the world of the electronic neh"lork does not reside exclusively in some kind of 
disembodied virtual space; it is also part of a thoroughly material and sodo­
technica\ system. It can't exist without supr,...,rt services in the form of food 
catering, urban infrastructure, technical stafl� creative personnel - in fact all of 
the social infrastructure that we associale wil:h the contemporary city in 
advanced economics (see Sassen, 1991). As Castells writes in his book Tire 
Internet Galaxi;: Rejleclia11s 011 I/le lnlemel, BHsir1ess and Society, 'L-i the last quarter 
of the h"lentieth century, three independent processes came togel:her, ushering 
in a new social structure predominantly based on neh"lorks': 
... l:he needs of the economy for management flexibility and the 
globalization of global capital, production and trade; the demands of 
society in which the values of individual freedom and open 
communication became paramount; and the extraordinary advances in 
computing and telecommunications made possible by the micro­
electronics revolution. (Castells, 2001: 2) 
The combined effects of these processes has led some crit:i.co to see lhe Internet 
in utopian terms whereby potential access lo and engagement with an 
informational public sphere is taken as a universal condition since the Internet 
edipses the broadcast model of communications media, which functions 
through a single point or producer transmitting messages to many; instead ,  the 
Internet enabll's interactive co!lUllunication of many-to-many at a global scale. 
Commrntlcation occurs from one-to-one and one-to-many, as seen for instance 
with emall, listserves, Internet Relay Chats (IRCs) and USENET news groups. 
It's these sort of multiple possibilities of communication that distinguish the 
Internet from the older broadcast technologies. 
Furl:hermore, the digitalisation of information means that informational 
products remain undiminished at the level of properties irrespective of the 
frequency with which they are reproduced and distributed. One of the key 
techniques for regulo.ting and ordering the flow of information and structuring 
the "New Economy" consists of intellectual property regimes (May, 2002). 
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Intellectual prope,ly regimes function to ensure that a regime of scarcity is 
inscribed upon digitalised information. In so doing, an exchange value is able 
lo be placed on what is otherwise digital code. TI1e digi talisation of information 
is in marked contrast to the age of analogue technologies of mechanical 
reproduction whereby a limited number of copies could be made before 
degradation sets in. Think of what happens when you make a reprint of a 
photogmph or duplicate of a magnetic audio or video tape: with each copy, the 
quality of the recording gets worse. Whereas when information is digit.illy 
encoded as zeros and ones, the quality of the copy remains identical to that of 
the original. This has lend to the oflen repeated mantra that "information wunts 
to be free", since its reproduction has no limit, at l�ast in technical terms. The 
restrictive nature of intellectual property regimes has inspired decentralised 
socio-tedmical phenomena such as the "Napslerisation" of MP3 music files. 
Such socio-technical practices can be seen as one instance of the mutable field of 
digital piracy challenging the hegemony of the recording industry and its 
regulated distribution system (Lovink 2002a; Meikle 2002). 
Techno-ulopians, Dystopians, Speculative Media Theory 
The tedmo-utopians or tedmo-libertarians see this technical feature of the 
Internet as the penultimate embodiment of democracy at work. What they fail 
to understand is the dependency relationship their high-blo"'n rhetoric has 
with institutional structures of support which house the computer mainframes 
and ISPs that their "virtual existence" is channelled through. As Peter 
Lunenfeld remarks, 'Teclmolibertarlanism was never actually intellectually 
robust enough to merit being a philosophy; it is more of an attitude. As long as 
there are successful loudmouths who believe they owe nothing to the 
infrastructures by and through which they develop and market their products, 
we'll have libertarians bloviating on talk radio' (2002: 241-242). In order to 
provide some examples of the sort of movements and discourses that do not 
offer sustainable models for new institutions based upon the logic of organised 
netvl/orks, it is helpful to undertake a brief excursion through the key prevailing 
"attitudes" within Net history that are not quite yet redundant. 
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The utopian discourse of teclmo-libertarians is frequently referred to as the 
"Californian Ideology", which in tum is u reference to the residual hippy 
culture that characterised those who worked in computer progranuning at the 
University of California, Berkeley where much work was done developing the 
Internet from its origins in the 1960s within the military-industrial complex as 
ARPANET. This was a time of new social movements such as feminism, civil 
rights movements and environmentalism; protests against the US involvement 
in the Vietnam war were also going on. One of the most prominent 
spokespeople of hacker culture is John Perry Barlow (2002), former lyricist of 
the Grateful Dead rock band. There's a reminder of the importance of history 
there (see Hirnanen, 2001) 
It is useful to contextualise the teclmo-libertarian position in such a way 
because we can see why the libertarians maintain their distrust of government, 
and support the freedom of expression of the individual. That the Internet 
holds the technical capacity for horizontal, non-hierarchical and decentralised 
systems of conununication adds further weight to the libertarian position. And 
as it happens, such a position articulates fairly neatly with principles of 
neoliberalism, which favours the deregulation of industries and privatisation of 
public institutions, all the while valorising the so-called sovereignty of the 
individualised conswner. 
.,:: 
In many regards, tl1e values of liberal-democracy are similar to those espoused 
by techno- or cyber-libertarians associated with the "Californian Ideology" and 
the llkes of R. __,_ Sirius, John Perry Barlow, Mitch Knpor nnd Kevin Kelly. 
Nicholas Negroponte, founder of MIT's Media Lab, epitomised the east-coast 
vnriant of techno-utopianism. Emerging from the sixties hippy counter-culture, 
the teclmo-libertarinns renched their apogee during the heady techno-dreaming 
blue-sky years of the nineties, set up shop in the San Fancisco Bay Atea and 
Silicon Valley, cohabited as avatars in online conununities such as the WELL 
(Whole Earth 'Lectronic Link), and pedalled their self-styled futurism and New 
Age Romanticism in magazines such as Whole Ear/Ii Catalogue, Mondo and Wired 
(see Dery, 1996: 21-41; Sobchack, 1994; Willis, 2001). The techno-libertarian 
ethos found itself well suited to the principles of neolibcralism (see Gere, 2002: 
138-149; Borsook, 2001). As Charlie Gere notes in his book Digital Cu/lure:
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Both neo-liberalism and the [digital] counter-culture elevated the 
individual over the collective. Bolh also proclaimed the necessity of 
freeing· the individuals capadly to ad from the tyranny of organizations 
and bureaucracies. The hedonism that was a charnctcristic part of th e 
counter-culture is not so far from the neo-liberal appeal of the self-interest 
of the consumer. In a curious way, the pursuit of nco-!ibcral policies is also the triumph of counler-cultural ideas. Another shared characteristic 
is a belief in the positive power of information technology. (Gere, 2002: 140) 
In contrast to the techno-libertari;m view of the Internet, there exists a decidedly 
more dystopian position which, unsurprisingly, sees the Internet in more 
gloomy, pessimistic terms (Webster, 2000, 2002; Webster and Robins, 1998; 
Robins and Webster, 1999). At t he extreme end, the dyslopian view blames the
Internet as responsible for further alienating and abstracting people from 
society, for undermining the values and authority of tradition, and for 
fragmenting what are assumed to be otherwise coherent, tension-free 
communities. In this respect, the dyslopian position also adopts a technological 
detenninist view of communication, yet it is pretty much direcUy opposed to 
the liberalory discourses of tedmo-utopians. At a more sophisticated level, the 
dystopian view sees the advent of the Net as symptomatic of larger, global 
forces which have undermined the authority of the nation-state and 
reconstituted citizens as consumers and fundionaries within informational 
economics. The Internet is seen as encroaching upon the civil liberties and 
privacy of citizens, enmsing people further within the sinister web of control 
society through teclmiques of surveillance. 
Manuel Castells captures the dominant position of both techno-libertarians and 
dystopian proponents of virlual communities when he writes that 'exclusion 
from these networks is one of the most damaging fo,ms of exclusion in our 
economy and 'Jllr culture' (2001: 3). This exclusion is often referred lo in tenns 
of the "digital divide", or informatio n rich and information poor. Castells 
transcends these distinctions, and presents us with the challenge of individual 
and collective transformation: 'Neither utopia or dystopia, the Internet is the 
expression of ourselves - through a specific code of communication, which we 
must understand ifwe want to change our reality' (2001; 6). 
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Speculative media theory can be considered as a third allemative to techrm­
utopian and dystopian views of the Net. Speculative media theory is interested 
in the possibilities of Net practices at all sorts of levels: theory, hactivism, policy 
formation, open source programming a nd distribution, design, net.art, 
community formation, etc. Indeed, a speculative media theory of and for the 
Net might be so ambitious as to try and accommodate all these diverse and 
more often than not incommensurable projects. And why not? Let's leave the 
reduction of what can be said and done to the boundary police. The borders of 
the Net undergo constanl reformation, and even amidst the current intense 
commercialisation of the Net, there are still open spaces that enable radical 
projects. As Geert Lovink (2000) notes, 'If you have the impulse to do 
something you have to stop deconstructing yourself. Just do it, as the Nike 
slogan states. Hit anC. run. See how authorities and their sign systems respond. 
Trial and error' (see also Lovink, 2002a: 2".-29). 
There might seem to be a r esidue of techno-utopianism in this statement by 
/ 
Lovink. And that's okay. It would be a denial of life to refuse the positive and
affirmative potentialities afforded by communications media More to the point, 
Lovink is suggesting that we work within hegemonic orders and manipulate 
them for they're worth. Speculative media theory is sensitive to the historical 
formation of Net discourses and practices, and it doesn't shy &om recuperating 
or appropriating the positive dimensions of that which has preceded it. 
Speculative media theory steals conceptual £ind technological tools, and puts 
them lo work. If there is a sh;ired concern ;icross the dispersed, often 
unconnected projects of speculative media theory, then it is based upon n 
notion of n digital commons. As Lovink states in an interview with Snafu and 
Subjesus (2001): 
I have always been wi!Hng to take the risk of promoting digital ideas, 
knowing that, at the end of the day, they would be perverted, m,t just to 
third parties, but also by classic infightin.,;s within the alternative ghettos. 
Increasingly, the media-cullmal complex needs ne·,v ideas, just to feed 
itself .... In the case of demand for public access to information and 
communication networks it is a broad and diverse media culture which 
counts, in the end .... If the gift economy gets corrupted, move on. If 
everyone has Internet and the revolution still hasn't arrived, too bad. 
Change stage. The idea of a Digital Commons is still there, despite IBM 
and HP buying themselves into the open source movement. (Lovink in 
Snafu and Subjesus, 2001) 
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As Lovink suggests, speculative theory has a sense of an enemy: it is alert to the 
ways in which the Net is being closed down in its current phase of 
commercialisation, which sees intellectual property regimes, coupled with 
techniques of control such as authentication passwords, "cookies", and nerver 
protocols, as manifestations of corporate power that ueeks to restrict both access 
to the Net through a user-pays system and the mobility of information. 
Speculative media theory is unrelenting in ils critique of forces which seek to 
restrict access t o  the Net. Speculative media theory is attentive to the mater ial 
dimensions of the Net: both the technical infrastructures which shape 
communicative forms, and the socio-political settings or institutions within 
which both technologies and users are embedded. Finally, speculative media 
theory is experimental. It seeks to reinvent what ;:an be said and done for the 
purpose of creating a multitude of possibilities. 
A Nole on Method and Conceptual Framework 
For political economist and urban theorist Saskia Sassen, the concept of analytic 
borderlands 'entails opening up a line (represented or experienced as dividing 
two mutually exclusive zones) into a border zone that demands ils own 
theorization and empirical »pecification and that can accommodate its own 
distinct practices' (2000a: 220). Intriguingly, Sassen asserts that borderlands 
'demand' theorisation and empirical investigation. An analytic borderland 
could be seen then as a domain requiring perhaps urgent attention - we are 
interpellated by the agency of a demand. This demand, I would suggest, 
presents us with a curious paradox: the need to measure our own sense of the 
importance of our projects against the ways in which social practices are 
organised as nehvorks of strategic intere.cts conditioned by material forces. In 
other words, there is a need for a mot.!e of reflexive posilionality whereby 
theoretical frameworks, institutional interests and academic conditions (e.g. the 
resources allocated to research and leaching) are recognised for the ways in 
which certain objects or areas of study are privileged over and above others, 
and that such privileging in tum. overlaps with io.rger political economic 
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interests (i.e. our research on particular objecls of sludy is always embedded in 
something else) as well as processes by which knowledge production is a 
pse1!do-rorporate and commerci<L activity (at least that's the case in Australia 
in recent years). Such a mode of reflexivity serves, in my view, the productive 
function of critiquing the institutional cultures - which include Internet mailing 
lists like fibreculture, as I discuss in chapters 2, 3 and 6 - and futures of 
intellectual work more broadly. 
In the first instance, this thesis brings together the conceptual insights into the 
philosophy and history of technology (Guattari, 1995b; Innis, 1951; K ittler, 1999; 
Latour, 1993; Luhmann, 1995) and theories on th� politics of social movements 
(Hardt and Negri, 2000; Laclau and Mouffe, 1985; Mouffe, 2000; Virno, 2004) in 
order lo analyse how cultural practices associated with the Internet can more 
properly be understood by examining specific geopolitical, social and economic 
conditions. The work of Dutch media theorist and activist Geert Lovink has 
informed much of my understanding as wel! as experience of Net politics and 
culture. Similarly, Australian med.ia and cultural theorist McKenzie Wark has 
for many years now been a benchmark for how to think and write media 
philosophy. Lovink and Wark are a presence throughout this thesis. Michael 
Hardt and Anlonio Negri's passionate revival of Marxian political philosophy 
in lheir book Empire (2000) has been a great source of inspiration for this thesis. 
In her review of E111pire, Benita Parry gently admonishes Hardt and Negri for 
their 'dizzying conceptual promiscuity induced by th2 heady cocktail of 
Marxist, autonomist and po�tmodem paradigms. In particular because the 
Deleuzian notion of lines or paths of flight, of flows and borderless continuums 
is used as a trope of tJ.Jnking processes and invoked as a template of real world 
conditions, these disposals converge in an insouciant disregard of the actually 
existing circumstances in what the authors insist is a post-imperialist era' 
(Parry, 2003).' 
This thesi� could also be accused of perhaps not a dizzying, but probably a 
conceptually promiscuous combination of 'Marxist, autonomist and 
postmodern paradigms'. It too draws heavily on Delcuze, invoking notions of 
'continuums' in order to speak of 'processes', and then some more. \II/here it 
'A much harshercritigue of Empire can be,ead in llrcnnan (2003). 
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differs with Hardt and Negri, most obviously, is that as a PhD thesis this work 
is an intellectual and institutional apprenticeship - its readership, at least at the 
level of examinution, is limited to three people; Empire has commanded an 
interm1tiona\ readership of thousands and has revitalised Marxist and po!if.cal 
debate across disciplines and social movements. At the level of conceptual 
approach, this thesis mines a slightly different lineage within Deleuze's work, 
one that I think corresponds in a much mt're familiar and conventional way 
with a Marxian approach that is concerned with issues of uneven development 
and the politics of Jabour-power. By drawing on lhe operation of a 
"constitutive outside" in De\euze's work, this thesis is able to establish a much 
more identifiable bridge or connection with a Marxian tradition - the notion of 
a constitutive outside, for instance, enables the conceptual passage of organised 
labour and organised networks within this thesis. 
While this thesis often makes reference to 'a continuum of relations' between 
that which has emerged and the conditions of possibility - especially in its 
discussion of processual media theory - it also insists that limits play an 
operative role in the formation of relations. For example, in chapter 3 I question 
the notion of "immaterial labour" and argue that disorgauised /nbow more 
accurately describes the precarious condition of labour within informational 
economies and the new media industries. And unlike Hardt and Negri have 
often asserted, I maintain that the natio!l-s!ate continues to play a substantive 
role in regulnting the movement of people and things. I would also question 
whether we arc in an entirely new phase of capitalism. This is not an argument 
I explicitly develop, and I don't profess to have expertise in the di,ciplines of 
international political economy, world history and global economics to 
properly support such an assertion. What l would suggest, mnre modestly but 
with unwavering conviction, is lhat there can be little question that the shift 
from broadcast communications media to netv;orked, digital communications 
media has enabled a radical transformation in the ways in which socio-technical 
relatior,s and modes of communication are cJrganised within a capitalist system 
That much is obvious. 
Gramsci and Lenin do not feature in this thesis and they probably should, sinre 
much of the concern here is with strategies and techniques of organisation. 
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Though perhaps their absence is no! so surprising. The argrnnent for 
organisation in this thesis is not premised on the logic of the party. Indeed, this 
thesis is openly hostile lo the cultural and structural features of parl:y politics. 
Moreover, it docs not sre th, party form as une that c orrespo,;ds with the mode 
of communic�_tion peculiar to networked technologies such as the Internet. 
This thesis understands the possibility of organisation as that which is 
immanent to the media of communication. Such a focus was not the concern of 
Lenin or Gramsci. And how could it have been? Jn their time, the parl:y 
headquarters, the worker's association, the factory and the streets were the 
primary archileclonic forms of commmUcation. Today, that has all changed. 
As such, the ways in which politics becomes organised has also changed. New 
modes of communication necessitate new theoretical tools in order to make 
intelligible and actionable the ongoing force of living labour. 
Citing David Harvey's (1995) call for the need for a 'socialist avant-garde' lo 
facilitate in the c reation of 'organizations, institutions, doctrines, programs, 
formalized structures and the like', both Parry and Harvey remain wedded to a 
mode of political organisation that is as utopian dS t' ,e charges levelled against 
Hardt and Negri. Parry and Harvey are typical of a Marxian radical 
intelligentsia who, for all their attentiveness to the peculiarities of materialil:y, 
so often attribute so little sig11ificance lo perhaps the most important dimension 
to any form ef organisation: conumwication. 
Politi�al mganisation can never again take the fonn of a revived Internationalist 
worker's movement. Aside from the primacy granted to class as the condition 
of possibility, Int�rr.ationalism foils to comprehend one of the central lessons of 
Marxist analysis: the geography of uneven development. The principle and 
material condition of uneven development is nothing if it does not also take 
into accmmt the sitl;ation of COtT,.munication. TI-ris is perhaps more so than ever, 
as conununi.:ations teclmologies become the primary means by which 
produ�tion, distribution and er.change arc managed. From AThls on every 
downlown street comer and village square to satellite and racUo navigation 
using Global Positioning Systems (GPS) in agriculture industries and leisure 
cruise hoats, from computer systems used in finance modelling, onlinc 





the teproduction of capital and the exploitation of labour-powe1 This thesis 
stages a series of interventions into the parasitic logic of capital in the 
passionate belief that another world is indeed possible. And it is the world we 
live, now. 
The style, genre and comp0sition of this thesis shifts behvcen academic, 
journalistic and informnl tonal registers. Many would see this as a problem, 
particularly in terms of its departure from the convention of the PhD thesis as a 
tome of standardised and sustained "scholarly" inquiry. Traditionally, research 
into a particular object of study would be written within the limits and 
conventions peculiar to a single discipline. Ten years ago it was expected that a 
thesis that displayed signs as a "theoretical" piece of work would be one that is 
written in a dense, frequently impenetrable style. If a researcher in the 
emergent discipline of cultural studies wanted to hold any degree of credibility, 
then it was routine for their essays to agonise through the ever-shifting sands of 
"contemporary French philosophy", or what is reductively labelled "post­
structuralism". And frequently enough they got it all wrong. 
While academic warfare was waged around the struchlralist theories and 
controversial political biography of Louis Althus.ser within British and 
European universities in the 1970s, the importation of continental philosophy in 
the United States in the 198()s gave ris"' to star-studded departments and 
blossoming publishing industries whose respective successes were centred 
around the figures of Derrida, de Man, Lacan, Foucault, Baudrillard and 
Lyotard. Increasingly the finely tuned concepts and methods developed by 
these philosophers became abstracted as empty significrs, divorced from their 
initial conditions of existence. Concepts became decoupled from their 
relationship with problems. This situation was largely shaped by the logic of 
capital, which requires the commodlly object to become severed from illi mode 
of production in order for the object to acquire an exchange value. Such 
developments correspond with the transformation of the university and 
education into a commercial institution and "service provider". 
For researchers wishing to investigate contemporary social, cultural and 






imitat es the theoretical rigour and brilliance of canonical figures such as 
Derrida, Foucault, Heidcgger, and so on and so forth. This thesis could have 
been written in a single tonal register; it could have been a consistent, 
unrelenting exercise in theory speak or academic prose. But it wouldn't have 
been written by me. Aside from not having the patience, time or attention 
required for such an endeavour, l also haven't had the sod of training, 
intellectual fonnation or institutional selling required to pull off such a job. 
Moreover, the genre of the PhD thesis is up for grabs, and for a variety of 
reasons. Nowadays there is great pressure for PhD students to transpose their 
thesis into a book form in as short a time as possible. This means writing the 
thesis in a style that will hopefully require minimal revision for it to appeal as a 
book to a range of readerships. PhD graduates entering the academic labour 
market foce pressure to publish from their faculties and departments whose 
funding is related to "output" and "performance indicators", thus the job 
security of young academics depends on engaging in such activities. The status 
of young academics amongst their peers also requires an ongoing publishing 
profile, perhaps even more so than in the past when academics could engagP. in 
book writing at a more leisurely pace. These are some of the possibly negative 
forces that shape the style of new PhD theses Jn the arts and humanities. And 
they are forces that also create new possibilities. 
There are other reasons for a thesis to adopt a polyvocnl, lransdisciplinary 
writing style. Here, I am thinking of the counter-histories and intellectual 
formations that surronnd the importation of "French theory" into local settings 
and provincial intellectual traditions. Many of the early translations of French 
structuralist and post-structuralist philosophers occurred in the "little 
magazines" and independent publishing houses in Australia during the 
seventies and early eighties. Publications like Local Consrm1rtion nnd Art&Text 
in Sydney, Te11sio11 and Mea11jfr1 in Melbourne and Praxis M in Perth were the 
scene of inventive and passionate writing that engaged with a rapidly changing 
cultural landscape. Publications such as these, and many others, provided a 
platform for a generation of feminist, artistic and political thinkers and activists 
who would go on to shape the intellectual and cultural institutions and 
industries in the 1990s and onwards. People such as Meaghan Morris, Moira 
Gatens, Paul Patton, Tom O'Regan and Eric Michaels, and younger writers 
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following in their wake such as Philip Brophy, Adrian Martin, McKenzie Wark, 
Anna Munster, Darren Tofts, Scott McQuire, John Hu!nyk and Andrew 
Murphie are among the many who have played defini.-ig roles in the creation of 
media and cultural theory that is dis tinctly Australian in as much as it displays 
a capacity for inventiveness and boundary pushing. When set against the 
dulling effect of theory that typifies the global publishing industry and 
international lingua franca dominated by university presses and journals from 
Britain and the United States, the vibrant activities and writing ass ociated with 
local publish ing industries during lhe seventies and eighties in Australia 
res onate strongly and, in the case of this thesis, provide a rich source of 
inspiration. 
There are also reasons and forces more immedialely related to the task of 
researching new media cultures that require a different approach for writing 
that necessarily traverses a range of disciplines and styles in order to illuminate 
and articulate the object of study. In the case of this PhD, much of its method of 
composition holds an elective affinity with what Marshall McLuhan referred to 
as "probes" into different media of communication, each with its distinct 
audiences, readerships and materialities of expression. Thus the shifts in tone 
in this thesis from academic to journalistic to infonnal registers of writing arc 
symptomatic of a time of production that in many instances cuts and pastes 
together earJier pieces of writing that initially started out as art reviews and 
opinion pieces for magazines and broadsheets, postings to mailing lists, 
conference papers, journal articles ancl interviews. Even bits of lecture notes 
and course outlines make a brief appearance. These have then all been revised 
and refashioned into the material form of this thesis. Such a method may well 
make for instances of unsatisfactory reading at times. No doubt more linking 
sentences are needed in some places, a smoothening; out of prose in others. 
Certainly some of t he theoretical p ropositions and assumptions could be 
elaborated in grealer detail. These sort of glitches or problems are always going 
to feature in writing that leaps into the complexities of the immediate, of the 
p resent, and of a period in world history that is undergoing rapid social, 
economic and cultural transformation. 
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Despite the seemingly arbitrary eclecticism in method, there is a rationale 
behind the technique of investisati\JJJ :n this thesis. And in no way is it part of 
t he "anti-theoretical" turn fr·at he.·; infected so many universities and 
researchers in ways that more <'Wm than net revive an intolerance for 
inlellechlal invention, passion and commitment; rather, this thesis conducts its 
theoretical enga gement through means that are slightly different from the kin d 
of theoretical writing of the past thirl:y years or so. Bit by bit, stage by stage, 
this thesis has endeavoured to undertake and advance a processual theory of 
media culhlres. The relationship b eh....-een modes of writing, the formation of 
arguments, the media platforms and institutional settings of expression and 
reception, and the distributed, uneven field of objects and subjectivities 
function as a combinatory feedback system. A shift in one aspect or of one 
element in any instance transforms the diagram of communication. A 
processual, mutually conslihltive relationship exists between the respective 
elements within the system. Each hold a capacil:y or potential to effect change. 
In summary, this thesis brings a combination of social and communications 
theory, political philosophy and "radical e mpiricism" to the stu<ly of socio­
technical dimensions of Net cultures. This is an area of study that has not been 
subjected lo such analysis, at least not lo any great extent. TI1e thesis sets out to 
re-evaluate and re-think theories of communications media and theories of 
democracy formation under translocal, global and neh....-orked conditions. 
Where appropriate, I d0cument case studies as evidence of the way democracy 
is a mutable condition subject to the capacity of various actors, both human and 
non-human, to negotiate the field of antagonism that defines socialil:y. Finally, 
a very small but no less significant part of this thesis extends its analysis of 
information societies and Net cultures into the realm of policy 
recommendations that address the specific practices that define translocal and 
intra-regional communication flows and concepts of intellectual property i n  




The thesis is organised in two parts: sections and scales. The first corresponds 
with what Gilles Dcleuze and FC!ix Guattari (1987) term the 'plane of 
immanence'. The second part is a refrain of what they term the 'plane of 
organisation'. The two planes are never separate, but always interleaved, 
overlapping, moving bct\vecn and across each other. Their intersections 
resonate with the event of "the political". For all the distinctions betw�n 
organised networks and nct\vorked organisations, at an architectonic level the 
formal aspects of sections and scale comprise a continuum ,'.Jf relations that 
diagram the aesthetic organisation of sociality. Within ai::ni.teclural plans, 
sections enable th� potential occupant to peer into relations between parts that 
are otherwise invisible in the constructed building. Like an orange sliced in 
half. Scale, on the other hand, situates the vertical and horizontal dimensions 
based on a measure exterior to that which is drawn. A shift in scale transforms 
the seru;e and perception we have of the world. This thesis adjusts the planes of 
section arni scale in order to ask new questions about some common processes. 
In chapter one I argue that new media studies is dominated by a partirular 
empirical mode of !'esearch that overlooks the d ynamic relationship between 
that which has emerged as an object, code or meaning and the conditions of 
possibilily. The chapter proposes a processual model for media theory that 
extends the current empirical paradigm into what Deleuze terms 'radical 
empiricism' (1991, 2001). Nr:w media aesthetics are coruidered in relation to 
systems theory in order to register the processual dimension of seru;ation. The 
chapter concludes by suggesting that a politics of time is central to processual 
systems. 
It has become common for contemporary media and cultural theorists to claim 
that "there is no more outside". Such a position pushes the idea of a 
horizontally organised information society to the extreme and fails to account 
for how exclusion is a condition of possibility. Chapter 2 analyses how a 
"constitutive outside" functions within the Creative Industries as a result of the 
exploitation of inte!lcctual property generated by labour-power. 111e chart:.r 
develops the notion of an outside as it figures in Theodor Adomo's ('.i.990) 
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method of immanent critique and Gilles Deleuze's logic of immanence. Finally, 
the chapter examines how the constitutive force of an outside is a key 
component of Harold Innis' (1951, 1986) theories of communications media and 
cultural formation. Overnll, the chapter argues that a political theory of media.­
culture is one that addresses how the outside operates as an affirmative force 
that holds the capacity for transfonnation. 
Chapter 3 reports on findings from a survey posted to the fibreculture mailing 
list prior to the third annual fibreculture meeting in Brisbane in July, 2003. 
Broadly speaking, the survey was inte rested in the extent to which the 
explo itation of intellectual property defines the condition of labour within the 
Creative Indust ries. At a methodological level, the chapter challenges 
prevailing assumptions about conducting empirical research in new media 
studies and en.lists a processual media theory approach as a technique for 
drawing out the relationships between the condition of creative labour and 
reflexive, non-linear media-information systems of oorrununication. Central to 
this chapter is an argument about the merits of the Italian autonomist concept 
of "immaterial labour" against what I term "disorganised labour". The chapter 
&u�gests that the latter more accurately describes the current, frequently 
precarious condition of creative labour. TI1e chapter concludes by advocating 
the political strategy of organising creative iabour in the form of networks 
rather than the model of the party, as traditionally adopte d by unions. 
Chapter 4 sihrnies intellectual property regimes as a condition of possibility for 
Indigenous sovereignty movements within Australia. I argue that rational 
consensus models of democracy have failed to accommodate the interests of 
Indigenous peoples. While supranational entities such as UNESCO have been 
ab!e to confer a degree of political legitimacy upon lndiger,'lUS peoples as 
partially denationalised political subjects, I mainlain that this h� foiled to 
articulate with the national form in the process of renationalisation. I suggest 
that intellectual property regimes offer Aboriginal politics the opportunity to 
reassert claims for self-de\ermination i n  the national form in as much as the 
political subject of Aboriginality is positioned in the first instance as a partially 
autonomous economic actor as distinct from a partially denationalised political 
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fashioned within the realm of intcl!cctuill property law, as distinct from an 
exclusive focu s on international human rights law. This chapter docs not 
intend lo present easy answers. Rather, it seeks to pose questions, problematise 
assumptions and suggest possible strategics. 
Everyone likes to claim their organisations operate in ways that adhere to basic 
democratic principles. TI1e complex of informational relations between African 
states, supranational entities, corporations, civilian populations and NGOs is 
defined by various scalar tensions that seriously undermine !he constitutive 
dimensions of a democratic polity. Herein lies the logic of uneven modernities. 
Chapter 5 considers lhe paradoxical role played by NGOs in developing civic 
infrastructures, and suggests that greater focus needs to be placed by NGOs on 
securing intellectual property rights for developing states as the condition of 
political and economic sovereignty within informational economics. 
The last chapter is interested in how nl:'tworks using JCTs as their primary 
mode of organisation can be considered as new institutional forms. The chapter 
suggests that organised networks are emergent socio-technical forms that arise 
from the limits of both tactical media and more traditional institutional 
structures and architectonic forms. Organised networks are peculiar for the 
ways in which they address problems situated within the media form itself. 
The organised network is thus one whose socio-technical relations are 
immanent to, rather than supplements of, communications media. The chapter 
argues that the problematics of scale and sustainability are the two key 
chaUenges faced by various forms of networks. The organised nelwork is 
distinct for the ways in which it has managed to address such problematics in 
order to imbue informational relations with a strategic potential. 
In many respects, any writing today is a writing of and within crisis. Perhaps 
for this reason, much of this thesis enlists the genre of a polemic in so far as it 
seeks to extend and c ontest current debates and theorisation within media and 
cultural studies, social theory and political philosophy in such a way that 
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registers the importance of new institutional forms as vital components of the 
tcclmics of social networks.' 
In another way, this writing has, I am pleased to say, been a process of 
discovery and collaborative-formation. This thesis has been an adventure in the 
technks of writing. A major breakthrough occtured when I learnt what a 
technics of writing could become, and for some reason that lesson took a lot of 
years! I thank Eudora's free email application for that and subscribers to the 
fibreculture and nettime mailing lists who have responded to various drafts of 
these chapters over the past few years, more often than not challenging and 
informing my arguments in ways that have only been constructive to my 
intellectual development. Indeed, those two mailing lists, most particularly 
fibreculture, have given so much, and to many people. They embody the sort 
of intellectual relationships I h.1d only previously dreamt of: spaces in which 
friendships, adversaries and collaborations are made possible. 
Finally, and perhaps more importantly, this thesis lS also a w1iting that has an 
investment in the potentialities of invention, renewal, hope, intensities, humour 
and affirmation of an ethico-political life as a cree.tive force. 
• Andrew Murphie (2004: 136) defines the term "technics" 'as a combination of technologies, 
systematic processes and techniques, whether these arc found in the organization of living or 
non-living mailer'. I wi!l adopt this sense of technics throughout this thesis. Sec also Mumford 










Processual Media Theory 
'Sense-perception happens without our awareness: whatever we become 
conscious of is a perception that has already been processed'. 
Friedrich Nietzsche, Writings from the Late Notebooks, 2003. 
'Process as such', writes Michel Serres, 'remains to be conceived .. .' (1995: 96). 
Furthermore, if we take Gilles Deleuze and F�lix Guattari at their word 
(something they warn us not to do!), then all concepts are connected to 
problems (1994: 16). The relationship between concepts and their problems 
constitutes a situation. For the purpose of this chapter, the formation of 
intelligibility is a system consist ing of concepts, problems and situations. 
Process is something ongoing in nature, an emergent quality whose expression 
is shaped by the contingencies and field of forces of any particular situation. In 
this respect, process can never be conceived in itself. Given this immediate 
predicament, this chapter investigates the possibility of at once conceiving a 
processual theory for media studies whilst locating the emergent concept of 
process alongside a series of prohlems. Or rather, the concept of process 
emerges through the encounter with a series of problems, which in tum can be 
understood as situations of possibility or 'a continuum of variation' (M"assumi, 
1992: 38-39). The central problems addressed in this chapter include those of 
aesthetics, new media empirks, time and movement. Of course this series of 
problems, this continuum of variation, in no way outlines the totality of the 
field of new f!\edia studies.1 That would be absurd, or just plain stupid. These
problems emerge as instances of encounter, as framing devices, in thinking the 
concept of process. 
The term aesthetics (aesl!iesis) is used in this chapter to speak of the organisation 
and management of sensation and perception. My interest is in the way 
'To speak of a field of new media studies is ptoblemalic in itself, since 'there is no stable object 
or.:intology around which a conceptual economy can be concentrated' (Holmco, 2003b). 
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sensory affect and an aesthetic regime, as distinct from representation {mimesis), 
can be discussed in relation to new communications media. The aesthetic 
dimension of new media resides in the processes - the ways of doing, the 
recombination of relations, the figural dismantling of action - that constitute the 
abstraction of the social. Herein lies the unconscious code of new media 
empirics. That is to say, new media empirics can become something other than 
what it predominantly is at the current conjuncture. It is the potential for a 
superempirics of new media that this chapter seeks to translate through tJ,e 
concept of process. A super- or renewed empiricism is coextensive with the 
processual as a diagrarruning of different layers and registers of relations and 
regimes of value that constitute the possibility of the event where 'affect [is] 
expressed as pure potentiality' (Deleuze, 1986: 109). Following Brian Massumi, 
a Deleuzian superempiridsm comprises a mode of encounte� that articulates 
the f ield of forces, the sensing of sensation, which traverses the movement 
betvveen that which has emerged as an object, code, or meaning and their 
conditions of possibility (see Massumi, 2002a: 1-25). It is by paying attention to 
these very lccal instances, which are of course bound up and tangled with 
larger structural forces, that the political and ethical work of a renewed 
empiricism might proceed. 
A processua\ aesthetics of media culture enables things not usually associated 
with each other to be brought together into a system of relations. The 
combination of art, commerce and the routine practice of stock market day 
trading constitutes such a system, as I will go on to discuss. Far too frequently 
the creation of art is divorced from economic forces. With such oversights, one 
could be excused for thinking the modernist p roject was well and truly intact. 
Michael Goldberg's installation catc/Ji11gafalli11gknife.com instantiate:; the ways in 
which aesthetic forces are not simply underpinned by economic relations; 
aesthelics, as the sensing ot' sensation, also plays an important substantive role 
in shaping economic outcomes. There is vital lesson at work here, namely that 
art does indeed have effects that go beyond the typically self-aggrandising 
ghetto of spotlit obs�ttrity and cyclical fashions of the culture industries. Art is 
part of a process of 'difference which makes a difference', as the anthropologist 
Gregory Bateson (1972: 453; italics in original} neatly put it. 
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A processual media theory describes situations as they are constituted within 
and across spatio-temporal nel:works of relations, of which the communications 
medium is but one part, or actor. As with any approach, processual media 
theory itself is implicated in the systems of relations it describes; as such, it too 
operates in a reflexive mode that contributes to change within the system. 
Aesthetic production is defined by transformative iterations, rather than 
SupPosedly discrete objects in commodity form. Processual aesthetics is related 
to the notion of the sublime, which is 'witness to indetenninacy' (see Lyotard, 
1991, 1994; Rodowick, 2001: 20). The media sublime unravels the security 
presupposed by the political economy of empirical research on new media. 
Political economy has a tendency to treat tl� media as a set of objects and, 
accordingly, objeclivises media technologies or media content as "products", 
such as advertisements. Political economy and functionalist sociology of the 
media cannot :mderstand the locus of socio-technical transformations that are 
relational and have sensory effects whose operation is not determined by a 
positivist empirics of the media as seet1, for example, in traditional media 
impacts/effects analysis, content analysis and 'uses and gratifications' 
functionalist research (see Lasswell, 1927; Katz and Lazarsfeld, 1970; Blumler 
and Katz, 1975; Fowles, 1992).' Then there is the political economy of new 
media empirics. That is, the political, economic and institutional conditions 
which shape neo-empirics as the emergent paradigm in the field of new media 
studies.i While new media empirics is useful for cataloguing observable trends 
and phenomena, this paradigm is not so adept at reflecting upon the dominant 
interests and questions of power that condition its own legitimacy.4
The political dimension of aesthetics is manifest in the power relations that 
attend processual systems. In order to undertake an analysis of the socio-
'For critical appraisals of these cmplrlcal approaches,. see Mattelart and MQttelart (1998: 1942); 
see also Holmes (2003a). 
' The first paradigm of Net studies consisted of a techno-ulopi�nlam associated with the 
"Califomfan Ideology", the second, unsurprisingly, of tcclmo-dystopianlsm. Terry Flew (2001) 
provides a useful overview of thc�c paradigms and the emergence of the third paradigm of 
"new media cmpirics". 
• Admittedly I'm being very reductive about the diversity within political economy approaches. 
My point is not so mudi one about political economy per se, as about the lack of reflexivity 
within new me<lia empirics th.it adopt political economy 11pproache:;. For a useful overview of 
political economy, sec Hesmondhalgh (2002: 27-48). For a discussion of political economy, the 
Braudelian longue d11rte and new media, see Flew (2002: 52-75). For interesting ethnographic 
empirical studies, soo Lally (2002), rutd Miller and Slater (2000). 
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technical assemblages that constitute the processual, attention would need lo he 
paid to the institutional settings of new media and their uses, be they in the 
office, at home, or in networked gaming arcades, for example, and the 
conditions of cultural production. A processual
,,
�esthetics of the 5ocio-teclm.ics 
of these arrangements attests to the politics of post-representation. The 
articulation of various elements that constitute a network can be thought of in 
terms of duration (a mode of temporality that is antithetical to instrumental 
time), which might also be termed the proccssual aesthetics of new media. So, a 
processual aesthetics of new media is related to and constituted within the tb1.e 
and space of the media event (see Wark, 1994a; Munster, 2001). Networked 
gaming.. online opinion polling, web petitions and biogs are all iru,tances ot new 
media that incorporate an aesthetic regime defined by non-linearity, 
interactivity and real-time that constihltes everyday media events. 
A processual media theory can enhance existing approaches within the field of 
new media studies, registering ilie movement betwec,, tl ,Jt which has emerged 
as an empirical object, meaning or c ode, and the various conditions of 
possibility. Processual media theory inquires into that which ls ol:herwise 
rendered as in,,.isible, yet is fundamental to the world as we sense it. Thus, 
proccssua\ media theory could be considered as a task engaged in the process 
of translation (see Latour, 1993). To this end, this chapter addresses the 
problematic of a renewed empirical mode that has come lo dominate 
intellectual practice within media studies; indeed this predominant mode 
cxlends beyond any single discipline and prevails across the humanities and 
teclm.osciences. The new media empirics has found itself enlisted in the 
mission of neolibcralism, which subordinates the practice of life to the demands 
of a market economy. Hence, this chapter develops a processual model of 
media theory as an alternative to, and mode of critique of, empirical rcseard1. 
Further, this chapter contends that a processual model of communications is 
useful in addressing the politics of information societies. As Deleuze has 
written, 'concepts, with their zones of presence, should intervene to resolve 
local situations' {1994: x). 1nis thesis begins its correspondence between 
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New Media Empirics 
Over the past few years, one is increasingly able to detect the emergence of 
empirical approaches to the study of new media ,qs the current dominant 
paradigm. An empirics of new ffi('dia describes the various forms, objects, 
experiencrs and artworks tha: constitute new media. The empiricist desire to 
fii,; all that is virtu:..l inf , concrete is coexlensive with a certain weariness, 
boredom or distru0-l uf the excesses of "postrnodern theory" that came to 
characterise much work going on in media and cultural sludiEs and 
contemporary ar t during the eighties and nineties. Work carried out in 
sociology, intcrnalional relations and architecture has also taken this empitical 
tum. 
These fields all share a desire to ground their objects of study, to retrieve them 
from the ravages of "sperulative theory", and in so doing, perhaps begin a 
process of reconstructing or securing ,lisL'olinary identities. Arguably, all of 
this coincides with the perceived displacement of national and local 
cormmmities wrought by commur.i ,ilion� medi a such as satellite TV, the 
Internet and the mobile phone. Very real displacement across social scales 
accompanies the structural transformations of national and regional economies 
in a post-Sc1viet era in which populations have become increasingly mobile at 
transnational levels as professional or unskilled labour, as refugees, or as 
tourists. 
it is the task of empirical studies to describe and analyse these various 
transformations, yet to delimit such work to the scholastic mode of proe!uction 
is to overlook the ways in which such research corroborntes the interests of 
capital which, in the corporntisation of universities, finds the current empirical 
paradigm as the new frontier of instrumental reason. Much research on the 
Internet is quantitative and commercially driven, measuring.. for exflmple, the 
m.1mb'-'r of hits and wuntini; users on web pages. Researchers, or information
workers, in l"'"<a'1.y instances are provi3ing data analysis that has commercial
applkations in ascertaining consumer iiabits and, in the case of new media
studies, there is an attempt lo foreclose the myriad ways in which users engage
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with media forms and content. It's all quite desperate. And it's all related ton 
quest to capture markets. 
A non-reflexive and non-reflective new media empirics assumes that the 
various uses of new media fonns, or the practices constituted by media forms, 
define the horizon of intelligibility of new media. Different uses, different 
meanings. But is that nil there is to it? Are the arrangements or networks of 
new media confined to their uses, whether it's by human or non-human actors? 
And at what point does one say the field of actors has been identified? When 
does the list of actors end? Upon what plan,; of abstraction does use manifest? 
Are there registers of use that are e,vedooked because the multi-dimensional 
planes of abstraction are not identified? These are all questions which begin to 
problematise the security, even arrogance, presupposed by a method which 
seeks to quantify the semiotics of new media in tenns of the uses made of 
particular new communications media. 
Empirical research typically proceeds by securing what is otherwise a fluid, 
contingent and partial!y unstable process constituting a system of inter­
relations. While there are significant distinctions between the two, empirical 
research across a range of disciplines is often ba;,ed on principles found in 
positivist empiricism. Louis Althusser locates the proble.� of empiricism as a 
metht,d in terms of its assumption of having captured th,� essence of an object 
through :he process of abstraction. As he wrote over thirt)' years ago in Reading 
Capital: 'h-:p!xicist abstraction, which 11bstracts from the given real object its 
essence, is area! abstraction, leaving the subject in po ssession of the real essence' 
(A!thusser, 1979; 36). In order to extract the real essence from the object, 
empiricism undertakes an operation that eliminates th e object's euru;titutive 
outside. This procedure serves as an epistemological vaHdation of empiricism, 
since 'To know is to abstract from the real object its essiince, the possession of 
which by the subject is ti1en called knowledge' (Althuss1ir, 1979: 35-36). Hence 
a relationship based on presence-absence is produced between that which is 
revealed as real (i.e. the objects of knowledge) and the procedural mode that 
has enabled this operation (i.e. the form of knowledge and its structural forces). 
For Althusser, empiricist knowhidge is part of a larger hegemonic episteme or 
'apparatus of thought' that grants primacy to vision, seeking to make visible the 
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invisible (A\thusser, 1979: 37-38, 41; see also Jay, 1993). The fundamental error 
of such abstraction is that it fails to reflect critically upon the conditions of 
possibility for such a procedure. 
As a methodological practice, empiricism is captured by a delirium in which 
there is an assumption that the essence of the object can be revealed. Due to an 
incapacity to reflexively engage with the field of forces which condition il:3 
methodology, empiricism eliminates the processual dimension that underpins 
the emergence of the supposed essence of the object, revealed as a form whose 
meaning is stable. Jn contrast to empiricism, Marx and Engels write in Tile 
German Ideology that 'Empirical observation must in each instance bring out 
empirically, and without any mystification and speculation, the connection of 
the social and political structure with production' (1976: 41). And: 'As soon as 
this active life-proces5 is desc:::ibed, history ceases lo be a collection of dead 
facts, as it is v,rith the empiricists {themselves still abstract), or an imagined 
activity of imagined subjects, as with the idealists' (Marx and Engels, 1976: 43). 
As a result of these sorts of oversights, empiricism offer� nothing by way of 
political critique. Indeed, to do so would endanger the very legitimacy of 
empiricism as a method. Further, as David Holmes has noted, 'The more it 
[empiricism] establishes the visibility of what it sees, the more it establishes 
knowledge, the better able it is to guarantee itself (1991: 101). Since the social 
relations of production th;,t condition the space and time of "the political" are 
part of the constitutive outside that the empiricist problematic excludes, 
empiricism attri butes, according to Althusser, an 'inessential' value to socio­
rolitical and historical conditions of formation (1979: 37-38). 
While Althusser is one of the principal theorists of ideology-critique responsible 
for giving positivist variants of empiricism a drubbing, as outlined above, I 
would suggest that Althusser's work holds a useful enough foundation, 
actually, for empirical - as distinct from empiricist - research. Ideology, for 
Althusser, is associated with the imaginary. This image repertoire, most 
importantly, is reproduced in material practices located in institutional settings, 
from which subject formation occurs (through, admittedly, the flawed notion of 
interpellatlon). In order to begin talking about the processes of ideology and its 
attendant power relations, one needs to start identifying, in an empirical 
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manner of the kind argued by Marx and Engels, the very local ptadices within 
which ideology is reproduced. 
In the case of new media empirics, which reproduces the methodological 
procedme of empiricism, a reflexive encowtler with its techniques of operation 
woulri begin to take into account the plurality of forces, including those of 
institutional interests, which condition the formation of a practice, code or 
meaning. In doing so, the multidimensionnl pluralism that functions as 
empiricism's constitutive outside would come to bear. Moreover, the politics 
that attends such an operation could be situated in an "agonistic" framework 
(Mouffu, 2000) in which pluralistic discourses, practices, forces and interests 
procure a legitimacy that is othenvise denigrated by empiricism's claim to have 
abstracted the essence of the object from the real. 
The shift in media studies and otlier disciplines to a non-reflective and non­
reflexive empirical mode is perhaps best accounted for by paying attention to 
the shift that has occurred in the conditions of production associated with 
intellectual labour within a neoliberal paradigm. Within this mode is a 
pressure for intellectual practices to become accountable. Titis pressure is not 
motivnted by ethical considerntions, which include the delivery of knowledge 
and engagement with teaching and research in •vays that are responsive both to 
their own disciplinary circumstances and to those who are subjects within a 
particular institution and its disciplinary formations. Rather, there ls a 
managerialist demand for the products of intellectual labour - knowledge 
coded as intellectual property, which makes possible the commodity object - to 
be accountable to the logic of exchange-value and market mechanisms. 
Tite neoliberal imaginary seeks to subject all socio-cultural practices to the laws 
of the market, which are one manifestation, albeit limited, of the logic of capital. 
As such, a teclmique of verification is required, and the humanities has lmned 
to the sciences for such a tool. Titis is hardly surprising, since the sciences have 
long held a relationship with industry, which $ees the output of labour within 
the sciences as holding commercial a.,d induslrial application. A perception 









empirics to be the technique that best enables intel!ectual labour to be 
measured, quantified and reported in terms of stasis or stability. 
The key problem of an empirics of new media aesthetics resides in its failure, in 
a number of instances, to understand that the aesthetics of artworks, software 
applications and technologies are conditioned by social relations as well as the 
theoretical paradigms through which analysis proceeds. Technology, as 
understood by Raymond Williams (1974: 9-31), is found in the processual 
dimension of articulation, where the media is but one contingent element that 
undergoes transformation upon every re-articulation. This presents a challenge 
to the empirical tum in Net studies, which seeks in vain to pin down a terrain 
that is made historically redundant prior to its emergence. By way of an 
alternative, Scott Lash proposes that 'Empirical meaning is neither logical (as in 
classification) nor ontological, but everyday and contingent' (2002: 17). 
Empirical approaches to the Net, if nothing else, need to work in a reflexive 
mode that is constantly aware of the conditions attached to funded research, to 
critique them, to describe the institutional cultures that shape the emergent 
third paradigm of Net studies, and to see the seemingly secure ground of any 
empirical moment as sometl1ing which is always interpenetrating with 
something else. 
Processual Aesthetics as Radical Empiricism 
· With the invention of the telegraph came the genre, form or style of telegraphic
writing. of news wires. Think 01 Ernest Hemingway, with his telegraphic,
machine-gun writing style - a mode of writing within and tluough media of
communication. Moreover, a zone of indistinction between the human and
non-human emerges with the advent of new communications media. As 
Friedrich Kittler suggestively notes of Nietzsche upon his use in 1882 of a
Malling Hansen typewriter: 'Our writing tool not only works on our thoughts,
it "is a thing like me"' (1999: 206). With failing eyesight, the 'mechanized
philosopher' undergoes a transformation of expression: Nietzsche 'changed
from arguments to aphorisms, from thoughts to puns, from rhetoric to telegram












The Malling Hansen mode l initiates a kinaesthetics based on touch, since its 
'semi-circular arrangement of the keys itself prevented a view of the paper' 
(Kittler, 1999: 203). The shift from visual control and linearity associated with 
the pen and paper to the blind activity of typing constitutes a feminisation of 
philosophy, argues Killler (1999: 203, 206). The primacy of the classical author 
corresponds with a closed system predicated on socio-teclmical distinctions 
associated with the 'phallogocentrism of classical slate pencils' and 'the sexually 
closed feedback loop' of the Gutenberg Galaxy {Kittler, 1990: 198, 1999: 184). 
The machinic philosopher, by contrast, is part of a combinatory system that 
brings together philosopher, typewriter, a "delicacy" of touch, and women, 
who dominated the ranks of secretaries in printing houses in the late nineteenth 
century. Piano fingers tum out to be good typing fingers. 
With the Internet, we have seen hypertext, Hstservcs, net.art, and so forth. With 
the mobile phone, short-text messaging (SMS) has emerged as one the most 
popular socio-tcclmical forms of communication. These could all be talked 
about in terms of media aesthetics. However, I think it is more int eresting for 
an aesthetics of new media lo consider the ways in which social and cultural 
formations not immediately atlributable to the media with which they are 
contemporary might also be included in the pantheon of media aesthetics. Such 
articulations might constitute the unthought of media aesthetics: social and 
cultural forms that are not determined by media techn ologies, but arc 
poten tialities that coincide with or are parallel to contemporaneous 
communications media. 
A proccssual aesthetics of new media goes beyond what is simply seen or 
represented on the screen. It seeks to identify how online practices are always 
conditioned by and articulated with seemingly invisible forces, institutional 
desires and regimes of practice. Furthermore, a processual zesthetics recognises 
the material, and embodied dimensions of Net cultures, When you engage 
with a virtual or online environment, are you simply do.Ing the same thing as 
you would in a non-virtual environment, where you might 'be l.JOking at 
obj2cts, communicating, using your senses -vision, sound, etc? In Other words, 
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grander claims about virtual terhnologies, is this adequate? Is there anything in �this "do-ing" which deserves greater analysis? �r�
Do virtual environments simply extend our sens.es and our actions across space
and time, or do they reconstitute them differently? There is a strong argument
to be made for the latter. In the same way that visual culture - especially the 
cinema - legitimised a certain way of looking at things through techniques such
as standardised camera work and continuous camera editing, then virtual 
technologies re-organise and manage the senses and our modes of perception in 
similar ways. As Kafka once noted: 'cinema involves putting the eye into 
uniform' Oanouch, 1953: 48).
Sofhvare design, virtual environments, games, and search engines all generate 
and na turalise certain ways of knowing and apprehending the world. We can 
find examples of this with database retrieval over linear narrative, hypertext, 
30 movement through space as the means to knowledge, and editing and 
selection rather than �imp le acquisition . So if empirics can record that we have 
virtual conversations, look up certain sites, and so forth, it doesn't consider the 
tedmics of combiuing visual and /acli/e perceptions in certain ways and in certai n 
contexts to allow for distinct modes of understanding the world. Nor does a 
new media empirics inquire into the specific techniques by which r.en sation and 
perception are managed. Tiris is the task of processual aesthetics. 
The repetition of techrrics of se nsation and perception arc partial ly 
distinguished by t he regimes of value (economic, legal, political and cultural) 
which arc inscribed upon such ways of doing. A processnal aesthetics of media 
theory seeks to identify the various me thods that typify empirical rcs�arch on 
the Internet, and to follow this up with a critique of the empirical mode by 
considering the institutional desires and rcg:1.n�es of practice that condilion the 
types and methods of research undertaken on new ICTs at the current 
conjuncture within informational s ocieties. While recognising that the Internet 
docs make our social and cultural transadions more "abstract'' - i.e. 
reconstituted from place-bound relations into the 'space of flows' (Castells, 
1,96: 376-428) - this of cmuse does not mean that everyone uses the Nt!t in the 
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same way, or that the Net has the same significance for everyone. Instead, an 
emphasis is placed on process, on the organisation and management of 
sensation and perception, which are understood here as the basis of aesthetics. 
The experience of time, space, others and embodiment cannot be encompassed 
by a new media empirics which simply lists and categorises what an actor does, 
overlooking the forces and contexts that allow action to occur. 
In T/!e Language of New Media, media theorist and artist Lev Manovich (2001) 
undertakes a medi.i archaeology of post-media or software theory. He focuses 
on a very particular idea about what constitutes the maleriality of new media, 
and hence aesthetics. In excavating a history of the present for new media, 
Manovich's work is important in that it maps out recent design applications, 
animation practices and composiV.ng techniques, for example, that operate in 
discrete or historically continuous modes. However, Manovich's approach is 
one that as5umes form as a given yet forgets the socio-political arrangements 
that media forms arc neC€ssarily embedded in, and which imbue any visual 
(not to mention sonic) taxonomy or typology with a code: i.e. a language whose 
precondition is the possibility for meaning to be produced. 
The aesthetic that constitutes a code is only possible through a process of 
articulation with modes of practice, of interpenetrative moments, of duration. 
In Nik.las Luhmarm's terms, a code is integral to the reproduction of structural 
difference within a functional system (sec Lulunann, 2000: 185). As Luhmann 
writes: 'Codes are distinctions, forms that serve as observational devices. They 
are mobile structures that arc applied differently from situation to situation' 
(2000: 187). Structural determination is thus dependent on the code, whose 
function is to symbolize. Such an operation enables self-organisation within a 
system, as I discuss below. Jn Gregory Bateson's (1972) terms, codes are the 
'difference which makes a difference'. These are a!! processes that new media 
empirics eliminales. 
The network is not 'decomposable into constituent points' (Massumi, 2002a: 6). 
That is what a non-reflective and non-reflexive empirics of new media, of 
informationa l economies and network societies, in its reified institutional mode 






holds a 'nondecomposable' dimension that always exceeds - or better, subsists 
within- what in the name of non-reflexive empirics are predetennined regimes 
of quantification, which, as Bl'ian Massuml has it, 'is an emergent quillity of 
movement' (Massumi, 2002a: 8). Tit.is is not to say that things never occupy a 
concrete space. An analytics of space (and time), if it is to acknowledge the 
complexity of things, cannot take as its point of departure the state of arrest of 
things. Instead, attention needs to take a step back (or perhaps a step sideways, 
and then back within), and inquire into the preconditions of stasis. And this 
does not mean occupying a teleological position, which seeks to identify 
outcomes based on causes. Or as Massumi puts it, the 'emphasis is on process 
before signification or coding' {2002a: 7). 
That is, there is a mul'ti--dimensionality to socio-aesthetic experiences. They are 
not bound or contained by any particular communications medium or transport 
tedmology. Tirns we can say, on precisely these sort of grounds, that the 
"virtual" and the "material" are always intimately and complexly intertwined. 
And to overlook this fundamental principle is to impoverish, among other 
things, the practice of research on new media. What Massumi terms a 
"superempirics" would register this multidimensionality of socio-aesthetics: a 
complex of practices that is constituted within and across pathways, passages 
and vectors of mediality. 
In formulating a processual model for media theory, this chapter does not 
dispense with empirical work. Far from it. A processual merlin theory registers 
the w.-:ys in which communications media - any medium of expression - are 
bound in a system of relationE, a singularity of expression, that consists of a 
field of forces in which things are defined or registered as a concrete stable 
form, which in turn becomes a condition for transformation and change. In his 
book Parables for the Virlual, Massumi describes this process in terms of the 
movement between that which has emerged and the ccindilions of potentiality er 
"the virtual", understood in a Deleuzian sense of radical empiricism (see 
Massumi, 2002.a: 16-17, 208-256; see also Deleuze, 1991). Time for new media 
empirics, which is not to be confused with radical empiricism, consists of the 
present, where things are manifest in concrete form. Thfa kind of 
presupposition cannot account for the multiplicity of lime immanent to the 
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operation of the virtual and the actual, which Mossumi explains in the 
fol!owing way: 'The virtual is the future-past of the present: a thing's destiny 
and condition of existence .... A thing's actuality is its duration as a process .. .' 
(Massumi, 1(}92: 36---37). Similarly, os Deleuze notes, 'Movement always relates 
to a change, m igration to a seasonal variation' (1986: 8). Thus a processual 
medio theory examines the tensions and torques between that which has 
emerg ed and conditions of possibility; it is on approach lhat inquires into the 
potentiality of motion that underpins the existence nnd formation of a system.' 
Herein lies the practice of a radical transcendental empiric ism. New media 
sh.tdies is yet to express this partimlar enconnter. 
If anything. the dominant mode of empirica l  re search unwittingly defines 'the 
axis of escape along which the differential object ... [slips] quietly away from its 
own growing objectivity' (Massurrii, 2002a: 216). With regard to encountering 
the empirical, Massumi notes: 
If by "empirical" is meant "pertaining to predictable interactions between 
isolatable elements, formulatable as deterministic lows", then the 
conditions of emergence of vision are superempiricoL The)' actively 
i11cludc the constancy of empirical conditions. The superempirica\ 
conditions of experience complexly include the empirical in the mode of 
responsive accompaniment. As experience takes off, its empirico! 
conditions fall away. (2002a: 152) 
The superempirical is immanmt to the concept of the processual, which 
questions the logic of the grid, of categories, of codings and positions (see 
Massumi, 2002a: 8). That which precedes these orders of distinction are in fact 
bound together on o continuum of relations as partial zones of indistinction. 
Cate gories are only ever provisional, and emerge to suit specific ends, 
functions, interests, disciplinary regimes and institutional realities. To this end, 
the mode of empirical research that predominates in the humanities and 
sciences - and in particular current reseil!ch on new media - needs to be 
considered in terms of not what categories say about their objects, but rather, in 
terms of what categories say obout the 111aucme11t between that which hos 
emerged and the conditions of possibility. Herein lie the contingencies of 
process. 
' On the role of a formations", sec Massuml (2002b: xvii-xix). 
As the sensing of sensation, of the experience of pre-linguistic attributes, 
superempiricisrn corresponds with that other pre-linguistic category - the 
imaginary.' Within Marxist-l.�canian psychoanalytic theory, an imaginary 
construction signals that there can be no essence, but multiple imaginary 
terrains that contest, support or ignore one another. Each imaginary formation 
is articukited with a series of material preconditions. A genealogy of any 
imaginary formation would involve examining the constellation of material 
forms and prnctices and symbolic dimensions that distinguish one imaginary 
formation from another. So, the imaginar y does not forego the possibility of the 
real, but actively inculcates the real or non-discursive entity as a necessary 
condition of its own formation. If there is a fundamental lesson to be gained 
from Althusser's (1971) seminal essay 'Ideology and Ideological State 
Apparatuses', it was this: ideology consists of Jived relations or social practices 
organised in part by a logic of sensibility found in symbolic realms. The 
imaginary, as such, is constituted by material practices loca�d within 
institutional settings. The work of cullmal industries, which circulate images of 
celebrities in abundanr.e, evinces the relationship between the imaginary and 
materiality. The latter, it must be noted, is not to be confused with 'the real', 
whose surplus resists integration into the symbolic order (sec Zb:ck, 1989). 
Unlike the Classical Marxist view of the superstructure as a reflection of the 
economic base/mode of production, Althusser's advance on Marxist theory 
was to explain how the ISA's displayed a 'relative autonomy' from the 
determining influences of the economic base, except 'in the last instance'. Many 
critics over the years have taken the opportunity to attribute this seeming 
contradiction and regression to a vulgar Marxian orthodoxy as evidence of the 
failure of a Althusser's model of ideology. Further, the ovcrdetennining role of 
the economic base on the realm of ideology suggests a point , : finitude 
whereby a distinction of mutual exclusion or incommcnsurability exists 
between the realm of the imaginary and that of the real. However, as John 
Frow has argued: 
• In this rola�on, then, an, the seeds to explore the relation.ship between empiricism, the 
imaginary and id"°!ogy. 
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There is no 'detennination in the last instance by the economic' because 
the last instance never comes. Rather, dete rmination is exercised by 
'permutations, displacements and condensations', and this means that the 
social formation is characterized by the uneven and nont<)leological play 
of its elements, since the invariant strum.Ire of the complex whole exisl:s 
only through discrete variations for which it is a precondition. This is not 
a pluralism, but it allows an understanding of the effect of a plur.ility of 
determinations within a structure where one instance is dominant as a 
necessary condition of complexity. (1986: 22-23) 
One key relationship of detennining forces, then, ls found in the relationship 
behveen the imaginary and the real. Indeed, the imaginary is intricately linked 
with and plays an active role in both constructing and being constructed by the 
real. In other words, while the imaginary may appear to be violated by the 
presence of the real, this does not mean the real resides irrevocably in a space of 
alterity, impossible to locate within either the imaginary or the symbolic order. 
For Slavoj Zizek's Marxian reading of Lacanian psychoanalytic theory, 'the real' 
is inscribed within spectral dimensions. As Zizek argues, the 'resistant kernel' 
of 'tht' real' is always 'present wi!l1i11 the symbolic process itselr (2000: 311), 
often in the form of some antagonism that is played out in the cultural domain. 
In this respect there is a materiality that attends the interplay between the real, 
the imaginary and the symbolic. 
A superempiricism that registers the interplay of forces in the constitution of 
the event can be found in much of media theorist McKenzie Wark's work on 
'weird global media events': those media imaginaries that implode, or better, 
exceed, the logic of discourse, the symbolic order of things, and constitute the 
event as tha t  which escapes, momentarily, the restrictive confines, conventions 
and representative structures of news narratives.' Such events - the September 
11 terrorist attacks on New York City being the most obvious recent examplc­
oonsist of signs, certainly, but they perhaps are better understood as 'a­
signifying' semiotic systems." Such systems involve what Guattari calls an  
'aesthetic proccssual paradigm', 'autopoietic machines', and 'processual 
assemblages' in which expression is 'extra-linguistic' and semiotic substance is 
relatively untranslatable' (Guattari, 1995b: 24, 39, 105, 106). That is, such rnedia 
'Sec, in parLicular, Wark(l994a). 
'I am drawing this lenn from GuaUari. For an outlir,e of !his concep� sec 'The Place of the 
Signifier in the Institution' (Guattari, 1996a). G,1ry Genosko's own work i.s enormously helpful 






events arc irreducible to a semiotic encoding/decoding model, as seen in the 
early wm·k of Stuart Hall and adopted by many within cultural studies. While 
the encoding/decoding model of ideology played a key role in opening UF new 
questions pertaining �o the cultural and po!Hica! dimensions of meaning that 
were not being addressed by uses-and-gratifications and effects schools of 
empirical research in mass conununications, the model remains very much one 
concerned with structuralist understandings of the sign, representation and 
language.• 
By contrast, a-signifying semiotics only partially relies on semiologies of 
signification as a substrate in as much as the prior semiotic order of 
content/form (e.g. the redundancy of news narraf.ves) is radically tom apart 
(deterritorialised) and rendered anew as a dUfcrcnt configuration (Genosko, 
2003b). The constitutive operation of a-signifying semiotics is a process of 
'escaping coding and redundancy' (Genosko, 2003b). In such cases, empiricism, 
maybe at its best, can diagram the transvers�l co-ordinates beyond the space 
and time of the reMively contained instance of news instalments. This includes 
the externality of relations, namely percepts, concepts, affects and their habits 
(see Deleuze and Guattari, 1994: 163-199). One of Wark's techniques for 
registering this inter-relationship betvi:een the mediatised event and its 
movement within the evenl of the socio-technical assemblage or arrangement is 
to incorporate the everyday inlo, and as part of, the singularity of the event.'° 
The key point, as noted by Gary Genosko (2003b), is that 'semiotic-machinic or 
sign-matter fluxes arc unmedialed by representation'. Experience, on the other 
hand, is mediated or governed by properties, forces, rules, habits and relations 
that constitute the event. To this extent, a twnslation has occurrl'd. Most 
basically, I sec a renewed empiricism or superempiricism as coextensive with 
the processual, where a diag-rarruning of different layers and registers of 
relations and regimes of value constitute the possibility of the event in which, 
as Deleuze puts it, 'affect [is] expressed as pure potentialily'. I will address this 
dimension of affed after I locate the emergence of processuality as a concept 
within cybernetics theory. 
'Of course Hall;, no slouch, and ia the first lo acknowledge -in typical reflexive fashion - the 




Feedback Loops and Dissipative Structures 
... cybernetics, the theory of self-guidance and feedback loops, is a theory 
of the Second World War. 
Kittler (1999: 259) 
A processual media theory can be related back to cybernetics and systems 
theory and early cmdels of communication developed by mathematician and 
electrical cr.gineer Claude Shannon in the 1940s. However, there is no single 
originary point of development of cybernetics. As Gregory Bateson notes, 'The 
ideas were developed in many places: in Vienna by Bertalanffy, in Harvard by 
Wiener, in Princeton by von Neumann, in Be\1 Telephone labs by S' 1nnon, in 
Cambridge by Craik and so on' (Bateson, 1972: 474-475).11 Shannon's model is 
often referred to as the tr?.nsmission model, or sender-message-receiver model. 
It is a process model of communication, nnd for the most part it rightly deserves 
its place within an introduction to communications programs since it enables a 
historical trajectory of communications to be established (sec Mattelart and 
Mattelar., 1998). 
Ho· Never, it quickly becomes dear that this model holds considerable problems 
because it advances a linear model of communication flows, from sender to 
receiver. And this of course just isn't the way commwt.icalion proceeds -
there's always n bunch of noise out there that is going to interfere with the 
message, both in material and immaterial ways, and in terms of audiences 
simply doing differenl things with messages and technologies than the 
inventors or producers mi:;,ht have intemled. The polyvocal, multilaycred 
character of communication, culture and the produclion of meaning was indeed 
one the key tasks Hall's encoding/decoding model set out to establish in 
response to the assumption of transparent, unilinear communication flows by 
" Wark.'s book Disposilfons (2002a) is one that I would coruider as exemplary of the sort of 
SUf"'rempiricism I'm describing. l th!nk Eric Michaels work also fits the category and maybe 
evenMalinowski's diary. Certainly Serres. Enough names! 
n Interesting accounts of cybcmctks and computer proa,ssing can also be read in Bcniger 
(1986) and Bardin(2000). 
traditional empirical, positivistic research in mass communications.'' A5 
Katherine Hay!es p•1ts it, 'Claude Shannon defined information as a probability 
function with no dimensions, no materiality, and no necessary connection with 
meaning' (1999: 52). Such u mod,:,! has limited uses in calculating choice, 
probabillty, behavioural patterns ond risk - and hence holds an appeal for 
determining likely economic outcomes, as the young Rupert Murdoch was to 
discover in his encounter with games theory'; - but it flounders when 
conditions are not stable but contingent, variable, and embedded in socio­
technical and biological fonns. 
The point to take from this process model is that it later developed to 
acknowledge factors of noise or entropy (disorder and deterioration), once in 
the hands of anthropologists such as Gregory Bateson. Central to second-order 
cybernetic theory is the problem of chznge and relationships. As Bateson notes 
r:,f self-referential relationships, 'Cybernetics is, at any ra:e, a contribution to 
change - not simply a change in altitude, but even a dmnge in the 
understanding of what an attitude is' (1972: 475). A� distinct from 
understanding information as a homeostatic thing in itself, Bateson, by Paul 
Virilio's accmmt, 'who was one of the firs t to think of information as a general 
prc:ress, added that "Information is a difference that makes a difference"' (1995: 
12."\. 
�cond-ordcr cybernetics shifted from a closed system to an open system of 
'tonununication. Or, more correctly, it shifted from a linear system to one that 
took feedback loops into account. This becomes interesting for , model of 
processual media and cultural theory, which ia inte:ested in mutually 
determining relationships between that which has emerged and the conditions 
of possibility. The notion of feedback loops is homologous with the concept of 
"organisational closure" in second-order cybemetics, as found in t;1e work on 
ncuro:>hysio!ogy and biological system� by Humberto Mlturana and Francisco 
"Hall stresses th�t hls encoding/decoding paper was motivated by very local concerns: at the 
Je,;el of methodobgy and theori�allun, he soaght to contest the impa:;se of traditional uses-and­
watifiralion.s content an..1!ysis undertaken by the Centre for Muss Communications Rwearch at 
the University of Leicesler in the late 60s, early 70s. See Hall et al. (1994: 253-256). 
"Neil Chenoweth (:!002: 19-21) discas.scs !he influence of games theory on Murdoch during his 
studies at Oxford in the early 1950s. 
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Varela, for example." The central feature of Maturamt and Varela's autopoletic 
systems consists of the organi1mtion of organisation. Differ�nce inler.ning\cs 
with the operations of a system in order to maintain a dynamic equilibrium. 
Organisational closure acknowledges the role of the observer in the functioning 
of a system, and hence inh·o<iu�es the concept of reflexivity where the observer 
constitutes a node within the scene or operation of observation. In this respect, 
Becond-order cybernetics shares something with post-structuralist critiques of 
the subject: both ar� concerned with questioning the primacy of the individual 
and the autonomy of the subject/consciousness from the environment in which 
it is embedded. Even a summary as cursory as this suggests the implications 
such a model has for politirnl and ethical considerations: at issue is the slatus 
and limits of bme1daries understood .is constructed, and hence open to change. 
On the question of a system and its context, Hayles notes that 'For Bateson, 
decontextualization is not a necessary scientific r,10ve but a systematic 
distortion' (1999: 77). 
A significant extension of the cybernetic model is necessary in order to recast 
the limits of "organisational closure". In so doing. it becomes possible to 
nckr,owlcdge the ways in which networks of communication flows operate in 
autopoietic ways where media ecologies develop as self-generating. distributed 
informational systems (see Guattari, 1995b; Massumi, 1992). Within the theory 
of social systems developed by Niklas Luhmann, a system is a set of 
possibilities whose relations are regulated, organised and distinguished by 
combinatory forces of lnterpen�tration-penetration, indeterminacy­
de•erminntion and contingency-stasis {Luhmann, 1995; see also Massumi, 
2002a: 8). Together, these features constitute the conditions of possibility for 
change within a self-referential or autopoietic system. For Luhmann, 'in the 
self-referential mode of operation, closure is a form of broadening possible 
environmental contacts; d<Jsure increases, by con.,tituting elements more 
capable of being detennined, the complexity of the environment that is possible 
for the system' (1995; 37). Thus closure is temporary in the sense that closure 
11 Fora discussion of Matur,1m and Varela, see Hayb (1999, 131-159). An example of a second­
order fecd'-'i!ck model applied to the development of open source content and collaboration 
with African universities c.:m b<: found in Keats (20ij3). 
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offers a distinction or boundary that feeds back into the system, making change 
and transformation possible. 
Time is an important operation within any system. The multidimensionality of 
time corresponds with the varying planes of abs traction within which the 
movement between that which has emerged and the conditions of possibility 
occur. Luhmann expresses the organisational closure afforded by time and 
change within a syste m as follows: "'time" symbolizes the fact that whenever 
anything determinate occurs, something else also happens, so that no single 
operation can ever gain complete control over its circumstances' (199!5: 42). 
There is a seemingly paradoxical aspect to the notion of organisational closure 
wi thin autopoietic systems whereby the ongoing process of feedback in the 
form of incorporating entropy and perlurbations conditions the future of the 
system. Keith Ansell Pearson cxplairu; it like this: 
The claim that autopoietic 5YStems are organizationally 'closed' can be 
misleading if it is taken lo imply that these systems do not interact with 
their envirorunent. Such sys•ems ar2 iiimply closed in the sense that the 
product of their organizat ion is the organizati on itself. (Pearson, 1997: 
141)1l
fust as autopoiesis is understood a s  self-referentiality within the organisation of 
organisation, processual aesthetics can be understood as the resonance of the 
sensation of sensation (sec Massumi, 2002a: 14). Resonance is a feedback loop. 
Moreover, processual aesthetics of new media occupy what philosophers of 
science Tiya Prigogine and lsabelle Stengers ca11 a 'dissipative structure' that 
organises and incorporates contingencies, non-linearities and fluctuations into a 
dynamic state in 'far-from-equilibrium conditions' (1985: 12-14; see also 
Massumi, 1999; Stengers, 2000; Whitehead, 1978). A temporal dimension is 
reintroduced into the equation here, since 'dissipative structures seem to 
prolong indefinitely the fertile instant of the genesis of structures' (Prigogine 
and Stengers, 1985: 71). Elsewhere, Stengers enticingly proposes the following: 
'The contingent process invites us to "follow" it, each effect being both a 
prolongation and a reinvention' (2000: 72). Put another way, if a conlinuwn of 
vari ation ceases to be, so too does communication within a system. 
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The Art of Day Trading 
We arc yet to s� what capital can become. So goes the "New Economy" 
mantra as its proponents go about faying claim to the future, which is 
synonymous with the "free market". Mastery of the latter supposedly 
determines the fonner {see Frank, 2000; 343). Bubble economies - exemplified 
in our time mJst spectacularly with dotcom mania and the tech wreck in April 
2000, which saw the crash of the NASDAQ16 - are perhaps one index of the 
future·pres.ent whr.rr. the accumulation of profit proceeds by capturing what is 
othenvise a continuous flow of iniormation.11 Information flows are shaped by 
myriad forces that in themselves are inunaterial and invisible in so far as they 
do not register in the flow of information itself. The condition of motion 
nevertheless indelibly inscribes information with a speculative polential, 
enabling it t o  momentarily be captured in the fonn of trading indices. 
Michael Goldberg's (2002a) installation at Sydney's Artspace 
ca1c:1ingafallingknifc.com (Figure 1) - nicely encapsulates aspects of a processual 
media theory {see also Lovink, 2002d). The installation combines various 
software interfoccs peculiar to the information exchanges of day traders 
gathered around electronic cash flows afforded by the buying and selling of 
shares in Murdoch's News Corporation. With $50,000 backing from an 
anonymous consortium of stock market speculators cobbled together from an 
online discussion list of day traders, Goldberg set himself the task of buying 
and se!lli1g News Corp shares over a three week period in October-November, 
2002. 
" Genosko (2G02, 195-200) also pick., up on this point by Pearson in his discussion of how 
Gu�Uari extends the model of autopoicsis and sccond·order cybernetics into the realm of S!lci�I 
relations and 'machinic autopoicsis', 
16 AI; dmnowcth recounts in Virfon/ Murd.,cl,, 'The Nasdaq composite index of high·l<'ch stocks, 
which was the surest guide to the �btc of the tcch economy, in the first three we<:ks ol April 
had dropped 34 per cent down to 320Q' (2002: 339). By 2001 the foil had inm,ascd to 90 per 
cent. Seo also llrcnnc, (2000). 
"For a rich analysis of the Wall Street stock market crash of Octol>er 1987, see Wark (1994a: 167-
228). For an idiosyncratic analysis of fo,cign exchange markets, traders and the rnlc of the 
computer screen, see Celina and Brugge, (2002), 
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Source: Michael Goldberg 
Infonnation flows are at once inside and outside the logic of commodification. 
The sofhvare design of market charts constitutes an interface between what 
Felix Stalder describes as informational "nodes" and "flows" (Stalder, 2002). 
The interface functions to caplme and contain - and indeed make intelligible -
what are otherwise quite out of control finance flows. But not totally out of 
control: finance flows, when understood as u self-generating system, occupy a 
space of tension belween "absolute stability" and "total randomness" (Stalder, 
1997}. Too much emphasis upon either condition leaves the actor-network 
system open to collapse. Evolution or multiplication of the system depends 
upon a constant movement or feedback loops between actors and networks, 





Referring to the early work of political installation artist Hans Haacke, 
Goldberg explains this process in terms of a "real-time system": 'the artwork 
comprises a number of components and active agents combining to form a 
volatile yet stable system. Well, that may also serve as a concise description of 
the stock market ... Whether or not the company's books are in lhe black or ln 
the red is of no concern - the trader plays a stock as ii works its way up to its 
highs and plays it as the lows are plumbed as well. All that's important is 
liquidity and movement. "Chance" and "probability" become the real 
adversaries and allies' (Goldberg and Lovink, 2002). 
Figure2 
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Sourm: Michael Goldberg 
Trading or charting software can be understood as stabilising technical actors 
that gather informational flows, codifying such flows in the form of 'moving 
average histograms, stochastics, and momentum and volatility markers' 
(Goldberg. 2002a). Indicators of this sort provide the basis for "technical 




according to the supply and demand of particular shares (Figure 2). While 
simplistic, the attention paid t o  supply and demand as bask concerns of 
financial management can be seen to correspond with the foc us cultural sludies 
and new media empirics places on the conditions of possibilil:y and that which 
has emerged. In both instances a processual dimension is overlooked: l:hat is, 
the very movement within and belween these variables, which ads to 
continuously refigure both conditions, challenging the asswnption that the 
world exists in a state of arrest. 
S cott Lash claims that 'The feedback loop is the locus of the critique of 
information' (2002: 112). Software trading charts operate as a closed self­
referential and self-generating system: movement up or down the trajectory of a 
graph is determined at one level by inputs of infonnation that register the value 
of a partirular share. Yet at another level, the stochastic chart is an 
inlerpenetrative system. That is, the movement of the graph is contingent on a 
wider field of forces. For example, Goldberg notes in his diary that he was 
unable to make a lrade on a particular day. The Australian Stock Exchange had 
gone down. Not only does this impact upon the flow of information that 
enables the possibil ity of economic exchange, it also suggests the stability of a 
system interpenetrates with a wider political economy that articulates with 
te chnical standards. In this instance the maintenance of finance networks is 
subject to the \/11lnerability that attends concentrations of IT infrastructures. 
Herein lies a political and economic argument for distributed informational 
systems. 
Chart-analysis software simulates the market situation, computing the 
movement and value of stocks. However, charl·analysis by a modelling 
program alone is insufficient. While the system is dynamic - in so far as the 
reaction of the user manifests as the sale or purchase of stock, which in tum 
feeds back into the system - the system is necessarily a closed one. Parameters 
have to be defined that repre5ent the effect various data inputs have on likely 
market outcomes. Any simulation mode! is thus based u pon a principle of 
inclusion/ exclusion. In his essay on breakdowru within international stock 
market systems, Wulf Halbach explains the corutruction of a simulat ion model 
as follows: 
" 
�· .. , 
?i. 
"11"_· 
In order to create a model for any 1·eality in question, as many details and 
parameters must be taken into consideration as possible (also a question of 
costs). The details and parameters chosen are the most relevant -
maximum parameters - and those that are left out are the !east influen_tial 
- mi nimal parameters. (1994: 338)
By design, the simulation model reduces the complex field of forces that shape 
the perception one might have of the market value of a particular stock. That is, 
there is somelhi11g more that comes to bear to shape the perception and 
actualisation of value. As Genosko (2003b) writes, 'The output values feed back 
through the possible parameters, which re-engage the minimal parameters, 
causing a crash in as much as the minimal parameters could not become 
maximal'. In other words, 'the simulation is unresponsive to its own terms!' 
The field of emergence is comprised of distributions of chaos, 'not to mention 
fear, momentum, noise, caffeine-induced phantasms, etc' (Genosko, 2003b). 
The surfeit of force that escapes the parameters of chart-analysis software is 
augmented by "fundamental analysis". Fundamental analysis looks 'at the 
realities underlying price movements - broad economic developments, 
government policies, demography, corporate strategies' {Henwood, 1998: 105). 
Such market indicators are then rearticulated or translated in the form of online 
chatrooms, financial news media, and mobile phone link� to stockbrokers, 
eventually culminating in the trade. In capturing and modelling finance flows, 
trading sofuvare expresses various regimes of quantification that enable a 
value-adding process through the exchange of information within the 
immediacy of an interactive real-time system. Such a process is distinct from 
'ideal time', in which 'the aesthetic contemplation of beauty occurs in 
theoretical isolation from the temporal contingenciell of value' (Shankm, 2001). 
The something more that escapes both the parameters of chart-analysis software 
and fundamental analysis can be understood as 'the question of the constitutive 
gap between "reality'' and simulations' (Halbach, 1994: 341). The aesthetic 
figure for this constitutive gap consists of the power of affect (see Deleuze and 
Guattari, 1994: 65). An affective dimension of aesthetics is registered in the 
excitement and rush of the trade; biochemical sensations in the body modulate 
the flow of information, and are expressed in the form of a trade. As Goldberg 
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puts it in a report to the consortium mid-way through the project after a series 
of poor trades based on a combination of teclmical and fundamental analysis: 
'It's becoming clearer to me that in trading this stock one often has to defy logic 
and instead give in, coining a well-worn phrase, to irrational exuberance' 
(Goldberg, 2002b). Here, the indeterminacy of affect subsists within the realm 
of the processual, where a continmun of relations defines the event of the trade. 
A continuity of movement prevails. Yet paradoxically, such an affective 
dimension is coupled with an inte!!Sity of presence where each moment counts; 
the art of day trading is constituted as an economy of precision within a 
partially enclosed universe or system. 
McKenzie Wark makes a similar point in his analysis of the stock market crash 
on Wall Street in October 1987. Drawing on Serres' notion (or was it an 
intuition?) of 'noise as a "third man" present in the exchange of information' 
(1994a: 189), Wark employs the metaphor of noise to explain the 'competing 
and contradictory interests', irrationality, feedback loops and unconventional 
techniques used by traders arguably more attuned to the informational patterns 
and flows in global finance markets. As Wark puts it: 
Noise becomes a tool among others in what Donald Trump christened 
"the art of the deal". Profiting from noise becomes equivalent to profiting 
from information, and in the short term, possibly more profitable. The 
volume of movement caused by noise in the short term may be more 
profitable than the tendency of movement in the long run. Which is bad 
news for the fortunes of the firms that make and sell things on the terrain 
of second nature. One can indeed make "cash from chaos", as the self­
styled pop svengali Malcolm McLaren proposed. The third nature of 
global finance, like the third nature of global style, admits the false moue as 
a profitable option. (1994a: 190) 
The borders of a processua] system are also open to the needs and interests of 
extrinsic institutional realities. The node of the gallery presents what is 
otherwise a routine operation of a day trader as a minor event, one that 
registers the growing indistinction between art and commerce. Interestingly, 
the event-space of the gallery expresses the regularity of day trading with a 
difference that submits to the spatio-temporal dependency news media has on 
the categories of "news worthiness". A finance reporter for Murdoch's Tiie
Australian newspaper gives Goldberg's installation a write-up. Despite the 
press package which details otherwise, the journalist attempts to associate 
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Goldberg's trading capital with an Australia Council grant (which financed the 
installation costs) as further evidence of the moral and political corruption 
among the "chattering classes". In this instance of populist rhetoric, the 
distinction between quality and tabloid newspapers is brought into question. 
The self-reforentiality that defines the mode of organisation and production 
within the mediasphere prompts a journalist from Murdoch's local Sydney 
tabloid, the Daily Telegraph, to submit copy on the event. Unlike the dismissive 
account in T!1e Austmlimi and the general absence of attention to the project by 
arts commentators, Goldberg notes how the Daily Telegrapll report made front 
page of the Business section (rather than the News or Entertainment pages), in 
full colour, with his pictme alongside the banner headline 'Profit rise lifts 
News'. The headline for Goldberg's installation was smaller: 'Murdoch media 
the latest canvas for artist trader'. 
Here, the system of relations between art anu commerce also indicates fr1e 
importance narrative or storytelling has in an age of information economies. 
Whether the price of stocks go up or down, profit value is shaped not, of 
course, by the kind of political critique art might offer, but rather by the ldnd of 
spin a particular stock can generate. Or, as Neil Chenoweth puts it in his book 
Virtual Murdoch, 'Markets work on appearances' (2002: 76). Goldberg's 
installation discloses various operations p<'cu!iar to the aesthetics of day 
trading, clearly establishing a link between narrative, economy, time and risk, 
performance or routine practice and the mediating role of design and software 
aesthetics. caldiingafallingknife.com demonstrales that it is the latter - a theory of 
software - that slill requires much critical attention. And unlike most players in 
the new economy, Goldberg's instal!ation is a model in accountability and 
transparency. 
There is a process at work in all this, part of which involves a linear narrative of 
stabilisation by structural forces. Massumi explains it this way: 'The life cycle 
of the object is from active indeterminacy, to vague determinalion, to useful 
definition (tending toward the ideal limit of full determination)' (2002a: 214). 
Yet this seemingly linear narrative or trajectory, if that's what it can be termed, 
is in no way a linear process. Quite the opposite. It is distributed or is 
constituted through and within a process of feedback where the technical 
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object, in its nominated form, f�ds back and transforms its conditions of 
possibility, which can be understood as 'the field of the emergence' (Massumi, 
2002a:8). 
Given that the production of art has been ensconced within the cultural 
industries tluoughout the 20'° Century - and most particularly since the end of 
World War II- it reaUy is remarkable how little attention is given by artists and 
critics to the basic economic conditions of production which make possible their 
very existence. Certainly, there are exceptions, as evidenced in the ca�e of 
Goldberg's installation. But for the most part, artists have failed to inquire into 
the role of the economy as a constitutive force within and not outside of 
aesthetics. Yet strangely, both artists and critics seem to think the object or 
process of art is somehow immune to or autonomous from prevailing economic 
conditions. That strikes me as a hope!e&Sly naive and incredibly self­
undermining position to adopt. 
Don't get me wrong, I'm not suggesting artists retum to some kind of social 
realist portrayal of workers in the factory and peasants in the field. Nor am I 
calling on critics to revert back to vulgar Marxist ideology-critique. Let's not 
bore ourselves with regressive pastiche that's incapable of addressing the 
situation of contemporary media"cultures. By engaging in a post-
representational way with the economy, critical artists have a key role to play in 
redistributing the contingency of relations between economic conditions and 
aesthetic sensibilities. Now is the time to set a r.ew aesthetic intelligence into 
play by creating new institutions of possibility, by organising networks of 
sustainability, and by asserting a relationship between aesthetics and the 
economy in a way that does not resign the artist to the role of yet another self­




Towards a Politics of Processual Time 
Media cross one another in time, which is no longer history. 
(Kittler, 1999: 115) 
I speak once more in the language of history, processual time and its 
multiple circumslances pass tluough the crarI•ped nehvork of their own 
monuments. 
(Serres, 1995: 95) 
The processual locates the temporal modes that operate within lhe informa�on 
age. This is precisely why a processua\ model facilitates a political critique of 
nehvork societies and infonnation economies. Processes, after all, take time. 
That is, processe s  abstract time. A politics ot legitimacy coextends with the 
instantiation of abstraction. Further, the fundamental problem with Lash's 
thesis in his book Critique of Informatior1 is his failure to engage with "the 
political" by reducing the complexities of time." Time is not simply "long­
duration" that corresponds with old media and it, mode of representation, as  
distinct from the "short-duration" or  immediacy that supposedly defines the 
new media as ephemeral presentations (Lash, 2002: 72-74). Time consists of a 
multiplicity of modes: rhythmic, instrumental, scalar, biological, compressed, 
flexible, and so forth. Each temporal mode has a different function in the 
regulation, control and organisation of entropy. Irrespective of its encoding 
mode, time is an agent of translation behvecn stability and randomness. In this 
respect, time corresponds to the processual. 
Modalities of time are also central to the constitutive framework within which 
politics happens. In the case of new media, a tension is played out across the 
temporal modes that distinguish new media forms and their concomitant uses 
and conditions of production. Each temporal mode is socially inscribed with 
varying degrees of legitimacy. For this reason, one can speak of a politics of 
time. New communications media consist of various temporal modes: mobile 
phones and instant shod-text messaging, i:hc web and real-time video and 
audio files, the interactive real-time of day trading. 24/7 and net-time,1' and as 
Wark notes, 'many kinds of time intersect' (1994a: 222). Whatever the operative 
16 For a partkulorly engaging erltlque of Lash's book, aee Hassan (2003). 
"s� Lovlnk's analys;s o{ aswatclHime" in 'Net.Time:;, Not Swatch Time: 2l"·Ccntury Global 
T:in,e Wais', ln Dorkfiber: Tracking C1-;iical folernet Cu/lure (2002a, 142-159). 
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mode may be, time's multiplicity is internally situational to self-organisational 
closures or limits in socio-technical complexity.20 The contest over such 
closures thus constitutes the politics of technological time. 
On the question of time and space, there are two key points to make. First, new 
media are characterised by their "remediation" of the spatio-temporal aspects 
of old media (sec Bolter and Grusin, 1999). The form, content, meaning and 
techniques of use peculiar to old media such as cinema and the novel arc 
refashioned and reformed within new media technologies. New media 
technologies are thus better characterised in terms of the multi-dimensional 
layers of space and modalities of time; there is a continuum of relations, albeit 
reconfigured, rather than strict rupture between old media and new media. 
Referring to McLuhan, Kittler explains t.'te media continuum as 'partially 
connected media links' in the following way: 
... one medium's content is always other media: film and radio constitute 
the content of television; records and tapes the content of radio; silent 
films and audiotape that c inema; text, telephone, and telegram that of the 
semi-media monopoly of the postal system. (1999: 2) 
Second, within a capitalist system, time determines exchange-value in as much 
as the smaller and more flexible the increment of time the higher the exchange­
value. This operation also makes possible what Marx termed the 'annihilation 
of space through time', where more intensive cycles of production and 
consumption arc required to speed up capital circuits, as David Harvey (1990) 
has analysed. And as Holmes (2003b) has not,:,d, 'If capital can't get the cycle 
speL'ds it needs, it lobbies for war - the exchange-value of armaments will go up 
as others deflate; capital flows to war according to the law of equalisation of 
value, until the war's over'. A proccssual model investigates the multiple, 
competing dimensions of time that condition the instance of exchange. 
Exchange-value itself is proccssual, yet it appears as a simple linear instance of 
exchange. This feature is symptomatic of the politics of labour-pow,:,r and the 
ways in which the process of abstraction within a technologically enriched 
capitalist system subsumes the field e,f forces that condition the instance of 
exchange. The proccssua\ model attempts to register the complexity of force� 
"'Thanks to David Holmes for reminding me of this idea, among others. 
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and non-linearity of communications systems. What is at stake, finally, is the 
question of the legitimacy of existence that is irr;;ducible to the techniques of 
instrumental time promulgated by new media empirics. 
ConduBion 
More than anythir.g.. procensua\ity ia best understood as a mode of 
communicating. For this reason, the processual is integral to media theory. 
Communication is based upon relationships. Processual media themy attempts 
to identify the diagram of relations peculiar to particular media-information 
situations and events. Such a task inevitably addresses the operation of power 
as a constii:utive force. Inquiries into power relationships can happen in l\vo 
key ways: first, under the delusion of the detached, disinterested observer. 
Such an option is a false one. And it is one this thesis starts to fall into in 
chapter 5, where I stage a critique of non-governmental organisations with 
regard to their relationship with developing states and supranational entities. 
What salvages that chapter from a fully-blown descent into the illusion of 
detached observation is the way the issues of that chapter fold into a larger 
inquiry that underpins much of this thesis - namely, how political activists 
might best organi�e themselves in ways immanent to the media of 
communication as it articulates with the network of social relations. 
In its own modest way, iliis chapter, and indeed the rest of this thesi5, engages 
with what Paul Miller, a.k.a. DJ Spooky that Subliminal Kid, identifies as the 
problematic of our time: ' ... twenty-first-century aesthetia: r·ecds to focus en 
how to cope with the immersion we experience on a daily level' (Miller, 2004: 
88). This brings me to the second option in analyses of power relations: 
immanent critique. Strange as it might sou:id, such a mode of critique within 
this �esis is informed by the> histories of colonialism and the ravages and 
violence that attends epistemological and ontological frameworks that assume 
one can be detached or separate from a communicative situation. As the 
discussion in this chapter of day trading makes dear, a rationalist approach to 
the problem of r.ommunkafrm systems is simply never going to work. While a 
direct engagement with the histories and literature of colonialism is not present 
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in this thesis beyond a pcssing reference here aml there, the lessons from 
colonialism can be detected in the reflexive empiricism adopted in many of the 
chapters that follow. Immanent critique, as dc,·eloped most explicitly over the 
next two chapters, occupies a siluation of reflexivity in tenns of the inter­
relationships between institutional settings, epislemological fwneworks and 
tl-) media of communication. 
These sort of elements operate a� constitutive forces in the develupmenl of the 
case studies and objects of critique. The mode of critique within a processual 
sihlation is never negative in the sense of negativity being that which subtracts 
something from something else. Since processnality consists of systems of 
relations thal are mutually co.1stih\tiVe, the inunanent critique or raQ \ea! 
empiri :ism of processual mcd\a theory is an affirmative op,,ration. This thc,,,is 
has beer.. rn:itivated by a curi(,sity and passion for the potentiality of 
transformation within and intcr;ention by nehvorks of critical Internet 
researchers. Process, in this seosc, involves modes of experirnentati?n as for as 
techniques of critique and research go. I'm speaking here of something that 
Antonio Negri calls a "tendential" method, one that 'c onsists of antir.ipating the 
value of things th«t form an evolving system of tendenciei;, or trends, which is 
to say !hint,� one thinks will end up corning to pass in the future' (Negri, 2004: 
49). The reason a degree of exp�rimentation, chance and potential "i:l,deat" 
attcnrl. such a mode of inquiry has to do \lith the inescapable contingencies of 
life as" subsists ·.vlthin media-informatk,�, systems. Similarly, processuality, as 
a mode communicating, is coextensive with what Negri (2004: 49) calls "forms 
of file" that constitute the com.,non. Life as it resides within relations immanent 





Creative Industries, Comparative Media Theory and the 
Limits of Critique from Within 
'Every space has become ad space'. 
Steve Hayden, Wired Magazine, 2003. 
'Obsession wil'1 economic rnnsiderations i!lustrates the dangers of 
monopolies of knowledge and suggests the necessity of appraising its 
limitations'. 
Harold A. Innis, Empire 1111d Comm1mica/ions, 1950. 
'The limit is not outside language, it is the outside of language'. 
Gilles Deleuze, Essays Critical and Clinical, 1993. 
Marshall McLuhan's {1964) dictum that media technologies constitute a sensory 
extension of the body holds an elective affinity with Ernst Jiinger's notion of 
'"organic construction" [which] indicates [a] synergy between man and 
machine' and Waller Benj,unin's exploration of the mimetic correspondence 
between the organic and the inorganic, belween human and non-human forms 
(Bolz, 2002: 19). Today, new informalion and communication teclmologies 
(ICTs) communicate with each other, seemingly independent of h uman 
intervention. Think of the dialogue between financial transactions and interest 
rates in banking systems, tlw registration of ca!ls in telephone bills, the 
updating of information in your computer system. In the world of sigus, the 
logo or brand is co-extensive with various media of corrununication -
billboards, TV advertisements, fashion labels, book spines, mobile phones, etc. 
Often the logo is interchangeable with the product itself or a way or life. It 
appears that the social life of things is always defined by relations internal to 
their operation within a socio-technical system. Since all social relations arc 
mediated, whether by communications ieclmologies or architectonic forms 
ranging from corporate buildings to sporting grounds to family living rooms, it 
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follows that there cnn be no outside for sociality. The social is and always has 
been in a mutually determining relationship wilh mediating forms. It is in this 
sense that there is no outside. 
Such an idea has b<>come a refrain amongst various contemporary media 
theorists. Here's 11 sample: 
There is no outside position anyr;iore, nor is this perceived as something 
desirable. (Lovink, 2002.b: 4) 
Both "i;s" and "them" (whoever we arc, whoever they are) arc all always 
situated in this same virtual geography. There's no outside .... There is 
nothing outside the vector. (Wark, 2002b: 316) 
There is no more outside. The critique of information is in the information 
itself. (Lash, 2002: 220) 
In declaring a universality for media culture and information flows,' all of the 
above statements acknowledge the political and conceptual failure of assuming 
a critical position outside socio-lechnica\ly constituted relations. Similarly, they 
recognise the problems associated with the "ideology critiqur." of the Frankfurt 
School who, in their distinction between "true" and "false-consciousness", 
claimed a sort of absolute knowledge for the critic that transcended the field of 
ideology as it is produced by the culture industry. Althusser's conception of 
ideology, material practices and subject formation, while more complex than 
that of the Frankfurt School's, nevertheless also fell prey to the pretence of 
historical materialism as an autonomous "science" !hat is able to analytically 
determine the totality of lived social relations. 
One of the key failings of ideology critique, then, is its incapacity to account for 
the ways in which the critic, theorist or inte!lectual is implicated in the 
operations of ideology. Such approaches displace the reflexivity and power 
relationships between epistemology, ontology and their constitution as material 
practices within socio-political institutions, discursive formations and socio-
I Or perhaps, more correctly after lfaud,illard, a glol!alisalim, of media culture and infonnation 
flows, since universality, for Baudrillard (2003), is homologous with ethical principles such as 
human rights, whcroa> globalbalion is a term that has emerged with the advent of new ICTs, 
post-1989 world cv�nts and the re-scaling ol capital. One does not speak of "global" human 
rights, for example. Rather human rights arc a set oi principles that p,.ay be idealised, and 
rarely adhered to. 
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technical historical constellations, all of which are the primary settings for t!1e 
instantiation of ideology. The notion of ideology as a lived relation bel:wcen 
people and things can be retained, I llunk, when it is located within this kind of 
post-representational, materialist analytical framework. Scott Lash abandons 
the term ideology altogether due to its conceptual legacies within German 
dialectics and French post-structuralist aporetics, both of which 'are based in a 
fundamental dualism, a fundamental binary, of the two types of reason. One 
speaks of grounding and reconciliation, the other of unbridgeability .... Both 
presume a sphere of transcendence' (Lash, 2002: 8). 
Such assertions can be marlc at a general level concemi..,s !hese diverse and 
often conflicting approaches when they are reduced to categories for the 
purpose of a polemic. H'-wever, as I established in chapter 1, the work of 
"post-structuralists" such as Foucault, Deleuze and Guattari and the work of 
German systems theorist Niklas Luhmann (1995) is clearly amenable to the task 
of critique of and within information societies (sec a!so Bogard, 1996; Feenberg, 
2002; Lyon, 2001; Rasch and Wolfe, 2000). Indeed, Lash draws on such theorists 
in assembling his critical disposit1f for the information age. More concretely, 
Lash advances his case for a new mode of critique by noting the socio-technical 
and historicnl shift from 'constitutive dualisms of the era of the national 
manufacturing society' to g lobal information cultures, whose constitutive forms 
are immanent to informational networks and flows (2002: 9; see also Wittel, 
2001). Such a shilt, according to Lash, needs to be met with a corresponding 
mode of critique: 
ldeo/ogycritique [ideo/ogiekrilik] had to be somehow outside of ideology. 
With the disappearance of a constitutive outside, informationcritique must 
be inside of information. 1here is no outside any more. (2002: 10) 
Lash goes on to nole that 'Informalioncritique itself is branded, another object 
of intellectual property, machlnically mediated' (2002: 10). Or as Adorno 
proclain1ed a few decades earlier, 'No theory today eclcapes the marketplace' 
(1990: 4). It is the political and conceptual tensions between information 
critique and its regulation via intellectual property regimes (IPRs) which 
condition crit ique as yet another brand or logo that I wi�h to explore in this 
chapter and the next. Further, I will question the supposed erasure of a 
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"constitutive outside" of the field of socio-technical relations within network 
societies and informational economies. Lash is far too totalising in supposing a 
break between industrial modes of production and informational flows.2 
Moreover, the assertion that there is no more outside to information too readily 
and simplistically assumes infonnational relations as universal and horizontally 
organised, and hence overlooks the significant structural, cultural and 
economic obstadcs to participation within media vectors. There certainly is an 
outside lo information! Indeed, there arc a plurality of outsides. These 
outsides are intertwined in singular ways with the flows of capital and the 
operations of biopower.' As difficult as it may be to asccrtai,1 boundaries, they 
nonetheless exist. Just ask the so-called "illegal immigrant"! 
This chapter assumes that three key forces comprise a consti' ..iutsidc of 
any media-infonnation system: material (uneven geographies of labour-power, 
disjunctive socio-technical system and the digital divide), symbolic (cultural 
capital and a-signifying semiotic systems), a,1d strategic (figures of critique and 
situated interventions). In a basic sense, legal a.'ld material outsides are indeed 
no more than just that. One m ay be said to be "outside" the rule of law when 
downloading pornography or music files from the Net, for instance; another is 
without access to a particular database due to uneven funding across and 
within universities, or unable to access the Net due their remote geographical 
location (to say nothing of their econor.iic circumstances); or else, as a result o f  
an individual's socio-cultural disposition, there is  just no interest in such 
matters. Yet legal and material outsides also amount to more than this. 
Irrespeclive of how often we have he,lTd about issue5 such as the digital divide, 
we need to hear about these oulsides again and again; even better, we need to 
be confronted by them, and to encounter their violence - be it symbolic or 
material {rather than "Real", I think, since "the Real" is always already present, 
disruptively penetrating the imaginary and the symbolic order). We need to 
work out ways of addressing such issues if we want lo engage with some of the 
basic ethico-political situations of contemporary life. Material and legal 
outsides at once articulate with and act as a constitutive force for ontological 
' The best critique I've read so far of Lash's book is Hassan (ZOOJ). 
'Or as Kafka elegantly deduced: 'Capitalism is a system o/ relationships, which go from insid� 
to ou� from outside to in, from above lo below, and from below to above. Evcrylhing is 
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and biopolitical dimensions of life. This takes us to the challenge of thinking 
difference within negativity, which I address in the second half of <his chapter. 
Over the next two chapters my point of reference in developing this inquiry 
will pivot around an analysis of the importation in Australia of t he British 
"Creative Industries" project and the problematic foundation such a project 
presents to the branding and commercialisation of intellectual labour. The 
Creative Industries movement- or "Queeru;land Ideology", as I have discussed 
elsewhere with Danny Butt (2002) - holds further implications for the political 
and economic position of the university vis-ii-vis the arls and humanities. The 
institutional variant of Creative lndu.stries - as promulgated by the likes of 
Tony Blair's Creative Industries Task Force (CITF) and their academic 
counterparts in Australia - constructs itself as inside the rnlture of 
informationa\ism and its concomitant economies by the fact that it is an exercise 
in branding. Such branding is evidenced in the discourses, rhetoric and policies 
of the Creative Industries, as adopted by university faculties and academics, 
government departments and the cultural industries and service sectors seeking 
to reposition themselves in an iru;titutional env ironment that is adjust i ng to 
ongoing structural reforms. These reforms arc attributed to demands by the 
"New Economy" for increased labour flexibility and specialisation, institutional 
and economic deregulation, product customisation and capital acc umulation. 
The content of Creative Industries produced by labour-power is branded as 
copyrights and trademarks within the system of in t,..kctua! property regimes. 
However, a constitutive outside operates in material, symbolic and strategic 
ways that condition the possibility 'lf Creative Jnduslries. The constitutive 
outside of Creative Industries marks its limit, and thereby its extent:' To this 
end, a cri tique of the limits of Creative Indus\ries contributes to rather than 
detracts from the various mapping projects undertaken in the name of Creative 
Industries. In lerms of media or information critique, I am not denying that the 
critic or inlellectual is situated within a media system - social relations arc 
always already mediated tluough different communications media and 
relative, cvcry�1ing is in chains. Capi�1!ism is a rondition both of the world and of the soul' 
(quoted in Thoburn, 2003: 69). 
• Here I am appropriating a phrase by Susan !luck-Morss (2003), who is referring to the 
,xmstitutivc outside as ii operates within serufar Islamic discourse in Turkey. 
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architectonic forms which constitute the dispositif of expression. However, we 
don't all occupy the same situation within a media system. Much of the work 
in media and cultural studies has exomined the deiimitlng role played by class, 
ethnicity, gender, age and so forth with regard to the production of meaning 
and the uses of media forms. 
There are also considerable political and conceptual limits to ony critique that 
dispenses with the constitutive force of the "outside". Obviously, a substantial 
limit to any critique consists of the different theoretical and disciplinary 
knowledge accumulated by any intellectual or cr itic. Epistemic boundorks 
coupled with their institutional settings define different historical epochs and 
operote as a horizon of intelligibility within which the present may be 
underslood by octors with varying capacities of expression. I will argue that 
Deleuze's notion of a plane of immanencc provides a particularly rich 
conceptual framework with which to theorise the role of a constitutive outside 
within the logic of informationalism. My critique of the Creative Industries 
project nlso serves as a mechanism for extracting a concept of communications 
media that acknowledges the constitutive role of the outside - or what Deleuze 
terms the 'limit' - within the plane of immanence. 
Finally, my opproach corresponds with the "'comparative media theory" 
research conducted by Ian Angus, who draws on the rich tradition of media 
and communications theory in Canada, as pioneered by Harold Innis, Marshall 
McLuhan, Walter Ong and Eric Havelock. This work is characterised by its 
interest in the constitutive force of communications media as a soda! relation, 
and distini,uishes itself from research in the field that is concerned with 
analysing media content and its effects (see Angus, 1994). Comparative med\a 
theory, as set out by Angus, places an emphasis on the polemical role of critique 
of ;,the dominant culture". At times this chapter aiso adopts a polemical stance 
against aspects of the dominant culture as it is played out in the arts and 
humanities. My target is the Creative Industries and a growing tendency 
within media theory to ignore the constitutive fore<.> of the outside. In 
undertaking such a critique, my interest is in the possibilities for new 
institutional formations, particularly as they emerge within a field of new ICTs 




Creative Industries, Intellectual Property Regimes and the "New Economy" 
The Creative Industries project, as envisioned by the Blair government's 
Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) responsible for the Creative 
Industry Task Force Mapping Documents of 1998 and 2001, is interested in 
enhancing the "creative" potential of cultural labour in order to extract a 
commercial value from cultural objects and servires. The DCMS cast its net 
wide when defining creative Sl?ctors and deploys a lexicon thal is as vague and 
unquantifiable as the next mission statement by govenunent and corporate 
bodies enmeshed within a neoliberal paradigm.5 The list of sectors identified as
holding creative capacities in the CITF Mapping Document include: film, 
music, television and radio, publishing, sofh.vare, interactive leisure software, 
design, designer fashion, architecture, performing arts, crafu, arts and antique 
markets, architecture and advertising. The Mapping Document seeks to 
demonstrate how theS€ sectors coru;ist of' .. activities which have their origin in 
individual creativity, skill and talent and which have the potential for wealth 
and job creation through generation and exploitation of intellectual property' 
(CITF: 1998/2001). 
The CITF's identification of intellectual property (IP) as central to the creation 
of jobs and wealth finnly places the Creative Industries within informational 
and knowledge economies. Unlike material property, intel!ectual property 
such as artistic creations (films, musk, books) and innovative technical 
processes (sofh.vare, bioteclmologies) are forms of knowledge that do not 
diminish when they are distributed. This is especially the case when 
information has been encoded in a digital form and dfatributed through 
technologies such as the Internet. In such inr.tances, information is often 
attributed an "immaterial" and nonrivalrous quality, although this can be 
highly misleading for both the conceptualisation of information and the politics 
of knowledge production. I address the problematic of "irrunateriality'' with 
reference to creative labour in the next chapter. 
• Al least one of the key proponents of the Creative Industries in Australin ls ready to 
acknowledge this. See Cunningham (2003). 
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For all the emphasis the Mapping Document places on exploiting intel!ectual 
property, it's remarkable how absent any consideration of IP is from Creative 
Industries rhetoric. It is even more astonishing that media and cultural studies 
academics have given at best passing attention to the issues of IPRs." Perhaps 
such oversights by academics associated with the Creative Industries can be 
accounted for by the fact that their own jobs rest wilhin the modem, industrial 
institution of the university, which continues lo offer the security of a salary 
award system and continuing if not tenured employment despite the onslaught 
of neolibera\ reforms since the 1980s. Such an industrial system of traditional 
and organised labour, however, docs not define the Jabour conditions for those 
working in the so-called Creative Industries. Within thuse sectors engaged 
more intensively in commercialising culture, labour practices closely resemble 
work characterised by the dotcom boom, which saw young people working 
excessively long hours without any of the sort of employment security and 
protection vis-il-vis salary, health bmdits and pension schemes peculiar to 
traditional and organised labour (sec McRobbie, 2002; Ross, 2003). During the 
dotcom mania of the mid to late 90s, stock options were frequently offered to 
people as an incentive for offsetting the often minimam or even deferred 
payment of wages (see Frank, 2000). 
The attraction of stock options and the rhetorical sheen of "shareholder 
democracy" adopted by ncoliberal governments became brutally unstuck witl1 
the crash of the NASDAQ in April 2000, which saw the collapse in share value 
of high-tech stocks and telcos. This "tech-wrcck" was followed up by the 
negative impact of September 11 on tourism and aviation sectors. The 'market 
populism', as Thomas Frank {2000) explains, of tl1e high-tech stock bubble was
defined by a delirious faith in entrcpreneurfal rnlture and the c�pacity for new 
ICTs articulated with corporate govemance and financcscapes to function as a 
policy and electoral panacea for ncoliberal states obsessed with dismantling the 
welfare state model and severing their responEibilities for social development. 
The Creative Industries project emerged out of a similar context and adopted 
much of the same rhetoric, with a greater orientation towards "creative capital". 
It remains questionable as to the extent to which such 1hetoric is transposable 
• Flew (2002: 154-159) is one ol the rare exception.s, though even here there is no attempt to 
identify the implications IPRs hold for those working in the Creative lndus!rics sectors. 
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on an international scale and the extent to which it is then appropriate to be 
adopted by countries and regions with significantly and sometimes 
substantially different socio-political relations, industrial structures and 
policies, and cultural fonns and practices. 
Another key precondition for the growth of the Creative Industries consists of a 
crisis within the "art system". A s  new ICTs became an increasing part of social 
and economic life within advanced econ omics throughout the 1990s, the culture 
industry c ontinued on oblivious to this socio-technical transfonnation. In 
Australia, the traditional forms of artistic expression - classical musk, ballet, 
and opera in particular - have their well established systems of patronage and 
government ftmding. Even though one might think that it should have been 
the task of the arts to deal with media and creative industries, they weren't 
about to let anything like new media arts disrupt the comfort of the status quo. 
While public sectors across the board were grappling with the impact of 
economic rationalist ideologies, the "high" arts held dear to their myth of 
somehow being autonomous from prevailing socio-economic forces. The 
disjuncture between art and infonnationisation functions as a constitutive 
outside of the Creative Industries, especially once that disjuncture is articulated 
with other forces (outsides). Two key forces consist of, firstly, a neoliberal, 
post-"New Left" in Britain in search of electoral legitimacy through a Third 
Way discornse that s ought a more comprehensive bonding between culture and 
the economy. And secondly, a substantial increase in both !3ritain and 
Australia of students coming out of vocationa!ised humanities programs 
(media and cultural studies, pcrformar>ce studies, art and design, journalism, 
multimedia and IT) who want jobs as either creative producers, service 
workers, or cultural intermediaries, and who therefore hold governme nt 
interest as an emergent electoral constituency. 
While the Creative Industries is emergent as an institutional formation, it is, I 
would suggest, gaining dominance at a discursive level. The ensemble of 
articulation consists of four principle components that together hold a 
hegemonic force: 1) government policies on higher education that privilege 
industry affiliation over the pursuit of core values of scho!arMip and pedagogy 
within the arts and humanities; 2) Third Way ideology that is ready to 
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legitimate a plurality of socio"cultural values, but only if they can translate into 
commercial form; 3) research by the OECD and an assorlment of supranational 
research agencies, think-tanks, corporate R&D learns and government 
departments that have an interest in establishing intellectual property as the 
architecture for a global information and knowledge economy that can extract 
profit from educntion and culture; and 4) a populist strand within the field of 
media and cultural studies that considers consumer (audience-student-citizen) 
desire as relatively autonomous and self-forming and hence the basis upon 
which university curricula should be shaped. This approach within media and 
cultural studies gained purchase in the eighties and ninetic� as an alternative to 
the impasse of ideology critique, advocating the sovereign power of the 
consumer over the structural forces of the state and affiliated organisations. In 
this regard, the populist approach has established the preconditions necessary 
for a relatively smooth transition within the arts and humanities into the 
current era of the university as a pseudo-corporation. 
Many would argue !:hat this is all proper and good - Creative Industries is a 
truly responsible project, since rather !:han imposing a set of cultural values 
from above, it is giving students-as-consumers what they want and need in 
order lo realise and obtain the kind of lifestyle and professional satisfaction and 
challenges they desire. I wouldn't deny that these are important factors; my 
argument is that for all the populism - which, in any case, is and always has 
been a great fallacy at a structurul level if not a rhetorical one - of Creative 
Industries style discourses, there is a substantial constituency which holds no 
interest for propo:icnts of the Creative Industries. A focus on the role of 
intellectual property regimes reveals that the labour-power of the core 
constituency of the Creative Industries - information workers, programmers, 
designers, media producers, and so forth - is the primary vehicle for, 
exploitation and exclusion. Even though it is situated within the socio-technical 
and discursive system of the Creative lr..dus!rit.'<i, the labour-power of creative 
workers functions as a constitutive outside for th•• Creative Industries. Just as 
there is no outside for informationcritique, for proponents of the Creative 
Industries there is no culture that is worth its name if it is outside a market 
economy (see McNamara, 2002). That is, the commercialisation of "creativity" -
or indeed commerce as a creative unde�aking - acts as a legitimising function 
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and hence plays a delimiting role for "culture" and, by associatitm, sociality. 
The institutional life of career academics is also at stake in this legitimising 
process. 
The valuation of culture in terms of its potential exchange value is in direct 
contrast to the "aesthetic" value of culture set out in the work of nineteenth 
century social reformer and school inspector Mathew Arnold and his mid­
hventieth century extension, the literary critic F. R. Leavis. The guiding 
principle within their paternalistic, "civilising" and humanistic worldview 
cons1�ted of evaluating culture as 'the best of what has been thought and said' 
(Arnold, 1960: 6). Such an evaluative regime became the basis upon which to
uphold the moral and politic;tl authority of the ruling classes whose value 
system was perceived to be under threat by the emergent "mass culture" of the 
working classes and expanding bourgeoisie. ThllS elite cultural forms such as 
painting, classical music and sculpture were privileged over the conunercial 
cultural technologies of popular songs, novels, newspapers, radio and the 
cinema that appealed to the working and middle classes. Within the "culture 
and civilisation" tradition exemplified by Arnold and more particularly Leavis 
and oth�rs involved in the l iterary critical journal Scrutiny, the "inherent 
quality" or aesthetics of elite cultural forms was assumed to transcend social 
and economic relations. Culture in this sense was static, unchanging and 
exclu�ive. The British cultural 5tudies tradition inaugurated by the materialist 
work of Williams, Haggart and Thompson contested this view of culture. 
Emerging out of the growth in adult education with the return of soldiers from 
the Second World War, British cultural studies was interested in the everyday 
aspects of culture and paid particular attention to the symbolic dimensions and 
social uses of cultural forms. This foundation myth of cultural studies is now 
well r�hearsed and repeated verbatim within literature in the field (see Turner. 
1990/41-84; Bennett, 1998: 87-101; Brantlinger, 1990: 34-67).7 My purpose in
r_er,i:oducing Lli.is story of origins is to set out some initial parameters in which'
to locate the paradox of culture within the Creative Industries. 
1 As one would expect from the "internationalisation" of Cultural Studies, oountet-teadlngs of 
the emergence of cult�ral studies within Britain, and the slgnifica."oo it holds for local contexts, 
ate Inevitable. lnleroslini,; work on this topic from a younger generation of scholars writing 
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Despite the efforts of Creative hdustries' academic proponents to argue for the 
merits of popular cultural forms, within a Creative Industries discourse 
informed by policies and rhetoric of the information or knowledge economy, 
"cu lture" reclaims a privileged location. And it is oPe that is remarkably 
similar in a structural sense to the discur�ive economy that informed the 
Amoldian and Leavisite concept of culture: "quality" culture i� defined within 
the Creative Industries as that which has the capacity to generate and exploit 
in tellectual property. Because the political ar,d economic archileclure of IPRs is 
premised on the capacity to restrict access to the object or form enclosed within 
the informational and legal system of IP, culturr: that has been incorporated as 
IP is available only lo those with the economic and cultural capital that enables 
them access to the particular cultural form encocied as IP. In this sense, culture 
is elite; it is certainly not "working class", and while it may be "popular" it i s  
only popular within a particular class setting that has the means t o  access and 
control it." Sil.ice access is the means to the reproduction, expansion and thus 
innovation of culture, the enclosure of culture as forms of knowledge within a 
sy�tem of IP raises questions of elitism against the populist rhetoric found 
within much Creative Industries discourse. 
Intellectual properly, as distinct from material property, operates as a scaling 
device whereby the unit cost of labour is offset by the potential for substantial 
profit margins realised by distribution techniques availed by new ICTs and 
their capacity to infinitely reproduce the digital commodity object as a property 
relation. Within the logic of ink,llectual property regimes, the use of content is 
based on the capacity of individuals and instih.Itions to pay. The syndication of 
media content ensures that market saturation is optimal and competition is kept 
to a m inimum. However, such a legal architecture has run into conflict with 
other Net cultures such as open source movements and peer-\o-r,eer networks 
that operate by alternative intellectual property codes, as seen in the examples 
of the Creative Commons li�nce, the open content Wik.ipedia encycloperlias, 
from an Australian perspective includes Wark (1992a), Flew (1997), Gibson (1998, 1999, 2003), 
Lewis (W03, 2004) and Gregg (2003, 2004a, 2004b). 
• And in this respect, ii is possible to draw a parallel between the Creative Industries project 
within Queensland and its institutional predecessor, the Australian Key Centre for Cultural and 
Media folk}', directed by Tony !lenneU. For a critique of the tendency by advor.atcs ol cultural 
policy studies - particularly Bennett - to read Foucauldian "_govcrnrncntality" as a variation of 
Althusscrian, "ISAs", soo Grace (1991). lnlcreslingly enough, McKenzie Wark (1992b) adopts 
the position of an "outsider intellectual" in his critique of Bennett and cultural policy stud!ts. 
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and Linux software (Lovink, 2002a, 2003; Meikle, 2002). Other instances of 
political conflict that arc set to become an increasing concern for hegemonic 
media, and international diplomacy and trade agreements consist of the digital 
piracy of software and digitally encoded cinematic fonns, particularly within 
China (see Wang and Zhu, 2003). To this end, IPRs are an unstable architecture 
for extracting profit. 
As Scott McQuire has noted, there is a 'strategic rationale' behind the Creative 
Industries project: 'It provides a means for highlighting the significant 
economic contribution already made collt!ctively by areas which individually 
may pass unnoticed all too easily' (McQuire, 2001: 209).' In this respect, the 
Creative Industries concept is a welcome and responsible intervention. But as 
McQuire also goes on to point out, the Creative Industries 'provides a template 
for change in educational curricula' (209). This aspect warrants a more 
circumspect approach lo the largely enthusiastic embrace of the concept of 
Creative Industries. Change of co urse is inev itable and is often much needed. 
However, there is a conformist principle nnderpinning the concept of Creative 
Industries as it has been adopted in Australia - namely tiw reduction of 
"creativity" to content production (Cunningham, 2002) and the submission of 
the arts and humanities to the market test, which involves exploiting and 
generating mtellectual property (McQuire, 2001: 210). What happens lo those 
academic programs that prove unsuccessful in the largely government and 
market drive1: push to converge various media of expression inio a digital 
fonn? How are th( actual producers - the "creative" workers - lo be protected 
from the exploitation incurred from being content producers? 
It is nnderstandable that the Creative Industries project holds an appeal for 
managerial intellecluals operating in arts and humanities disciplines in 
'A recent QUT report commissioned by the llrisbane City Council provides some illuminating 
statistic.s on the varying concentrations of workers in the Creative lndu;tries across Australia. 
There aren't too many surprises. Of the seven capita! cities in Au.stra\la in 2001, Sydney holds 
the highest proportion of creative industry workers (90, 6000/40.1%). Mel�oume has 63, 453 
(28.1%), llrlsbane (25, 324), Perth (21, 211), Adelaide (15, 345), Canberra (6, 916), and 11,e Greater 
Hobart Area {3, 055) (Cunningham et al., 2003: 16). At a statistical level tl',.m, Sydney pretty 
much leaves Melbourne for dead when it comes to that rather parochl;' olc\ debate over which 
diy is Australia's "rultural capital". Still, you'd have !0 disagree when it comes down to which 
city ha.s better food, bars, galleries and qualily of life for 11,e "'bourgeois bohemians", or "bobos" 




AusIT;,lia. The Queensland University of l'eclmology (QUT}, which claims to 
have established the "world's first" Creative Industries faculty, has been 
partio.liar!y acti\e in reproducing the B,itish model of Creutive Jndustries.10
The Creative Industries model provides a 1• 1lidating discourse for those 
suffering anxiety disorders over what Ruth Ban:an (2003) has called the 
'usefulness' of 'idle' intellectual pastimes." As a project that endeavours to 
artirulate graduate skills with labour markets, the Creative Industries is a 
natural extension of the neoliberal agenda within education as advocated by 
successive governments in Australia sine<:' the Dawkins reforms in the mid 
1980s (see Margin51m and Considine, 2000). Certainly there is a constructive 
�imension to this: graduates, afler all, need jobs, and universities should 
display an awareness of market conditions; within munagerial discourses of 
"quality assurance" and "accountability", academics also have a responsibility 
to do so. It is remarkable that so many university departments in the field of 
communications am! media studies are so bold as to make unwavering 
assertions about market demands and student need·, on the basis of doing little 
more than sniffing the wind! Time for a reality check. This means becoming 
more serious about allocat ing funds and resources towards !!larket analysis 
based on the combination of needs between students, staff, dit;.:lp!inary values, 
university expectations and the political economy of markets. 
The extent to which tht1e �\-,,mid be a wholesale shift of the arts and humanities 
into a Creative Industries model is open to debate. The arts and humanities, 
after all, are a set of disciplinary practices and value� that operate as a 
constitutive outside for Cr�ative Industries. In their Creative Industries 
manifesto, Stuart Cunffingham and John Hartley (2002) adopt a polemic that 
et.sis the at"'.s and hlllnanitics as pa�! its shelf-lifo. Paradoxically, such a stance 
establishes the arts and humanilies as a sort of cultural and ideo!oi;ical outside 
without acknowledging the constitutive power of that c·utside. To subsume the 
" CreaHve Industries Farully, QUT, hltp:/ /www.crcativcinduatrie�.qut.com. ft .nuMbcr of 
research papers and reports car be found at !he Creative Industries Research �,v;l Applica�ons 
Cer.tre, http://www.croali,,eindustrics.qut.com/ rcsca,�h/ cirac/!ndex.jsp. , _ 
II Barran is referring here lo !he ilCCUOation by Ausi.;,.IJan Prime Minister John Howard 
regarding 'lh� idleness of so many in academia'. Barcan is contesting the widcspr�ad 
percepHon that "useful" leaching is vocationally uricnlcd and "useful" research has outcomes with commercial applicatlon (2003: 364-365). 
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arts and humanities into the Creative Industries," if not eradicate them 
altogether, is to sp�ll the end of Creative Industries as it's currently conceived at 
the institutior,al level within academe. This isn't to say the arts and humanities 
were not in great need of reform. For too !ong they had drifted into 
comp\aceo:1.cy and frequent bad teaching and administrative practices. What I 
am suggesting is that a vibrant and sustainable intellectual culture and 
economy is best achieved with the existence of a plurality of disciplinary 
formations and practices. The Creative Industries project doses down that 
option in a number of ways. 
Too much specialisation in one post-industrial sector ensures a situation of 
labour reserves that exceed market needs. One only needs to consider all those 
now unemployed web-designers who graduated from multi-media programs in 
the mid to late nineties. Vocational specialisation does not augur well for the 
inevitable shift from or collapse of a Creative Industries economy. Where is the 
standing reserve of labour shaped 1-iy lliliversity education and training in a 
post-Creative Industries economr? Diehard ncoliberals and true-believers in 
the capacity for perpetual institutional flexibility would say that this isn't a 
proble'll. The university will just "organically" adapt lo prevailing market 
conditions and shape its currkul,•.m and staff composition accordingly. 
Perhaps. Arguably if the university is to maintain a modality of time that is 
distinct from the just-in-time mode of production characteristic of informational 
economies - and ind0ced, such a difference is a quality that defines the markel 
value of the educational commodity - then limits have to be established 
between inslitutions of education and the corporate organisation or creative 
indu�try entity. 
The Creative Industries project is a reactionary model in so far as it reinforces 
the status guo of labour relations within a nooliberal paradigm in which bids 
fo� industry contracts are based on a combination of rich technological 
"Ironically enough, this PhD ha� J,cen wrillen in a period in which Edith Cowan University's 
Faculty of Arts was dismantled, giving rise to the Faculty of Communications and Croa:ive 
Industries in 20'J3. lhe r-aculty of Arts became the Faculty of Community Studies, �ducation 
and Soda I Sciences minus Media Studies. Media Studies was joined with Multimedia to form 
lhc School of Communications and Multimedfo, which was placcd in lhe Faculty of 
Communication.<, l!eal�, and Science. Lalcr it was joined with School of Contemporary Arti 
and Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts to create the Faculty ol Communkalions 
and Creative Industries 
' 
o' 
infrastructures oflen subsidised by the slate (i.e. paid for by the publlc), high 
labour skills, a low currency exchange rate and the lowest possible labour cosL,. 
H is no wonder that literature on the Creative Industries omits discussion of the 
importance of unions wilhin informational, networked economies. What is the 
role of unions in a labour force constituted as individualised units? (see Beck, 
1992; Bauman, 1992; McRobbie, 2002). I'!! address this question at greater 
length in chapter 3. 
There is a great need to explore alternative economic models to the content 
p roduction one if wealth is to be successfully extracted and distributed from 
activities in the new m�dia sectors. The suggestion that the Creative Industries 
project initiates a strategic response to the conditions of cultural production 
within network societies and infonnational economies is highly debateab]e. 
The now well documented history of digital piracy in the film and software 
industries and the difficulties associated with regulating violations to 
proprietors of IP in the fom1 of copyright and trademarks is enot1gh of a reason 
to k:ok for altemative models of wealth extraction. And you can be s1•re this 
will occur irrespective of the endeavours of the Cre,11ive Industries. 
The conditions of possibility for Creative Industries within Australia are at the 
same lime its frailties. A significant portion of the Creative Industries =<:tor in 
Australia is engaged in film production assr,ciated with Hollywood's activities 
"duwnunder" and, if it is ever realised, IT development.s attached to MIT's 
planned media Jab ir. Sydney. These are both instances in which IP is not 
owned by Australian c,vporations or !ndividuals, but is held mar<' oflen by US 
based multi-nationals. The success of the Creative Industries sector depends 
upon the ongoing combination of che:ip labour enabled by a low currency 
exchange rate and the capacity of students lo access the skills and tralni:1g 
offered by universities. Of al! these factors, much depends on the Australlan 
amency be�g pegged at a substantially k,wer exchange rate than the US 
dollar. The economic effects in the United States of an expensive military 
intervention in Iraq and the :arger costs asscciated with the "war on terror", 
along with the ongoing economic fallout from the ,iotcom crash and corporate 
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Recent reports in Tlie Australian Fhmncial Review support these claims, noting 
that foreign investment - most particularly from Ho\lywood film studios - in 
Australian feature film and television drama production 'fell for the first time in 
elght years' (Wil!iams, 2003: 20). The 23 per cent drop is directly altnbuted to 
the rising Australian dollar. In the case of TV productions, tht lack of 
refundable tax incentives has had a negative effect, unlike New Zealand which 
adopted incentives for foreign investment in the industry. The drop in 
expenditure was even greater for international joint ventures: 'Expenditure on 
international co-productions was down 50 per cent in 2002-03, from $102 
million in 2001-02 to $51 million, reducing the size of Australian TV and film 
production by nearly a quarter' {Williams, 2003: 20). A fa!! in post-production 
and foreign production in studios in Sydney, Melbourne and Queensland is 
als.:> expected in the coming years. The security of creative labour will also be 
effect'"d by the largely secret negotiations of the Free Trode Agreement (FTA) 
betwel!n Australia and the United States concluded in early February, 201)4. 
While full details of the deal are still to be released, it is clear it will have a 
substantial impact on Australia's media and cultural industries. Australian 
copyright laws wil! be extended from 50 to 70 years, bringing them into so­
called "harmonisation" with the US. While the FfA has retained local content 
rules that require 55 per cent of all free-to-air TV programming in Australia to 
consist of locally produced programs and ads, there is uncertainty over the 
impact this will have on pay TV, multi-charmelling and new media 
teclmologies such as the Internet, mobile telephony and interactive digital 
cinema. The likely result for many media industries is an increase in US 
content and market control. As Australian ne·v media scholar and teacher 
Chris Chesher (201J4) has pointed out, 'This one bilateral agreement may restrict 
future governments from making policy that fosters the development of a new 
media industry in Australia'.1'
In a globalising economy that is substantialiy shaped by the US domestic 
ec:>nomy and its transnational corporate interests, the sum effect of these 
developments is a downgrading of skills and experience in the media industries 
"Por an infonnalive study of lree trade agreements between the Unlted States and Australi(I. 
and their effect on Australia's cultural economies, see Given (2003). 
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anci fewer jobs for Australian technicians, musicians and actors - a number of 
whom wi!l be graduates from Creative Industries programs. The security of 
labour is contingent then upon the relative stability of global financial systems 
which are underpinned by risk, uncertainty and a faith in the hubris peculia<' to 
discourses on growth and expansion assodated with the "New Economy" 
(Brenner, 2002; Gadrey, 2003; Lovink, 2002c; Tickell, 1999). Additional 
contingendes emerge with government policies that seek to intervene in the 
supranational, regional and national regulatory fields of trade agreements, 
privacy rights, and so forth. 
In relation to matters such as these there may appear to be no outside for the 
Creative Industries. However, a model of communications and 
infonnationality that locates points of tension, conflict, or antagonism will often 
discover the constilulive force of an outside at work. As I've argued above, the 
operation of inlelleclual property regimes constitutes an outside within 
Creative Industries by alienating labour from its mode of information or form 
of expression. Lash is apposite on this point: 'lntellectual property carries with 
it the right to exclude' {Losh, 2002: 24). This principle of exclusion applies not 
only to those outside the informational economy and culture of netvllorks as n 
result of geographic, economic, infrastructural and cultural constraints. The 
very practitioners within the Creative Industries are excluded from r.ontrol over 
their creations. It is in this sense that a legal and material outside is cstabllshed 
within an idormariona! society. At the same time, this in ternal ov.tside - to put 
it rather dumsily- or::�ales in a constitutive manner in as much as thn Creative 
Industries, by definition, depend upon the capacity to exploit the IP produced 
by its primary source of labour. In order to further develop a nolion of a 
constitutive outside, l now turn to Deleuze's logic of immanence and elBborate 
the elective affinities it holds with Marxian post-negativity. I will then suggest 
how a constituti•1e outside is assumed within a "comparative media theory" of 
technology and culture. 
Post-Negativity and the Logic of Immanence 
The challenge for a politics of informational cultures and 60cio-tcchnical 




Age devotees, cyber-libcrtarians, spokespeople .for the !MF and many political 
activists, proponents of the Creative Industries so oflen insist on and valorise 
"opem1ess". In cnse we have forgotten, openness itself is conditioned by the 
possibility of exclusion. What are the limits of the informational i,.1side? In the 
case of Crentive Industries, what are the implications of experiencing what 
Giorgio Agamben calls the event-horizon, or qu11/u11quc ("whatever") as 'the 
event of an outside[ ... ] of being-within an oulside' {Agamben, 1993: 68)? This 
sort of question underpins what it means to theorise about those working with 
the Creative Industries - n cultural sector that enlists actors with multiple 
cnpadties whose irmovntive labour-power is the condition for their exclusion 
from absolute self-governance, as bequeathed upon them by a managerial 
intellectual class within universities, government, R&D agencies, and 
conservative policy think-tanks such as Demos (UK), the Cato Institute (US) 
and the Centre for Independent Studies (Australia). 
In order to build a theoretical framework for thinking the role of the 
constitutive outside for the Creative Industries, I will briefly outline .he notion 
uf post-negativity and then distinguish a Deleuzian logic of inunan ice from 
Lash's problematic deployment of a concept of immanence, which he enlists ar. 
a metaphor to describe the absolute interiority of relations within information 
societies. Perhaps part of the problem here is that Lash invokes the metaphor of 
immanence as a concept, while Deleuze and Guattari insist that the plane of 
immar:.�nce 'is neither a concept nor the concept of concepts' (1994: 35). The 
finite movement of concepts subsists within the infir.ite movements of the plane 
of immanence (Deleuze and Guattari, 1994: 36-39). Thus immanence is better 
imderstood as a process of singular events rather than a ubiquitous condition, 
as rrnmy critics and theorists have posited. 
For Lash the notion of a constitutive outside is untenable since it is 
overdetermined and revealed as trarucendent by the action of dialectics. The 
outside is always already that which is beyond, impossible, false. Lash believes 
the socio-technical time of diaiecti cs nnd the technics of industrial production 
have been surpassed by informatior,alism (real-time, interactivity, Dow). 
However, is there a way of constructing difference within negativity in such a 
manner that understands the antagonism of the constitutive outside as a 
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processua! force of affirmation as distinct from the "negation of n egation"?" Is 
there a combinatory praclke for media and cultural studies that goes by the 
name of affirmative critique? Unlike Lash, Chantal Mouffo argues that 'the 
"constitutive outside" cannot be reduced to n dialectical negntion. In order to 
be a true outside, the outside has to be incommensurable with the inside, and at 
the same time, the condition of emergence of the latter' (2000: 12).1; For Mouffe,
the constitutive outside is not so much a dialectics as a suspension (,. state of 
exception), :i mouemwt whereby that which is excluded or outside is also th2 
condition of possibility for, nnd conditioned by, the inside, which incorporates 
the outside as it simultaneously excludes it." I argue that th� emergence of 
Creative Industries is caught up in such a process. 
Deleuze understands the operation of this condition in tenns of a "fold", which 
I discuss below. Adorno's concept of "immanent criticism" provides a first 
point of connection between thinking difference within negativity, the logic of 
immanence as understood by Deleuze, and the constitutive outside. By my 
reading of Deleuze, the constitutive outside is the differenc e within negativity. 
In her recent book Thinking Pas/ Terror, Susan Buck-Morss summarises the 
characteristics of negative dialectics and immanent critic ism as follows: 
Relying on the Hegelian dialectics of negativity, combined with a Kantia"' 
humility as to the limits of what can be known, immanent criticism as 
practiced by Theodor Adorno, Max HorkhPimer, and others sough! to 
transcend the untruth of the present society in a non-dogmatic, critical, 
},ence negative mode, showing the gap between concept and reality -
how, for example, so-called democracies were undemocratic; how mass 
culture was un-cultured; how Webti.>m civilization was barbaric; and, in a 
classic study, Di11/eclic of fa1/ig/1/em11c11t, written in the catastrophic context 
of World War II, how reason, the highest value of European modernity, 
had become unreason. {2003: 94) 
1' Zizek reads the Hegelian "negation of negation"" as 'nothing but repetition at its purest: in the 
first move, a certain gesture is accomplished and faila: then, in the second move, tl,is s.1mc 
gesture is simply rq,,oted' (19'!9: 74). Such a manueuv,e, I would argue, does not account for 
the indeterminacy of difference that allcnds !lie affirmative role of the constitutive outside. 
"Mouffo acknowledge.s that she is drawing on the work of Derrida for her understanding ol a 
consUtutive outside. I am taking quite a different route to an u�dcrstanding of a constitutive 
outside by engaging the work of Dclcuzc, who defines the relationship between inside and 
outside in terms of tlrn "fold'" and a Foucauldian diagram of power. 10 In this rcspe<.t, there =ms lo me to be a correlation between a Marxian-Lacaniar (e.g. ?.:izek) 




Thus an "immanent critique" of the Creative Induslries would set out to prove 
that the Creative Industries arc neither "creative", nor an "industry". Such an 
undertaking is not my interest in this chapter. Rather, I am interested in 
unpacking the articulntion bct\veen Adomo's negative immanent critique and 
De!euzc's affirmative logic of immanence. Adomo's technique of immanent 
criticism seeks to uncover the contradiction� inherent within the work of Hegel, 
Kant and Heideggcr, among others. Orthodox Marxist thinking is also given a 
serve of Adomo's wrath. In his magnum opus, Negative Dialec!ics, Adorno's 
procedure is not to critique various trajectories within Western philosophy and 
political theory from a pos ition outside their terms of reference and principles 
of deduction. Adorno is not interesteu in judgem�nt from above or the safety 
net of an external anti-bourgeois position. That would be too easy to feign, and 
even easier to dismiss. Instead, he seeh to undertake a critique from within, an 
"immanent critique", that asrertains the failure of philosophical disciplines to 
think through questions of metaphysics and problems of ontology. Opening 
his immanent critique of ontology, Adorno writes: 'We have no power over the 
philosophy of Deing if we reject it gcncm!ly, from outside, instead of taking it 
on in its own structure - turning its forre against it .. .' (1990: 97). Adorno 
extended this method beyond the realm of philosophy, and into a critique of 
"mass culture". Susan Buck-Morss explains the operation of inunanent critique 
with reference to Adorno's essay 'On the Fetish Character of Music and the 
Regression of Hearing': 
... Adorno made the characteristics of fetishism, reification, and exchange 
visible "inside" the phenom"cnon of listening lo music .... Adorno claimed 
that "serious" and po�ular music converged not simply because of the 
revolutions of technological reproduction, but because of the 
transformations in the relationship between the audience as subject and 
the music as object, which determined the form of the new technologies as 
well as being determined by them .... Adorno clnimed that the "positive", 
th.-it is, technological progress ln the mass production of music, was in fact 
"negative", the development of regression in listening: the mass audience, 
instead of experiencing music, consumed it as a fotishizcd object, the value 
of which was determined by exchange. (Buck-Morss, 1977: 154) 
Interestingly, Adorno was not ipso facto against taking a position of critique 
from outside, but only if it served the purpose of immanent critique. In his 
rejection of rhe "identity principle" underpinning the Hegelian con:ept of 




space for the outside: 'Pure identity is that which the subject posits and thus 
brings up from the outside. Therefore, paradoxically enough, to criticize it 
inunanently means to criticize it from outside as well' (Adorno, 1990: 145). 
Perhaps in response to the elevated status Benjamin grants to the modem 
experience of shock, Adorno retains the possibility of an outside, so long as it 
holds the potential for disruption and the attainment of truth: 'No inunanent 
critique can serve its purpose wholly without outside knowledge, of course -
without a moment of immediacy, if you will, a bonus from the subjective 
thought that looks beyond the dialectical structure. That moment is the 
moment of spontaneity .. .' (1990: 182). 
It is this suggestion of an outside that functions as a constitutive force that I 
wish to retrieve from Adorno's method of immanent critique. Rather than a 
negativity comprised of contradictions or antinomies whose tensions 
structurally determine the discontinuity of history and disintegration in 
Western culture, how might negativity be thought in terms of a diagrammatici: 
of tensions that traverse and constitute overlapping fields of nel:works - and 
clusters of Creative Industries - as an  affirmative force? Walter Benjamin 
understood this process in his diagrammatic taxonomies of modem life. 
Benjamin's analytical method consisted of identifying tensions located at the 
intersection between the 'axis of transcendence' (theology) and the 'the axis of 
empirical history' (Marxism) (see Buck-Morss, 1977: 249; Osborne, 1995: 133-
159). Thus while he also worked with a model of negative dialectics (a 
theological, historical materialism of the "dialectical image"''), Benjamin was 
more open than Adorno to the possibility of different arrangements of collision, 
of splintering, of resonance. His technics of "profane illumination" carried the 
possibility of mobile, though not arbitrary, combinations and ethlco-aesthetic 
renewal or redemption (see Buck-M,•rss, 1989: 218, 246). In this respect, one can 
detect an affirmative, as distinct from wholly negative, reworking of historical 
materialism. 
Post-negativity is a mode of critique that thinks beyond the dualisms of 
subject/object, culture/nature, friend/enemy, us/them, life/ deal} and so 
forth. Post-negativity defines not just a mode of thought, but tho•tght that 
"Or what Adorno ca)!ed Benjamin's radical "negative theology''. Sec Bud-Morss (1989: 244). 
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emerges from and penneates socio-terhnica\ and historical conditions of the 
present. Post-negativity retains the concept of a constitutive outside. This is an 
outside that is configured not according to dualisms, but rather to patterns of 
distribution, series of encounters, rhythms of tension, spaces of dispute. 
Negativity persists within informational societies 5U\ce the informational 
society is a continuum of the capitalist trajectory Ul which Negativity, Ul its 
modem Ulcamation, emerged as a concept to address problems as they were 
perceived (sec Buck-Morss, 1977). The corrfspondence between n�gativity and 
emergent problems figures as an elective affinity within the work of Marx and 
Deleuze and Guallari. As Deleuze <111d Guattari \'lri'.e, 'All concepts arc 
connected to problems without which they would have no meaning and which 
can themselves only be isolaterl or understood as their solution emerges' (1994: 
16). In a similar vein, Marx writes: 
... mankind always takes up only such problems as it can solve, since, 
looking at the matter more closely, we will always find that the problem 
itself arises only when the material conditions necessary for its solution 
already exist or are at least in the process of formation. (1959: 44) 
Today, the teclmigue of negativity as a mode of critique is articulated with, but 
not reducible lo, emergent problematics such as access to ICTs, ecological 
transmogrification, the uneven development of informational economies, and 
so on. To be sure, these arc problems associated with the myriad ways in which 
new ICTs play an ever-increasUlg role in the mediation of sodo-technic�J 
relations. To this end, negativity has not so much disappeared or been made 
redundant; rather, it operates within a different sodo-technlcal hislorica1 
constellation. lhc condition of post-negativity is one in which socio-teclmical 
and ethico-acsthetic tensions arc no longer articulated through the logic or 
episleme of dialectical negation, but instead through a multiplicity of 
differences that are immanent to the scalar dimensions and temporal modalities 
of states, nctvl'orks and socio-political formations. 
The problem of conceiving informational technologies and network societies in 
terms of a supposed erasure of the outside can be usefully addressed through 
th.e logic of irrunanence. A notion of the outside plays an important role Ul 
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Deleuze's understanding of immanence. This is a point frequently overluoked 
in recent work by Hardt and Negri, Lash, Buck-Morss, and Wark, arno,1g 
others. Contrary to these thinkers, I would maintain that a notion of the outside 
plays a central role i n  any political theory of network societies and 
informationalism. Combining a notion of the outside with that of inunanence 
introduces a basis upon which lo begin understanding tl1� complexity of 
politics within informationalism, network societies and the Internet. Such a 
theoretical correspondence invokes the une•:cn, differentiated and pluralistic 
nature of socio-leclmkal 5ystems. One is then able to combat the still very 
much pervasive sense of a "global village" that is so often attributed to the Net, 
most patlicularly within popular, business and scientific discourses. 
Essentially, Lash deploys the concept of immanence as a metaphor to loosely 
r�inforce his claim that informationalism has no outside. At a c onceptual level, 
we wi!l see that this is plainly wrong. This is also the case at a material level. 
The brutal phenomenon of "il egal immigrants" again is a good case in point: at 
a certain moment in time (the media-political event of an election and beyond") 
"they" at once condition the possibility of what it means to be an Australian 
citizen, what it means to maintain nationnl sovereign!), and so forth, while at 
the very same time precarious refugees are excluded from the r ights and ways 
of life that are associated with existing within the rule of the sovereign power as 
a citizen-subject, or, for the "legitimate" immigrant, as a global cosmopolitan 
subject. In this sense, "we" do not so much cling to the outside in order to reject 
it, but are intimately bound with the outside as it is constituted - for the most 
part - within the spectral dimensions (the media imaginary) of our everyday 
life. 
The phenomenon of flexible production by transnational corporations and the 
exploitation of sweatshop labour in both developing and developed countries 
'" Here, I am referring to the 2001 fc<lcral election in Australia, which was notable for the 
conspkuous and cynical campaign of fear run by the incumbent government, John Howanl's 
conservative coalition party. Howard played a central role in exploiting a media generated fear 
11',at fed upon the events of &eptcmbcr 11 and "illegal" refugees, many of whom were Afghani 
asylum seekers arriving in Au.sllalian territorial watcra, Aecing the ravages of war and political 
persecution. Many have put Howard's succ,,s.3 in galn!ng a third term in olf!t"I down to his 
ability to construct a media-fadlitatcd discourse !n which the "security" of an Australian way of 
life depended un the capadty of a powerful stole to determlr-· which "outsiders" would be 
al!owe<I to become "one of us". Articulating terrorists with a,;·lum seekers work.ad as a key 
strategy !n constructing this discourse of fear of the "outside". 
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are sure!y malerial and symbolic instances of an incommensurable, constitutive 
outside that conditions the possibility of high living standards, practices of 
consumption and material wealth within advanced economies tlldt adopt a 
neoliberal mode of governance. While labour within the "invisible" zones of 
production is not directly part of informational economies in terms of belonging 
., to those sectors identified as part of the Creative Induslries, it is nevertheless a 
condition of possibility for social relations, consumer dispositions and labour 
practices within advanced ec onomies. Even those workers located within 
informationalism aw positioned in relation to IPRs in such a manner as to be 
"ouL-Jide" processes of power, authority and decision making. and hence 
occupy an illegitimate and structurally disabled position vis-a-vis a sovereignty 
of the sc!f and social networks. P<>radoxical as it may seem, oulsides of this sort 
play a constitutive role in terms of what it means to be witlt.in the imrr,anent 
relations of in formationalisrr 
Drawing primarily on Nietzsche, Bergson, Hume and Spinoza, Deleuze 
maintains that life can be practiced as an experiment, experience and thought 
process in radical empiricism. In dialogue with Guattari, Pamet, Foucault and 
'an image of thought' that subsists within the preS<:!nt as 'coordinates, 
dynamics, orientations' for philosophy (1995: 148-14; see also 1994: 37), Dcleuze 
invents a 'prcphilosophica]' plan - a chaosmosis of virtu�Jity, a plane of 
immanence, a force of pot�ntiality - in which 'relations arc external to their 
terms' and from wluch transcendent organisation is possible (1991; Dcieuz_e and 
Pamet: 2002: 133).10 The 'instituted' plane of immanence conslruds a nel:work 
of relations of force that condition the possibility of concepts (1994: 40-41; 1995: 
146). Yet concepts arc not 'deduced from the p!ane' (1994: 40). Concepts 
subsist within or 'populate' the plane of immanence as 'virtualities, events, 
singularit!.es' (2001: 31). As De!euze and Guattari write, 'Concepts p ave, 
occupy, or populate the plane bit by bit, whereas the plane itself is the 
indivisible milieu in which concepts are distributed without breaking up its 
continuity or integrity .. .' (1994: 36). Concep,s are created in response to 
specific problems; the relationship bel:wecn the l:wo is one of inunanence. The 
"A helpful cfoboration cf immanent and transce:,dent traditions in the history of phi!osophy­
wilh a specific focus on rontcrnpor11ry French philosophy-can b,, fou,,d !n Smith (2003). 
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forcf of ?. 'Constitutive outside, a univocity, makes possible the singular 
rei�tionsHp between problems and concepts. 
Deleuze and Guattari provide two conceptions of the plan(e))"' one in 
opposition to the other: a plan(e) of organisation and development as disfui'ct 
from a plane of consistency or of composition or of immanence. The former 
comprises a structural and gen�tic order, the latter consists of rhythms illld 
resonances in which 'there are only relations of movement and rest, speed and 
slowness between unformed elements .... 'Yhere are only haecccities, affects, 
subjectless individuations that constitute collective assemblages' (1987: 266). 
The p!ane of org�nisation, on the other hand, is engaged in capturing and 
momentarily containing the pu:.e potential of the plane of immanence. The 
plane of organisation consists of 'rigid segmentarity, all the lines of rigid 
segmentarily, [that] enclose a certain plane, which concerns both forms and 
their development, subjects and their formation. A plane of organization wHch 
always has at its disposal a supplement.try dimension (overcoding}' \2002: 130). 
Mor,;over, ;: 
"'It is ugly, for sum, to adopt parentheses within a word to signal the dual meaning of a term. Hero I am following Massumi's tiechnique of trnnslation in A Thousand P/011lm11s for si[:llalling the both words, 'plan' and 'plane'. In a translator's note to Delcuze's Spinoza, Pmclica/ 
P!,ilosophy, Rol>crt Hurley makes the following u,cful darifieation: 'The French word plan covers virtually all the meanings of the English "plan" and "p!ane". To preserve the major contrast that Dcleuze ,cts up here, betwccn ,,1a11 d'immone.,,c o" de co"sisla1Jce and pllln de 1m,isce1Jdonco ou d'org"m"s.:lian, l ha·,e used "plane" for the first term, where the ,neaning is, roughly, a ro"reptua!·affcctive continuum, and "'plan" for the second lenn. The reader should also keep "1 mind that "plan" has the meaning of "map" in English as well'. Scc Hurley, 
translator's note in Dclcuze (1988b: 199). 
Jn light of thi., distinction, il might seem more appropriate to adopt Hurley's strategy and usc the word 'plone' where referring 'lo the plane of immanence', and the word plan, where 
referring lo 'the plan of organisation'. However, l will make occasional usc of the combina!ory form of the two words - plan(c) - rathec than deploy them separately, since one docs not 
necessarily predudc the operation of the o�icr; rather, there are rompl�x interleavings, 
overlaps, and foldings between the plane and the elan. And as Deleuze and Guattari note, there is a 'hidden principle' ,md 'hidden structure" within the plan(e) that 'exists only in � supplementary dimension to that lo which it gi,,es rise (11 + I) ...• It isa plan(e) of transcendence. It is a plan(e) of analogy .... !! is always jpferrcd. Eve,, ifil is Mid lo be m,mar,c,i/, lt is �o only by 
tha absence, analngically (mclapl-.orically, metonymically, etc.)'. See Dclcu,.c and Gua!t:ui (19B7:265·26fi). Emphasis in original. 
It is in this sense in which tl,c plane ol immanence sub.s!�'s, all.>eit as a s•ipplementary 
d!rnensim� within that which has emerged as the plan or grid<>.' .organisation that it remains useful to retain the double sense of the French word p/nn. I will d�C-:il this complex relation by 





Organization and development concern fonn and substance: at once the 
development of fonn and the fonnation of substance or a subject. But the 
pla.'1.e of consistency knows nothing of substance and fonn: haecceities 
1singularities], which are inscribed on this p!:>ne, are precisely modes of 
individuation proceeding neither by form nor by the subject. (1987: 507) 
As I discuss ed in chapter 1, the plane of i;nmanence and the plane of 
transcendent organisation arc coextensive with the relational force of 
movement between the conditions of possibility and the grid of meanings, 
codes, signs. A processua! force subsists in the movement between these two 
planes. This model may seem to be nothing more than a crude attempt to 
cunningly reappropriate the classical Marxist notions of bas.e and super­
structure. The differences wilh that model, however, are considerable. First, 
the base/superstructure consists of a dialectical relatioMhip in which the social 
relations that define the ecor:.unric base and mode of prvduction determine the 
super-structure. As Mast;urni writes, 'When everything is served up in 
founding terms of determination - "of' or "by" - by design or by default -
change can only be understood as a negation of determination: as the simply 
indeterminate' (2002a: 69). The logic of immanence is not one of determination 
or the indetenninate: it is not One er the Other. Neither total order, nor 
absolute chaos. Immanence communicates the force of movement that subsists 
within relations between detcnnination and indeterminacy. Second, the pl,me 
of immanence, unlike the Marxian notion of the base, does not privilege the 
category of "class" as the transcendent prindp!E. c;r motivation for political 
change; mdeed, the category of class subsists in i.he plane of organisation - or 
that which has emerged from and is in a mobile reliltionship with the phme of 
immanence. Moreover, the relation between the two planes is a multiplicity of 
'interleaved' planes. Think of a cross-section diagram of a geologk<1.i formation 
- there is no single layer, but rather a complex dlstribution ar;d interpenetradon
of h
;y
ers that in themselves are composed of a complex interleaving of,
materials, properties, qualities. 'Every plane of immanence is a One -AU', write I
Deleuze and Guattari, 'it is not partial like a scientific system, or fragmentary
like concepts, but distributive - it is in "each". 111e plane of immanence is
interleaved' (199(!: 50). In other words, the plane of immanence does not 
function as a foundation or detennining instilllce; it functions as a pure
potential of virtuality. Agamben describes this process as one of 'virtual
indetennination' (1�3: 233). Massumi elaborates the operation of the virtuality
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of the field of immanence in terms of super-empiricism: 'Although inseparable 
from the empirical elements of whose contingent mixing it is an effect, the field 
of inunanence is superempirical - in excess over the substantiality of already­
constituted terms' (2002a: 76). 
Deleuze most dearly establishes the operation of the outside within the plane of 
immanence in his book on Foucault. Due to constraints of space and in the 
interest of clarity, I wish to forns briefly on this work. Deleuze reads Foucault 
as a cartographer of relations comprised of forces, strategies, foldings, forms of 
expression and forms of content that constitute the social field. Veleuze's 
Foucault offers a diagram of sociality, an abstract machine, with which to think 
the act of mapping projects as a multiplicity of relations. Such an approach 
holds a radical difference lo the numerous mapping projects undertaken within 
·ihe Creative lnduslries that seek to delimit the field of creativity mid at the same
time ignorP the policy, theoretical, politic:i.1 and practical implications of
intellectual property regimes. This is paradoxical to say the least, since it is
supposedly the generation and exploitation of IP that distinguishes the Creative
Industries from others. Danny Butt elaborates on this problematic within
Creative Industries' map pin;; project� as fol!ows:
They basicaJJy work on aggregating output in nnreconstructed industry 
sector definitions ("Publishing" + "TV" + " •.. " = "Creative lndustries") 
that they acknowledge are inadequate in their own footnotes! My view i� 
that most "mapping" is a political exercise to sernre resources from 
governments, and impressive-sounding figures go down better than "We 
still don't know how IP generates macroeconomic wealth, but we know 
your existing classifications will need to be changed". There's a huge, 
relatively unlheorised disjuncture between the attempt to theoretically 
delimit the "creative industries" through •heir special relr.tionship to IP 
(which has merit), the practical problems of capitalist accumulation within 
these induslries (which nre characterised by IP struggles), and the regional 
mapping projects which basirnlly ignore this process of IP-mtensive 
accumulation. (Butt, 2004a) 
Registering the complex of relations between different actants, forces, 
discourses and practices that constitute the transfolTf'.ative potenUal of creative 
labour is a process, I am suggesting, that can benefit from a Deleuzo­
Foucaulcljan cartography of immanence. Deleuze distinguishes between a 
notion of "the exterior'' and that of "the outside". The latter 'exists as an 
unformed element of forces' (1988a: 43). Force is a r(:lation: 'it is never singular 
c, 
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but essentially exists with other forces' (1988:a 70). Force subsists, then, within 
the plane of immanence. Force is a potentfal; it is a multiplicity of relations that 
possess the power to affect, to shape, to create. Force thus fondions as a 
constitutive outside. The exterior, by contras\, is 'the area of concrete 
assemblages, where relations between forces arc realized' (I988a: 43). The 
actualisation of forces takes on what Deleuze terms 'forms of cxteriority' - these 
may share the same concrete assemblage, but will differ from one another 
(1988a: 43).21 
Drawing on Foucault's ArchaeologiJ of Kuow/edgc {1972), Deleuze gives the 
example of the keyboard and its letters and their relationship to a statement. 
The keyboard and the letters are a 'visibility', yet they arc not a statement: 'they 
are external to the statement but do not constitute its outside' (1988a: 79). The 
keyboard is a 'concrete assemblage' which realises 'relations between forces'. 
The keyboard, in a sense, awaits the force of the outside. TI1e keyboard, as we 
know, is a component within various communications media - typically the 
typewriter or computer. Statements that may emerge from the typewriter are 
conditioned by an articulation with other forms of exteriority, both humnn and 
" Within systems theory and cybcrnelks, "noise" functions as n constitutive oulsidc of the 
system. HoweVCT, there is o "ignificanl difference in the tcnns of reference between systems 
theory and a Peleuzion logic of immanence that arc worth bricfiy noting. L\lhmann doeo not 
speak c,cactly of the outside, of tl,c external, whereas Deleuze distinguishes between cxtemality 
and the outside, as discussed above. For Luhmann, if something that is cxlcrn,11 lo lhc system 
car. be described and tlrns observed, then it is pa<t of the system. Luhm.-inn calls this kind of 
proc:.,ss 'p�radoxical circularity', as William Ra,ch explains, 
... paTadoximl circularity cnnnot be avoided by appe,1ls lo the outside; what cscape.s the 
system can be observed, and therefore communicnted, only from within the ,;yo1cm, and 
what can be communicated is, by definition, part oi the system. (2000: JO(,) 
Well, politics isn't that straightforward. One can describe the condition of exploitation for 
creative workms. !n so doing. a description i.s being made of activities that .!re located 
a outside" the discourse of Creative Industries. But such an observation in ilself doesn't change 
the system, at lc,ist not in terribly mcanin&ful ways. In tl1e rnsc of the Crc.1tive Industries, tlrn 
outside understood in terms of a lugic of immanence functions in different ways than if it were 
understood in terms of systems theory. On tl,e one hand, this d1aptcr is attempting lo do 
exacliy what system, theory docs: map the network of relations thilt constitute the system of 
"creative labour" within the Crciltive Industries. But in thinking of tl,c oulside as a force that is 
'a difference that can make a diff�rcnce' (Bateson), tlm composition of the Creative Industries is 
opened lo the potential of what Dcleuze and Gnatl,ui term "deterrilorialisation", 
"ruterritoriaUsing" or recomposing as differently situated atrangcment af forces, interesls, 
possibilities. The prncess of immanent critique probably doesn't mean d,anging the way 
Creative Industries goes about its empire building; it mny slighlly change tl,e :enn.s of reference 
within tlrn Creative Industries, but probably not. In my ,•icw the best thing such a difference (of 
critical creative bbour) could do is make new institutions. The fibrcculture network of critical 
ln!cmel rcse,irch and culture i.s an emergent institution. The Delhi-based new media lab, Sarai 
(www.sarai.nc!), ls an example of tl,e kind of organised network !hilt I'm imagining. I discuss 
bot.', of these networks in more detail in chapler 6. 
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non-human: a desk, a chair, a human, a burning cigarette, an empty cup of 
coffee, etc. The articulation between these singular entities holds no essenti.il 
relationship. Rather, the concrete assemblage - lhe articurntion of parts - is an 
actualisation of'relatior.s that are external to their terms'. 
The articulation between the human and the machine - what Jilnger termed an 
'organic construction', Benjamin a 'mimetic conespondence', and McLuhan 'the 
extensions of man' - also holds the potential to create, to compose. The force of 
the outside creates what Deleuze calls a 'diagram' of 'topologica:l' relations in 
which 'the inside is constituted by the folding of the outside' (1988a· 119). The 
fold consists of a 'doubling' of relations of force bet>.veen inside and outside 
(1995: 98; 1988: 119). The fold constitutes a zone of life ('subjcctivation'), 
'inventing new "possibilities of life"' and new capacities of expression (1995: 98; 
see also Angus, 1998: 26-27). Media and cultural theorists who speak of 'global 
capital, global production, global labor migrations, and global penetration by 
technologies of communications' in terms of a 'global immanence' that has 'no 
outside' (Buck-Morss, 2003: 93) arc taking, at best, a lazy shorlcut to a mode of 
critique that dispenses of the ethico-political diagram of power and reflexivity 
that makes possible the very objects of study they wish to critique. 
Comparative Media Theury and the Constitutive Outside 
Just as language has an outside - the limit of language, as noted in the epigwph 
by Deleuze - so too does the Creative Industries have an outside. To 
paraphrase Deleuze: Creative Industries' outside is not outside the Creative 
Industries, it is the outside of Creative Industries. The outside of the Creative 
Industries is th� limit of critique from within. The limit of Creative Industries is 
defined by critique of the outside, which is at once a part of the constitutive 
dimension of the Creative Industries. The kind of critique 1 am proposing is 
one that addresses the multiplicity of outsides of the Creative Industries: these 
include the situation of creative labour in new media industries. This is living 
labour whose function, at least within the discourse of the Creative Industries, 
is to generate IP in order that it can be exploited. It is labour's internal outsides 
that operate on lines of class, ethnicity, age and gender (see Gill, 2002). Each of 
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the components that constitute the plane of Creative Industries - academics, 
students, government, local business, service staff. new media workers, along 
with various media of communication and techniques of expression - has its 
own plane or logic of operation. Each of these components populatea the plane 
of Creative Industries, and the relations between them arc external to their 
terms. That is, each component or element functions within its own universe of 
sensibility, its own horizon of reference, its own system of communication. 
It is useful to think of the operation of these components in terms of paradigms ' 
'that are located on a larger plane of organisation. While each paradigm has its 
own distinctive features, they hold the potential to inlerleave wilh each other. 
Within Marxian negativity, lhe potential for correspondence is predicated on an 
underlying socio-aesthetic antagonisr.1. Within the Deleuzian logic of 
inunanence, the inter-relationship between c'Jmponent parts can be understood 
as the affirmation of di fference. And within comparative media theory, the 
communication or articulation between different actors is constituted through 
an 'internally generative' process that is situated within an external context 
(Angus, 1992: 536). In each CilSC, the point of inlerscct!on is a combination of 
antagonism, affirmation and constitution. What brings these three processes 
together is a notion of the outside. Such an assemblage signals th� limits of 
critique from within. 
In order to illustrate these points, I detour through the work of Canadian 
political economist and communications theorist, Harold A Innis.ii In his essay 
'Orality in the Twilight of Humanism', Ian Angus describes Innis' method as 
one of "micrology": 'He focuses on characteristic events within a society. He 
doesn't begin by characterising the whole but from specific events, giving us a 
plurality of glimpses of these specific events, creating a montage effect that 
implies the nature of the whole' (1993: 31). Explaining the relation between 
in,5titutions, knowledge monopolies and comrr.unkalions media in Innis' 
"The Innis centenary in 1994 was cause for a revival of interest in the wide-ranging work of 
Jnnls, although this was largely a Canadian phenomenon as for a1s L�e field of media and 
communications goes. A special issue of Co11to'wm111 on Innis and depende,;cy theory edited by 
Angus and Shoesmith (1993b) is one of the few «ltcmpts, to my knowledge, to situate the 
relevance of Innis' work beyond an exclusively Canadi'1n focus. Other notable works include 
St.imps (1995), Adand and Buxtor. (1999), Or ache (1995), Carey (1989) and Berland (1997b). for 
an intcrcstini, example of the migra1tion of Innis into the field of intc;national relations, see 




interpretation of society, Angus writes: 'Institutions arc based on a medium of 
communication that is the most significant within that instilution, which 
"monopolises" knowledge tluough monopolising access to, and use of, that 
medium of corrununication' (1993: 28-29). Clearly, the Creative Industries are 
not a communications medium per se; they are, nevertheless, a cluster of 
institutional forms and discursive practices arlirulated with various media of 
communication (film and TV, digital tcdmo!ogies, architeclure, photography, 
the arts and crafts, etc.). Thus the Creative Industries do nol utilise any single 
medium, but a combination of media forms, each with its own rules and 
capacities of expression. What bridges tl1ese communications media and their 
attendant practices is a combination of the juridico! ond economic orchitecture 
of intelleclual property (primarily copyrii:;ht) ond labour-power, which it 
subsumes. As long as media corporations, goverrunent departments and 
university programs see the exploitation of intellectual property as the means of 
wealth creation, the institutional effect is a monopoly of knowledge and a 
disregard of the desires of creative labour for self-sustaining work practices -
technics of labour that are not subject to the vagaries of the politically 
motivated inequality of free trade agreements or fluctuating currency rates that 
determine the transnational movement of film and TV drama production, for 
example. 
What Inn.is calls the "bias" of communication can be understood in terms of a 
constitutive outside. Innis' central thesis is encapsulated in his book, Tl1e Bias of 
Commu11iet1tim1 (1951): the duration and expansion of emPires can be 
understood in terms of communications media and transport technologies 
peculiar lo any culture, location, and epoch, and the aUendant "bias" towards 
either time or space that such media and technologies invariably have. In his 
survey of the rise and fall of the city-states of ancient civilisations and the 
economies of modem nation-states, Imlis considers a bias toward space or lime 
as a defmi.-ig feature of 'the monopoly of knowledge', and hence control, by the 
hegemon. At the end of his book Empire and Comm1mications, Innis su::-unarises 
the operation and characteristics of communications media in (erms of the 
Ii monopoly of knowledge, or bias, they enable: 
Monopolies of knowledge had developed and declined partly in relation 





alternate as they emphasized religion, decentralization, and time; or force,. 
centralization, and space. (1986: 166) 
Innis also charts the ways in which colonial empires and nation-states in the 
industrial era were defined by the dependency of the metropo!e on the capacity 
of the colonies to supply staple products that can then be processed into 
commodity objects and energy resources in llie metropole, distributed back out 
to the colonies, and traded across empires. This relationship created its own 
peculiar structural dynamic of power. As Ian Angus and Brian Shoesmith put 
it, 'These conditions of production meant, in fact, that the margins continually 
subsidised the centre' (1993a: 7). Dependency theory is based on the logic, then, 
of a core/ periphery model of geopolitics and political economy. 
Despite the extensive critique dependency theory has attracted, particularly by 
postcolonia! theorists preoccupied with identifying instances of liminality, 
hybridity and ambivalence, and hence resistance within colonial discourse, 
Innisian dependency theory continues to hold importance with regard to issues 
of power and politics as they relate to communications media and the 
organisation of social relations. Unlike dependency models developed in 
world-systems theory and area studies, within Innis' framPwork a dependency 
relationship is not automalically a unilinear onr. where the ruling colonial 
power exerts unmitigated control over its colonial territories. Such a 
relationship assumes that the morgins of empire are always subject to the 
economic, political and cultural influences, authority and support of the centre. 
Moreover, it overlooks the ways in which 'centres are as much dependent on 
their margins as margir .. , are on the centres' (Angus and Shoesmith, 1993a: 13). 
Innis paid attention to the multi-layered dynamic and the inter-relationships 
between centres and margins, and his concepts of space, time and technological 
bias provided the basis upon which to locate the pivotal role played by 
communications media in the constitution of social relations. As Angus has 
noted, it is a mistake to see such a 'method of investigation' as one of 
technological determination: 
It is not the claim that the media of communication detemtlne the form of 
the society, but rather the suggestion that investigation of the constitutive 
elements of a society as media of communication, shows that the 
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micrologicn\ organisation prefigures and articulates th':' macrological 
structure. (1993: 31) 
At first glance, the spatial or temporal 'bias' of different media, the relationship 
between 'centres' and 'margins', and the 'efficiency' or 'inefficiency' of 
communication in condit ioning the success of empires are characteristics that 
can be explicnted through the logic of negative dialectics. As Judith Stamps has 
argued, Innis' method of analysis proceeds by a series of juxtapositions 'in a 
marmer comparable lo the constellations created by Adorno, Benjamin, and 
McLuhan' (1995: 85). Innis' approach departed, however, from his Frankfurt 
:.School counterparls in ways that signalled his attention to the problems of his 
own geopolitical and cu\tura: situation. 'Unlike them', writes Jody Berland, 
'Innis found himself poised bet,,veen two conflicting dispositions: the tile,;k, 
post-totalitarian, anti-scientistic and post-enlightenment vision exemp!i.iied by 
Adomo's "negative dialectics" versus the more pragmatic nation-building 
cu!turalist modernity of his own milieu' (1997a: 31). 
In foregrounding the "posilive" and "negative" attributes of different 
communications media and their capacity to t-ngender time or space-binding 
so cieties, Innis read the sensory imbalance of Western civilisation against those 
premodem civilisations that had flourished due to a 'balance' between oral and 
aural media and visual media of print and the writlen word. A balance or 
'efficiency' in communication determined the efficacy and longevity of an 
empire. Innis was especially attentive to l:he spatial bias of Western modernity, 
which, since the invention of the printing press, had consolidated a monopoly 
of 'sensory life', resulting in a visual bias that corresponded 'with the 
hegemony of modem science' (Stamps, 1995: 80). In the event of one medium 
of communication dominating over others, a stasis will prevail that prevents an 
'openness' to creativity and thought. Print media, for example, have a spatial 
bias that emphasises a preoccupation Virith admlnistration, law and immediacy, 
neglecting aspects of continuity, tradition and systems of belief - features of 
media that are durable over time (Innis, 1951: 33-34). Innis' interest, then, was 
to study the material characleristics of different media of communication in 
order to 'appraise its influence in its cultural setting' (1951: 33). His concern 
was for a 'co-existence of different media of communication', so that the bias of 
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one may be 'checked' agairut the bias of another, creating 'conditions 
favourable to an interest in cultural activity' (1951: 90). 
Innis' insight was to point to the ways in which a technulogical bias towards 
time, for irutance, results in a weakness or vulnerabil ity with respect to the 
capacity to effectively control space. In one example, Innis describes how the 
art of horsemanship, the cross-breeding of horses, and the technology of the 
stirrup and chariot made successful invasion possible by the Hittites, and later 
the Assyrians, of ancient Ba bylonia, whose primary technology was the clay 
tablet: a medium of writing made possible by the discovery of rich deposits of 
alluvial clay (Innis, 1986: 27-31, 36-39; 1951: 38, 98). The stirrup and chariot are 
technologies of space and speed, since they enable the rapid transport of 
cavalry and fighting units across territories. The clay tablet, on the other hand, 
is a t echnology of time, and played a key role in establishing the durability of 
the city-state of Babylon as one characterised by a centralised system of 
religious governance whose monopoly of knowledge extended over time (1986: 
34-5, 41). Irrespective of whether the resulting bias of a medium of 
communication is a temporal or spatial one, certain monopolies of knowledge 
constituted in institutional form will follow in its wake. This is precisely what 
happened in the case of the Hittite and Assyrian invaders, whose initial 
successes were conditioned by the weakness in the Babylonian's attention to 
space and its attendant military problems as a result of their monopoly of 
knowledge over time. Interestingly, the Hittite and Assyrian empires were to 
prove relatively short lived due to their inefficient means of communication: 
'Their attempts to build up new organizations of space in relation to an 
organization of time were defeated by the entrenched organizations of time in 
Babylon. and Thebes' (1951: 104). That is, the Hittite and Assyrian periods of 
rule were ultimately unstable since they were unable to achieve an effective 
balance in communication. This was matched by insufficient institutional 
infrastructures that fac ilitate the organisation and con.lrol of social relations. In 
this sense, the Hittites and Assyrians do not qualify as proper empires in Innis' 
terms. 
Within Innis' notion.s of "bias" and "dependency", one can detect the operation 
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innovations in iron and use of horsedrawn chariots, and the Babylonians and 
their clay tablets: the bias toward time of the Babylonian city-state is only made 
apparent when it is 'checked' against the bias toward space of the Hittites. The 
communicative bias articulated by each of these cultures is a virtual one of pure 
potential, subsisting within a plane of immanence until it is actualised through 
a plane of organisation. 'The p!ane is not a principle of organization', write 
De!euze and Guattari, 'but a means of transportation' (1987: 268). The relations 
between these two planes are variously antagonistic, affirmative and 
constitutive. The 'external fonn' of one conununicative arrangement 
'interleaves' with another, and in so doing their respective bias toward time or 
space is expressed in material ways via the constitutive force of the outside. As 
Innis writes: 'Without a consistently efficient system of writing and the 
stabilizing conservative influence of religion, the Hittite Empire was exposed to 
difficulties from within and without' (1986: 36). Angus explains how a 
comparative media theory is derived from the inter-relationships between 
immanence, outside, inside and the expressive capacities of communications 
media as follows: 
... while there is an immanent history of media forms, there is also a 
transcendental history of the constitution of media forms themselves .... 
Th.rough this doubling, inunanent history is turned "outside" toward a 
wonder at the phenomenon of expression itself. (1988: 26) 
Through the force of the outside, we can see how the transformation of the city­
state ofBabylon is conditioned by a plurality of 'relations [that] are external and 
irreducible to their terms', as Deleuze deduces in liis study of Hume's 
empiricism. Radical empiricism, as a diagrarrunatic philosophy of relations, 
tells us something about the potential liabitus of a communications medium: it 
too 'defines itself through the position of a precise problem, and through the 
presentation of the conditions of this problem' (Deleuze, 1991: 107). There is 
noth:ng intrinsic about the medium of the clay tablet that predisposes it toward. 
a temporal bias. Certainly, as for as its material properties go, clay was heavier 
and less transportable than the substance of papyruf, as used by the ancient 
Egyptians. The reproduction of clay tablets is also less efficient than a 
substance like pa\1�r, especially once paper became articulated with the 
printing press am\ the political-economic need to administer mobile ,, 




modernity in the West. But there is nothing inherent about the material 
properties and expressive capacities of alluvia! clay deposits that determines its 
transformation into the communications medium of the clay writing tablet. 
Such a development is contingent upon the alignment of political, eco11omic 
and cultural forces that coalesce to address the problem at hand. 
Conclusion 
In this chapter I have sought to derive an understanding of the constit utive 
fOrce of the outside as iHigures in relation to the Creative Industries, cultural 
criticism and comparative media theory. I have argued that the force of the 
constitutive outside is what links these three approaches as socio-technical 
idioms. Moreover, the constitutive outside manifests in material ways and 
holds expressive capacities. In this sense, the outside is not an impossibility, 
but a condition of possibility. Furthermore, the outside is not a position, but 
rather a force of distributed power within social relations. Titls chapter has not 
been so interested in the ontological question of the outside (how can one be 
outside?), but rather the political question (how can change be made within the 
dominant order?). In the case of the Creative Industries, the constitutive 
outside is a force of relations characterised by hvo key features: antagonism in 
the form of the exploitation of creative labour as it is subsists within a juridico­
political architecture of intel lectual property regimes; and the affirmation of 
creative labour that holds tlte potential for self-organisation in the form of 
networks. 
As fur as negative critique goes, the lineage between Adorno and Deleuze stems 
from the notion of 'immanent critique'. In a moment of seeming optimism, 
Adorno considers the limit of inunanent critique as that which is embodied in 
the instant of the Kierkegardean "leap", though ac cording to Adorno, this is 
only made possible by the undertaking of negative dialectics (1990: 182). 
Fol!owing Deleuze, my interest has been in how immanent critique can be read 
as an affirmative force that retains the act of critique. The limit of critique from 
within is not a closure or negation, but rather an opening of possibilities. As 




It is in this sense that the affirmation of living labour, for instance, conditions 
the possibility of Creative Industries. But this transformative force of the 
outside is one that institutes a substantially different form of Creative 
Industries to the kind that passes as dominant culture today. 
Communications media play a vital role in securing the creative potential of 
labour-power as a transformative force. As Angus reminds us: 
'Communication media thus constitute, through human labour, the limits of 
what is experienceable and the manner in which it is experienced in a socio! 
fonnation' (1998: 19). The spatial bias of the Creative Industries as they 
currently stand is clearly apparent in their cartography of power that seeks to 
exploit the IP generated by creative labour. Such empire building is done at the 




Creative Labcur and the Role of Intellectual Property 
This chapter reports on the survey I conducted for the fibrepower panel 
initiated by Kate Crawford and Esther Milne - 'Intellectual Property­
Intellectual Possibilities' (Brisbane, July 2003).' I wanted to explore in some 
empirical fashion the relationship between intellectual property and creative 
labour. Such a relationship is the basis for defining what is meant by creative 
industries, according to the seminnl and much cited mapping document 
produced by Blair's Creative Industries Task Force (CITF). Despile the role IP 
plays in defining and providing n finnncial and regulatory architecture for the 
creative and other informational or knowledge industries, there is remarkably 
little attention given by researchers and commentators to the implications of IP 
in further elnborating conceptual, political and economic models for the 
Creative Industries. There is even greater indifference towards addressing the 
imp.ict of exploiting the IP of those whose labour power haJ been captured: 
young people, for the most part, working in the creative and culture industries. 
Angela McRobbie's work is one of the few exceptions (see also Gill, 2002). 
At a different level, I was curious to see how a mailing list might contribute in a 
collaborative fashion to the formation of a research inquiry in which the object 
of study - creative labour ,?nd IP - is partially determined by the list illielf. 
Finally, after levelling critiques at various times and occasions against what 
Terry Flew (2001) identifies ns the "new media empirics", I thought it necessary 
to engage in a more direct way with this nemesis-object: what, after all, can a 
new media empirics do and become when it is driven iluough a processual 
model of media and communications? I will address this question in the 
concluding section of this chapter. 
As I noted in the previous chapter: The list of sectors identified as holding 
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television and radio, publishing. software, interactive leisure software, design, 
designer fashion, architecture, perfonning arts, crafts, arts and antique markets, 
architecture and advertising. The Mapping Document seeks to demonstrate 
how these s ectors consist of' ... activities which have their origin i n  individual 
creativity, skill and talent and which have the potential for wealth and job 
creation through generation and exploitation of intellectual property' (CITF: 
1998/2001). The CITF's identification of intellectual property as central to the 
creation of jobs and wealth firmly places the Creative Industries within 
informational and knowledge economies. 
In posting the survey questionnaire to the list, l was interested in ascertaining 
the following: 
1. The extent to which respondents perceived their primary activities (i.e.
activities other than eating, sleeping, watching TV, ha.ving sex, substance
abuse, etc. - though I guess many would argue that they are indeed pi i111.1ry
activities, and perhaps also creative ones!) to correspond with "creativity",
however that tenn might be understood (n.b. the survey synop.;is dearly
,framed creativity in relation to the Creative Industries discourse, so Ll,e
latitude for interpreting the term creativity was relatively circumscribed).
2. Whether a very partial mapping of the fihreculture network produced results
S.imilar to the sectors identified in the CITF Mapping Document. Whatever
.the results, I was interested in what they might then say about national,
regional or State manifestations of the C.:eative Industries: are Australia's
�eative Industries the same as the UK? Is there a temporal factor at work?
That is, given the time of development, incubation, etc., would a mapping
exerriEe produce different result s depending of when and how it was
conducted? In other words, how does the stability of the empirical object -
creative labour - relate to the contingencies of time? This is as much a
.methodological question as it is a question of politics and ethics.
3 .. To establish whether respondents perceived or understood an extant 
relationship bel:ween their labour and intellectual property. 
1 See the appendix to this thesis for a copy of the questionnaire. 
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4. To find out whether IP in the workplace makes work a political issue.
At the time of the survey, the fibreculture mailing list had just over 700 
subscribers Oune, 2003). All responses came on the same day I posted the 
survey, most within a few hours of it appearing on list. This in itself perhaps 
says somelhing interesting about lhe "attention economy" of email lists and the 
time in which any posting may receive a response - while the Stones could sing 
about the redundancy of newspapers nfter a dny, do list postings have a life of 
three or so hours? Not so bad actually, though it's probably much less - more 
like seconds, depending on whether a post is read or not. 
Of the 700 or so subscribers tl1en, I received seven responses. That's 1 per cent 
of all list subscribers, a lovely sample to be sure. One of the respondents 
provided a follow-up response as well. There was one other query from 
someone asking whether they could do the survey even though they thought 
they weren't a creative worker; they were a copyright lavryer - a category 
Richard Florida assigns to "creative professionals" - 'business il.nd finance, law, 
health care and related fields', ns distinct from the core Creative Claas: 'people 
in science and engineering, architecture and design, education, art, music and 
entertainment, whose economic function is to create new ideas, new technology 
and/or new crcntivc content' (2002: 8). Curiously, tli�re iz no mention - at least 
in this initial definition - of lhe role intellectual properly plays in constituting a 
"creative class".' No doubt there are national·cullural and socio-political 
explanations for the differences bet#een how creative workers arc perceived 
and constituted in the UK nnd North Amcrirn. To my knowfodge, thc:e is yet 
to be a sludy that inquires into the different notional and regional formations of 
creative industries, cla sses, economics and cultures. One could argue that 
OECD research papers and reports along with those by neo-conservative, 
libertarian think-tanks such as Demos and the Cato Institute do such work; 
however, while they certainly compile statistics and bring a dual mode of 
commentary ,1nd hyperbole to such figures, they do very little by way of 
historical, political, economic and cultural analysis of the variable conditions 
• Florida does go on to dLscuss IP, but not in terms of how il.s exploitation defines creative 
industries, as the OTF Mapping Dorumenl.s of 1998/2001 have it. 
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that have led to the emergence of creative labour and its attendant industries 
across these geopolitical regions. 
Refiexivily aad Empirica! Research 
While the sample I am drawing on is most certainly small, it i�.not insignificant.
Indeed, I think its minutiae corresponds to larger patterns of creative labour in 
Australia, and most probably elsewhere, as I extrapolate below. Much of the 
current, more r�flexive literature on quantitative, emprrical research argues that 
the fuss over ,mm pie sizes (e.g. the need to have a large sample if the claims and 
results are to have any scholast<c purchase on the phantasm of veridicality) is 
problematic in all sorts of ways (&cc Edwards, 1997; Silverman, 2001). For 
instance, at wl:at point can one say a sample is representative of the 
community, user-conaumers, demographic, socio-technical network, etc. under 
analy_sis? As Pierre Rourdieu (1979) Mgued so acutely and with such verve,
public opinion docs not exist. What exists, for Bourdieu, is the discursive form 
of the survey or opinion poll, the interests that drive it, and the ends to which it 
is put. Of course my own survey is not immune from :he sort of critical, 
theoretical illld p.ililical intereF'.s I brini; to the analysis of respomr.s. 
Then there is the whole pseudo-scientific language of "observatiun", as though 
there might have ever been some sort of impartiality underpinning the process 
of enacting the survey. Scott Lash associates such a paradigm with "reflective 
modernisation" and the work of Giddens, Habennas and Parsonian structural 
functionalism anc. linear systems theory: 'The idea of reflective belongs to the 
philosophy of consciousness of the first modernity .... To reflect is to somehow 
subsume the object under the subject of knowledge. Reflection presumes 
apodictic knowledge and certainly. It presumes a dualism, a scientific attitude 
in which the subject is in 'Jne realm, the object of knowledge in another' (2003: 
51). In contrast to a reflective first modernity, Lash posits a reflexive second 
mode'.nity and non-linear systems of communication and risk comprising of 
quasi-objects and quasi-subjects and their theorisation by the likes of Luhmann, 







Second modernity re!lexivity is about the emergent demise of the 
distinction between structure and agency altogether .... Second-modernity 
reflexivity prernmcs a move towards immanence that breaks with the 
[ontological] dualisms of structure and agency .... The reflexivity of the 
second modernity presumes the existence of non-linear systems. Here 
system dis-equilibrium and change are produced internally to the system 
through feedback loops. These are open systems. Reflexivity now is at 
the same time system de-stabilization. (2003: 49·50) 
The extent to which reflexive non-linear systems whol!y dispense with or 
depart from a constitutive outside in favour of a logic of inunanence i& a 
problematic I have begun to question with other fibrcculture members in a 
posting to the list of an early version of this chapter.' Like the question of and 
tension between new media cmpirics and processual media theory, it is n 
problematic I will relurn to in my concluding remnrks. 
I think one renson I received even seven responses had much to do with prior 
knowledge and trust established between myself as "observer" and the 
"participants" in this survey: that is, I had either met or knew very well six of 
the seven respondents. Here, it is worth turning again to Bourdieu, who frames 
the concept of reflexivity in particularly succinct' :enns: 'What distresses me 
when I wad some work!; by sociologists is that people whose profession is to 
objectivizc the social world prove so rarely able to objcclivize themselves, and 
fail so often to realize that what their apFarently scientific discourse talks about 
is not the object but their relation to the object' (1992: 68-69). Put in terms of 
non-linear systems theory, the on- and off-line refotionships, lrust and symbolic 
economy I had established lnrgely through an online nelwork operated as a 
feedback loop into lhe call for interest in and responses lo this current survey. 
Obvious as it may sound, this very historical and social dimension to a 
communicative present actively destabilises any rhetorical claims that I might 
attempt in the name of conducting a survey that follows the scientific principles 
of objectivity and impartiality and methodologies befitting quantitative 
research. The only thing that is remotely impartial about this survey is the 
anonymity of the respondents as I present them here. 
3 My quarrel here is not with Oelcuze's concept of a logic of immanence but rather w1th Lash's 
(2002) shorthand version of it, whid, conveniently elides the conceptual - and ultimately 
political and ethical - nuisance of thinking through the operation of the constitutive outside 
wit!,fr, a logic of immanence. 
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Feedback loops further destabilise the very object-ness of this report as a 
discrete posting to a mailing list in so far as anyone who responded to this 
report breaks up components of the report by way of selective quoting or 
paraphrasing and interjecting their own critiques or comments.• Many of us do 
this when we reply to an email, separating the sender's text from our OWI'.; in so 
doing, we are translating or mimicking the effect of dialogue. Such a process is 
also registered in a material, symbolic form in the partially dissipative, non­
linear structure of discussion threads as the user recombines ,md shifts between 
postings, disrupting what otherwise appears as a condition of equilibrium 
within the linear organisation of the archive. Further registration of feedback 
loops are made in the "googlisation" of this combinatory knowledge and 
information formation, where any particular po sting has the potential to move 
up the verticdl scale of "hits" depending on the key words used in the user's 
search, the online links made to the posting, and \he popularity of the posting: 
in short, the coding of the google software program plays a determining role in 
the hierardusation of information that is then further shaped by lhe interests 
and habits of users. The economy and architecture of the go ogle search engine 
has been subject to considerable debate and discussion in lists such as 
fibreculture and nettime, along with many other online fora, print and 
electronic media. If the posting of this report, for example, were made on any 
number of web conferencing systems, collaborative text filtering sites or biogs, 
such as slashdot.org, indymedia.org, makeworld.org or discordia.us, then a 
very different information architecture of feedback loops would prevail. I will 
now engage the findings of the survey. 
Creativity- What's in a Name? 
When I asked respondents what creative activities they engaged in, a list of 4-6 
fields, practices or sectors of creativity by any one person was compiled. These 
included writing, performing and producing music; writing academic and 
policy papers (considered by one respondent and assumed by others as 
'creative endeavours'); photography; design (interactive, information, 
• Of course other media do this as well - books, films, tv ads, oral histories, radio Interviews -
though in ways aped fie to their material forms, technical features, sociCH:Ultural situations, elc. 
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education); publishing and editing; new media arts (dv, net.art, print, electronic 
music); painting; and creative writing. Three things stand out for me here: 
1. Irrespective of whether or not respondents went on to identify themselves as
part of the Creative Industries project, however that might be understood, the
range of creative activities any single person might undertake suggests that
diversity rather than specialisation is a defining feature of creative workers.
This isn't to say that specialisation Coesn't occur in any Farticular idiom of
creativity- I think it's safe to assume th,1t lt would, but rather that resp:mdents
were not limited to one particulur set of creative skills, trainings, or passions.
Thus these respondents are clear exemplars of the so-called fragmented
postmodern subject, traversing a range of institutional locations and socio­
cultural dispositions.
2. Many of the respondents ore engaged in academic work either on a full-time,
continuing basis or as sessional, casual teachers. In both cases, university
related activities and non-university related activities were understood as
holding creative dimensions. If nothing else, the diversity of creative activities
identified by respondents indicates the r.omplexity of labour in the
contemporary university, further suggesting that: (a) the university cannot
acconunodate the diverse interests and economic necessities of its constituent
labour power, and/ or (b} that individuals wish to distinguish between the kind
of work they do at university and its concomitant values and the kind of work
they do outside the university, or (cl that there is zone of indistinction, if you
will, between the university and its so-called outside, given that all sectors of
cultural production and intellectual labmu are today subject to market
economics. The extent to which tensions exist between these realms, or
whether they are better characterised as a sort of zone of indistinction that
cannot be reduced in such a manner, varies, I suspect, according to the
contingencies of time, interests, values, labour conditions, age, class, gender,
etc. of individuals as they are located in difforent institutional settings. Each of
the above possibilities corresponds with the economic. and labour conditi:ms
peculiar to the Creative Industries operating in the UK, as McRobbie explains:
Those working in the creative sector cannot simply rely on old working 
patterns associated with art worlds, they have to find new ways of 
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"working" the new cultural economy, which increasingly mea ns holding 
down three or even four "projects" at once. In addition, since these 
projects arc usually short term, there have to be other jobs to cover the 
short-fall when the project ends. The individual becomes his or her own 
enterprise, sometimes presiding over two separate companies al the same 
time. (2002: 519; see abo Beck, 1992: 127-150; Bauman, 2001: 17-30) 
3. There is much overlap betwcc,, this list of creative activities and the CITF's
list of creative sectors, with the exce;:,tion that traditional arts and crafts and
antiques do not figure in the former; t::i.is comes as no surprise, given that the
survey was conducted on a listserve for critical lntcmct research and culture.
As for how this list relates to Richard Florida's composition of the Creative
Class in the US, there is an obvious absence in my smvey of eng ineers and
scientists. Again, you might say this should come as no surprise; one could,
however, dem:ribe software programmers, "codeworkers" and 5;:ime designers
as computer scientists or information engineers - though no doubt there would
be some disciplinary and perhaps ontological dispute over this.
Having established that they all arc engaged in creative activities of one kind or 
another, there were then considerable differences amo ngst respondents as to 
whether they perceived themselves as engaged in the Creative Indus tries. Two 
respondents said they didn't- one being a bit hesitant as to whether they did or 
not, the other indifferent, implying the term was no more than a 'tag' associated 
with 'official places' and 'certain facu!Ues'. Four responder,ls stated that they 
did associate their activities with the Creative Indnstries, some more 
emphatically so than others. One of t h ose responded by writing that 'Yeah, bul 
I'm a special case :)', indicating that creativity, at least for this person, comes 
with a se nse of individu�lity, difference and exception. Yet such subjectivities 
carry more baggage than this. As Angela McRobbi e notes, 'lndividualizaHon is 
not about individuals per se, as about new, more fluid, less permanent social 
relations seemingly marked b y  choice or options. However, this convergence 
has to be understood as one of contestation and antagonism' (2002: 518). Much 
of this chapter seeks to unravel various tensions that underpin labour practices 
within the Creative Industries. 
A seventh respondent took a more reflexive, Marxian and historically informed 





way: 'All industry is creative; all human activity uenles something; and nearly 
all human activity is subsumed under industrial imperatives (including the 
consumption of media and other products). Therefore I think this is probably a 
question whose answer is presupposed in the historical fads of its own terms'. 
On these grounds, then, irrespective of whether respondents did or didn't 
identify their creative activities with the Creative Industries, there is n sense 
amongst these respondents - perhaps unconscious - that there is an "idea" of 
what constitutes the Creative Industries, and any particular respondent's 
identification with those industries is based, perhaps, on whether one meets the 
criteria or fits into the discursive boundaries, categories, or ethos of the Creative 
Industries, as established in part in the survey's preamble.5 
Intellectual Property and Creativity 
1he importance of intellectual property (copyrights, patents, trademarks) as a 
source of income was met with a mixed response. For one person it was 
important, for the rest it wasn't, at least in an exdusive sense: labour was paid 
for on an hourly basis or IP was assigned to the company or publisher 
commissioning the work; in other instances remuneration from IP contributed 
to a respondent's income, but wasn't relied upon as a prim2ry source of 
income. Creative workers were thus primnrily alienated from their intel!ectual 
property in one form or another. Such responses clearly signal a tension and 
power relationship between creative workers and their employers with regard 
to the CITF definition of Creative Industries as those activities tlrnt have 'the 
potential for wealth and job creation through generation nnd exploitation of 
intellectual property'. Thus despite all the rhetoric around informational nnd 
creative labour consisting of "horizontal" and "fluid" modes of production, 
distribution and exchar.ge, clearly there remains vertical, hierarchical 
dimensions within the "New Economy". If IP is to function as the mainstay of 
capital accumulation within informaliona\ economies, it doesn't take much 
imagination to forese<'.' industrial, legal and political dispute focussing on the 
· juridico-political architecture of IP. The extent to which workers are able to
mobilise their potential power in an effective manner (i.e. in a way that protects
'See the �ppendix lo this thesis. 
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and secures their inlerests whilst inventing new political information 
architectures) depends, I would suggest, on their capacity to organise 
themselves as a socio-poli\ical force. I will address this issue in relation to the 
problem of immaterial labour in more detail below. 
Respondents found IP a source of tension not only at the level of financial 
remuneration; a tension prevailed around the concept of IP as well. In response 
to the question of whether intellectual property is importan t  as a pri nciple -
that is, as a system or framework consisting of rules and beliefs that enables the 
transformation of labour into !egal, moral and potentially economic values -
one person stated that they found it of no importance at all. All others found it 
was, though the response, as expected, was mixed: 'Ye�, but in a negative sense. 
The whole structure of IP has turned into a perversion of its intended 
principles: nnmely, that alienation rather than one's inalienable rights in one's 
own work is the guiding principle of JP law. Put differently, rights are seen to 
exist only so that they can be sold. That is a function of capital, long since dead. 
I would prefer a righlf. struchue that existed lo ensure the free flow of ideas'. In 
a similar vein, ti10ugh without the libertarian overtone, another respondent 
writes: 'It is important lo me as a principle to be critiqued, developed and (in 
some cases) rejected. The arm of IP is extending in several directions and in 
many industries - and it's that reach that needs to be reviewed with some 
urgency'. 
A third res pondent strongly rejected the idea that IP might be understood in 
terms of principles: 'No', they write, 'It's important to me as a discursive field!' 
By my reading, such a st atement suggests that the respondent understands 
principles as holding some kind of unchanging, transcendental and univer5al 
status, while a discursive field is historically and culturally mut�ble and holds 
the potential for local intervention by actors endowed with such capacities. (A 
similar distinction is often made in philosophy between the universality of 
morals and the contingencies of ethics.) The idea of IP as a discursive field 
rather than a principle is also interesting in relation to the second response 
tabled above, which implies that limits need to be established with regard to IP 
and the extent to which it governs areas of life previously outside a market 
economy. Current debates around patenting the human genom e, database 
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access to DNA information on sperm and embryo composition and their 
relationship to insurance premiums and future employment possibiUties (see 
Gallien for the filmic ve rsion of this scenario), and the pressure on developing 
countries to import GM food coupled with uneven, neo-colonial trade 
agreements along with clientelislic conditions imposed by the World Bank and 
IMF's structural adjustment and debt management policies are the most 
obvious examples that come to mind here (see Hoogvelt, 2001). These are 
issues I discuss further in chapter 5. 
Intellectual Property and the Labour Contract 
The tension associated with IP was further extended to the workplace, with all 
but one of the respondents noting that they had heard of and in some instances 
personally experienced conflicts over IP issues. If such accounts are the norm 
rather than the exception, this dearly signals a need for much greater attention 
to be given to the role of IP in the workplace, and the status lt holds as a legal 
and social arc.'i.itecture governing the conditions of creative production, job 
satisfaction, employer-employee relations and thus life in general. While only 
two respondents reported of losing a job or contract for refusing to assign IP to 
their employer, many commented on the problems of sucl1 a condition - as one 
person noled: 'This ls corrunon in film music now: if you don't sell your rights 
to the film maker, you are not given the contract'. Another highlighted the 
legal and institutional distinction between private and state sectors. 
Addressing the Australian situation, this respondent notes that government 
bodies such as councils illld depurimenls 'ure exempt from recognising author 
rights under the current copyright act - therefore to refuse to hillld over 
intellectual rights in these cases is to refuse to work'. 
Here is a curious and paradoxical case in point in which the call to a 'refusal of 
work' - a political concept and strategy derived from radical workers' 
movements of the 1960s in Italy - is jerry-wired into the system itself, albeit 
with a significant proviso of political proportion. The Italian autonomists seek 
to liberate work from relations of waged labour and the capitalist State, to 
unleash 'a mass defection or exodus' and in so doing subtract the labour-power 
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which sustains the capitalist system, affirming lhe 'creutive polential of our 
practical r.apacities' in the process (see Hardt, 1996: 6; see also Vimo, 1996b: 196-
197). There's a bit o'i a different rub, however, in a capitalist logic of post­
Fordist flexible accumulation, whose modes of social and political regulation set 
the scene for our cuirent informational paradigm. While the worker within 
Fordist systems of asst:,nbly-line mass production and mass consumption 
conditions the possibility of, to refer to the classic example, the assemblage of 
motor vehicles that, ideally, are then sold lo the leisurely consumer who built 
the vehicle in their eight hour working day, the case of IP and creative labour 
operates in substantial1y different ways. 
Within an informational paradigm, the appropriation of labour power by 
capitalists does not result ;n a product so much as a potential. This potential 
takes the "immaterial" form of intellectual property whose value is largely 
unquantifiable and is subject to the vagaries of speculative finance markets, 
"New Economy" style. Thus, in the case of government institutions that don't 
recognise an individual's IP rights, there is nothing to 'hand over' in the first 
instance. That is, the right to a refusal of work is not possible; or put 
differently, the creative potential of work, as registered in and transformed into 
the juridico-political form of IP, is undermined by the foct that such a social 
relation - the hegemonic form of legitbrncy - is not recognised. As noted by 
another respondent: 'I don't think you "lose" a contract for refusing to sign IP 
over ... it's more like you never had it in the first place if you do work for hire'. 
Instead, one does not so much refuse to work as decline to provide a service, 
whose economic value as wage laborn - that is, labour separated from its 
product {Marx in Harvey, 1990: 104) - bears no relationship to the potential 
economic value generated by the exploitation of IP. In effect, then, "creativity'' 
goes right under the radar. Prostitution functions in a similar manner. One 
does not buy "love" from the prostitute, one acquires a "service" in the form of 
an orgasm, or "little death", with no value in and of itself. The prostitute's love 
does not figure in the relationship; love is off the radar. Like inlelleclual 
property, the expression of the orgasm in a given form - sperm, for the male 
who appropriates the labour power of the prostitute - nevertheless holds the 
potential to translate into economic, social, political and biological values if its 
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eruption is arranged under different conditions - the normative ones peculiar 
lo hete rosexual couplings living in advanced economies, for example. 
A couple of res pondents, both now working in the higher education sector, had 
mixed responses lo the kind of conditions such a selling enabled vis-11-vis 
labour and IP. Respondent 1: 'I would always give in [and sign over IP] when I 
was self-employed, now I only take jobs where I'm happy with the IP 
arrangements'. Such a position is possible when, as noted earlier, producing IP 
for others (i.e. employers/ clients) is not the primary source of income. 
Interestingly, the other respondent anticipates conflicts over the assignation of 
IP within university settings - Respondent 2: 'as i continue to collaborate in 
university settin gs, the problem will arise'. The problem of job security arises 
where IP policies can vary substantially from university to university and at an 
intra-university level depending on the kind of contract an individual is able to 
negotiate with management as universities nndergo increasingly deregulation 
toward a system that destroys the legal concept fought for by nnions of 
collective wage agreements. At my own universir;,' Lo lake a typical example 
of someone working in the higher education sector, the subject materials I 
produce are the intellectual property of the university. These educational 
materials will often incorporate parts of articles I have written or am in the 
process of writing. (They will also include lists of references lo articles and 
debates located in open-access online repositories, as found in the fibreculture 
and nettime archives, for example.) And here, a curious institutional te nsion 
over IP emerges: depending on the publisher, the IP of article s and books I 
write belongs to the publisher. One o··: the respondents noted how this problem 
of proprietary rights of academic IP has been dealt with in recent legislation in 
Australia: 'the new IP rules (e.g. the one which cnme into effect 011 14th March 
[20031) gives the university ownership of all IP created by staff (with a 
"scholarly work" exception). This creates major problems - for example, 
academics moving to different universities who intend to use educational 
materials they have developed previously'. Thus the extent to which IP 
functions as an architecture of control is and has always been dubious at the 
level of the everyday. Just think of what happened with the appearance of the 
xerox machine in university settings - in effect it became a free license to 
• Monash Univen;ity, Melbourne, �t the lime of writing. 
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appropriate the property of writers, with myriad staff and sludenls 
reproducing the pages of othenvise copyright protected ma terials. 
Even if the legal aspects of IP are frequently difficult if not impossible to 
regulate, there are important symbolic dimensions to IP that have implications 
and impacts at the level of subjectivities and their degree of legitimacy within 
institutional and national settings. Here I am thinking - yet again - of that 
rather chilling line in the C!TF's definition of the Creative Industries in which 
IP is not only generated, but more significantly, it is exploited. The exploitation 
of IP is not simply a matter of extracting the polenlial economic value from 
some inanimate thing; the exploitation of IP, let us never forget, is always 
already an exploitation of people, of the producers of that which is transformed 
from practice into properly, which in its abstraction is then alienated from tho�e 
who have produced it. While there are clear problems with such a system, IPRs 
are not necessarily a bad thing. As I argue in chapter 4, to simply oppose IPRs 
is not a political option. Individuals and communities must look for ways in 
which IPRa can be exploited for strategic ends. Such a political manoeuvre is 
possible, for instance, in efforts to advance Indigenous sovereignty. To return 
to the relationship between the exploitation of IP and the political status of 
subjectivity, it should be noted that QUT holds a policy in which students retaifl 
control of all IP they produce, with some exceptions.' Such a policy initiative 
seems to be lhe exception within an enviromnent of "enterprise universities" 
(Marginson and Considine, 2000) whose economic viability depends upon 
obtaining the maximum leverage possible within a political economy of partial 
deregulation. 
Intellectual Properly and (Dis)Organised Labour 
Most of the respondents corrected the assumption in my question on the 
relationship between collaborative production and the difficulty of assigning IP 
'As QUT's 'Intellectual Property Policy' document states, 'In the absence of any agreement nr 
assignment varying this position, QUT is not en lilied to the ownership of intellectual property 
created by a student in the course of study at QUT. However, QUT may place conditions on student cnrohnent or participation in courses, subjects or projects, so that a student as.signs to QUT ownership of intellectual property created, either generally or by reference to specified 
criteria. In such cases, studenls must be fully informed in relation to any potential restrictions on publication in accordance with QUT's Code of Good Practice for Po<lgrad,wtc Rcscarc!, Sll1die.s 
and Sul"'ruL<io"'. Sec http:/ /www.qut.edu.au/ udmin/ mopp/ Appendix/ appcndix22.html. 
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rights lo individuals or joint-authorship. Respondents noted that corporations 
own the creative efforts of both individuals and collaborations, since the 
corporation has paid for that work. This brings me to the final component of 
the survey - the relationship br.lween IP and lhe problem of disorganised 
labour. It seems to me that unions are among the best placed aclors lo contest 
the seemingly foregone conclusion t hat corporations have an a priori hold on 
the appropriation of labour power. As Castells has noted in a recent interview: 
... with the acceleration of the work process [enabled by new ICTs], 
worker's defense continues to be a fundamental issue: they cannot count 
on !heir employers. The problem is that the individualization of 
management/worker relationships makes the use of traditionnl forms of 
defense, in terms of collective bargaining and trade union-led struggles, 
very difficult except in the public sector. Unions arc realizing this and 
finding new forms of pressure, sometimes in !he form of consumer 
boycotts lo p.-ess for soda! justice and human rights. Also, individual 
explosions of violt'nce by defenseless workers could be considered forms 
of resistance. (Castells and Ince, 2003: 29) 
However, there is an impnsse of parndigmntic proportion to the potential for 
unions to nssist workers - particulnrly younger workers - within Creative 
Industries or knowledge and information economies. The so-called strategy of 
<:onsumer sovereignty is a relati'lely weak one, and only further entrenches the 
problem of individualisation in as much as the potential for a coalition amongst 
workers is only further sidelined in favour of that mantra urged on by our 
politicians who are so keen to protect "the national interest" - yes, the national 
economy is fragile, so enjoy yourself and go out and shop! There is a general 
perception that unions and their capacity to organise labour in politically 
effective and sodn!ly nppealing ways are a thing of the past. To address this 
issul' I will first table comments from respondents. I will then move on to !he 
thesis of "immntcrial labour", us presented by Lazzara to, Hardt and Negri, and 
argue why !he condition of "disorganised labour" more accurately describes 
the circumstances in which labour finds itself within an informational 
paradigm. 
Three of !he respondents stated they did not belong to a union, one with 
perhaps a degree of ironic self-affirmation characteristic of what Lash and Urry 
(1994) term 'reflexive individualization': 'Nope', writes one person, 'I'm a 
manager and self-employed :7'. In his book on globalisation, Ulrich Beck 
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identifies a nexus between Lliose who work for themselves - a mode of 
coordination he attributes to "life-aesthetes" in particular - and their desire for 
'self-de velopment'. He goes on to suggest that such disp ositions lend 
themselves to 'self-exploitation': 'People are prepared lo do a great deal for 
very little money, precisely because economic advantage is individi.::alistically 
refracted and even assigned an opposite value. If an acrivity has greater value 
in terms of identity and self-fulfilment, this makes up for and even exalts a 
lower level of income' (Beck, 2000: 150). Voluntary and service labour by many 
artists within the cultural sector would also fit this condition of self­
exploitation. 
Richard Caves prefors to explain the condition of non-union labour in more 
economic terms. Citing the example of independent filnunaking, Caves notes 
that '30 to 35 per cent of production costs [can be saved] by operating a 
nonunion project' (2000: 133). In productions involving union labour, most of 
these additional costs are a result, so Caves claims, of inefficient and 
inte"rventionist management practices and regulations by unions, which sees 
workers being paid for standing around doing nothing. Caves casts unions as 
manipulative entitieg who have a propensity to "hold-up" production Wlless 
their wage demands are met (2000: 132). Certainly, the militancy of unions has 
long been a staple of news narratiws structured around a binary logic that has 
little time for articulating larger contextual forces and values·that give rise to 
particular actions. Irrespective of whether the political form is mrion or non­
union, issues of creative governance are always going to have local or national 
peculiarities, and will vary from industry lo industry. In every case, however, 
the challenge for creative workers is, it seems to me, to create work that holds 
not only the maximum potential for self-fulfilment and group cooperation on a 
project, but just as importantly, creative workers need to situate themselves in 
ways that dose down the possibility of exploitation. 
The other respondents belonged to various mrions or professional 
organisations: National Tertiary Education Union (NTEU) [2], Media, 
Entertainment and Arts Alliance (MEAA)/Australian Journalists' Association 
(AJA) [2], the College Arts Association (USA) and Australasian Pedonning 





concerned with IP'. All these respondents were aware of their nnion's policy on 
IP issues, though one respondent held a high level of cynicism; 'I've never 
heard a union take a credible position on IP'. The follow"up question on lhe 
efficacy of unions in instances of dispute with management over IP elicited 
further cynicism from another respondent: 'Unions are too stupid to do this 
properly. They are as much a part of the problem since they agree to perverse 
work relations. Unions arc corporations'. Others noted that disputes of this 
nature were 'an ongoing ba!lle on many fronts' and that 'the MEAA/ AJA 
newsletter often has such stories. Most of it is so thoroughly covered in case 
law that the major players don't bother to buck the system. The case of US 
freelance journos seeking p ayment for new media republication of their stories 
is seminal'. The Tasiui et 11/. vs. The New York Times et 111. case which this sec,)nd 
respondent refers to is notable for the successful cfass action filed in 1993 by the 
National Writers Union (NWU) on b('half of freelance journalists against 11ie 
N= York Times, which had resold and rcpubliEhed articles electronically from 
their print archive and were refusing lo pay freelance journalists for 
republication on the grounds that there was no difference in form beiween a 
print, microfilm or microfiche archive and new archival and storage media such 
as online newspapers or magazines, electronic databases such as LexisNexis or 
CD-ROMs.1 Despite the US Supreme Court ruling in favour of Tasini in 2001,
Tiie New Yark Times refused to rnmpensate journalists and decided instead to
delete all freelance wrillen articles from thdr electronic archival media.
The Tasi11i v5. 11ic Nw York Times case prompts two key issues that I will only 
flag here; firstly, material previously part of common repositories of knowledge 
such as public libraries becomes subject lo litigious society within the political 
economy of a digital age, resul!ing in the erasure of what would otherwise be a 
digital commons (sec Frow, 19%); and secondly, while freelcmce journalists -
i.e., those who belong to the class of creative labourers - obtained some success
in this instance, the Tasini vs. Tile New York Times case foregrounds the
continueJ importance the nation-state and its domestic legal regimes hold for
any an:i.lysis of information societies. While digitally encoded information has
the capacity to transcend borders of the nation-state, we are again reminded of 
'Thonks to Hugh Brown for bringing the details 0£ this case to my attention. A com;,rehcnsivc 
account and documentation 0£ �,is case can be found at National Writer's Union {NWU), Tasi11i 
v. 771e Nell' York Times, 2000, hltp:/ /www.nwu "rg/tvt/!vthomc.h!m. 
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the sucio-political forces which shape our understanding of and relationship to 
media technologies. Further, the socio-technical condition of aU 
communications media is always already situated within specific discourse­
networks; the media situation in tum give� rise lo the problematic of translation 
for media-culture and its attei.Jant labour practices and modes of creation. To 
put it simply, w!iile the Tasini vs. The New York Times case set a legal precedent 
for how media corporations are to go about republishing the work of 
commissioned freelance journalists, such a rnling has no legal bearing outside 
the US in terms of how some of the very same transnational media 
conglomemtes conduct their business prac.tices in other countries. 
To s ummarise: while the majority of respondents did belong to one or more 
unions, a good proportion of these respondents did not seem satisfied with or 
'i. have any great faith in the efforts of unions to negotiate disputes over IP in the 
workplace. 
Multitudes and the Exploitation of Network Sociality 
The final question in ihe survey a�ked m,pondcnts if they thought there was a 
need for workers in their field to become more or,, .. !illsed, particularly around 
the iinpad that IP has on their potential income. One person said 'yes', and two 
others didn't k;,.ow or weren't sure. The remaining four respondents took the 
opportunity to register mo,:c developed responses. One person staled that 
'Musicians need a militant union. That said, the old divisions of labour in what 
arc generaily considered "the creative industries" (really the cultural industries) 
have broken dow;i because of techr>ological changes'. Interestingly, this 
respondent correlates the convergence of different media technologies with the 
demise of the previous markers of class distinction premised on the vertical 
organisation of labou• within lhc cuitme industries. It has been commonplace 
· since the late nineties to hear stories of musical entrcprenems who
simultaneously engage i:.t the previously se parated activities of production,
distribution and consumption. Yet such horizontal organisation i5n't without







While the old divisions of labour may have been cast away, at least within the 
advanced economies, this isn't to say that new divisions of labour haven't taken 
their place. Indeed, the task of identifying new divisions of labou:r within the 
Creative Industries and informational economles has been one of the ke y 
underlying interests and motivations behind this chapter. Such divisions are 
invoked by another respondent: 
I think the issue is broaC �r than the impact on our "potential income" as 
individual workers - perhaps this is already too close to the commodity 
r hetoric that has permeated the creative industries. Part of the problem is 
that we are taught to respond lo our projects as personally-owned 
intellectual products that must be protected, so that we can drain the 
maximum profit from their use. Tiris disguises several proces;es that go 
into creative work. Open .source programming networks, hr example, 
reveal other ways to interpret and develop our intellectual labours. 
Here we have it then, the return lo lhe classic debate over dosed regulation vs. 
open flows within a field of n�w ICTs. But there is more to it in this instance. 
Tiris respondent rightly observes that creativily is irreducible lo the generation 
and exploitation of IP. Herein lies a key tension that proponents of the Creative 
Industries face with a polential constituency that in the majority of instances 
resides outside th� inslilutional borders of the university or a government 
department of Creative Industries. This tension concerns the relationship 
between discourse and identity formation. Just as the success of governments 
operating within liberal democracies depends upon getting the right spin, so 
too does the capadly for the Creative Industries project to obtain a purchase 
with a variety of actors that include politicians and government departments, 
university officials, studenls, academics, industry m.inagers and creative 
producers. In olher words, within a discursive regime of neoliberalism that 
grants hegemony to those with greater institutional, political and economic 
purchase - e.g. industry managers, government dcparhnents, and university 
professors - there remains a conslitutive outside of creative and service workers 
with little or no political representation. 
Such a condition of "invisibility" is symptomatic of the dependency of capital 
on the commodi ty value of la bour-power. It was on the basis of this 
relationship between capital and labour-power that Italian radical leftists in the 
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1960s and 1970s such as Mario Tronti would observe that 'Labour is Ille measure 
of value because 1/Je working class is tile conditimi of capilal' (died in Wright, 2002: 
84). Within the workers' movements of the 196()�, the class function to supply 
capital with labour-power and produce surplus value was seen as the condition 
for dismantling and disarliculating the reproduction of capital (see Wright, 
2002: 84-85; Moulier-Boutang, 2003). As noted earlier, the teclmique for 
undertaking this action was referred to as the 'refusal of work' - a radical 
intervention which unleashed the creative capacitie s of workers and affirmed 
their 'right to non work' (Virno, 1996a: 20; see also Tronti, 1980). 
Recognising the polilical limitations of the unitary concept of class withit1 a 
post-industrial, post-coloninl era, Hardt and Negri (2000) hnve spearheaded the 
internationalisation of the Itnlian autonomist concept of "the multitude" - the 
movement of movements that goes beyond the traditional working classes who 
have established political representation within the institulional structures of 
trade unions and sodal-democratic parties. Developed out of the activities 
Negri and o thern have with offici11e prec:irie (non-unionised precarious, unpaid 
workers), the multitude is a political, "post-representational" and in some 
instances ethico-aesthetic expression of those seeking lo actualise another 
possible world - etlmic and social minorities, women, exploited wori<ers, 
activists, leftist intellectuals, etc. According to Paolo Virno, the multitu�e is 
opposed to the Hobbesian concept of "the people", which 'is tightly correlated 
to the existence of the State and is in fact a reverberation of it' (1996b: 200; see 
also 2004: 23). Against the political unity and will of the "the people", the 
multitude's 'virtuosic' heterogeneity - or 'ensemble of "acting minorities'" -
'obstructs and dismantles the mechanisms of political representation' (Vimo, 
1996b: 201). Redefining the position of the multitude, Negri's oral intervention 
at a meeting of ojfici11e precarie in Pisa, 2003, is apposite on the correlation 
between exploitation and creative labour, though in ways that contradict hls 
earlier thesis with Hardt lhat Empire has no outside: 
The concept of the multitude can only emerge when the key foundation of 
this process (i.e. the exploitation of labour and its maximal abstraction) 
becomes something else: when labour starts being regarded, by the 
subjects in this continuous exchange of exploitation, as something that can 
no longer enter the relation of exploitation. When labour starts being 
regarded as something that can no longer be direct!;' exploited. What is 
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this labour that is no longer directly exploited? Unexploited labour is 
creative labour, immaterial, concrete labour that is expressed as such. Of 
course exploitation is still there, but exploitation is of the ensemble of this 
creation, it is exploitation that has broken the common [i.e. abstract labour 
in a wage relution] and no longer recognises the common as a substance 
that is divided, produced by abstract labour, and that is divided between 
capitalist and worker in th(' struchircs of command and exploitalion. 
Today capital can no longer c::ploit the worker; it can only exploit 
cooperation amongst workers, among;;t labourers. Today capital has no 
longer that internal function for which it became the soul of common 
labour, which produced that abstraction within which progress was made. 
Today capilal is pamsitica/ because ii is 110 louger inside; it is outside of /lie 
creative copacillJ of tire 11m!litude. (Negri, 2003: 4; my emphasis)° 
Now this a lengthy quotation to be sure, and I elect it at this particular moment 
for its immense riclmess. I will attend lo Negri and Hard!'s work on immaterial 
labour in more detail shortly. Al this stage, however, it is worth spending a 
little time unpacking some of Negri's key points, since they are commensurate 
with my larger critique of Creative Industries and the role of intelleciual 
property. It strikes me that Negri is decidedly dialectical in his thinking of the 
relationship between capital and the multitude. What we read here is not talk 
of indeterminacy, flows and zones of indistinction - the primary conceptual 
metaphors used to describe the biopolitical operation of Empire; rather, there is 
a return to the bad old language of dialectics, albeit without lhe full force of its 
logic. If capital is no longer inside but outside lhe creative capacity of the 
multitude, such a condition is made possible by the fact of its relation with the 
inside of the multitude. Capital, then, operates as the constitutive outside of the 
multitude, a socio,Lechnical body that, according to Negri, has somehow 
escaped or transcended abstract labour in a wage relation yet at the same time 
continues to exist 'in an inunanent relation with capital: 'exploitation is of the 
ensemble of this creation'. So exploitation persists, but it is no longer the 
'direct' exploitation of abstract labour. Rather, it is exploitation of 'cooperation 
amongst workers'; that is, il is an indirect exploitation of that which has become 
' Initially I read Ncgri's intervention as belonging to the genre of the manifesto. But as the 
transcriber and translator, Arianna Bove, informed me: 'maybe it sounds like a manif<>Sto 
because it was un oral intcrvenlion, the context being one where in my view Negri was 
questioning the idea of a "public sphe,.,." which Vimo se<:ms to hold onto, albeit in a modified 
form, in some of his writings', Personal email, 29 September, 2003. Ncgri's intervention took 
pla<:e in a seminar called 'Public Sphere, labour, multitude: Strategics of rcsisbnc.· in Empire', 
organised by Officinc l'rccaric in l'i;a, with Toni Negri and Paolo Vimo, conrdinatc,i by Marco 
Bascetta, 5 February, 2003. The vcrsi<>n that appeared in Make World #3 ls slightly edited, and 
the word·by-word transcript (with pad of Vimo's response) is tranalated here: 
http://www.generation-onlinc.org/ !/ common.hhn. 
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'creative labour'. What dot:s Neg:ri mean by this? As I read him, Negri is 
suggesting that capital - which supposedly is no longer inside - exploits 
creative labour inasmuch as creative labour con,;titules {i.e. provides the 
enabling conditions for} capital's n·'"I location 011tsidc 'the creative capacity of 
the multitude'. What Negri is saying, then, is that nothing Jess than n 
revolution has taken place! 
To speak of a revolution of our time - of a dramatic rupture from a prior order, 
a trnnsformation that historically has been characterised by excessive violence 
and bloodshed - is a mistake . There has not been a revolution. Rather, capital 
has transmogrified into an informational mode of connections and relations, a 
mode that does not so much come after industrial and post-industrial modes of 
production as incorporate such modes within an ongoing logic of flexible 
accumulation. Within an informational mode of connection, the creative 
capacity of the multitude comprises a self"generating system in which abstract 
labour as a wnge relation is not so much replaced - for such a socio-political 
relation is in fact very much a reality - as it is given a secondary role in favour 
of what Andreas Wittel terms a 'network sociality' consisJng 'of fleeting and 
transient, yet iterative social relations; of ephemeral but intenw em.,:mnters'. 
Further: 
In network sociality the social bond at work is not bureaucratic but 
informational; it is created on a project-by-project bnsis, by the movement 
of ideas, the establishment of only ever temporary standards and 
protocols, nnd the creation and protection of proprietary information. 
Network sociality is noi chnracterized by n separation but by a 
combination of \::oth work and play. It is constructed on the grounds of 
communication and transport technology. (Wittel, 2001: 51) 
The conditions of work described here by Wittel join the refrain of 
characteristics attributed to labour in the Creative Industries as seen in studies 
by leftists such as McRobbie, Andrew Ross, and Castells as well as their 
libertarian counterparts like Caves, Florida, Leadbeater, Howkins and Brooks. 
While these scholars and commentators do not all use the term "creati\'e 
industries", they all describe simiiar patterns of labour. This isn't to say that 
creative Jabour is universally the same. Earlier I suggested that we are yet to 
see a study that comparatively maps the national characteristics of creative 
lnbour. Perhaps one reason such a study is yet lo emerge has to do with the 
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mistaken view often propagated by Creative Industry commentators, policy 
makers, new media critics, and global theorists alike that the nation-state is 
obsolete. One thing a compariitive study of creative labour in their national 
locales would reveal is the role IP law has at the level of the nation-slate. In 
accordance with the TRIPS Agreement (1995), member states are responsible for 
administering and governing IP law within their respective territories. This is 
just one layer that distinguishes the manifestation of creative labour in one 
country from the next. Other layers, or rather systems of arrangements, are 
defined by the socio-political, cultural, institutional and economic peculiarities 
of locales, nation-states and regions and the multiple contingencies that 
articulate creative labour in singular ways. 
As I have been nrguing, there are two key issues at sl.l;'.ke for workers 
undertaking creative labour within informational economies: 
1. The mode and form of exploitation. For proponents of the Creative
Industries, this consists of the exploitation of IP. Wittel also alludes to such a
condition, noting that network sociality involves 'the creation and protection
of proprietary information', but he refrains from engaging the political
dimensions that underpin such activities. To tl1e extent that the respondent s
to  my survey provide an index of abstract labour in  the Creative Industries,
then one can contest Negri's claim that creative labour has transcended
modem and postmodern forms of capitalism that function through the
exploitation of labour as a wage relation.
2. However different the articulations of creative labour may be, they hold one
thing in common: disorganisation. The history of workers' movements is a
testament to the force of organisation in contesting the exploitation of labour
by capital. TI1e question is, can creative labour organise itself within an
informational mode of connection?
In describing the circumstances from which the multitude emerges, Negri 
comes close to suggesting that creative labour is in fact organised: Capital 'can 
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only exploit cooperation amongst workers, amongst Iabourers'.10 Hardt strikes a
similar tone in his earlier work on Deleuze: 'Spinozian democracy, the absolute 
rule of the multitude through the equality of its constituent members, is 
founded on the "art of organizing encounters"' (1993: 110). As I have 
suggested, Witte!'s notion of 'nelwork sociality' may be a more useful 
description of Hardt and Negri's multitude: such a socio-technical f ormation is 
not so much directly exploited, &sit is h1dircctly exploited. 'Content is not king', 
as one Silicon Alley PR bl'ochure in 1999 declared,' ... the user is' (see Odlyzko, 
2001). Capital thus continueo to exploit creative labour, since its social mode is 
one of cooperation. If the various studies of Creative Industries have got it 
right, then such cooperation takes the form of emphemera!ily, fleeting, project­
by-project engagements and value adding personal relationships designed to 
enhance network capital. The function of the ..::reativc worker is not to produce, 
but to set new trends in consumption (see Boris Groys, cited in EU, 2001: 36). 
Such activities are depicled we\l in the dommentary film Tile Merchants of Cool 
(2001), where Douglas Rushkoff narrates the busy lives of "trend-spotters" and 
"cool-hunters" who track down youth whose vanguard sensibility for hip­
consurnerism is packaged nnd choreographed through symbolic a ffiliations 
with major brands and their vehicles: Sony, Pepbi-Cola, M'IV, etc. "Cool" 
youth, with their predifoction for creative-consumption, function as underpaid 
and exploited cultwal. intermediaries for their less imaginative compatriots in 
consumerism. As Tiziana Terranova notes, t his kind of operation or process is 
not about capital 'incorporating' some authentic, subcultural form that 
somehow resides outside of capitalism's media-entertainment complex. 
Instead, it is a 'more immanent process of channeling [sic] collective labor (even 
as cultural labor) lnto monetary flows and its structuration within capitalist 
business practices' (2000: 39). 
However, the socio-political organisation of creative labour requires a radically 
different impetus that is yet to emerge. As one respondent soberly puts it: 'that 
organisation is not going to take the role of unions as we currently know them, 
"The notion of cooperation is relat2d lo the other autonomist key conceplS of the "gcner,11 
intellect" and "mas� intellectuality". See Virno (1996c) and Lazzarato (n.d.). For a discussion of 
these terms, sec Terranova (2DOO: 45-46). For a detailed Ju;tory of th, !ta Uan aulonomists, sec 
Wright (2002). 
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who for the most part have no clue'. The respondent <elaborates this 
observation, or perhaps it was a perception, with the following example: 'I do 
know a young woman trying to effect change in the union movement in nz 
[New Zealand] and organise cinema workers ... but finds the entrenched 
movement incredibly uninterested in understanding the desires and 
motivations of the young people working in these fields ... which is a prereq [sic] 
for representing them adequately'. 
Immaterial or Dborganised Labour? 
} .. ·:. ·;::.,,.;\·:i:;:_0.;.\.:·-,_:;; ..
Maurizio Lazzarato defines the emergent and Simiiltan'OOlll,ly'hE!gemonic form 
of immaterial labour 'as the labour that produces the inlormaticinal and cultural 
content of the commodity' (1996: 133). Lazzara.lo discerns 'two different 
aspects' within immaterial labour: 
On the one hand, as regards the "informational content'' of the 
commodity, it refers directly to the changes taking place in workers' labor 
processes in big companies in the industrial and tertiary scclors, where the 
skills involved in direct !abor are increasingly skills involving cybernetics 
and computer control {and horizontal and vertical conununication). On 
the other hand, as rer;ards the activity that produce� the "cultural content" 
of the commodity, immaterial labor involves a series of activities that are 
not normally recognized as "work" - in other words, the kinds of 
activities involved in defining ond fixing cu\turol and artistic standards, 
fashions, tastes, consumer norms, and, more strategically, public opinion. 
(1996: 133; see also Terranova, 2000: 41-43) 
It is this seoond aspect of immaterial labour that most readily corresponds with 
the types of work engaged by those in the Creative Industries. Note that the 
"content'' of the commodity is not the sound of music, the image-repertoire of 
the screen, the flash of animation, etc. As with Wittel, the content for Lazzara to 
is a social relationship: 'Inunaterial labor produces first and foremost a "social 
relationship" (a relationship of innovation, production, and consumption)' 
(1996: 138). 
Hardt and Negri expand upon this definition to include affective forms of 
l.ibollt,"'as found in domestic and service work that involves the care of others . . 
.(2000: 292-293). Importantly, the concept of immaterial labour is not to be 
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confused as labour that somehow has eclipsed its material dimension. Hardt 
and Negri note that affective labour, for instance, 'requires (virtual or actual) 
human contact, ]abor in the bodily mode' (2000: 293). However, 'the affects it 
produces are nonetheless immaterial. What affective labor produces are social 
networks, forms of community, biopower' (Hardt and Negri, 2000: 293). I have 
no idea how such products are immaterial. Moreover, such an understanding 
of affect obviates an inquiry into the more nuanced concept of a ffect as fonnd in 
the work of Deleuze and Guattari, as well as Massumi. For these thinkers, 
affect consists of the sensing of sensatiov� A material dimension is apparent 
here in so far as the sensing of sensation assumes that a process of corporeal 
transformation and de-subjectification is under way. Thus the "product" of 
immaterial labour in its affective mode is precisely this transformation, which is 
also a change in materiality and the relationship between various actants. 
Lazzarato, Hardt and Negri are concerned, then, with defining immaterial 
labour in terms of the product of labour that is immaterial (knowledge, 
conununication, affect-care, etc.) as distinct from its al'tUal undertaking." It is 
true that one does not sell care as a material produ·�t, but rather the image of 
care. One may also the sell the memory of care, but this operation depends 
upon a medium which sti!l, nonetheless, communicates such memories in the 
form of an image. Memory is thus predicated on an image. And images, as we 
know, saturate the marketplace. Or as Lefebvre once observed, 'We are 
surronnded by emptiness, but it is an emptiness filled with signs' (cited in 
Coombe, 1998: 133). All images are encoded by communications media, and as 
such they possess a material dimension. Palpable as an image may be, care, in 
its commercial form, is not something that one holds or drives down the street, 
but a service one acquires. Yet the immaterial labour that produces the service 
of care holds a material dime1'\Sion. The material dimension of this operation of 
exchange-value tells us something of great significance vis-a-vis the commodity 
object. What, in fact, is occurring in this relation of exchange is nothing less 
than the de-ontologisation and deterriorialisation of the commodity object itself. 
I am speaking here of a question of boundaries and a question of time; in short, 
a question of the l imits of capital. It is a category error to understand the 






commodity object as a "thing in itself'. \A/hen the commodity object is situated, 
as it is, within a system of social relations, the extent to which it becomes 
intelligible is only possible in terms of a social relation. That is, the commodity 
object is simultaneously constituted by and conditions the possibility of the 
contingencies of a social system. It is impossible, then, for the commodity 
object to be extricated from this system. To do so is to speak of a utopia, the 
utopia of post-capitaiism. Were such world to actualise, it would not feature a 
role for the commodity object. 
BecaUEe the concept of immaterial labour is open to various abuses, 
misunderstandings (my own included), and complex intellectual filiations, I 
suggest that it be dropped within critical Internet, cultural and information 
theory in favour of a concept of disorganised labour. Creative and 
informational modes of labour as they currently exist are better understood as 
disorganised; by conceiving work in this manner, the political dimension of 
labour is retained i n  so for as opposition and revolution have in modem times 
required workers to either self-organise or form a compact alliance with 
intellectuals, who havo formed the symbolic spearhead of political change. 
Granted, our times consist of post-Fordist modes of production, exchange and 
accumulation integrated with informational modes of connection, all of which 
have seen the steady erosion of organised labour. Even so, there persist� an 
ineradicable class dimension to labour a nd the uneven distribution of capital. 
From these conditions, the re-organisation of labour is possible. And while t}1e 
failures of revolution are well dorumented and arutely experienced by many, 
and the problems of political and symbolic representation dearly theorised in 
the work of Baudrillard, Spivak, Balibar, Mouffo and others, there remains the 
need - perhaps greater than ever before - to retain a sense of the importance, a 
sense of the urgency, for labour to have the means and the potential to organise 
itself. 
The distinction between conceiving labour as immaterial or disorganised has 
implications not only at the level of political theory. While Hardt and Negri's 
book Empire has without question caph.tred a latent structure of feeling 
sinunering \vithin many leftist movements, it is now time to extend that 





multitude" and engage workers at the local level of their everyday institutional 
circumstances. The condition of disorganised labour crrresponC s, of course, 
with the disorganised technics of capitalism, as discussed by Lash and Urry 
{1987). However, these hvo arrangements ar<: not equivalent. The disorganised 
technics of capital - flexible accumulation, transnational labour mobility, risk 
societies, etc. - arc simply another mode by which capitalism is managed in a 
"postnational", globalised setting. Disorganised labour, on the other hand, is 
symptomatic of the demise of union power, the deinstitutionalisation of labour, 
and the consolidation of individualisation within a neoliberal paradigm. 
Lash and Urry (1994: 10) suppose that the different temporal modes by which 
organisations and technologies operate conditions the possibility of 
disorganised capitalism. They associate a decline in national institutions and 
their capacity to regulate flows of subjects and objects within a national frame 
with the end of organised capitalism. While they seek lo go beyond a dualistic 
mode of thinking, they in fact reproduce such a mode: 'Disorganized capitalism 
disorgmizes everything' (1994: 10). As rhelorica!ly appealing as this slogan 
may be, such a blanket approach to the rnmplexity of contemporary capitalism 
precludes the possibility of labour organising itself in multi-temporal ways 
through various media of communication in conjunction with the cultural 
peculiarities of socio-instilutional locations and networks. Crucially, the 
exploitation of creative labour continues as what the autonomists have called 'a 
theft of time'. The possession of time hy any kind of worker is the condition of 
possibility for the organisation of labour. 
The failure of Negri, Lazzorato and others who gather around the concept of 
immaterial labour is, quite remarkably i;ven their respective intensely political 
life experiences, a failure to understand the nature of "the polilical". The 
concept of immaterial labour, in its refusal to locate itself in specific discours.e· 
nehvorks, communications media and material situations, refuses also to 
address the antagonistic underpinnings of social relations. As Marx so clearly 
understood, capital is first and foremost a social relation (this, the autonomists 
know well). This remains just as true today for those engaged in creative, 
intellectual and service industries - tiers of labour that, in their state of 
disorganisation, of course hold intimat..-: connections with other sectors of work 
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no matter how abstracted they may be from one another in geographical, class, 
cultural, economic and communicative terms. 
There is a remarkable correspondence between Hardt and Negri and other 
"radical" Italians on inunaterial labour and the disorganised multitude, and the 
kinds of views put fonvard by many proponents of the Creative Industries such 
as Florida, Caves, Leadbeater, Brooks, Howkins, the National Research Council 
of the National Academies (US) and their Australian counterparts. If there is a 
perception that Hardt and Negri offer a structure of feeling for the renewal of 
left politics and activism and that Creative Industries is, broadly speaking. an 
extension of Third Way ideology and neolibera!isll'. with a softer face, then lhe 
similarities betwem these two ramps are in some respects grc�ter than their 
differences. The variegated sy�tem of disorganised labour within Creative 
Industries and informational economics is homologous, I would suggest, with 
Hardt and Negri's multitude; organised labour is seen by Hardt and Negri as 
an obsolete, politically limited ve�tige of a socialism constituted by industrial 
capitalism." The promotion by the Creative Industries of "individual creativity 
and skill" at the expense of the social relations that make both individual and 
collective activities possible corresponds at a discursive level with 
neoliberalism's "customisation" and atomisation of the st1bj2cl, or what Brinn 
Holmes (2002) cogently diagnoses as "the flexible personality". Furthermore, in 
isolating the networked individual as the unit of creative production there is an 
implicit hostility within Creative Industries to the concept of organised labour, 
the practice of which has historically placed demands on capitalists for fairer 
and more equitable working rnnditions. Creative Industries is far from alone 
here. As Juslin Clemens argues, the affirmation of bricofage, mobility, and 
heterogeneous subcultural styles so typical within many Cultural Studies 
'accounts unfold[s] on the basis of a prior covert identificntion of organization 
" Here I am drawing on Timothy Brennan's (2003) critique of Hardt and Negrl's Empire, 
though Brennan is makir.1; a comp11ri.son between imm11lcrial l11bour and the multitude. As I 
have argued above, the term imm11teria! labour is one that I sec ,is conceptually flawed, and is 
better described in !cnns of disorganised fabour. For their par� Hardt and Negri (2003) are 
disappointing in their response lo what they folrly addm,s as Brennan's aggressive critique in 
as much as it is heavy on taki.ng a point-by·point rcfut,,�on of Hardi and Negri's thesis and 
some examples, yet offers little by w,1y of an a!temalive. 
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with authority, and authority with oppression' (2003: 174)." Surely it is time to 
get over such hostility toward the dark phantasm of organisation? 
Unions today not only have increasingly limited purchase on governments with 
neoliberal dispositions, they also have limited appeal for younger workers 
whose political ideologies have emerged within a neoliberal paradigm and 
whose social experiences are not, for the most part, formed within the 
institutional cultures offered by union movements, as has been the case for 
older generations. Just as Hardt and Negri dismiss 80s and 90s postmodernism 
for its co!lusion with corporatist culture (and there is much merit in this thesis, 
as documented more succinctly by Thomas Frank), so too their own multitude 
is entwined within the arguably more accentuated managerialism of the 
Creative Industries, where labour continues its transformation into surplus 
value, only this time in the form of intellectual property- a socio-juridical form 
that lends itself more readily to the technical system of electronic stock markets 
and financinl speculation than ii does lo a radical politics. Though here, of 
course, one finds the counter-forms of p2p file-sharing, tactical media and open 
source movements; digital piracy of software, music and new release cinema; 
clones of drug, teclmical and GM food patents, etc. The extent to which these 
counter-practices can be called a politics in the sense of an organised 
intervention into hegemonic regimes is, however, questionable and needs to be 
assessed on a case by case basis. Is digital piracy, for example, a political act or 
just a business strategy by less powerful economic actors in their efforts to 
circumvent transnational corporate monopolies and the legal regimes and trade 
agreements that advance corporate interests? 
Conclusion 
At the start of this chapter I sought to make a case for a processual media 
empirics as distinct from the new media empirics. The former is concemed 
with analysing and being a part of the movements and modulations between 
the conditions of possibility and that which has emerged as an object, code or 
1> Many of the key proponents of the Creative Industries, at least In Australia, have had prior 
intellectual llves and academic earners studying precisely these sort of cultural phenomena. 
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meaning within the grid of the present. The latter is primarily interested in 
delimiting lhe field of movement, and stabilising the object of study as an end 
in itself. Procr:ssua\ media lheory does not dispense with the empirical, rather 
it is super-empirical. But its mode of empiricism does not conform to lhe logic 
of immanence as expounded by Lash in his book Criliqr1e of Infomwtio11: 'The 
global information society has an immanentist culture, fully a one and flat 
world culture. As such, its regime of culture is radically empiricist' (2002: 167). 
The world Lash describes is not one !hat contains the wonders, difficulties and 
complexities of life. Nor for that matter is the world Hardt and Negri call 
Empire: 'In this new historical formation it is thus no longer possible lo identify 
a sign, a subject, a value, or a practice that is "outside"' (2000: 385). Today's 
media-information cultures - the situation of creative labour - are indeed 
characterised by reflexive non-linear systems; they do not, however, eschew 
their constitutive outsides. 
In his essay on Blanchot, Foucault notes that' Any reflexive discourse runs the 
risk of leading the experience of lhe outside back to the rlimension s>f interiority; 
reflection tends irresistibly to repatriate it to the side of consciousness and to 
develop it into a description of living that depicts the "outside" as the 
experience of the body, space, the limits of the will, and ineffaceable presence of 
lhe other' (1990a: 21). Further: 'it risks setting down ready-made meanings that 
stitch the old fabric of interiority back togelher in the form of an imagined 
outside'. Such a mode of reflexivity is one that Lash nnd Beck attribute to "first 
modernity". It !s a mode of reflexivity that is anterior to a proccssual 
understanding of ,�ommunication, where transformation, agonism and change 
are integral to the operation of reflexivity. 
Processual reflexivity is the operative mode peculiar to quasi-subjects and 
quasi-objects situated in socio-technical arrangemenls and conditioned by lhe 
accwnulation of knowledge, experience and socio-political and economic 
forces. It is a reflexive mode that 'must not be direcred toward any inner 
confirmation - not toward a kind of ccnb·al, unshakable !sic] certitude - but 
toward an outer bound where it must continually conrest itseli' (Foucault, 
1990a: 21-22). The non-discursive dimensions of creative labour operate as the 
constitutive outside ··of lhe Creative Industries; the i:wisible plurality of 
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creativity cannot be generated ln order lo be exp lolled in the fotm of IP, yet the 
lives in which creativity subsists certainly cm be exploited. For this reasor., the 
a ntagonism intrinsic to "thEc political" will persist as a socio-teclmical potential 
of labour-power. The trick is lo work out ways in which the antagonisms 
underpinning cre:itive labour within a system of intellectual property regimes 
might be translated otherwise. 
I\ So how, we might ask, can a para-rndica!, all-too-social politics be created as 
organised labour within informational media ecologies? Slavoj Zizek is only 
partly right when he d,· inres with typical impudent brio that 'the key Leninist 
lesson today is tl· 1l po!itics wi thout the organizational form of the party is 
politics without politics' (2002: 558). The time for parties is over! Go to your 
next Creative Industries bonding session if yon want to play with cherry­
flavoured vodka. It is now time for modest, pragmatic engagements with 
localised networked politics. This amounts to finding a form or modality of 
politic�] organisation that appeals to those working within the Creative 
Industries. In doing so, one is also attending to the question of how we think 
the relationship between communications media and the new institutional 
possibilities they enable. 
Given the reluctmce by unions to or,;anioc their constituencies within the logic 
of what Regis Debray (1996) terms 'mediology', and what we translated in the 
fibreculture reader as the mediation of politics within a digital present (Brown 
et al., 2001: v), lt is unlikely that the organisational habitus of union culture will 
provide the institulionnl framework for creative labour. Or as Danny Butt 
(2J03b) notes in his response to an earlier draft of this chapter, 'The union that 
should represent !he interests of my colleagul"s remains monist, masculinist, 
and mired in a basic inability to simply listen and understand the motivations 
and experien�s of its constituency'. This is but one instantiation of the 
antagonism of "the political" as it figures in the complex of relations between 
the institution of unions and the informnlional-material situation of creative 
labour. Tensions of this order do not, however, preclude the possibility of 
translating some of !he fundamental val!'ics peculiar lo union culture (collective 
bargainlng. equality and democracy, safe and healthy working conditions, etc.) 
into the pc!id�al form of orga11ised networks: a conceptual technks in which 
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networks rather than the organisation or institution per se are the condition of 
possibility for labour artimlaled within new media terrains.14 Ultimately the 
challenge of political organisation is a challenge for all critical creative workers 
as they subsist in the form of networks, not the party. I develop this at·gument 
further in chapter 6. 
" Such a tcnn pe,haps b<>St defines the activities of fibrecultuTe, as discussed at the rceent 
planning meeting In Sydney. In addition lo the annual fibrecultu<e meetings, this was the first 
faro-to-face planning meeting of fibrecullurc facilitators and other pa,ticipants (17-18 
November, 2003). For a summary of the agenda, sec the posting lo the fib,cculture list by 
Esther Milne, 13 November, 2D03. 
Interesting examples of union culture arlirnlating itself in the form of organised networks ran 
be found at the following sites: IT Workers Alliance (AU), http:/ /itworkers-alllance.ori; and 
Cybe,Lodge, taking the bbor movement open ooun:e (US), hllp:/ /www.cyberlodgc.org/. For
a brief d!srn.ssion of the emergent polilical consciousness amongst IT workers- made possible, 
of course, by the crash in the lT sector which led lo a radical change in the material and 







Modalities of Indigenous Sovereignty, Transformations 
of the Nation-State, and Intellectual Property Regimes 
Rational consensus, deliberative models of democracy have failed in terms of 
accommodating the interests ol those social bodies that challenge the interests 
of the region-state-corporate nexus. If one considers recent cases of Indigenous 
attempts at territorfol recognition, such as George Speight's failed military coup 
in Fiji, the fight for sovereignty in East Timar, and the violent uprisings 
between ethnic Christians, Muslim immigrants and the military in the 
Indonesian territories of Aceh and Ambon, a geopolitical map begins to emerge 
of a regionalism vaslly dislinct from the closure of the social embodied by 
proponents of Third Way poliUcs. A spatial imaginary that seeks to dissociate 
the social from the political is further adumbrated in much wriling on new 
media and IT which persists in valorising insular virtual conununities; in Bi!l 
Gates' fantasy of "friction-free capitalism"; and in supranational organisation�· 
and affiliations such ASEAN, the G-8 nations, the EU, and so forth, which, 
despite their considerable differences, seek to instigate conditions enabling the 
smooth flow of capital. 
When the problematic of territoriality is considered in relation to issues of 
sovereignty and the transformation of statehood, what emerges is a connter­
form of regionalism, for example, defined by multiple, antagonistic tensions 
desperately in need of a political framework that enables expressions of what 
Chantal Mouffe {2000) terms 'agonistic democracy'. Failme by subnational 
actors to comply with national and supranational principles on what constitules 
legitimate forms of democracy and sovereignty often leads to harsh economic 
sanctions imposed by the !MF, the World Bank and national authorities seeking 
to enforce a smooth regionalism that enables the advance of their own 
economic interests, or those that they represent, as in the case of the UN and the 
IMF. The relation between emerging denationalised political subjects, the 
interests of global capital, and the processes of renationalisation can be 
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understood in terms of a borderland that in turn is an instance of a networked 
figuration of the extra-territorial processes of statehood albeit at a regional 
level. Clearly, regionalism is defined here by conflicts over sovereignty that, in 
themselves, are symptomatic of network societies and globalising cultures and 
economies. 
This chapter places Mouffe's notion of agonistic democracy as the conceptual 
backdrop to an investigation of Aboriginal sovereignty as it figures within 
postnational ideological and networked terrains. Mouffe understands 
antagonism as an essential condition of "the political" dimension of social 
relations and argues that rational consensus models characteristic of· 
deliberative or Third Way rules of democracy elide 'the violence that is inherent 
in sociability' (2000: 134·135). 1 She seeks to reconstitute democratic forms in
such a way that enables a "politics" of agonism, or 'the struggle between 
adversaries' (Mouffe: 2000: 103). For Mouffe, it is through agonistic 
legitimation of a multiplicity of allcgian0as to a plurality of institutional forms 
or communities that democratic politics takes place. 
Mouffe's focus is on the democratic role of traditional institutions of the state, 
and herein lies its limited critical value as the welfare state undergoes continual 
attack and statehood seeks extra-territorial status. In examining the 
problematic of Aboriginal sovereignty, this chapter argues that Mouffc's t hesis 
holds considerable value in making intelligible the democratic potential of new 
social forms constih1led by and situated within new communications media 
and t.1-leir attendant globalising political economies. My interest in Mouffe is 
mosi:iy to do with how a notion like agonistic democracy enables a thinking of 
processes of legitimation within a terrain of structural disjunctures and rc­
scalings of the state.' What happ�.t�, for instance, when the supranational re­
articulates with the national and/ or the local'/ What is the role, if any, of new 
communications technologies and informationa\ity in such processes? How is 
politics to be articulated across sodal and institutional realms with divergent 
I Mouffe is developing a line of argument tabled in Ernesto Ladau and Chantal Mouffc, 
Hegenw11y ond Socialist Strokgy: Towards o Rlldical Democrolic PoJilici {1985). For a critique of that 
book, see Hinkson (1991). 
'My use of the notion of 'stale re-scaling' is drawn from Neil Brenner (1998), who interprets 
'global city formation and state =scaling as dialectically intertwined processes of 
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spatio-temporalities? Who or what comes to constitute the figure of agonism 
across or within these disjunctural spaces? 
In short, this chapter considers the problematics of space or scale and the 
formation of actors, modalities of sovereignty, and intellectual property regimes 
as conditions of possibility for an agonistic democracy within territorial and 
extra-territorial articulations of statehood. The problematic of Indigenous 
claims for sovereignty serves as a useful case study in so far as the tension 
between the denationalised political subject of Aboriginality and processes of 
re-nationalisation is symptomatic of a structural tension between national and 
supranational modes of governance. However, while the structural relation 
between the two spatio-temporal domains of the nation-,;tate and supranational 
entities may be agonising in regard to the nature of the flow of signs, all too 
often the disjuncture between territoriality and extra-territoriality can be cause 
for the emergence of antagonistic socio-political relations. 
While supranational entities such as UNESCO have been able to confer a degree 
of political legitimacy upon Indigenous peoples as partially denationalised 
political subjects, I maintain that this has foiled to articulate with the notional 
form in the process of renationalisation. IntellecLua\ property regimes offer an 
Aboriginal polily the opportunity to reassert claims for se\f-detennination in 
the national form in as much as the polilical subject of Aboriginality is 
positioned in the first instance as a partially autonomous economic actor as 
distinct from a partially de,rntionalised political subject. Such positionallty then 
enables political and mltural issues to be fashioned within the reahn of 
intellectual property law, as distinct from an exclusive focus on international 
human rights law. Following a discussion of the structural relation.� of 
Aboriginality at national and supranational scales of governance, I will go to 
outline in more detail the polential for I ndigenous sovereignty w;thin 
intellectual property regimes. 
reterrilorializ.atlon that !rave radirally reconfigured the scalar organlzatio� of capitalism since 
th,i global economic crises of the early 1970s' (1998: 3). 
. 3 ·" 
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The Agoni,ing Problematic of Jndigenou�- Itighfs in Ausb:alia 
In recent years Indigenous sovereignly movements in Australia have achieved 
some degree of success in supranational fora such as UNESCO, who have 
recognised claims of human rights abuse and cultural heritage violations as 
legitimate. However, the legitimacy Indigenous people have obtained as 
partially denationalised political subjects has failed to  articulate with the 
national form, particu\ady under the right-wing conservative administration of 
the Howard Government. Arguably, the possibility for Aboriginal sovereignty 
has reached an impasse within rational consensus models of democracy, since 
the claims made by the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission 
{ATSIC)3 constitute an antai;onistlc field of pra ctices with respect to the cultural, 
ideological and political economy of government and the business and electoral 
interests that it represents. 
It is precioely this antagonistic dimension of political relations that constitutes 
the Aboriginal polity as an enemy of the state in so far as the contemporary 
liberal democratic fonn across Western 1wtion-sti.tes is defined by Third Way 
politics, which seeks to obtain consensus beyond the traditional-oppositions 
between the Left and the Right {see Mouffe, 2000: 134-135; Scanlo11, 2000). 
Despite recent li terature on globalisation that suggests the sovereignty of the 
nation-state is in decline, the current condition of an Aboriginal polity indicates 
that battles over sovereignty arc considerably more complex, with the nation­
stnte better understood as undergoing a process of transfonnation rather than 
obsolescence. As political philosopher Carl Schmitt (1985: 5) maintains, 
'Sovereign is he who decides on lhe exception'. Within political discourse, 
claims by the Aboriginal polity for self-determination have in many respects 
come to occupy a state of exception, a space of exclusion. 
In order to address in specific ways the multi-vocal problematic of ag onistic 
politics - a polity that accommodates a plurality of differences - within 
postnational vis-11-vis networked realms, I consider the problematic of the 
production of political subjects with respect to territoriality, supranationalism, 
'ATSIC- a Commonwealth statutory authority established in 1990- ls the key political body
representative of Indigenous interests in territories of Australia. 
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the nation-state and processes of legitimacy. Such an inquiry questions the 
exten t to which the nation holds what Anna Leander (2002), after Weber, terms 
a 'state monopoly on \cgitimale violence'. The r ecent ATSIC submissions to the 
UN and UNESCO address mandatory sentencing laws and world heritage 
violations in Australia, providing a case th.1t is conditioned by different actors, 
histories, discursive fr,uneworks, and interests. The differentiated fields or 
planes of abstraction constituted by this network of social relations are played 
out on variable spatial scales with complex temporal rhythms. Spatial scales 
operate at !ocal, national, supranatiomtl and global levels, interwoven by 
tempor.-il rhythms that underscore the field of institutional practices, economic 
and cultural flows, and the heterogeneity of the everyday as ii is mediated by 
socio-technical forms (see Brenner, 2001; BUIU1el1 and Coe, 2001; Flint, 2002; 
Marlson and Smith, 2001). The formation of a postnational plane of abstraction 
can be seen as an instantiation of a tension between what political economist 
and urban theorist Saskia Sassen terms 'denationalised institutional orders and 
corporations' and the 'production of denationalised political subjects' (see 
Sassen, 1996, 1999, 200Da). An agonistic tension emerges most acutely at the 
point of intersection between these two realms, and can unfold in antagonistic 
ways during the process of the renationalisation of partially denationalised 
entities. 
The interaction between supranational organisations and national institutions 
of governance is one characterised in part by a contest over the conditions and 
processes by whlch emerging political subjects, such as "Aboriginality", seek 
legitimacy. The process of legitimation as a political subject within the re.-ilm of 
international law is a paradoxical one, to say the least. A double abstraction of 
the sign of Aboriginality nm b� seen in an hislorical sen�e and then a legal one.• 
For example, while issues over sovereignty of land rights and im;tances of 
institutionalised human rights abuse are recognised within the supranational 
spaces of UN and UNESCO committees (recognised in so far as the claims 
made in ATSIC's submissions are s�en to hold a legitimate - i.e. empirical and 
historical - basis in reality in addition to holding a discursive legitimacy at a 
• The body of literature that addn'Sses the experiences and condition of Indigenous people'S 
within colonial and postcolonia\ Australia is co11Siclcrablc. See, for eicample, Corter (1987), 
Gelder and Jaoobs (1998), Haebich (2000), Langton (2000/2001), Mkl<ler (1998), Peten;on and 




universal level within !:he realm of international law on economic, social and 
cultural rights'), such recognition is then disavowed at a national level between 
and within political parties themselves. In other words, the understanding and 
practice of and relationship to Aboriginalily is constituted through a proces� of 
abstraction in which third generation economic, social and cultural rights are 
transposed and reconfigured from one field of social rel�tions to another. Each 
plane of abstraction is ofteu incommensurate with !he next in so far as different 
actors, discourses, rules and interests are set into play." Tension of this kind is 
symptomatic of a disjuncture or incommensurability between the nniversal and 
!:he particular as they figure at supranational and national levels. As Sassen 
writes: 
Human rights are not dependent on nationality, unlike political, social, 
and civil right�, which arc predicated on !:he distinction between national 
and alien. Human rights over-ride such distinctions and hence can be 
seen as potentially contesting state sovereignty and devaluing citizenship. 
(Sassen, 1996: 95) 
While ATSIC's submissions are recognised by state and federal political 
a�}'�atuses in the sense of conforming to the genre of and procedures for 
tabling a report, this is the limit to which Aboriginality is inculcated into the 
imaginary space of the nation.' The nation is unable at the present socio­
political conjnncture to grant legitimacy to Aboriginal sovereignty within ils 
political and legal infrastructu!es. "Aboriginal sovereignty", despite the variety 
of po ssible models proposed to meet such a condition and the ditterse meanings 
it attracts as a concept, is consistently assmned to t.>nlail a symbolic concession 
leading to inalienable economic and political rights, embodied in particular by 
the principle of self-determination. For the Aboriginal polity, the issue of 
lruman rights cannot be dissociated from other rights. Thus the political, social 
and civil rights - as distinct from human rights - that Sassen asserts as 
operative within the national frame arc not, and possibly cannot be, conferred 
'I am referring for the most part lo the report by Marks, Aboriginal a"d Torres Strait IsloP1der 
Peep!,, and A1'.slraUa's Obligalimis u1'dcr the llnU,d Nolio11s lnlcrP1alio11al Covmanl 011 Ec,mo,nic. 
Social and c .. JJ11ml Rigl,1 (2000). 
' I am drawing on both a Marxian notion of abstraction as outlined in James (1996) and a 
Marxian·De!euzian notion of the tcnn from Wark (200lb). S<!e also Sharp (1985) and Wark 
(2001c). 
7 Here, the term "the imaginary" is unden;tood in an Althusserian sense whereby the subject is 
,:ansiitutcd within a logic of sensibility, a system of rules and codes that is sometimes associated 
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to all its citizens, since that would involve conceding to the political economy of 
human rights as well. Aboriginal sovereignty is generally pe rceived across lhe 
politicalscape and mcdiasphere (and mi doubt within corporate boardrooms, 
shareholder meetings and domestic settings) tu undermine the "nat ional 
interest", corrupt as lhis rhetorical figure is in so f ar  as neoliberal governments 
increasingly opcralc as stakeholders for national and transnational corporations 
at the expense of the "citizen" - a figure who has become strucl:urally alienated 
from and apathetic to the political sphere due to the dismantling of unions, the 
erosion of job security, the fragmentation of conununities attendant with the 
internationalisation of labour, the individualisation of workers through 
enterprise bargaining schemes nnd techniques of self-regulntion, the 
constitution of citizen-subjects as consumers and ns economic and political 
units, and so forth." 
The challengir1g of UN authority by Australia over issues of human rights is 
symptomatic of a crisis in legitimacy that confronts national sovereignty. The 
Howard Government's nmendments to the Naliue Title Act 1993 (Cth} in 1998 
and emasculation of ATSIC's operating budget and powers takes place within a 
context that has seen the government withdraw its membership to the UN 
Commission of Human Rights in 1996, downsize its human rights sections in 
the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade and in the Attorney-General's 
Department, and downgrade 'Australia's participation in the International 
Labour Organisation', managed by the Department of Industrial Relations 
(Kent, 2001: 6). In extracting itself as a political actor from global 
multilateralism and shifting instead to regional bilateralism, os An n Kent points 
out, Australia undermines the strength of the UN human rights treaty system 
whose 'out horily and legitimacy of international law derive in part from the 
number of states complying with it' (Kent, 2001: 6-7}. U1ese are just a few 
with the realm of the uncoru;cious, that is bound lo a sel of material relations. See the classic text by Althusser (1971). 
• John Frow goes even further, suggesting that 'the category of the dliw, - the form of 
personhood most closely associated with ii and currcnlly fashionable in a number ofpost-ldtisl 
discours.es - ls in many ways a no.stalgic concept, predicated on the recovery of a lost but once 
flourishing public sphere .... [M]any of !lie condirions for ful! and active citizen.ship arc not 
present, no!, al leas� in tradilional ways, in mass-mediated socie�cs' (Frow, 1996: 1Q6-107). 
This problemalisalion of the category of lhe citizen overfaps, I think, with that of agoni.stic 
democra�-y. which u!so assumes an intact public sphere m,d would do bellcr as a theoretical 
model If ltwero situated within the realm of lechnologicallymediate� social rolatioru. 
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examples that are representative of the ways in which the concept of 
sovereignty as supreme authority can be seen as a discursive figure that 
undergor.s constant change as its various modalities - stale, juridical, economic, 
supranational-are distributed across competing scales of interest. 
Furthermore, such a response to the crisis of national sovereignty can be 
understood in the terms Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri (2000) set cut in 
their analysis of the new imperial paradigm of Empire: a postnatiunal sovereign 
power that operates through a process of biopo!itics that overdetermines, 
interpenetrates and infuses all boundaries. The UN arose as an international 
juridical structure in response !o the crisis of modern sovereignty in which 
nation-states, following World War II, were regarded as entities in n eed of a 
transcendental ideal of humanity, which manifested in the form of a supreme 
juridical order (see Hardt and Negri, 2000: 3-21). The principle of universal 
human rights upheld the primacy of the individual over and above the rule of 
the state and served as a technique by which super powers could impose 
principles of liberal democracy upon emerging states, establishing structural 
conditions that favoured the economic interests of the West (see Mazower, 
2002). Hence there is a distinct tension within the logic of hrunan rights 
behveen the rights of the individual, which correspond to both the 
philosophical underpinning of liberal democracy and the sovereign consumer, 
and the rights of a collective, which is often at odds with both the sovereign 
state and contemporary corporate techniques of management, marketing and 
production.9
Even so, the United Nations Charter recognises the right of Indigenous peoples 
to 'a substantial degree of self-government and autonomy within states', as 
distinct from the autonomy of an independent state that threatens the 
"'territorial integrity" of el'tisting states' (Mulgan, 1998: 202; see also Patton, 
2000: 125-131). These principles for Indigenous sovereignty are predicated on a 
coextensive set of relationships between the nation, territory and the people. 
The extraction from UN institutions and agreements by Australia can be seen, 
in effect, as an unconscious admission to Empire. Paradoxically, such a 
• Later, we will sec how this tension between th� individual and collective ls reproduced in the 
realm of in!l!!loctual property regimes.
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manoeuvre evidences the abolition of territory which separates that nation-state 
from the supranational order of the UN, since the rejection of Aboriginal self­
determination is done in part in the name of protecting the interests and 
identity of "the people", an entity which in itself is 'intimately tied to the 
bounded national space' (Hardt and Negri, 2001), al! of which abscond 
representation within the political institutions of lhe state. Thus the Australian 
state exonerates itself from its own constitutive dimension when predicated on 
the figure of the pcople.1° Following Hardt and Ncgri's thesis, this leave�
Australia open to the sovereignty of Empire, which also succeeds the juridical 
rule of the UN. In the last section of this chapter I will go on to outline ways of 
conceiving the possibility of Aboriginal sovereignty within a state system, but 
one that is not dependent on national, territorial organisations of statehood. 
The Deregulation of Prisons 
The tension between the national and the supranational is brought into further 
relief when one considers the ways in which the problematic of Aboriginal 
sovereignty is articulated with the corporatisation of prison systems in 
Australia. A relationship is established between State and Federal legislation 
on prison sentencing laws and the contlactual conditions of agreement between 
govemments and corporate providers of "corrective management services". 
The paradox of the deregulation of public utilities that underpins the economic 
rationalisation of "minimising'' risk for the state is that whereas tlie state-civil 
society relationship was a mutual condition of existence, particularly under 
welfare states, now the state-corporate relationship requires the state to legislate 
on behalf of what up until recent times was its constitutive outside: tliat is, the 
state's role was lo regulate industry for the purposes of nurturing and securing 
the interests of society to the extent that they intersected with the task of nation 
building. Political economist and international relations theorist Philip Cerny 
has noted the following political advantages of deregulation: 
Firstly, on the domestic [level], it can appear to be virtually a non-policy, 
involving, ostensibly at least, the mere removal of regulations; therefore it 
10 Such a process can be understood in terms of the operation of the constitutive outside, as
discussed in chapter 2. 
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can attract a coalition of strnngc bedfellows. And secondly, on the 
international level, tl1e decision to deregulate can be a unilaleral one. 
Deregulation, then, is a policy option which it [the state] is possible to 
pursue in an anarchical international system when there exists what 
public choice theorists call an "empty core" - that is, where there is a lack 
of sufficient shared preferenc!.'s for a collectively agreed outcome lo 
emerge. It reprrnents a so-called "non-cooperative eguilibrium". (Cerny, 
1996: 93) 
Prisons, of course, are not the only sector of the state to have undergone a 
process of deregulation. However, the pdvalisalion of prisons presents the case 
for Aboriginal sovereignty with an additional conundrum. Given the 
exorbitant over-representation of incarceration of the Aboriginal population in 
Australia coupled with disproportionate numbers of deaths in police custody," 
then it follows, if Cerny is right, that the prison in effect is a non-place or 
hetcrotopia, as Foucault (1986) observed some years ago, in as much as it does 
not belong on the continuum of 'shared preferences' or interests for actors who 
might be sufficiently anchored at either national or supranational levels of 
governance. How can the nation-state attest to the rights of the incarcerated 
when such subjects no longer reside within institutional settings that J:.clong to 
the state? With deregulation, the prisoner becomes an economic unit whose 
value accumubtcs with repeat offences. To be inscribed with this kind of 
exchange value that circulates within a corporate-stale-civil society 
triangulation rather than slate-civil society sphere thus diminishes the 
criminalised subject's representative purd1ase on the stale. Moreover, the 
transformation of the citizen-subject into a criminal unit with exchange value 
protects the corporate-state nexus from perceived threats to its interests, 
" 'Indigenous peoples !'<'main over-rep,escntcd at each ,;(age of the criminal justice system 
which results in tlmir being 12 limes more likely to be incarcerated than non-Indigenous people 
within Australin. Furtlmr, tl1e Indigenous populatiun i� a developing population as opposed to the "aging" non-Jndigenous population. !t Is e.stimated that if nothing is done to stem present 
rates of incarceration, by 2011 there will be a 44\h increase in tlm number of juveniles in detention. [ ... ] In 1999, tl,e Aboriginal and Torres Strait blander people accounted for 22% of 
!lie deaths in prison custody' (Marks, 2000, 18). 
Figures available from the Aus!ralian Bul'<'au of Sti'.ltistics .show that the percenlage of 
Indigenous peoples in pri,;on have increased: 'At 30 June 2000 there were 4,095 Indigenous prisoners in A11sITalia (19% of 11,e Australian prisoner population) with a national r,1k of 
imprisonment for Indigenous persons of 1,727 per 100,000 adult Indigenous population. Western Australia recorded the highest imprisonment ralc (2,909 Indigenous persom per 
100,000 adult Indigenous population) followed by New South Wales (1.882). Nationally, the Indigenous rate of Imprisonment was apprnximalely 14 limes th"t of the non·lndigenous 
population'. http,/ /www.abs.gov.au/. 
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represented in one instance by the political subject of Aboriginalily. As 
Zygmunt Bauman has written: 
What the sharp acceleration of the punislunenl-by·incarceration suggests 
[ ... ] is that there are some new and large sections of the population 
targeted for one reason or another as a threat to sr cial order, and that their 
forcible eviction from social intercourse through imprisonment is seen as 
an effective method lo neutralize the tlu·eat or calm the public anxiety 
which that ilireat evokes. (Bauman, 1998: 114-115) 
As the civic role of the state has receded and systems of global finance and 
corporate management jostle towards an increasing approximation of capital 
integration or monopoly control, the dominant habitus of the state is now one 
that increasingly reproduces structures of organisation and patterns of interest 
characteristic of the corporate sector." For instance, in the state's attempt to 
attract capital inveslrnent, not only do financial and tax relief 't"lcentives 
typically accompany the winning tender by private companies to take over the 
running of state services, but a set of regulatory protocols have to be agreed to 
and monitored in such a way that the state's function shifts from governance of 
the public ins':ilutions of c ivil society to facilitator of the private realm of 
corporate institutions, a!\ in the hope of maintaining. if not rebuilding. the 
infrastructure of the state within the logic of a corporation. 
The �\nsnational corporalisation of national prison systems ls predicated on a 
series of inter-relations that include the Implementation of federal and state 
legislation on prison sentencing laws, restrictive confidentiality provisions in 
commercial contracts, the diminishing role of auditor·genera\s to scrutinise state 
finances, the de-unionisation of work forces and the hiring of lesser trained staff 
employed under enterprise bargaining schemes, and the denationalisation of 
legal and political rights as prisoners are constituted, similar lo students at 
universities, as "clients" of transnational corporations. Furthermore, and of 
considerable concern, the legal infrnstructure of the nation-stale is shifted to 
"Those working within the knowlc�ge industry, p,1rtkularly ac;idemk.s, shuuld be well pla"'d 
to ob:;erve sud1 a shift, given their experiences of rapid structural reforms over the past 10 lo 15 
years. However, it comes ;i,; no surprise that academics have been some of the most passive 
and disorganised group of actor,, In militating against these rcfonn.s. While job inserurity, 
, . structural alienation and work conditions arc real obst:>des to political resistance, lhc logic of 
': institutional and cultural transfonnation is such that subjecls are ronslitulcd within pseudo· 
.'1corporale universities as individualised, comJ,Ctitive entities, hen"' rendering academics 
virtually inoperative !n terms of presenting a coherent political alternative. 
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meet the interests of corporate profits. As Martin Shaw notes: 'juridical 
sovereignty has itself become a commodity, as national entities bcairne 
"competition states", competing to offer favourable economic conditions to 
corporations and rich individuals utilizing a variety of "offshore" statuses' 
(Chaw, 2000: 186-187). Hence, lhe issue is whether mandatory s entencing is 
done in the name of "the people", supposing that a social body as abused as the 
Aboriginal one even fits into such a category (hence a distinct violence to the 
people precipitates), as distinct from sentencing done in lhe in terests of 
correctional fadliHes seeking to increase the processing of incarcerated 
criminals or the ra!e of "turnover" (otherwise referred to as the "revolving door 
syndrome"). The success of invoking mandatory sentencing in the name of the 
national interest resides precisely in the ways a ternporal conjuncture is 
established between modernist categories of the dEzen and national law and 
order, nnd a postnational condition that seeks lo make invisible the interests of 
transnational corporations by minimising or removing the scrutinising gaze of 
the state. In a relationship of co-dependency, the economic sovereignty of 
transnational c orporations rdnforces the juridical sovereignty of the nation­
state, but in terms that represent the interests of L1'ie corporation an d not tho�e 
of civil socie ty. This places Indigenous quests for sovereignty in yet ;;mother 
agonising position in as much as the juridical legitimacy Indigenous peoples 
have obtained resides within the suprana�onal frame of international Jaw. 
! '
'""-�l In shoi"t, the invisible mterests of global capi'.al enable what Roland Barthcs 
''-:.• 
termed {1973: 143) the 'depoliticised myths' of the nation to resonate. Such a ' 
prilcess entails the evacuation of antagonism that defines social relations, and 
enables the development of Third Way models of politics. Aborigin�: .lawyer 
Nm!! Pearson has in recent time� been one of the strongest proponents of the 
1hird Way, adopting a rational conser..sus approach to addressi!lg Aboriginal 
social problems. Pearson is critical of the welfare state, which he sees as 
creating a dependency resulting in what he terms "passive welfare" - a 
permanent state of unemployment and margindlisation (cited in Stephens, 2001: 
35).ll !�stead, he is a �trong advocate of notions of mutual obligation, social 
partneuhips, a new emphasis on law and order, and !he empowerment of 
COmmunities, all of which are terms that provide the m�instay of Third Way 
u For an efo\>oration and qualification of Pearson's position, see i'earson {2001/2002). 
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rhetoric. In taking such a position, Pearson and his allles across the polilical 
and social �pectrum implicitly lend support to mandatory sentencing laws, as 
the instantiation of mandatory sentencing is one that, rhetorically at least, 
secures national law and order. The ATSIC repoJrt to the UN Committee on 
Economic, Social and Cultural R,.ghts (August, 2000) exFc��es strong 
reservation against goverrummt policy based on concepts of "empowerment" 
and "self-management": 'AT:>iC regards the term "empowerment" as vague, 
without any meaning in international law, and providing no coherent basis for 
Indigenous policy' (see Marks, 2000: BJ. In deferring to the authority of
international law to gr,mt legitimacy to the tern,s of reference by which a policy 
for Indigenous rights might proceed, A TSIC immediat('!y undermines the 
parti cularities that define Aboriginality within the national form. A different 
language game is necessitated, and like all such games in which rules set limits 
to possibilities, varying de grees of concession and tactical manoeuvre are 
required. The particular is subsumed into the universal, and the concepl:ual -
and subsequently legal - basis for claims of difference are relinquished as the 
dissociation of the situaiedness of the social from the poli tical is reproduced 
within a supranational frame. 
There is undoubtedly a strategic underpinning to Pearson's adoption of Third 
Way rhetoric in so far as it is a representation of the capacity for Indigenous 
people to en gage in rational consensus procedures of democracy. Perhaps the 
way is then opened up to reintroduce notions of self-determination, understood 
by ATSIC as the 'effective participation in public life ... [where] no decisions 
directly relating to their rights and interests are taken without their infonned 
consent' {Marks, 2000: 8). Yet the concessions made lo a Third Way ideology 
that seeks to remove the antagonisms inherent in sociability comes at a cost, a 
significant part of which has to do with an ontology of social and cultural 
identity defined by a bundle of differences that cannot so easily be incorporated 
i nto the politica lly devoid category of the Third Way citizen. 
In concert, shifts such as these mark the gradual transformation from popular 
sovereignty to economic sovereignty. Put another way, with an in creasing 
intensity since at least the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1989 (see Giddens and 
Hutton, 2001: 1-12), 'the will of the people ... [as] the basis of government ... 
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through elections', as stated in the Universal Declaration of Hwnan Rights of 
1948,H is subsiding to the exigencies of global capita! and international 
corporate law to pressure governments in order to set regulatory conditions 
that enable the opening of ma rkets. Coextensive with a neoliberal mode of 
economic governance is the gradual transformation from popular sovereignty 
lo economic sovereignty. 
This series of paradoxes or disjunctures invites one to ask whether in fact an 
alternative instantiation of legitimacy for an Aboriginal polity occurs or is
possible at t.'le point of intersection between the production of denationalised 
political subjects and the consumption of commodity objects vis-11-vis 
denationalised c orporations.15 Furthermore, the case of the partial!y
denationalised political subject of Aborigina!ity and processes of legitimacy at 
the level of the national vis-11-vis denationalised corporations provides an 
empirical basis for an examination of the conditions of possibility for an 
agonistic democracy articulated in terms of segmentation and reg ionalism. 
This example is but one that enables a way of identifying b etter the uneven, 
differentiated, incommensurable terrain of globality. I would now like to tum 
to a brief discussion of the various modes of sover�ignty in order to further 
map out the network of relations that constitute Aboriginality as a 
denationalised political subject in tension with the nation-state. 
Modalities of Sovereignty and the Transformation of the Nation-Slate 
Since legal and political institutio!lS hold a hegemonic role in the organisation 
of the social, Aboriginality, as a sign of social practice, is alw further 
undcnnined within the social sphere. The denationalised plane of ilbstraction 
does not inscribe the same legal, political and c-..tltural values upon the sign of 
Aboriginality as the nation-state. Hence, the acceptuncc of thc political subject 
of Aboriginality is refused in the process of artictdating a denationalised space 
" Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948, UN Charter, Article 21 (3), cited in Sasscn 
{19%:2). 
"The media representi!lons, and indeed the Indigenous management of such ,cprcscnlation>, 
al the 2000 Sydney Olympics would \>c one case to ""amine to test �uch a thesis. Sec, for 
example, the 'Olympic Moments' link to the ATSIC website, 





with a national one. At the same time, the authority of the nation-state to 
detennine its own political and legal infrastructure is brought into question by 
both supranational bodies of  governance and international law as we!! as by 
transnational corporations whose condition of existence and primary interest is 
based upon the return of profit and the accumulation of capital. As such, the 
continuity and legitimacy of the nation-slate is challenged. 
However, this is not the same as arguing the nation-state is in decline and will 
disappear. To the contrary, the nation-state as an imaginary and regulatory 
entity is better seen as undergoing a transformation, or what Neil Brenner 
(1998) terms a 'state re-scaling'. Part of this process sees the nation-slate 
reconfigured h1 a field consisting of international economic aclors operating 
more often than not in regional trade zones; an increasingly global networking 
of communications media, such as computers, mobile telephony and satellite, 
that arc distinct from earlier international forms, such as submarine telegraph 
cable; and the regulation of intellectual property rights in such a manner that 
benefits the interests of monopoly capita!, thus further eroding the public 
domain as a repository of knowledge, restricting the access individuals and 
social groupings have to such resources (see, for example, Sassen, 1996: 1-32, 
107-114; Wang, 2001; Frow, 2000). The extent to which the nation-state
undergoes extra-territorialisation is prr.dicaled nonetheless on what Brenner,
drawing on Henri Lefebvre (1977, 1978, 1991), identifies as 'the lerriloria!
"fixity" of state territories [which] provides a stabilized geographical
scaffolding for the increasing spatial "mobility" un<l "transience" of labor
power, commodities and capital on both supra- and sub-slate scales' (Brenner,
1998: 13)." It is important not to make the mistake of seeing the transfonnntion
of nation-states in any totalising sense, as is often the case in both popular and
academic discourses on globalisation. The national form has always been
differentiated and uneven in its development and partial in its effects.
Similarly, the modalities by which national sovereignty operates cannot be
reduced to the simple equation of sovercignty=nation+state=territory=citizen.
Nevertheless, in terms of its articulation at a political level with its citizenry, the 
sovereignty of the nation-state can be seen to be losing purchase with civil 
"Brenner ls drawing here on Lcfebvre's The PrDd�eliat1 afSpaCl (19'91). 
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society, and it is precisely the fonnation of emerging denationalised polilical 
subjects - subjects whose recomse to legitimacy can only be found within a 
pos!national frame - that instantiate this unravelling of the political sovereignty 
of the nation. Things of course don't have to be this way. In an essay that 
considers the legitimacy of the Australian state as based upon a recognition of 
Aboriginal rights, Richard Mulgon puts fon•,ard the fo!lowing alternative: 'A 
state that denies these rights is no longer legitimale while acknowledgment of 
Aboriginal rights can become a means of confirming the legitimacy of lhe 
nation and all its citizens' (Mulgan, FJ98: 187). While I think Mulgan is correct 
in recognising the basis of the state's legitimacy as corresponding with an 
acknowledgment of Aboriginal rights - and indeed, this would seem to be the 
desire of Indigenous polities - it is highly debatable whether the citizen-subject 
remains as a figure with ony political purchase in a terrain that has seen 
popular sovereignty subordinated by economic sovereignty, among other 
modes. 
Many of those from both the Left and Right who argue that the sovereignty of 
nation-states 'has progressively declined', as Hardt and Negri (2000: xi) do, 
place an emphasis on the intersection between sovereignty and territoriality 
that characterised the modem industrial age of stale fonnation. Such 
arguments overlook the ways in which the nation-state is reconstituting itself at 
extra-territorial levels as the precondition for what has been variously referred 
to as the post-industrial age, disorganised capitalism, the world risk society, the 
network society, the cont,:ol society, nnd so forth. Pnrt of this process of slate 
re-scaling also involves new operations of sovereignty, which Hardt and Negri 
consider in some detail. But it is premature to see the nation-stale as having 
dispensed with its sovereign power. As such, their thesis on Empire as that 
which succeeds the sovereignty of nation-states needs to be recast in terms 
modalitieg of sovereignty that co-exist in tension. Increasingly, national 
sovereignty is registered in extra-territorial dimensions and is coupled with the 
management and organisation of intellectual property. It is within the realm of 
intellectual property that Indigenous sovereignty movements seem, I think, to 
hold the best chance of obtaining a degree of self-determination at local levels 
within the national fonn. Such a move ultimately bonds the denationalised 
political subject of Aboriginality with denationalised corporations, as distinct 
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from supranational institutions such as the UN and its affiliated organisations. 
Yet, at the same time, the relationship t he denationalised political subject of 
Aboriginality has with the nation-state is reinforced precisely because the mode 
of articulation is through the commercial logic of intcl1cctual property, a logic 
the post-Fordist nation-state has greater investment in than that of human 
rights. I will go on to discuss this peculiar coupling shortly. 
So far I have discussed, albeit partially, three of the ke y modalitie s of 
sovereignty: state, juridical and economic. Popular sovereignty could be a 
fourth, but such a mode has always been dubious since it assumes "the people" 
to exist as a unity when in fact they cannot be reduced to an 'empirical entity' 
(Hardt and Negri, 2001; see also Mouffe, 2000; Bourdieu, 1979). Furthermore, 
as Hardt and Negri (2001) note, popular sovereignty is 'based on 
representational institutions and structures within the bounded national space 
and dependent on national sovereignty', all of which are facing a crisis in 
legitimacy. The processes by which nations with advanced economies undergo 
transformation at extra-territorial levels necessitates a rethinking of the ways in 
which the nation can still maintain hegemony, sh1ce this too is the operative 
dimension of the partially denationalised political subject of Aboriginality. 
Intellectu�I Properly Regimes vs. Sovereignty of the State? 
As long as Indigenous sovereignty movements see land rights as adjacent to 
territoriality and the concomitant economic, social and cultural benefits which 
flow from this, the nation-state will also persist as a terri torial entity in an 
imaginary if not a politico-juridical sense. Moreover, the UN only recognises 
territorial integrity as part of self-determination." However, this modem 
r:onjunction between territoriality and sovereignty may in all likelihood leave 
Indigenous peoples as stateless entities, residing in a sort of non-place as 
partially denationalised political subjects, as their appeal is to an older 
paradigm of statehood. The condition of an emerging reconfigured statehood is 
prefigured to a certain degree in a number of ATSIC documents, which seek to 
expand the basis for sovereignty by addressing the issue of "digital rights", and 
"Thanks to Mike Hnyes for bringing this point to my nltenlion. 
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the need to instigate intellectual and cultural property laws and structural 
reforms pertaining to a field of informational economism (see ATSIC, 1999a, 
1999b). Herein lies the possibility of relative sovereignty for Indigenous 
peoples in Australia within inform ational economies. 
Intellectual property regimes, while dependent on the admin istrative capacity 
of the state, are nevertheless independenl lo a considerable degree of the 
political interests of the state. Furthermore, intellectual property regimes 
increasingly operate within extra-territorial dimensions as the staple of 
informational economies is manifest as digital code. Within such a network of 
relations, the political subject of Aboriginality holds greater purchase on !:he 
state, since Indigenous peoples are positioned as economic actors within the 
realm of intellectual property law as it figures across supranational to local �nd 
community scales, as distinct from positioning within the denationalised realm 
of international human rights law. Arguably, !:he potential for a process of 
renationalisation of !:he political subject of Aboriginality is grNter wi thin such a 
spatial and economic relation, since the moral, cultural and polilical values 
associated with inlemational human rights law, and the threat !:hey pose to the 
habitus of the state, do not prevail to any great exlenl within codes of 
intellectual property law. Furthermore, variants of inlellectual property law 
exist i n  establ ished forms within Indigenous cultural practices (se.::: Morris and 
Meadows, 2000)." As such, a precedent of sorts exists that may enable a 
relatively easier articul ation beh-veen Indigenous sovereignty issues and 
legitimacy as an actor within inlelfoctual properly regimes, compared to the 
failed articulation between supranational entities such as UNESCO and the 
nation-state with respect lo a cciextensivc legitimation of the political subject of 
Aboriginality - a nexus thAt might otherwise enable claims for self­
determination to proceed through negotiation. At the �ame time, the pursuit of 
legitimacy within intellectual properly regimes presents a different challenge 
for an Aboriginal polity that seeks lo maintain the specific material conditions 
of Aboriginal cultural life as !:hat which also pertains to concepts of intellectual 
property. 
"A comprehensive report on Indigenous cultural heritage and intellectual property rights can 
be read in Janke (1998). For a discussion of the inter-relationships between into11ectual property 
regimes, the stale, labour and infonnatlona! economies, see May(2002). 
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It is significant that for a long time Indigenous peoples were not protected by 
cultural heritage convention:;, which, as Andrew Kenyon (WOO: 306) notes, 
operate at the level of states. And with copyright law there is the problematic 
of authorship of creative works, which operates more at the level of individual 
authors and "originality" rather than communities and collective production. 
So, in an historical sense, Aboriginal sovereignty can be seen to have undergone 
a double displacement whereby the specificities of Indigenous cultural 
production ace overlooked in both cultural heritage conventions and copyright 
law. Cultural heritage is an intrinsic part of advancing self-determination, and 
because the state has in many instances been remiss for discursive, political and 
economic reasons when it comes to attending to such needs, other avenues have 
had to be pursued. This is where intellectual property regimes come in. In an 
essay that examines case law, copyright, cultural heritage and Aboriginal art, 
Kenyon {2000: 319) suggests that despite various tensions, principles of self­
detennination artiet.•.late cultural heritage with copyright law in some instances. 
Where there is an absence of protection within international human rights law 
and state cultural heritage legislation, there may be ari opening within 
copyright law, and vice-vei·sa. In any event, the likelihood of some degree of 
compromise is something that comes with the advancement of Indigenous 
sovereignty within a hegemonic non-Indigenous legal system. 
Indigenous cultural policy studies scholar Christine Morris reinforces this point 
in her essay on Indigenous intellectual property with Michael Meadows, 
claiming that 'the concept of inlelle.:tual property Ms been a defining 
characteristic of Indigenous culture from the begir.ning. It determines 
intellectual property rights and responsibilities, identity, and each person's 
place in oociety in relation to the [customary] law' (Morris nnd Mendows, 2000: 
213). And: 'Indigenous intellectual property regimes (IPR) operate through 
oophisticated management systems which have survived for millennia' (Morris 
and Meadows, 2000: 213). In short, 'Indigenous laws view intellectual property 
issues as inseparable from questions of land ownership, and from other areas of 
political and cultural life' (Gray, 2000; 227). This seems to me to be indicative of 
a very strategic move: one that says there are no doubts within Aboriginal law 
as to the function of intellectual property; rather, there is a need for 
international intellectual property Jaw to get up to speed with a complex 
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system that is already in place. This is one position in the debate on common 
law, rustomary law and Indigenous intellectual property regimes in Australia. 
And it is one that is the most contentious, since the concessions by all actors are 
considerable. Certainly, there is an ide alistic dimension to such a notion of 
Indigenous intellectual pro perty: why, one might ask, would international 
intellectual property regimes even bother to pay attention to an Indigenous 
intellectual property regime, especially if it impinges on the economic interests 
of transnational corporations and challenges the ideology of the state? And, at 
a practical and political level, to what extent can a non-Indigenous legal system 
on intellech.ial property accommodate the peculiarities of Indigenous 
customary law whereby the latter does not have to make excessive concessions 
lo the former? 
The cultural heritage-copyright law divide presents difficult challenges for 
Indigenous self-determination movements and the legal system. The law, it 
should always be remembered, is conditioned not only be economic interests, 
but by social relation s as well, both of which are intertwined. As such, legal 
regimes are subject to change as different actors obtain symbolic, political and 
economic power. While there are numerous deficiencies in intellectual 
property law in regard to protecting Indigenous cultural production, this 
doesn't mean laws cannot be changed. The challenge is how less powerful 
actors might strategically position themselves in ways that shift intellectual 
property law so that it does provide protection to a broad spectrum of cultural 
production which is otherwise exploited for commercial ends that does not 
benefit Indigenous peoples in the maintenance and development of their 
culture. 
I also think it is crucial to remember that Indigenous pe oples arc not trapped in 
some sort of timeless time - the sort of non-place that is represented in colonial 
and some contemporary Anglo-Euro-American discourses nostalgic for the 
"noble savage". To the contrary, many Indigenous Australians have no 
difficulty with maintaining ideas and protecting practices of cultural heritage 
alongside their participation as entities within market economies, be these in 
areas like cultural tourism and creative p1oduction in the culture industries, for 
instance, as they shift into informational economies. 
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WTO, TRIP9 and Open Source Movements 
Despite the delirious utopian proclamations of  cyber-libertarians," a material 
substrate underpins the possibility of knowledge creation . Knowledge and the 
media of communication that enables the distribution of its abstracted forms 
are embedded in socio-political practices, cultural systems and institutional 
realities. Even when knowledge is produced in flexible, transnational modes, it
still remains situated within media forms, material cultures and Jabour 
practices. The situatedness of knowledge and its distribution as information 
according to technical stmdards and symbolic regimes gives rise to the exlra­
territorialisation of state borders that come into tension with the politics of 
location (see May, 2002: 114-148). 
'Because informationalism is based on the technology of knowledge and 
information', writes Manual Castells (1996: 18), 'there is a specially close link 
between culture and productive forces, between spirit an d matter, in the 
inform ational mode of development'. John Prow offers important qualifications 
to Castells' conceptualisation of informationalism, arguing that information is 
embodied as knowledge once it is articulated with soc.ia\ needs, and manifests 
in a variety of forms that are governed by regimes of value and techniques of 
control. Frow wr ites: 
I understand information to be any organization of matter-energy, and I 
l!Sswne that it is not necessarily representational in form. Knowledge 
would then be a higher level of information 'that has been systematized 
and integrated, organized so that it is relevant to nalural and social 
processes'. In the domain of production, it takes the form of embodied 
skills, of organization of the production process, of the design of tools or 
machinery, of scientific knowledge about materials, of software 
algorithms, of leu.'m.iques of nse of materials, and of reflexive control of 
processes and of agents. The attribution of value to knowledge, which 
underpins the changes that Castells, like many others, describes, is closely 
bound with its functions of c ontrol. (Frow, 2000: 177) 
As Edward Herman and Robert McChesney note,' Along with pharmaceuticals, 
media and computer software are the primary topics for global intellectual 
"For some of the classic proponents of cyber-llbertarianism, see Gates (1995), Mitchell (1995, 
2000) and Negropontc (1995). 
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property rights negotiations' (1997: 51).w Supranational entities such as the 
World Trade Organisation (WTO) and World Intellectual Property 
Organisation (WIPO) have been among the key players responsible for 
developing the political, economic and technical architecture for informational 
economies and network societies. The WTO's Agreement on Trade-Related 
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) in 1995 sought to protect '.he 
commercial interests of Western pharmaceutical and media companies from 
l"Ountries, most notably China and African states, engaged in software piracy 
and abuse of copyright and patent law. The TRIPS Agreement sets out 
minimum standards for how member states engage with copyright, patents 
(including plant variety protection), trademarks, geographical indicatioru, 
industrial designs, a11d undisclosed information such as trade secrets." 
The TRIPS Agreement can be understood as an attempt to establish a universal 
set of legal and technical standards administered by member states in order to 
control and regulate information flows according to the principle of intellectual 
property as distinct from material property. Intellectual property renders 
knowledge as a rivalrous resource that can be owned. Yet unlike malerial 
property, intellectual property such as artistic creations (films, music, books) 
and innovative technical processes (software, biotecho!oglcs) are forms of 
knowledge that do not diminish when they are distributed. This is especially 
the case when information has been encoded in a digital form and distributed 
through teclumlogies such as the Internet. In such instances, information is 
often attributed an "immaterial" and nonrivalrous q1,ality, although this can be 
highly II\L'lleading for both the conceptualisation o'; information and the politics 
·of knowledge production.
Essentially, the TRIPS Agreement can be seen to inscribe a regime of scarcity 
upon that which is otherwise undiminished through distribution in order to 
endow a digital product, for instance, with exchange value within 
informational economies. Critics of the TRIPS Agreement have pointed out 
211 For a hi.story of intellectual property law, oec Sell and May (2001). A particularly helpful resource on intellectual property law can be found on the Center for the Public Domain site, 
http:/ /www.centerforthepublicdomain.org/!p.hhn. 
" For an outline of intellectual. property regimes as they figure within the TRIPS agreement, see the following WTO documents: 'Intdlectual Property: Protection and Enforcement', 
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'that transnational corporntions own approximately 90% of technology and 
product patents in the world, and up to 80% of ledmology and product patents 
in developing conntries' (Donunen, 2002: 26). Thus it i� folrly easy to anticipate 
the tedmo-civil libertarian response to proponents of intellectual property 
rights: within a commercial global media complex characterised by monopoly 
ownership and flexible production, intellectual property rights as manifest in 
copyright and patent law are seen as restricting acc�·ss to cultural forms that 
had previously existed as part of the public commons. Furthermore, the notion 
of proprietary control of immaterial forms such as information and knowledge 
is considered to drastically diminish the potential for the reproduction of 
creativity and innovation. As Frow writes: 'a private property regime imposes 
potential limitations on the extent to which culhual material can be freely used 
and transformed' (2000: 183). All intellectual property has impacts on 
reproduction, and there are very long-standing treaties in the area of copyright 
like the Berne Convention, which has been through various revision,; since the 
late 1800s. So, while the effect of the TRIPS Agreement is not new, it 
aci:enhlates the restrictions on the use of cultural material into the realm of 
infom1ational societies. The privatisation of the public commons also results in 
the removal of public accountability mechanisms, further alienating the 
democratic potential of the Internet, which is the primary medium for the 
distribution of digital products and cultural forms. 
Intel!ectual property regimes have been contested by numerous entities, 
including "open source" movem,an\s, partia.tlarly those involved in software 
development, which depends on the collective intelligence of and labour upon 
a source distributed through computer networks in order to refine and improve 
upon the source code of a particular software program (see Stalder, 1999, 2000, 
2001a, 2001b; Pfoffenberger, 2001).22 However, while these are arguments and 
practices that I would support, they are not principles that can be applied in 
universal terms. One key and surprising aspect often overlooked in techno­
libertarian tracts on open somce distribution concems the way in which the 
a.tlhual tedmology of the Net - its capacity to distribute and share information 
http:/ /www.wto.org/eni.;lish/thewto_e/wh;itis_e{tlf_e{agrm6_ehtm and 'Overview: the 
TRIPS Agreement', http:/ /www.wto.org/ english/tntop_e/ trips_c/intcl2_e.htm. 11 See also the ardtlve ol paotings to ncllimc mailing list, http:/ {www.nettime.org and the 
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within a gift economy- is assumed to correspond with universal occess and the 
maintenance of a democratic civil society. That is, the problematic of cultural 
ciipital and the necessory institutional supports that endow actors with the 
requisite cultural knowledge and skills to access information is rarely, if ever, 
taken into consideration. As nice as it might sound, not all culture should be 
open. Nor is it. In times of crisis, some culture needs to be protected. And 
culture is not open, irrespective of open source principlPs, precisely because 
individuals and communilies hold varying and often inalienable degrees of 
cultural capital. To unequivocally uphold all critical rebuttals of intellectual 
property regimes would overlook the ways in which intelleclual property 
rights, when balanced between economic interests and public access, enable 
Indigenous peoples and people in developing countries the potential to secure 
their cultural and intellectual resomces within network societies and 
informational economics. I should reiterate here that I am not advocating that 
Indigenous peoples give up on the pursuit of human rights issues within an 
international frame. That would be foolish. Rather, I am suggesting that a two­
pronged approach be taken: maintain pressure within the realm of international 
human rights law, and also pursue intellectual property rights. It is naive to 
assume that just because international legal conventions exist to deal with 
human rights abuse that they are then effective. Clearly, they haven't been as 
effective as they might be, despite the legitimation by supranational entities 
such as UNESCO of Aborigim:lity as a partially denationalised political subject. 
As with a!\ movements, the categories that contain them suggest a coherent, 
unified field. My use of the term "open source" is at once specific as a way of 
referring to the distribution and development of software, since that is what 
many of the commentators from Eric Raymond (2000) lo Manuel Castells (2001) 
to Fe!iX Stalder to those on the Open Flows site refer to when they invoke the 
term. But then I would not restrict it to software alone when I situate op�n 
source within informational economies in which a raft of cultural forms have 
been pushed into digital code for archival, production, commercial exchange 
and socially distributive purposes. Anthropological films, contemporary and 
traditiorul artworks, music, videos and published materials would fit into this 
category. However, there are considerable complexities within intellectual 






and its expression. As Frar.cis Hwang (2002) ha� noted, intellectual property 
law does not protect knowledge per se: 'Copyright, for ex�mple, does not 
protect ideas, it only protects the expression of those ideas in a given form'. 
Hwang also points out that a tcc!mical process can be patented, but this is 
different from the patenting of knowledge, although there is frequently a great 
lack of clarity in efforts to distinguish belween the two. 
My understanding of Indigenous cultural production, limited as it is, is that 
there is a processual din1ension that figures in important ways - a concern with 
the process of production, for example, and the constitutive social relations, 
rather than the end product itself, as seen in the production of artworks. Here, 
the object as such is defined by its constitutive outside: that is, it is inscribed by 
various regimes of value - symbolic, aesthetic, political, legal and possibly more 
or less correspondence with economic values - and holds material and 
immaterial properties or attributes. Such instances could be considered as the 
operation of socio-technics. In addressing the problematic of Aboriginal 
content, the late Eric Michaels - an American ctl nographer, media theorist and 
teacher, policy worker and gay activist - asks not what is it?, but rather who's 
got it, and who need� it? Michaels goes on to propose a 'processual definition' 
ii' of Ab(lriginal media production 'based not on the properties of the text !the 
,',! 
.:! extent to which a particular text can be considered as "authentic" with regard to 
content, and thus hold greater purchase on the "real", as a documentary film 
might assume to hold, for example], but on the conditions of its production and 
use' (Michaels, 1991: 279; see also Michaels, 1986, 1989; Hinkson, 2002). This 
may seem an obvious point for any Marxian informed social analysis, or indeed 
any analysis that rightly pays attention to contextual conditions. Nevertheless, 
such attention to the processua\ dimension of cultural procl:.i,;tion within the 
realm of informational economies remains a useful one in so far as the focus 
becomes one of securing conditions that enable the protection and maintenance 
of Indigenous cultural production - something that is threatened by 
corporations who are in the business of maintaining hegemony within 
intellectual property regimes. 
However, in the case of the Indigenous production of artworks, the final 
product can often be of consideri:ble significance and in need of copyright 
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protection as it enters a market and cultural economy that exchanges and 
collects Indigenous art - another sort of process m which the culturally 
restricted economy of Indigenous dreaming (or law) is theu sub_iect to exposure 
to audiences (and markets) who would othenvise nnt have access to this law 
precisely because such access is considered a viofotion of customary law. 111e 
need to safeguard cultural heritage is seen as paramount by Indigenous 
peo11les1 and a sui gc11eris approar.h has been put forwnrd by ATSIC (1999b: 7) to 
·-��tablish an administrative process that manages Indigenous cultural and
intellectual property rights through local and regional tribunals. These
proposali;'have advocnted a system of intellectual property !aw that does not
insist _on knowledge to be fixed in form, and enables Indigenous intellectual
property to be protected in perpetuity. In this respect, the nmbiguity
surroundlng the dislinclion betwem knowledge and its fixity is dearly
addressed.
if 
.. ,.-l! The term "open content'' is perhaps a more correct onr for the concerns of £\is 
chapter as it refers to a movement that seeks to maintain access to repositories 
of public knowledge ns they undergo digitalisation and subsequent restriction 
as a result of copyright law that benefits corporate profit (see Pfaffonberger, 
2001). Open conlent movements argue for the right lo appropriate and 
reproduce e1.l'.Ie copyrighied works as a condition for what is offen loosely 
referred to as "democracy", which is predominantly based upon a deliberative 
model of Uberal democracy. Herein lies n fundamental contradiction with 
much o' th� self-anointed "rnclic1.lism" of open source and open mntenl 
movements: that is, a foilure to question the assumptions of what is argued by 
some radical democracy theorists as being a model that places severe 
restrictions on Lfie possibility of a form of democracy that register� irreducible 
difference ;•5 its constitutive dimension." So, while there are distinctions 
betwe�n the lwo movements, and considerable internal differences/' it d�s 
seem both "move;m:nls" share some underpinning philosophies. 
The open source movement, if I can speak of it in general tenns (which I 
acknowledge is as problematic as speaking of Aboriginality in tmitary terms), 
2.1 3'-",! the collected essays, /or example, in Mou£fe (1999). 
" I thank Francis Hwang for bringing this to my attention. 
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also �i,Jrcs some remarkable features with Cultural Studies in the very 
;:mradoxica' way in which it can work to reinforce the very neoliberal agendas 
th�t it supp.,sedly opposes." Thomas Frank, in his at times gross caricature of 
cultuml ,,ludies in the US academy in his book One Market Under God (2000), 
and Brian Holmes, in his superb essay 'The Plexible Personality' (2002), arc 
among many who give accounts of the ways in which Anglo-American cultural 
studies in the eighties and uineties overlooked ils own modes of produclion -
which saw an escalation in the casua!isation of labour and the rise of professors 
to celebrity status with salaries to match, for insrnnce, along with trends toward 
monopolisation an d syndication in academic publishing - and advornled the 
nonsense of political resistance via consumer sovereignty nnd the consumption 
of popular culture, and di�played no capacity to act as an oppositional force 
again�! the deregulation and commercialisalion of education.'" In so doing. 
cultural studies lent implicit support to destructive neoliberal reforms. 
Similarly, the open source movement, in its insistence on universal "openness", 
shares a common ground with the lihs of Bill Gates, hegemonic nalion·states, 
and transnational corporations that spout rhetoric on "openness" via "friction­
free capitalism" and "borderless economics" while doing their uhnost lo 
maintain hegemony in a political economic field of uneven ::!e•:clopment. 
Again, I will state my s trong support of many of the practices of open source 
movements. But I would maintain that there is danger that comes with such n 
movement in its rhetoric and when it assumes to have universal application. 
The sort of rights the Aboriginal polity seeks to obtain vis-l-vis self­
detennination and relative autonomy can, it would seem, operate to certain 
degrees within informational modes of production. Moreover, in pursuing 
intellectual property rights, an Aborigir.al polity would , I think, be more 
strongly articulated with the nation·state as it too undergoes transformation at 
extra-territorial, immaterial levels via the discursive, legnlistic, security .:nd 
"'I'd like lo thank Danny Bull for suggesting that I further explore the ,dationship between 
:,,;en source movements and neoliberalism. l am not denying the agency of audiences here in regard to the production of meaning and 
the multifocctcd rc,,d;ng strategics ,1udicnccs adupt. Rather, l am .suggesting that for all its 
concern with rencxivity, cultur«I studies by and large failed tu reflect upon the economic, 
institu�onal and government forces that shape inlcllcctual modes of production. Two key texts 
that of/er a critique of the university as it figures in deregulated, inlormaHo"'1l c>J1Vironmcnts 
arc Jean.Fran,;oii Lyotard's T',c Poslmodern Co1Jdilian: A Report "" Kmnvfrdge (1984b) and Bill 
Readings' The University ill Ri,i11s (1996). 51'<' also Considine ar,d Marginson (2000), Myoshi 
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commercial regimes of intellectual property. Micro leclmologies of control, 
surveillance and regulation of the internet in the form of server protocols, 
cookies, authentication codes and software - what Lawrence Lessig (1999, 2001) 
calls the architecture of the Net - that monitor user practices have brought 
nation-states into partnerships with each other as they seek to maintain 
databases and inform;;tion networks that store informa tion on clients and 
"citizeru;" within their territori es (see Castells, 2001: 168-187). This sort of 
sharing of power between states for security and economic purposes is un 
example of what Shaw (2000; 185-191) calls a "puoiing" of sovereignty- a mode 
of economic as distinct from juridical sovereignty whereby slates have adjusted 
to the new techniques of control within informational societies, operating 
through mutual affirmation and legitimacy conditioned by overlapping 
interests. Corporations in lum have depend�d on such pooled sovereignly by 
nation-states, and the rcgn!atory practices of nation-states themselves, as a 
mechanism by which the protection of intellectual property rights can be 
enforced by way of accessing information regarding inte!lectual property 
violations. Current developments in encryption methods by corpo!ations 
embed cocle with default boundaries, further ensuring the terrHorialisation and 
regiona\isation of intellectual property with copy-prolection code of CDs, DVDs 
and software, for example, lhat registers infringements to property ownership 
as it occurs within the space of that nation (sec S:alder, 2001b; Sassen, 2000b). 
ri:ence offences can, in theory, be tracked and then prosecuted under national 
Jaw as it corresponds to minimum standards of protectian set out in the TRIPS 
Agreement. Examp!es such as these evidence the ways in which the 
sovereignty of the nation-state is undergoing reconfiguration within an 
informational plane of abstraction. 
Within this strange context, I would suggest that claims for Aboriginal 
sovereignty hold greater potential since political legitimacy can be better 
obtained from the position of being an economic actor opernting on the same 
plane of abstraction as lhe corporate-nation-state ner.us. In this sort of 
arrangement, an Aboriginal polity is not in the first instance articulated with 
property ownership in the form of land and ocean rights; rather, the political 
subject of Aboriginality is situated as an actor with proprietary rights in the 
form of cultural heritage and its mediatisalion, ecological and biological 
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knowledge. Intellectual properly translates into commoc\ity objects whose form 
is decoupled from the moral, legal and proprietary discourseo associated with 
the quest for Indigenous sovereignty in the denationalised realm of human 
rights law, which, for the most part, has failed to articulate with the liberal 
democratic frame of the nation-stale precisely bec.1use rational consensus 
models of democracy have proven lo be inadequate in accommodating a 
plurality of inleresls. I will go on to further problematise this prevailing idiom 
of democracy in the next chapter. 
While such a potential for Aboriginal sovereignty may seem exclusively extra­
territorial and hence politically ineffective, it still operates .,t a territorial level 
within the bounds of the national form since intellectual prcpcrty regimes work 
to reinforce national borders by encoding the equivalent of scarcity into 
informational economies. Remuneration from the commercial use of 
Indigenous intellectual property could then be redirecled to meet the social and 
economic needs of the communities that initiated that transferral of culture and 
knowledge into the electronic form of digitally encoded infonnation, for 
instance. In so doing, an Aboriginal po lily becomes articulated with modalities 
of tc0nomic sovereignty, as distinct from the mythic figure of popular 
sovereignty and the politically inoperative legitimncy granted by human rights 
law. However, there are considerable concessions thnt come with such an 
approach to the problematic of Indigenous sovereignty, and I will conclude by 
briefly addressing some of the issues. 
Conclusion 
Titls very rough sketch of how claims for Aboriginal sovereignty might proceed 
within an informatioi'ial economy overlooks the many complexities that attend 
debates, policies, technological capacities and culturnl practices within the field 
of intellectual property regimes. A primnry issue within intellectual property 
rights that is immediately at odds with the principles of Indigenous sovereignty 
concerns the conceptual .md legalistic l imitations of Western models of 
intellectual property where primacy of the individual in the form of authorship 
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is granted over the ool!ective (see Oommen, 2002: 38-39; Frow, 1997: 102-217). 
As stated in an ATSIC submission on intellectual property rights to UNESCO: 
Intellectual property laws do not protect· the communal rights of 
indigenous peoples, nor do they allow for protection in perpetuity. 
Intellectual property laws are based on individual rights, and ,:mphasise 
economic over cultural rights. These laws focus on a single, identifiable 
creator or author, whereas in indigenous communities righls and interests 
in intellectual creations are more diffuse. TI1ey are distributed and 
managed throughout the conununity in complex ways according to ritual, 
socio-political, kinship and affinal relationships. (ATSIC, 1999b: 6) 
This document, prepared by lhe Indigenous Cultural and Intellectual Property 
Task Force for ATSIC, can been seen here to essentialise that which constitutes 
an ontological condition of Aboriginality. While there is a well documented 
history of the experiences of alienation by Indigenous peoples from a Western 
metaphysics of individualism, contemporary Indigenous subjectivity 
nevertheless traverses both the specificity of Aboriginal cultural heritage as 
well as culh!ral paradigms and institutional settings of non-Indigenous society. 
Yet this sort of reduction of Aboriginalily to a conununal identity is precisely 
the sort of tactical move that needs lo be made in !he language game of 
supranational politics and international intellectual property law in so far as it 
preserves some of the key principles of Aboriginal sovereignty. 
This ATSIC submission is notable for a number of other reasons, a key one 
being the recognition of the place of intellectual property issues within 
infonnational economics well before the popular uptake and commercialisation 
of the Internet. ATSIC very strategically seeks in that document to pursue 
customary law that maintains specific cultural practices at territorial levels, but 
it does so within an extra-territorial framework of emnomic sovereignly and 
intellectual property law. In so doing, an Aboriginal polily may, it seems, have 
stronger purchase on the state than it would if human rights law remained the 
exclusive avenue through which Indigenous sovereignty was pursued. The 
process for undertaking such a multi!ayered socio-poiitical fonnation is 
outlined in the following way: 
Since indigenous cultural and intel lectual properly is defined, managed 
and controlled in accordance with customary law, it may be argued that 
the development of effective standards should focus on protecting 
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customary laws ill lire first i11stm1cc - on the assumption that recognition 
and prolection of intangible heritage can then flow from that as a consequence of the recognition of custom,,ry law. (ATSIC, 1999b: 5-6; 
italics added) 
Since the 1989 Recommendali011 to UNESCO on Indigenous intellectual property 
rights - the submission to which this A'fSIC document refers - an Aboriginal 
polity has been legitimated within UNESCO fora. But the legitimacy granted 
within a denationalised realm of human rights law has failed to articulate with 
the national form. Hence, one potentially useful strategy for Aboriginal 
sovereignty would be to reverse this process, and seek recognition of customar>J 
law within the nation-state once intellectual and cultural property rights have 
been secured. In so doing, an Aboriginal polity is operating well and truly 
within the dominant neoliberal paradigm which s ees the welfare state further 
eroded. Although thls is not a foregone conclusion. Perhaps the relationship 
behveen the state and the social can be reconstituted in the process of 
negotiation that attends the status of becoming a legitimate political and 
economic actor within the supranational realms of both human rights fora such 
as UNESCO and entities such as the WTO that set the agendas for trade 
agreements in informational economies. 
Democracy is not a condition or universal set of principles that can be imposed 
from above. As Mouffc argues, democracy is a condition that in the first 
instance acknowledges the antagonistic dimension of sociality. According to 
Mouffe, for a radical, pluralistic democratic form to emerge it is necessary to 
address the contingencies that condition the field of "t' J political". It is within 
the encou.,ter behveen denationalised corporations, extm-territorial dimensions 
of statehood and the partially denationalised political subject of Aborigina!ity, 
along with the manner in which this encounter is then materialised in the 
national fonn, that conditions for what Mouffc terms an agonistic democracy 
might then emerge. Such a political formation is one that challenges the 
assumptions of deliberative, rational consensus models of liberal democracy, 
which oddly enough stil! maintains hegemony even in its obsolescence (see 
Hirst, 1"199). Liberal democratic theory of this kind privileges the figure of the 
rational individual, and operates by removing and making illegitimate what is 
ultimately the ineradicable antagonistic dimension of social relations and the 
political. 
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An agonistic politics, by contrast, seeks to create 'the conditions for possible 
conflicts to take the form of confrontations among adversaries (agonism), it 
attempts to avoid frontal struggle between enemies (antagonism)' (Mouffe, 
1999: 4). Intellectual property regimes constitute a hegemonic field of 
articulation of "the political" in which the identities of states, peoples, 
oorporntions and supranational entities are contested and reconstituted in ways 
that challenge a neolibernl order as it currently stands. This chapter has 
suggested that it is precisely in the tension between international human rights 
law nnd intel!ectual property regimes that the conditions for Indigenous 
sovereignty may emerge. To avoid engaging with the problematic of IPRs is 










Whose Democracy? Information Flows, NGOs and the 
Predicament of Developing States 
II 
'Civil society is a process, not an end-p oint. Mo!l!over; it is a contested 
process'. 
Mary Kaldor, G/o/lal Ciuil Society, 2003. 
There is no question that non-governmental organisations (NGOs) have more 
often than not played vital roles in fulfilling a range of huma'1itarian related 
tasks in numerous countries that have been subject to the ravages of 
colonialism, environmental disasters, agricultural foilure, civil wars and 
genocide, internal political and social instability, curr ency crises, or a 
combination of all of these. In many i nstances, NGOs have filled a gap in the 
vacuum within developing, transitionary or "quasi-states" Oackson, 1990 cited 
in Knuth, 1999) who, for various reasons, do not have the capacity to provide 
political infrastructures and social services for their populations. As a result, 
NGOs entrench an extant condition whereby developing htates may often not 
be equipped with the �ort of institutional infrastructures and socio-political 
formations - namely, a domestic capitalist bourgeoisie and civil society 
traditions (Hoogvelt, 2001: 171i) - that have enabled the formation of democracy 
within the project of nation building, as witnessed in the West. As such, many 
developing states do not have the sort of structural conditions in place to 
experience the unfolding of modernity. Or rather, in a dialectical sense, these 
states have indeed experienced forms of modernit y that are radically dissimilar 
in spatio-temporal and ontological ways from that ,:,xpcrienccd by and within 
Western countries, many of which have adopted liberal democratic political 
cultures along with the politi�al economics that attend such frameworks within 
a capitalist system. 
In many respects, the material conditions of developing states have enabled the 
possibility of a range of conditions and experiences in advanced eco nomies that 
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could be considered as privileges constituted by legitimately enacted violence. 
Mary Kaldor notes that war and violence are both primary conditions for 
sustaining a civil society (see Kaldoor, 2003: 31-38). As she writes: 'What 
Norbert Elias called the "civilising process" - the removal of violence from 
everyday life within the boundaries of the state - was based on the 
establishment of monopolies of violence and taxation' (2003: 32). A monopoly 
of violence concentrates 'the means of violence in the hands of the state in order 
to remove violence from domestic relations' (Kaldor, 2003: 31-32).' The capture 
of violence by the state enables civil society to develop its key values of trust, 
civility, individual autonomy, and so forth, though within the framework of the 
rule of law as it ls administered by the state. Moreover, the st..te's monopoly of 
violence minimises, though never completely eliminates, politically subversive 
elements and the possibility of civil war arising from within the territory of the 
nation. At a global level, the perversity of hegemonic states possessing a 
monopoly of violence operates as the basis upon which territorial sovereignty is 
maintained by way of subjecting violence upon alien states and their 
populations. A large part of this experience can be accounted for by referring to 
the histories of colonialism -a project whereby imperial states are able to secure 
the material resources and imaginary dimensions necessary for their own 
consolidation and prosperity. These histories have been weil documented,' but 
it is worth keeping the spectre of colonialism in mind when discussing the 
situation of developing states, NGOs and inforrnaUonal economies. 
Combining Hegel's thesis on the passage of nature/civil society/state with 
Foucault's notion of governmental power (i.e. the biopolitical, interpenetrative 
"conduct of conduct"), political philosopher and literary theorist Michael Hardt 
defines civil society in its modem incarnation in terms of its capacity to 
organise abstract labour through the governmental te chniques of education, 
training and discipline: 
I Similarly, this can be related back lo Innis, where a monopoly of knowledge arguably deprives 
a community of the right to knowledge and information. 
' The postcolonlal literature analysing colonialism's discourses, histories and practice.• is 
snbstan!ial, particularly since the e:irly 1990s when the field underwent a dlsdplinary, 
professional and Institutional revival. For examples of some cl the more inllu�nlial and 
impros.sivc works, see Memmi (1991), Fanon {1991), Smith (1960), Fabian (198.3), Said (1991), 




Civil society .. .is central to a form of rule, or government, as Foucault says, 
that focuses, on the one hand, on the identity of the citizen and the process 
of civilization and, on the other hand, on the organization of abstract 
labor. These processes are variously conceived as education, training, or 
discipline, but what remains common is the active engagement with social 
forces (through either mediation or production} to order social identities 
within the context of institutions. (Hardt, 1995: 40) 
With the govemmentallsatlo n of the field of the social a special relationshlp 
between civil society anrl the state is effected, one in which distinctions between 
institutions of the state and those of civil society are indiscernible, and where 
intersections and co1U1eclions are diagrammatic. What, however, has happened 
to this constitutive relationship within our current era, one in which these sort 
of relationships have undergone a crisis as a result of socio-economic forces that 
go by the name of neoliberalism? What sort of new institutions arc best suited 
to the organisation of social relations and creative labour within an 
informational paradigm? And what bearing, if any, do they have on inter-state 
and supranational regimes of governance and control? Within a neolibera\ 
paradigm we have witnessed what Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri term 'n 
withering of civil society' in which the structures and institutions that played 
the role of mediation belween capital and the state have been progressively 
undermined. This shifl has been enabled by the logic of deregulation and 
privatisation, which has seen, in some respects, the socio-political power of 
both state and non-stale institutions decline.> These include institutions such as 
the university, health-care, unions and an independent mainstream media. For 
Hardt and Negri, the possibility of liberal democracy is seriously challenged by 
the hegemony of neolibcralism - or what they prefer to call thP imperial, 
biopolitical and supranational power of "Empire"' - since it threatens if not 
entirely eradicates traditional iustit1.1tions of representation and mediation 
between citizens and the state. As Hardt and Negri wnte in their book Empire: 
... this withering can be grasped dearly in terms of the decline of the 
dialectic between the capitalist state and labor, that is, in the decline of the 
effectiveness and role of unions, the decline of collective bargaining with 
'Although the so,.called ndeclinen of state sovereignty and non-state institutions is peculiar to a 
modem era of soverdgnty. As I have been arguing throughout �,is thesis, stale sovereignty has 
transformed rnthcr than disappeared. Similarly, the role of non-state institutions, as l argue 
over the next two chapters, can be considered in terms of emergent civil society movements. 
• In his biographical and biopolitim! ab=dary undertaken in collaboration with Anne 







labor, and the decline of the representation of labor in the constitution. 
The withering of civil society might also be recognized as concomitant 
with the passage from disciplinary society to the society of control. (Hardt 
and Negri, 2000: 328-329) 
The society of control is accompanied by techniques of data-surveillance such 
as cookies, authcate passwords, data-mining of individuals and their 
informational traces, CCfVs that monitor lhe movement of bodies in public ar.d 
private spaces, and so forth. Some of these mechanisms are related to t he 
governance of intellectual property. New information and communication 
technol ogies (ICTs) thus play a key role in maintaining a con trol society. In an 
age of nelwork societies and informational ec onomics, civil society, or rather 
civil societies, have not so much disappeared as become reconfigured within this 
new socio-technical lerrain in order to address problems immanent to the 
social, politica l and economic situation of mediatised life. Civil society, as it is 
resides within an informational plane of abstraction, continues to act as a key 
counter-force to and mediator belween lhe stale and capital. Thus, dvil society 
does not entirely disa ppear or become destroyed with the onset of 
neoliberalism from around the 1970s-80s. Rather, there has been a mainlenance 
of civil society within our current nel\vork societies precisely because there has 
hien a social desire and need to do so. 
The emergent civil society movements go beyond satisfying the collective se\f­
interest of individuals, as represented in consumer lobby groups, for example. 
Instead, they derive their affective and political power from a combination of 
formal and informal networks of relations. Think, for instance, of the effect the 
no-1:>order refugee advocacy groups have had as observers of human rights 
vio!ations meted out by the slate. Whether one is for or against the 
incorporation of "illegal immigrants" into the nation-state is secondary to the 
fact that civil society coalitions of activists, religious organisations and social 
justice advocates have played a primary r ole in constituting what Raym,md 
Williams (1977) termed an emergent "stmcturc '."lf feeling" that countCis the 
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Inform.i1 
In an in-depth report entitled Appropriating Ille Internet for Social Cllm1gc (2003a), 
Mark Surman and Katherine Reilly examine the strategic ways in which civil 
sodety movements are using networked technologies (Figure 3). They identify 
four IJlajor online activities: collaboration, publishing, mobilisation and 
observJ\ion. These activities are mapped along nvo axes: formal vs. infonnal 
and <listribukd vs. centralised. Collaborative filtering and collaborative 
publishing. for instance, fall within the formal/distributed quadrant. Open 
publishing. mailing lists, research networks and collective blogs are located 
within the distributed/informal quadrant; personal biogs within the 
centralised/informal quadrant; and orga."lisational web site development, 
online petitions, oniine fundraising. e-membership databases and e-newsletters 
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fall within the formal/cenl.J.·alised quadrant (Surman and Reilly, 2003b: 3). 
Surman and Reilly consider the 'tools that foll in t.he formal/centralized 
quadrant to be used primarily by large NGOs, unions and political parties' 
(2003b: 3). The logic of organisation, production and distribution is, according 
to Surman and Reilly, 'based on a "broadcast" model' of communication 
(2003b: 3). The distributed/informal quadrant, on the other hand, is more 
typical of activities undertaken by 'informal social movements, research 
networks and "virhlal organizations"' (2003b: 3). In the next chapter 1 will 
argue that it is time for "informal social movements" and "virhlal 
organisations" - or what I prefer to call "organised networks" - to make a 
strategic tum and begin to scale up their operation� in ways that would situate 
them within the formal/ centralised quadrant, but in such a manner that retains 
their informal, distributed and tactical capacities. This chapter is concerned 
with NGOs, developing countries and lhe ways in which Intellectual Property 
Regimes present information as a paradoxical object: closing and restricting 
information flows on the one hand, yet ,i]so enabling the possibility of economic 
self-determination by peoples within developing countries. 
My argument in this d1apter is that in order for developing states to secure 
political sovereignty, it is first necessary lo obt�in a degree of economic power. 
In this sense my thesis here is fairly traditional or conservative, even crude. 
Bullding on the argument of the previous chapter, I suggest that a key way in 
which economic power can be obtained for Indigenous peoples and developing 
states is through intellectual property rights as they pertain to cultural 
production and biological knowledge. I maintain that the state form is an 
important one in the process of democracy formation, and that ii is a mistake lo 
see the state as obsolete within globalised informational economics. While the 
state frequently holds an antagonistic relationship vis-ii-vis informational 
economies, it is not a priori a dysfunctional one. The hegemony of the state has 
not so much declined as become realigned. Within Western liberal 
democracies, the state-civil society nexus has been subordinated to a state­
corporate nexus. As discussed in the previous chapt2r, the discursive figure of 
the state is built in lo member obligations of the WTO's Agreement on Trade 
Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (lRIPS} in 1995 as a key 
administrative, legal and politic.ii actor.5 This re lationship is situated within a
field of conlestation - a plane of immanence - shared by open source 
movements, for example, that SE'ek to hack IP architectures and enable an open 
flow of information. In broad terms, neither position is "right". Again, in 
broad terms, the ethics of information is one that is necessarily defined 
according to the specific situation - the informational arrangement- in which a 
range of actors and their needs, interests and desires are negotiated. In the case 
of people situated within the economic and polilical outside of IPIQ\ and the 
informational economy, the challenge is to reform IP laws in such a way that 
meets the needs and interests of Indigenous peoples and those in developing 
states. 
To this end, my argument has attracted hostility from cyber-libertariaru and 
inJividuals within open source movements who persist wi!h the vapid mantra 
"information wanlll to be free", as though there is some ontology to the 
technicity of the Net independent of the ·ocial relations which make the Net 
intelligible.' Cyber-liberlarians and IT open source movements overlook two 
key things when they advocate the free flow of information: firstly, the world is 
not a software program: other forms of knowledge also exist, and the extent to 
wijch information is accessible so that it m ight then be transfonned into 
knowledge depends lo a large extent ml degrees of cultural capital, not only IT 
access. Sec<,ndly, to promote and argue for IP rig:1ts for Indigenous peoples 
and developing states does not preclude the ongoing circulation of information 
within those comi.'unities. Rather, it ensures that knowledge specific to those 
communities is not e,-ploited by transnational corporations (TNCs), who, as 
noted in the previous chapter, 'own appn:.ximotely 90% of technology and 
product patents in the world, and up to 80% of technology and product patenls 
in developing countries' (Oommen, 2002: 26). Furthermore, such an 
interventionist IP position recognises that Indigenous peoples and social 
formations within developing states are guile adept at flUlctioning both within 
customary law as well as international contract law as it pertains to proprietary 
rights over cultural production and biological knowledge. That is, we - as an 
'For a comprehensive overview of the TRIPS Agreement and its impae• on developing states, 
see Correa (WOO}. 
' See debate.1 on ncttime mailing list on the Intellectual Property Regimes and Indigenous 
Sovereignty thread, Marclc·April, 2002, http:/ /www.nellirne.org. 
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ir:1ellectua!, largely Whitr,, W�;,�!<'ffl elitr, - shouldn't overlook the ways 
Indigerious peoples engage in bi-modal regimes of practice. To do so is to 
ii' relegate Indigenous peoples and those in developing countries to r,ostalgic and 
·�io!ent discourse:; of pre-modem timeless time.
To a large extent, the anti-IPR response by cyber-libertarians has been shaped
by a North American political tradition that ..s hostile to and suspicious of
government regulalion and inte,'Vention. In mnny respects the cyber-libcrtnrian
,'-c. position colludes with the ideology of libcralisrr., as it figmes in mninstrcam US
political traditio11S that place a primncy on the individual over and above the
collective. And it smacks of hypocrby and righteousness to hear sudt
objections from cybcr-libertarians when many occupy position s of privilege,
frequently accompanied by salaried day jobs associated with computer
programming, data surveillance, education or software development.
Finally, my argumer:t with regard to NGOs is that while they occupy a
significant structural relationship with supranational enhties, state apparatuses
and local c ommunities - thus constituting what Manuel Castelll" (1998) terms
the new form of a "network state" - they do not exploit their pc.-litical leverage
in nny extensive sense by pursuing IP policy reforms and 1wgotiating with
government on behalf of securing intellectual property r!�hts for local
conununilies. It this chapter I ague that this is a key direction for NGOs to
pursue if they are to r,mintain an advocacy role for civilian populations in
developing states.
Democracy, Civil Society and the Nation-Stale 
. ; ,)•" 
First, it is helpful to briefly outline some of the key themes of dvil society and 
the nation-state since the relation between the two operated as a constitutive 
force in ::he development o! modem forms of democracy. This section will 
provide a genera! hi�torica\ and political context of civil sociely-state­
democracy inter-relan'.mships in order to locate the role played by NGOs as 
new civil so ciety actors. B;• identifying some of the key features o( !he modern 
idiom of liberal democra:.y and its re]ationshir to the state fonn, a p'Oint of 









reference is established fo� the discussion in the next chapter on political 
organisation within an informational era of networks. A background 
discussion of civil society traditions also functions to highlight the strengths 
and limits of Chantal Mouffo's notion of 'agonistic democracy' as it figures 
within network societies. 
The contribution I would like to make to Mouffe's argument on agoni.stic 
democracy involves problematisinr; her underdeveloped notion of a public 
sphere, and in doing so, consider how socio-technical political movements 
might articulate an agonistic democracy in non-traditional- or more correctly, 
non-Western - institutional oettings. In this chapter I problematlse the notion of 
agonistic democracy with reference to NGOs and civil society movements as 
they are situated within informational economics associated with dcvelopiilg 
states. Jn the next chapter, ! look at how organised nel:',vorks are an emergent 
institutional form that condition the possibility of not so much an agonistic 
democracy, which is coextensive with state political institutions, but what I 




probbmatise notions of the public sphere is, in one instance, to ask the 
, -�uestion of situatedncss. In what �;::,,K-e and time does the formation and 
performance of actors, as political agents, take place? Invariably this is also a 
question directed towarrl specific communications media and examines their 
capacity to at once constitute actors and enable expression. How and by what 
means might new ICTs be considered as enabling or assisting in the possibility 
of democratic polities? Given that a democratic politics consists of establishing 
the conditions under which the values of llberal democracy are reproduced, 
what arc some of the conditions peculiar to the heterogeneity of Net cultures 
and infom1ation societies, and arc they ones that enable the possibility of a 
democratic politics? In order lo address these questions a bit more 
contextualising work is needed. And this involves mapping out some very 
fencral features that characterise modem political society in the West and the 
relationship such features held with the state. 
-,."' 
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In her book The Democratic Paradox, Mouffe recapitulates the key characleristic:s 
of modem democracy. The core values and ideas of demccracy consist of 
'equality, identity between governing and governed and popular sovereignty' 
(Mouffe, 2000: 3). Modern democracy incorporated foalures of the liberal 
tradition, which was charncteri5cd by 'the rule of law, the defence of human 
rights and the respect of individual liberty' {Mouffe, 2000: 3). Hence, the rhrnse 
"liberal democracy". Representational democracy in the form of democratically 
elected governments is the princip;il mode that d<'mocracy has taken across the 
West. Popular sovereignty grants authority to the discursive figure of "the 
people". It is a mode of rule tlmt assumes a relationship rather than alienatiun 
between the people and lhe state. Indeed, i  assumes the people as citizens arc 
at once represented by the st<1tc and at the same lime protected by the 
functioning of tne state in so for as they constitule the ver; possibility of the 
state. Such a notion is one that h;is frequently been called into q•Jestion, since it 
is predominantly a myth. Who, for example, constitutes the figure of "the 
people"? Women, children, minority peoples? Historically, the figure of the 
people has been predicated on a logic of exclusion, which in tum undermines 
the legitimacy of popular sovereignty. Exclusion conditioned the rossibili:y of 
the bourgeois public sphere of civil hociety as it emerged 'from the traffic in 
commodities and new�' bt'twcen cities in sixteenth century Europe (Habermas, 
1989: 14-?.6). The salons, coffee houses, table societies and litewry societies of 
France, Great Britain and Germany wer� the typicn\ institutional locatior,5 :�,t 
enframcd critical public debate during the eighteenth century. While the 
bourgeois public sphere gave expression to liberal val11es, it was a sp;;,cc that 
primarily legitimated the values and interests of a partimlar class and i;endcr 
formation, namely the bourgeois, properly owning white male. Th.; principal 
members of this class comprised of goverrunent officials, most of whom were 
jurists, along with 'docto1s, pastors, officers, p rofessors, and "scholars", who 
were at the top of tlte hierarchy reaching down through schoolteachers and 
scribes of the "people'" (Habermas, 1989; 23). 
In its mod�m fonn, civil society mediated between the interests of capital and 
the coercive powers of the slate. The modern form of democracy is predicated 
on the notion and existence of a civil society. The tv:;) are mutually co nstitutive 
formations. Civil society functioned a� a space of voluntary association and 
' .. , 
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open expression. The values of civil society- "c ivility", respect for individual 
autonomy and privacy, trust amongst peoples, removol of fear and violence 
from everyday life, etc. - operated as o counterpoint lo the rules ond purposes 
of the state whose centralised political authority administered tlte lives of 
people within a given tenitory (see Ka!dor, 2003: 15-49). The state played the 
role of ensuring those values were maintained through structures of 
governance and the law. Civil society was articulated to the stale by the media 
- primarily newspapers - and as such, was able to play a role in regulaling the
conduct of the state. This was a hugely significant shift, at leasl while the
distinctions between the state and the public sphere of civil society remained
intact. Previously, the aristocracy had ruled; with the emergence of secular
states across Europe during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the
bourgeoisie becaml' in a position, as a lilerate public informed by the press, to
openly challenge the authority of the state. This was a time of Gutenberg
democracy, if you will. The experiences of these transformations can be
attributed to the processes of mmkmity, as Mary Koldor writes:
I 
Ii 
All modem theories of civil society derive from a notion of individual
autonomy and human equality that emerged in the transition to 
modernity os ascribed social rankings were swept away. (Ka\dor, 2003: 
28) 
/}Political philosopher Jilrgen Habermas has been a strong advocale of the role of 
11 the bourgeois public sphere as a civic space of informed, rational debate that
)
., mediates disputes between the state ond civil society. Habermas laments the
structural trill15formation of the liberal public spher� during the late nineleenlh 
and early twentieth centuries, which saw the intervention of government 
agencies and the commercial "mass media" take over the role of distributing 
information and shaping opinlon, effectively excluding the "public'' from 
decision making: processes. He sees the greal depression of 1873 as a decisi·;e 
turning point th)t marked tlw end of the liberal era of free trade between 
industrially advanced capitalist countries (1989: 142-143). From that time on, 
protectionist trade and economic policies were adopted by states across Europe 
as well as the United States, leading to an increase in political and economic 





Habennas extends this transformation to the private sphere of the patriarchal 
conjugal family and the decline in their capacily to self-govern the activities of 
care, educati('n and protection as the welfare-state "intrudes" into a sphere of 
life previously kept separate from the activities of the state (1989: 155-159). By 
the end of the nineteenth century, the state had incorporated 'the interests of 
civil society as its own' (1989: 141), assuming the right lo intervene in what had 
hitherto been a critical public sphere and a self-governing private domestic 
sphere. In short, institutions of the public sphere became synonymous with 
those of the state. Similarly, the private rights o( the property or commodity 
owning individual became subject to the paternalistic and diociplinary 
regulation of the state coupled with increasingly oligopolistic tendencies by 
news and industry corporations. It was during this period (1830-1850) that 
major news agencies were also founded. TI1ey were responsible for the 
collection and dissemination of information lo the world news system. As 
Annand Mattelart noteE in his book Networking 11,e World, 1794-2000: 
Havas, the forerunner of Agence Fr�ncc-Presse {AFP), was founded in 
1835, the German agency Wolff in 1849, md the British Reuters in 1851. 
While Havas combined news and advertising, Reutcn; focused primarily 
on economic information. The US agencies AP (Associated Press) and UP 
(United Press) were lailllched in 1848 and 1907 respectively, but only the 
three European agencies were internalional in scope. ThroLlgh a treaty of 
alliance signed in 1870, this triad carved up the world into territories or 
spheres of influence, thus markfag ll1e birth of an information market 
conceptualized on global scale and based on geopolilical interests. Each 
party undertook not to distribute in the territories of the other two. 
Reuters ]aid cfoim to the entire Briti�h Empire, Holland and its coloILies, 
Australia, ti1e East Indies, and the Far East; Havas obtaim:-d Frnncc, Italy, 
Spain, Portug;,.l, n:.d L�vent, Indochina, and Latin America; Wolff foa,scd 
on central and northern Europe (mnrkcts that were taken from it ;,.t the 
end of World War I). By common consent some territories, suc'h as the 
Ottoman Empire and Egypt, were covered by all three agencies, whereas 
others, such as the United States, were declared neutral. This oligopol;stic 
organization strengthened the monopoly of each agency over its own 
national market. (Matterlart, 2000: 23-24)' 
'Today we frequently encounter the ongoing effects of tl1is sort o/ monopoly control in the 
newspapers we read in Australia. I'm talking hero about the syndkation of content, whereby 
the news we road is im:roasingty provided by agencies like Reuters and AP, and also reprinted 
from newspapers and magazines that exist with tl1e stable of monopoly proprietors. A glance 
at the source ol any particular int�mationat news story or opinion piece in Australlon 
newspapers will often indkalc th,,t it's been lifted from The G,111rdion, Th• S/alesma11, l"lle New 
York Times, or any number of overseas newspapers. 
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The expansion of the state also look hold during a time in which electoral 
reforms and universal suffrage were being extended to the working classes in 
an effori: lo appease the revolutionary fervour that took grip iicross Europe. 
Authorities and capitalists became highly concerned about the revolutionary 
potential of the multitudes, or what was known as "the mob" or "the crowd". 
Electoral reform was an antidote lo political and u:onomk disturbances 
manifest in uprisings such as the Chartist movement in Great Britain (1848-9), 
the Paris Commune (1870-71), and the emergence of international polilical 
alliance a11d solidarity among workers in Marx's First Inlernational (1864-72) 
(see Hobsbawm, 1979). Reforms in the electoral system transformed the pure 
potential of the multitudes inlo the unitary figure of "the people" through 
which the citizen-subject became simultaneously "liberated" and able to 
participate in the process of r.:presentalive democracy, as well as captured by 
social, political and cultural technologies of the slale such as the museum, the 
school and the prison (see Balibar, 1999; Bennetl, 1995; Foucault, 1991a). Wh�t 
had previously been economic antagonisms associated with conflicts 
surrounding the mode of produr.tion, now became political conflicts concerning 
the formation of legislation that suffici ently represented class in!eresls (see 
Habermas, 1989: 146). The organisation of Jabour into a party-political system 
effected a hierarchisation of relations in institutional forms within different 
class and political factions. Such relations were largely confined to the 
territorial space of the nation-state. Political scientist Sey la Jknhabib provides a 
useful summary of the passaged the modern state form as follows: 
The modem nation-state in the West, in the course of its development 
from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries, struggled lo attain four 
goals: territorial dominion; administrative control; consolidation of 
collective cultural identity; and the achievement of political legitimacy 
through increased democratic participation. There is widespread 
conserums !hat these four functions of the stale nre all under6oing 
profound transformations. The modem nation-stat,,: system, characterized 
by the "inner world" of territorially bounded politics and the "outer 
world" of foreign military and diplom.itic relations - in short, the "state­
centric" system of the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries - is, if not 
at an end, at a minimum undergoing deep reconfiguration. (Benhabib, 
2002: 179) 
Habermas adopts a tone similar to the Frankfurt School-that the erosion of the 
distinction between public and private spheres results in an increased 
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alienation and sense of disempowerment of individuals. It is useful to 
remember that the basic liberal tenets of freedom and t h e  right of privacy are 
ones that emerged in parallel with t h e  secular era o f  laisser-fairc capitalism 
during  the eighte en th and nineteenth centuries. A process of mutual ascription 
was occurrin� in ways that hold grea t similarity with the kind of discourses 
prevailing during the "golden era" of the Net in the 1980s and 1990s. During 
the nineties in particular, flows of information became increasingly restrictc<! as 
the N et undenvent commercialisation. This was part ly a response by public 
institutions - particularly those engaged in the "pr ovision" of education - who 
sought to extract an economic value from their available resources; and it was 
also a response by the private sector to deliver higher returns ta �hareholders 
and investors. Around this time it became increasingly cc>•lID'.�n to hear cyber­
libertarians insisting t hat "information wants lo be free". Such a discourse -
one that continues in a slightly more defensive and guarded marmer in the new 
millennium - so often fails to recognise the exclusivity of such claims, as I 
argued in the case of Indigenous intellectuul property in chapter 4. 
Craig Calhoun, who has been one th e greatest prcponents of Habennas, make,; 
the point that 'Civil society and public sphere are not precisely equivalent 
concepts' (Calhoun, 1993: 269). 'Indeed', he writes, 'the importance of the 
concept of public sphere is largely to go beyond general appeals to the nature of 
civil society in att'.'mpts to explain the social foundations of democracy and to 
introduce a discussion of the specific organization within civil society of social 
and cultural bases for the development of an effective r at ional-critical discourse 
aimed at the resolution of political disputes' (1993: 269). As for as a concept of 
commuaications media goes, Calhoun, like Hubermas, equates "the media" 
with the public sphere. Like proponents of the theory - or what for many 
journalists is a sacred code of foith - of the media as a Fourth Estate, ''a!houn 
and Habennas' noi::ion of a public sphere depends upon "broadcast" models of 
"mass media" forms that pr evailed during the era of Fordism and nation­
building across the West - which means radio and newspapers for the most 
part. The idea of a public sphere as that which corr esponds to the terrik•r ial 
space of the nation as it is reproduced in the imaginary of the "mass media" is 
thrown into disa:.Tay in a post-broadcast era in which a multiplicity of publics 
traverse the transnational flows of m2dia-information systems. This 
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transfonnation i s  mextensive with the shift from linear to non-linear systems of 
communication: both the "audience-as-citizen" and the "a11dience-as­
consumer" (Ang, 1991) give way to networks of individualised users engaged 
in the sampling, filtering and repurposing of information in ways that are both 
creative and profane. 
Despite the shortcoming of how he concei'!«s the public sphere as it relates to 
communications media, I agree with Calhoun that it is useful to distinguish the 
peruliaritfos and purposes of the public sphere from that of civil society. There 
is a relative autonomy between the two - a point, it should be said, that Adorno 
and Horkheimer had earlier observed of rhe relationship between the culture 
industry and the economic base. The idea that rational-critical discou11=e 
operates as the means to conflict resolution, is however, highly contentious. 
While Calhoun is alert to the differences between the public sphere and civil 
society formations, he is less so, it would seem, when it comes to recognising 
that language - or the mode of expression - is far from universal across social­
political, ethnic and cultural formations, even during the period of modem 
nation-building when civil society organisations where relatively contained 
within the territorial space of the nation. And while Calhoun disputes the 
economistic, teleological dimension to civil society discourses that s�e the 
development of capitalist economies as providing 'the necessary basis for the 
transition from authoritarian to democratic rule' (1993: 268), he in tum adopts a 
teleological position in assuming that l'ational-critical discourse provides the 
rarefied conditions necessary for resolving conflicts. Calhoun inadvertently 
repeats the Habermasian error of believing that rational consensus can be 
established by recourse to univ .. :sal principles. 
A more realistic position, in my view, recognises the underlying antagonisms 
within social-political formations and their attendant modes of expression. 
Against the rational consensus model of "the political" adopted by Habennas, 
Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe (1985; 2001) argue that antagonism 
underpins social relations that constitute the field of "the political". Laclau and 
Mouffe understand a "radical democracy" as a plurality of differences that 
acknowledges the incommensurability of "the pol itical". Such a position shares 
something with Jean-Fran\ois Lyotard's (1984b; 1988) notion of 'the differend', 
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or 'phrases of dispute'. This does not mean abandoning notions of democracy 
and critical debatP, but rather it means creating conditions within institutional 
settings that can deal with situations that frequently may remain suspended in 
a state of non-resolution. Process holds primacy over outcomes, since outcomes 
are that which unfold as 'differences that make a difference' (Bateson) within 
the proces� of addressing the situation of antagonism. It is worth quoting 
Laclau and Mouffe at some length on this point; their differences with 
Habermas provide an opportunity for them to spell out their thesis of a radical, 
pluralistic democracy: 
The central ro\P. that the notion of antagonism plays in our work forecloses 
any possibility of a final reconciliation, of any kind of rational consensus, 
of a fully inclusive "we". For us, a non-exclusive public sphere of rational 
argument is a conceptual impossibility. Conflict and division, in our view, 
are neither disturbances that unfortunately cannot be eliminated nor 
empirical impedimentn that render impossible a full realization of a 
harmony that we cannol attain because we will never be able to leave our 
particularities completely aside in order to act in accordance with our 
rational self - a harmony which should nonetheless r:onstitute the ideal 
towards which we strive. Indeed, we would maintain that without 
conflict and division, a pluralist democratic politics would be impossible. 
To believe that a f inal resolution of conflict is eventual!y possible - even if 
it is as an asymptotic approach to the regulative idea of rational consensus 
- far from providing the necessary horizon for the democratic project, is to
put it at risk. Conceived in such a way, pluralist democracy becomes a
"seU-refuting ideal", because the very moment of its realization would 
coincide wilh its disintegration. This is why we stress that it is vital for 
democratic politics to acknowledge that any form of consensus is the 
result of a hegemonic articulation, and thal it always has an "outside" that 
impedes its full realization. Unlike the Habermasians, we do not see this 
as something that undennines the democratic project, but as its very 
condition of possibility. {Lael au and Mouffe, 2001: xvii-xviii) 
Importantly, the "outside" is not a negative operation. As I argued in chapter 2, 
the outside is a consti!utiw force that is inunanent to the medlology of 
expression. Any inquiry into, and act'.ve engagement with, democralic polities 
as they emerge within informational, network sodeties necessitates an 
engagement with new socio-leclutlcal relations that condition the possibi!ity of 
new institutional forms. This is a theme I develop in more detail iil the next 
chapter. But for now, it is germane to foreg:ronnd the limits of Laclau and 
Mouffe's project of radical democracy - one Mouffe develops in her th?si;; on 
agonistic democracy - in terms of t.'teir foreclosure of both an instii;!tional 
imagination and modes of expression. Part of the difficulty of tran.iposing 





Lacfau and Iviouffe's project of radical democracy is one of translation. They 
focus almost exclusively on discursive conditions as the basis of political 
expression. Herein lies a substa ntive limit to t he possibility of a radical 
democracy within media -information situations, where information is
mobilised across a range of socio-teclutical institutional settings and user· 
networks, as distinct from discourse, which is frequently embedded in
traditional institutional forms. If democratic politics is contingent upon a 
functional sta te infrastructure consisting of political institutions, does that mean 
that those countries without such infrastructures have abandoned the 
possibility of democracy? In other words, how else might democracy be 
thought in ways that do not conform to Western models of representative, 
liberal democracy? Moreover, what sort of purchase do new civil societies, as 
articulated by ne w social movements and NGOs, have in the formation of 
democratic polities? Is it even appropriate lo continue speaking of political 
projects with reference to the role of civil society, which many commentators 
associate as a project peculiar to the modern era of democracy formation and 
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In taking up roles traditionally the reserve of the state, NGOs �ndition the 
possibility of three key feature s, all of which undermine the economic and 
political sovereignty of emerging states. Firstly, the logic of flexible prodJction, 
accumulation and consumption that has corresponded with the emergence of 
new ICTs and the capacity to organise social relations in the form of networks 
has resulted in an increasing liberalisation of the state and the market. And 
with this process liberalism is decoupled from democracy, where the latter 
ensured a degree of transparency and accountabillt y from the former: this well 
and truly vanished with tl1e onset of the "New Economy", as spectacularly 
demonstrated in the dubious accountancy methods of companies associated 





Inflated ecommtic returns in the fonn of debt management on the balnncc sheet 
has been the basis for neolibcral states to secure their ongoing pursuit of 
deregulation nnd privatisntion. Furthermore, hegemonic states nnd the 
supranational organisations they are nligned with have been unrelenting in 
imposing this structural logic of neolib,,ralism upon developing states ns a 
condition of receiving finnncial nid from the !MF, World Bank and private 
investors. In the cnse of developing states this hns led to a range of structural 
conditions t:hat emulate some of the �tructural arrangements pecuiiar lo 
neoliberal modes of organising soda! relations, state bureaucracies and 
corporate pradices. The overwhelming consensus amongst critical 
international studies scholars and polilical economists is that the fMF /World 
Bank structural adjushnent programs introduced in Sub-Saharnn African 
countries since the 1980s resulted in a 60 per cent decline in gross cnpital 
formation by the end of the decade (see Hoogvelt, 2001: 181-182). The unilinear 
flow of wealth from the "periphery" to the "centre" reproduces the patterns of 
growth thnt charnct<.>rised the nineteenth century imperinlist era of colonial 
economies. A� Ankie Hoogvelt writes: 
Structural adjustment has tied lhe physical resomces of Africa more firmly 
into servicing the "old" segment of the global economy. At the same time, 
it has oiled the financial machinery by which wealth is being transported 
out of the region, thereby removing the very resources wltich are needed 
by the dynamic adjustment to the "new" global economy. (2001: 184) 
Within this sort of economic climate, d�veloping states frequently lack the 
financial resources necessary for establishing the institutional infra�tructures 
and social services that nre conducive to civil society formations which, in t:he 
E'.tropean experience, revolved nround the formation of a dom.:stic bourgeoisie 
that was coextensive with the project of nation building. When the state has a 
limited slrudural relation lo civilian populations, then t:he constitutive 
dimensions of modern liberal democracy become undermined. Fe;· example, 
the task of the modern university correspond ed with lhe proj!'ct of nation 
building, of establishing what Benedict iillderson (1993) called an "imagined 
community". In modern times, the university has been a key actor in the 
process of democracy formation within the West (see Cooper, 2002; Readings, 
1996). The university cultivated an informed and knowledgeable bourgeoisie 
and citizenry, trained with the capacity to deliberate .,ver the political and 
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sod�\ life of the nation. The university a!so played a key role in the 
development of civil society in so far as it occupied a critical space independent 
of the state. Today, of course, this role has been seriously eroded as universities 
and academics v.orking within them arc constituted within a neoliberal 
para�:;.� as "pseudo-corporate" institutions and "post-intellectuals" 
(Considine and Marginson, 2000; Cooper, 2002; Holmes, 2002). Without these ,, sort of experiences and histories, the project of democracy forman:on in 
developing states docs not become irrelevant or impossible; rather, it becomes a 
question of how democracy might emerge with different properties and 
possibilities. 
The soil of circumstances sketched above exacerbate the dependency relation 
developing states have with foreign actors, including new "global civil society" 
, organisations such as NGOs (Kaldor, 2003). NGOs, for example, often find 
themselves inmlved in activitil5 in the realm of education, providing training 
and Jlteracy skills to local communities. Such activities may be secondary to !he 
key mission of NGOs. As Rececca Knuth notes with regard to information 
flows in "complex emergencies", 'There is an acute awareness among relief 
organizations that short-term intervention to s�ve lives must be supplemented 
by long-term reconstruction initiatives that reconstitute local systems and 
prevent future crises' (Knuth, 1999; 15). However, there is a high risk that such 
long-term initiatives become fragmented and reproduced, at best, as a series of 
short-term interventions undertaken by an assort ment of relief agencies in as 
much as there is no guarantee that NGOs have either the financial resources or 
enduring personnel to commit to long-term reconstruction projects (sec Cooley 
and Ron, 2002).
When NGOs become responsible for educating civilian populations, an almost 
perverse correlation with the avilising mission of the coloniser kicks in. 
Indeed, at a structural level NGOs oc�upy a similar territory as TNCs, both of 
whom contribute to a process of recolonisation of postcolonial states. This can 
result in tensions between well-meaning NGOs and local populations over !he 
kind of political, social and cultural values attached to the techniques of 
education. Moreover, the state foregoes the hegemonic process of negotiating 




and Within ;the educational apparatuses. As such, a key dimension of
. -". c-·:"c::,'- _)/ (d�:�rcy forination is dispensed with.
��.,Secondly, in adopting the task of educating civiliiln populations about
procedures for clearing landmines - as in the case of the German Initiative to 
Ban Land.mines, to take one example' - a pro�ess is at work that is similar to the \'< 
neoliberal technique of outsourcing. At a structural level, then, the state
"leapfrogs" straight into a neoliberal frame, bypassing the temporal and spatial 
experiences of the modem welfare state. In other words, dev�loping states are 
struchually positiorwd whether they like it or not in flexible modes of delivery, 
hence creating a dependency relation on external providers as dL'ltinct from
domestical!y developed systems of learning and the social formations and
culturi:l values that attend such a process. 
In this sense, NGOs, when involved in auxiliary roles such as education, 
undermine one of the traditional roles of the state. As such, MGOs are assisting
in the formation of conditions that also b�nefit the interests of TNCs, wl-Jch 
seek to obtain b]' any means possible conditions that enable unilinear flows of
capital, uruestrid.ed by domestically determined regulatory interventions by 
the state. Furthennore, the presence of NGOs, as external proviC:Prs of services 
traditionally the reserve of the stale, reinforces the sort of conditions associated 
with IMP and Wedd Bank monetary loans and their structural adjustment
programs. This raises serious questions with regard tu NGOs who ciui;n to
occupy an advocacy position on behalf of civ ilian interests. Indeed, I would 
,j suggest that the very notion of civil sociel:y as a partially autonomous space is
brought into question as NGOs find themselves in a paradoxical field of 
tensions in which they are at once bound to local communities whilst assisting 
in direct and indirect ways the interests ofTNCs and supranational governance. 
A lively debat1c tracked this issue on the nettime mailing list in February 1997,
with a number of postings critiquing the Soros network and the inter-
• (',er.nan Inilialivc to Ban Landmh,es, http:/ /www.lanUminc.de/. ln nu way do l m�an to 
single out this NGO, which seems to be doing very important work. I rl,aw o'l this example 
s1mp!y because il was out of a conversation with Markus Haake one night ;n an old ldlisl bar in 
,-:lletlln in January 2001 that [ came to be aware of the auxiliary tasks NGOs undertake as part of 





relationships behveen NGOs, corporations and civil society.' Some of the issues 
and ditiques from that time were synthesised in an interview with Saskia 
Sass•!n by Geed Lovink in 1999. On the issue of accm:mtability, Lovink {1999) 
noted that 'One of the problems of NGOs - especially if they are linked to large 
international organizations - is that for people on the ground, and even for 
governments, they are no longer accountable for what they do. They can move 
very quickly and in many ways can behave like finance capital'. In this sense, 
\:; NGOs again can be seen to model some of the dynamics of TNCs and 
reproduce techniques of organisation peculiar to neoliberalism (see Cooley and 




1. ... accountable to what and for what? In some cases, the fact that some of 
these organizations are not :!�countable is actually better, because it means 
that a different kind of rolitical project can be enadld - whereas if an 
organization is account�.h)e, it often means beini; accountable to existing 
value sy stems, which i:i some cases are the very ones best avoided. 
However, many of the big NGOs arc profoundly accowttable -by which I 
mean they are accountable in the kinds of ways and to the kinds of entities 
one might not want to demand acco1mtability for or to. 
Then, relating the question back to her own research on the architecture of 
global finance and the need to 'invent new systems for accountability and 
accountability for different kinds of aiIP.s in some of these systems', Sasscn 
elaborates on the problematic of "transparency":, 
There is an architecture, there are certain standards the players adhere to; 
and there is tr;;nsparency, the famous term "transparency", which implies 
something that's inlrinsically good. But what is it? It is accountability to 
shareholders and their short-.term profit. But do we always want this kind 
of accountability? No - including from global finance - "° we're 
presented with the challenge of discovering new types of a ccountability, 
new ways of thinking the question of accountability - accountability to a 
Jaiger public good, and so on. 
For the purposes of this chapter, I want to h ighlight thnt while NGOs may 
procure tactical benefits from an absence of accountability, this has to be 
weighed against the correspondence such a system of organisation has with 
informational secrecy by corporation�. The consequence of this is 





fundamentally antithetical lo the "transparency" assumed of conventional 
notions of democracy. 
Thirdly, the sidelining of the state is also significant al a political level, since 
there is no institutional residue or collective memory of things being otherwise, 
at least in tenns of the presence of state political instihttions. And at an 
imaginary level, the possibility of different forms of political organisation that 
correspond with the space of the nation is not there. While the neolibcral state 
has seen the erosion of traditional differences between the Left and the Right 
and the emergence of "Third Way" style politics, I think it is premature to 
overlook the political function cf pseudo-corporate Institution, such as the 
university and the persistence of trade unions: these are instiluliom. that are 
part of w hat I'm calling a collective residual memory that contribute to what 
Ghassan Hage (2001) has called the possibility of spaces of hope.10 Having said 
t his, I wouldn't want to rule out the potential for alternative political model� 
cm<!rging from indigenous modes of poU'ical organisation. 
In short, I hope the above examples gesture towards the paradoxical role of 
NGOs within quasi-states: probably against their best wishes, NGOs are 
situated h1 such a way that assists in the imposition of neoliberal systems of 
organisation 11pon developing states. As such, these slates arc occluded from 
the sort of modernising experiences and processes - its times and its spaces -
that have been fundamental to the constitution of liberal democracy in the 
West. I will return to the question of democracy in the final section of this 
chapter, once I establish the po:itical role of intellectual property rights for 
developing states and their civilian populations. 
Infonnation Flows, Scale and Bordern 
With the advent of new ICTs, particularly the Internet, NGOs have been able to 
consolidate and expand themselves, creating new alliances by networking with 
each other through horizontally organised information flows. As I noted 
http://www.nettime.org. 
" AL•o posted lo neltime mailing list, 19 September, 2001, http:/ /www.neltirne.org. and 
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earlier, the rise of NGOs has coincided with the emergence of globalised 
economies. Similarly, the Net has enable d NGOs to intcrfoa: with local, state, 
military and supranational entities. This might give the impression that 
dilltinctions in scale d isappear, and that tensions bchvecn and within these 
s�ctors no longer prevail. Certainly this is not the case, since NGOs often 
enough contest the powers of the state in the intcre�ts of the "the people" (a 
pol itically dubious figure at best). With their enhanced capacity to gather and 
disseminate information, NGOs have obtained greater legitim.icy as political 
actors, often challenging the sovereignty of authoritarian governments (sec 
Knuth, 1999: 15-16). The horizontal expansion of informational flows has led a
number of scholars to claim that a new slate form has emerged - a form which 
Castells has termed the "network stale", one that international relations theorist 
Martin Shaw (2000) calls the "global state", and a form that Hardt and Negri 
(2000) attribute to the "post-pDlitical" manifestation of "Empire". 
The extent to which such a new state form can b.: called democratic is highly 
questionable, however. Moreover, such a form has not fared well for 
communicative relations for those civilian populations deprived of adequate IT 
infrastrucl:ures; nor should an intensification in info1mational flows be assumed 
to correspond with open systems of communication. The commercialisation of 
the Net and its regulation via domain names and intellectual property regimes 
functions to dose information flows. But as I argue below, depending on the 
extent of reform, IPRs can be used as a strategic political architecture i:hat at 
\once maintains the flow of information within informal networks, while
\. 
securing a closure against external exploitalion.u 
i) The lack of any extensive IT infrastructure militates against the possibility of 
traiislocal networks within and across African states, though there are
indications that this is changing. For the time being, a reproduction of
dependency goes on in which the relatively few users connected to the few
metropolitan Internet service providers (ISPs) within African states are 
dependent on the expansive networks in Europe and the US for their
11 I say 'informal' networks here in the sense that ,uch Information flows are governed, for 
example, by customary law, which in itself is a hlgl,ly 'formal' system, but ii can b<:' considered 
as informal in the sense that I invoke it here: i.e. at a discun;!ve level such 'lnfonnal' sy�lems are 
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information flows. It is for this reason that '133 developing coumries have 
asked the United Nations to maintain radio stations and other traditional media 
as a means of disseminating information, because •ise of the internet alone 
would exclude many people from access to information flows' (David and 
Foray, 2002: 1?).
This conrlition of a "digital divide" is illustrated well in Mathew Zook's 
Internet'mapping projects. As his map of CONE and country code domains by 
city shows," there is a vast concentration of domain names registered in 
Europe, Norlh America and the Asia Pacific. 1his data reinforces the claim that 
advanced economies hold a geopolitical monopoly on informational flows, and 
it fo!lows that the intensity of networks will be greater in those cities and 
regions with the highest concentration of domain names." Furthermore, the 
socio-technical infrastructure in the form of services and so forth that is 
necessary to support these informational nodes will a!so be greater in those 
�:i:eas with higher concentrations of domain name�. 
According to statistics from the Ireland based web publishing and software 
company NUA, there were approximately 580.78 million users connected to the 
Net in May 2002. Of this figure, 182.67 million and 167.86 million users are 
located in North America and the Asia/Pacific respectively. In stark contrast to 
this, Africa has 6.31 million users, and there are even less in the Middle East, 
which has 5.12 million users. In percentage terms, Mathew Zook's map of 
Internet Users Worldwide, u which is bnsed on NUA statistics, 15 registers less
constituted as illegitimate insofar as they hold lilllc political and legal pu,cha,c within systems 
of international and nntional law. 
" See Total Number of CONE and Country Code Domains by City, January, 1999, Zooknic 
Internet Intelligence, htlp:/ / www.,ooknk.com/Domains/World_Domains.pdf. 
"This is one of the many issues debated al th� World Summit on the Information Society held 
in Geneva, 2003 and ils le,1d-up preparalory mc><:tings :md confcnmces. For more details, sec 
http:/ /www.wsis-cs.o,g, htlp:/ /www.itu.int/wsis/, htlp:/ /www.apc.mg/engli.sh/wois/. 
Usefu! critical reports mn be read in Peake (2004) and Padovani and Tuzzi (20M). 
" Sec Internet l1scrs Worldwide, August 2001, Zooknic Internet lnlelligcno,, 
http://www.zooknic.com/Uscrs/ global_2001_08.hhnl. 
15 The last statistics compiled by NUA date from the end of 2002. In April 2003 NUA was 
aequired by Jupit�rmcdia, parent company of intemetncws.com, who plan to incorporate NUA 
into its competitor, Cybcri'.tlas.com - another trends, statistics and demographic tracking site (see 'Jupit£rmcdia Weds Nua.com with CybcrAtlas', intcrnctnews.com Staff, 15 April, 2003, 
http://www.dickz.com/news/arlide.php/2190801). CyberAtlao il;.clf has been subsumed 
into dickZ Network Solutions for Marketers (http://www.clickz.com/stats/). One 






Internet Users Worldwide, Septemhr, 2002. 
Internet Users Worldwide 
Sourre: Zooknk Internet User Maps, www.zooknk.com 
than 2 per cent of users in most African states, with the exception of South 
Africa (4.9 - 13%), compared to over 35 per cent connection rates for 
populations in North America and Scandinavian countries. A report published 
in August 2002 on NUA's site claims that in Africa there is 'roughly one 
internet use; for every 200 people, compared to a world average of one user for 
every 15 people, and a North American and European average of about one in 
every 2 people' (' Africa Online'). Interestingly (and not surprisingly), each 
connection in African countries supports 3-5 users. Connections are confined to 
major cities, with most capitals having more than one ISP. However, there are 
signs of a recovery of sorts, with a 20 per cent increase in the number of dial-up 
Internet subscribers over the year 2001-2002, according �o this NUA report. 
This shift can be accounted for by the rapid privatisation and deregulation of 
state-owned telecommunications industries in many African countries over the 
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past few years (see 'Telecommunications and Information Highways in Africa, 
2002'). The uneven distribution of Internet users is il!ustrated dearly in the 
Zooknic map of Internet Users Worldwide, September, 2002 (Figure 4)." By 
way of comparison, the map of bandwidth availability (Figure 5) in Africa in 
2002 denotes quite different issues associated with access to the Net. As noted 
in a commentary accompanying the Bandwidth in Africa map (Figure 5): 
Intemational Internet bandwidth provides a measure of Internet activity 
because many people share accoW1ts, or use corporate and academic 
networks along with cyber cafes and business centers. Outgoing 
bandwidth also takes better account of the wide range of possible use, 
from those who write a few emails each week, to users who spend many 
hours a day on the net browsing, transacting, streaming, and 
downloading. Because of this, the often used "Number of Internet Users" 
indicator may have Jess relevance in the developing world than in other 
places.11 
The relatively dismal connection rate for African states has prompted Castells 
(1998) to make the> pretty obvious point that 'Most of Africa is being left in a 
technological apartheid ... '.11 Such a condition has been compoW1ded by
economic circumstances, with a steady decline in economic growth over the last 
decade in Africa accompanied by substantial drops in the levels of Foreign 
Direct Inveshnent (FDI). As Hoogvelt notes, 'Africa's share of all FDI flows to 
developing countries has dropped fi:om 13 per cent in 1980 to less that 5 per 
cent in the late 1990s' (2001: 173; see also Dieter, 2002: 69). Referring to the 
crises in Asian "tiger'' economies in the late nineties, a report in the I11/em11tion11l 
H!!rald Tribune noted that high levels of foreign inveshnent flows are no a priori 
gua:::antee to fast-tracking economic development: 'developing countries that 
allow an inflow of foreign money into their financial markets are vulnerable to 
disastrous, panicky withdrawals, especially if they have not developed sound 
banking systems first' (Blustein, 2002: 9). 
11 
I/ 
"See http:/ /www.zooknic.com/Users/ g1obal_2002_09.hbnl. 
" See http://web.idrc.ca/cv_en.php?ID"6568_20l&ID2--DO_TOPIC, which Is part of the 
Acacia project associated with the International Development Research Centre - a public 
corporation created by the Canadian government in 1970. 




"'' •• Figure S 
Intemalional bandwidth in bit.. per capita (IIPC), Africa, mid 2002 
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'The coloured circle in each country on the map show$, to exact scale, the international 
bandwidth in bits per capita (BPC) available in Mid 2002 from publicly accessible IP 
networks.'" 
Source: IDRC, www.idrc.ca 
My point in detailing these vital statistics is not only to add some empirical 
weight to my argument. l also want to signal that with this seeming change to 
the telecommunications landscape in Africa, it is even more necessary for major 
inroads to be made into the management and reform of IP rights in African 
countries. As much as there might be a teclmological leap under way in Africa, 
this is no guarantee that individuals and communities possess the means to 
function within informational or knowledge economies in which knowledge 
and ideas are 'embodied in products, processes and organisations', which in 
"http:/ f web.!dr.:.ca/ ev_en.php71D�6568_201&1D2�DO_TOPIC. 
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tum 'fuel development' (David and Foray, 2002: 9). Such a move requires a 
vast educational infrastructure and cultural apparatuses and industries if 
information is to be codified in symbolic forms as knowledge. It also requires 
investment in 'sustaining the physical stale of human capital (health 
expenditure)' (David and Foray, 2002: 10). Furthermore, such investment and 
infrastructural needs has implications for democracy formation, since the figure 
of the politically enabled citizen presupposes an educated and healthy civilian; 
thus information flows depend upon a civic infrastructure that includes 
schools, technical colleges, universities, library resources, and so forth. One 
important precursor if not parallel to such infrastructure consists of ensuring 
··fuat indigenous cultural production and biological knowledge is not alienated
from local communities and individuals.
While intellectual property regimes can be understood as a form of abstraction 
that alienates labour from production, this is not necessarily a contradiction in 
terms when IPRs are considered as a strategy to ensure a degree of economic 
and political self-determination by Indigenous peoples nnd those living in 
developing or quasi-states. Intellectual property rights enable developing 
states to place an economic value and regime of scarcity on their cultural and 
biological resources. New lCTs are the mechanism for then distributing this 
property and extracting financial remuneration from its use by those 
participating in informational economics. 
Furthermore, th� codification of production as property reinforces the legal 
authority of the state, since property carumt exist independently of state 
recognition (see May, 2002: 130).'0 That is, IPRs can assist in the development of 
the state apparatuses, albeit ones that are circumscribed by economic interests, 
and reinstate their authority to legislate progressive policy related to privacy 
rights of their constituents (see May, 2002: 141). Whi!e intellectual property in 
and of itself does not alleviate poverty or misery, it does provide a crucial 
potential for leverage out of such conditions, certainly more so than if IP is 
"'Ted Byfield mak!!s this point in quite diflercnt ways:• ... systems of property arc a by-product 
of the state. extending such a system nere,s.arily involves extending and/or deepening the 
reach of the stale'. Response to the lntc!lectual Property Regimes and Indigenous Sovereignty 
thread on nettimc, 27 March, 2002, http://www.ncttime.org. Byfield sees this as a negative 
development, though I think that depends entirely upon one's economic, socio-political and 
gcographk situatcdness. 
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handed over to TNCs who have a monopoly on ownership of both technology 
and product patents and copyright of cultural production. 
Of course there are numerous issues and problems associated with intellectual 
property regimes as they currently figure. lnte!iectual properly law reinforces 
what Castells (1998) identifies as a key characteristic of the 'information age as a 
result of its networking form of organization': namely, 'the growing 
individualization of labor', and this functions to undermine collective 
bargaining or the regulation of labour and wages by agreements between 
unions and the state. As discussed in the previous chapter, in!el!ectual 
property regimes still attribute proprietary rights t o  an individual, rnther than n 
collective. In this regard, IP docs not favour the social form of production 
peculiar to many Indigenous peoples and people in the developing world, 
where production occurs through the form of the co.Uective. Further reform 
needs to occur to current intellectual property law that legitimates ownership of 
knowledge that is not fixed in fonn, and enables Indigenous intellech.rnl 
property to be protected in perpetuity. Herein lies a challenge for NGOs at 
policy and legal levels. 
Conclusion 
1in conclusion, I would like to return to the title of my chapter, 'whose 
democracy?'. I n  this chapter I have questioned the extent to which Mouffe's 
concept of agonistic or p!urnlist democracy as a politics of legitimacy that 
enables 'the struggle between adversaries' rather than antagonistic struggles 
between enemies was relevant in any pragmatic sense within an informational 
age of network societies. Certainly, Mouffe's identification of the antagonistic 
dimension of "the political" as that which is un derscored by the ineradicability 
of violence, following the work of Schmitt nnd others, is insightful and timely 
as rational consensus models have gained even greater purchase as the only 
legitimate models of democracy in town. But how, I have wondered, is an 
agonistic politics to be conditioned within the logic of informationa!ism? 
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The "postnational" ideological terrain of network societies has seen the 
apparatuses of the state undergo deregulation and privatisation, or, in the case 
of developing states, simply bypassed altogether. Mouffe's model of agonistic 
democracy, which is predicated on traditional institutions of the state as the 
place in which a democratic polily unfolds, seems problematic and decidedly 
modem in light of the reconfiguration of statehood at extra-territorial and 
networked dimensions. However, irt light of my argument in this chapter on 
NGOs, the state, civil society and intellectual property regimes, I would suggest 
that it is precisely through pursuing IP rights for Indigenous peoples and 
civilian populations in quasi-states that an agonistic politics might unfold. My 
reasoning behind !his is that IPRs constitute a hegemonic field of articulation of 
"the political" in which the identities of states, peoples, NGOs, corporations 
and supranational entities are contested and reconstituted in ways that 
challenge a neolibera! order as it currently stands (e.g. the imposition of 
structural adjustment reforms on developing states by the Il\t!F and World Bank 
as the condition for financial aid). To avoid engaging with the problematic of 
IPRs is not a political alternative. 
The auxiliary task for NGOs is to ensure that the people they represent are able 
to be situated as political actors within this networked terrain. Such networks, 
as suggested by Florian Schneider, might be considered as 'packets in agony'.'1 
Political legitimacy, I would suggest, is conditioned in the first instance by 
indigenous peoples obtaining economic sovereignty which in turn positions 
them as political actors in as much as informational flow� across scalar 
dimensions and the expansion of capital depends upon engaging with what is 
otherwise a community of others excluded from informational economies and 
network societies. 
II 
01 Comment ma�\ during a pane! discussion at the Dark Mor.bi: Infapalitics, Electronic Media and 
Demaaacy in 1:1mes of Crisis conference h�ld at Public Netbase in Vienna, 2002, 
http: / / darl:<ma�(rets.to.or.at. 
" ,.�' 
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Chapter6 
Organised Networks 
'Language presupposes and, at the same time, institutes once again the 
"publicly organized space"'. 
Paolo Virno, 111e Grammar of the Multitudes, 2004. 
The primary question motivating l:his final chapter is this: what is the 
relationship between institutions, nelworks and the technics of organising 
social-political relations? Over the past few months I've been looking at what 
variou s research centres in the UK are up to in the areas of media studies, 
corrumutlcations, sociology and cultural studies. I've been doing this because 
I've recently moved from Monash University in Melbourne to the University of 
Ulster, Northern Ireland, and I needed to get a sense of what's going on. The 
lasting impression I have after idling through a dozen or so websites is that 
everyone proudly claims to be pursuing activities that consist of building 
networks. Yet very few of these sites ever explain how their activities constitute 
a network formation, and I can't recall any that bother to define what a network 
might be. They must have done this at some stage, however, because mfilly of 
these research centres and programs delight in informing the reader of how 
much money they've been able to attract in research funding. I get the strong 
impression that many of these programs are responding lo the latest directive 
set forth by the command-economy of government funding agencies. One am 
only presume that somewhere along the line these projects made some attempt 
at defining their activities in terms of networks. 
I would suggest that there is little about t.1-ie activities of these various centres 
and programs that correspond with a logic of networks. And here, I am talking 
specifically about networks that are immanent to the Internet - the primary 
socio-technical architecture that enables the mobility of data within a logic of 
informationalism. Really, what the nehvorked university offers all its believers 
is something akin to what Bourdieu calls 'circuits of legitimation' that enable 
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the reproduction of 'state nobility' (1996: 382-389). I wouldn't begin to deny 
that I'm also caught up in this proce.,s. 
It almost goes without saying that the networked university is conditioned by 
the advent of new ICTs which enable connections between a range of 
institutional entities and individuals that are no longer bound by the 
contingencies of place. Equally, the effects of neoliberalism in terms of 
shrinking budgets for higher education and a gradual deregulation of 
education as a commercial service have played a strong conditioning force in 
decomposing the traditional university form. These days it is the norm rather 
than the exception lo find that the "transfer" of knowledge and movement of 
information is restricted by authentication firewalls and IP policies 
underpinned by a hybrid paranoid-blue-sky di� ·ourse. Within such 
architectures, the r>i>hvorkcd university is hardly conducive to radical 
information critique or creative intellectual work (although there are of course 
cracks that do allow such practices). Moreover, there a!'en't too many projects 
being produced out of al! this networking beyond the final report that's 
submitted to funding authorities who nnderstand no other language than that 
of counting beans. As the state continues its process of de-institutionalisation, 
to what extent is a new institutional form emerging that does provide 
conditions for critical Internet research and culture? How is this form 
manifesting within on· and off-line practices asso ciated with the Internet? 
The previous chapters have ber,n concerned with identifying various tensions 
that constitute a politics of information. Disciplinary and methodologiml 
tensions between new media empirics, processual media theory and reflexive 
critique were canvassed in chapters 1, 2 and 3. Socio-political antagonisms 
between creative labour and the legal architecture of IPRs as it figures within 
discourses of the Creative Industries were discussed in chapters 2 and 3. The 
conceptual and polilical distinctions between immaterial labour and 
dis,;rganised labour were also critiqued in chapter 3. In chapter 4, I argued that 
the closure of informaiion that is characteristic of IPRs has a strategic value for 
Indigenous sovere ignty movements in as much as IPRs can potentially enable 
Indigenous peoples another means by which to assert their ba!lle for economic, 
political and cultural self-determination. Such an argument rubs against the 
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grain of calls for information to be open or "free" - at least in any universal 
sense, as maintained in quite different ways by cyber-liberterians and advocates 
of open source movements. Chapter 4 also identified the ways in which a scalar 
tension exists between supranational and national layers of governance. 
discussed this in relation to the constitution of Aboriginalily as a denationalised 
political subject that undergoes an antagonistic process of re-nationalisation 
over the issue of Indigenous cultural and human rights. A focus on the 
juridico-political system of IPRs as they articulate with iUl Indigenous concept 
of IP brings this sc�lar lension into relief. Chapter 5 looked at the role of NGOs 
as political intemtediaries within developing states seeking to oblain economic 
and political leverage at the expense of retaining control of their country's 
intellectual property. Tensions are nothing short of abundant within this 
complex and immensely varied relationship between developing countries, 
hegemonic states and supranational corporations and government entities. In 
their different and at times overlapping ways, all of these chapters point to the 
condition of informationality as one of dissonance. Part of this tension arises 
out of the 'abslwct relation information has to materialily', as McKenzie Wark 
(2004b) has recently noted.' 
This chapter contests those prevailing assumptions of new communications 
technologies that seem so oddly oblivious to the multiple antagonisms within 
the network of relations that underpin the formation of socio-technical systems. 
I'm speaking here of the sort of discourses one finds amongst techno­
Iibertarians, neoliberal ideologues, Creative Industries proponents, and a raft of 
other individuals, movements and entities, as discussed at greater length in 
previous chaplers. In order to further develop a political theory of 
infonnationalism, this chapter builds on the di5cussion of organised labour, as 
set out in chapter 3, recasting it in terms of organised nehvorks - an emergent 
form that is usefully understood, I argue, as a new institutional form peculiar to 
the logic of networks within an information age. 
'A,,, Wark puts it: 'I see information as having an abstract relation to materiality. Inforn,ation 
doos not exist without a material form, but H has no necessary relation lo that form. For 
example, the cd in computer's drive is a material object,. but I can extract the information on it 
while leaving the material object intact. Tims, information, when it becomes digital, can "leak" 
horn the bounds of the obje<:l' (2004b). Or as Deleuze, with Hurne, puts i� 'relations arc 
external to thci� terms'. 
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Following lhe thesis advanced by Paolo Vimo {2004), I start with the premise 
that the decoupling of the stale from civil society and the reassertion of the 
multitudes over the unitary figure of "the people" coincides with a vacuum in 
politicnl institutions of the stale. Agninst Chnntal Mouffe's (2000) promotion of 
an 'agonistic democrncy', as set out in the previous hvo chapters, I argue that 
the emergent idiom of democracy within networked, informational sellings is a 
non- or post-representative one that can be understood in terms of 
processuality. I maintain thnt a non-represenlntive, processual democracy 
corresponds with new institutioMl formations peculiar to organised networks 
that subsist within informationality. These are ideas I elaborate further in the 
coda to this thesis. Mouffe has a faith that is still too d:>eply invested in political 
institutions of the modem state form. Mouffe's agonislic democracy depends 
heavily on the institutional legitimacy of the state. As states across Weslem 
liberal democracies have increasingly disengaged from discourses of political 
and social citizenship in favour of the oxymoronic notion of inclivJL", 1,isf'd 
"shareholder-d�mocracy", the legitimacy of the state as a complex f1' 
representative institutions is only brought into greater question. 
More significant for this thesis, which se2ks to advance a political and media 
philosophy of processnnlity, is Mouffe's failure to recognise how media forms 
and institutions and their attendant practices have interpenetrated the ordinary 
lives of people, most especially since the creeping departure from the early 
1930s onwards of the welfare state and its social-political institutions. As I have 
argued in previous chapters, it is importa:1.i not to confuse the transformation of 
the state with its disappearance. Rath��, we are witnessing the ongoing 
stru<:.tural transformation of state apparatuses in ways that reproduce the 
patterns of change seen in a plethora of corporate, cultural and not-for-p!'ofit 
institutions. The gestures and protocols of transparency once associnted with 
and expected from public institutions have given way to a corporate culture of 
secrecy. The privacy that once, quite paradoxically, "deprived" individunls of a 
voice and public presence (see Virno, 2004: 24) has now become inverted: life 
within a reality-media complex voraciously extracts people from under the 
radar, extending the socio-technical cnpacities of the mediasphern as the 
definitive organ of social and cultural legitimation and value formation. 
Similarly, it has become routine practice for the state to tender its social services 
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and fiscal management to firms that provide the best post-political packages for 
career politicians while, more insidiously, retaining the right of privacy 
conunon to corporate law - the "confidcnlialily agreement'' - that serves the 
interests of protecting corporate-state negolialions. Whereas privacy within an 
era of the bourgeois public sphere deprived the individual of a public presence, 
perversely, privacy in an epoch of neoliberalism functions to enhance the 
security of the corporate-state nexus. 
Far from advancing toward some more enlightened, rational stage of social­
po!itica! development, such changes in the way social relations are organist'd 
have, on the one hand, resulted in capital extending its destructive capacity 
with a massive intensification in environmental degradation associated with 
new teclmiqucs in ngriculturnl and industrial production, the expansion of 
urban infrastructures nnd the demands by consumers for greater diversity of 
the same; generntions of people have been left in the dustbin of history nnd live 
in poverty; and technological advancements in the mi\itnry-entert�inment 
complex have fuel!ed the political economy of corporate governments as they 
impose their domestic agendas on minor states. Yet, on the other hand, the 
transformation of soda! relations, and techniques of organisation more 
generally, have coincided in recent years with a re-emergence and reassertion 
of the multitudes - a mutable movement of movements whose taclics of social­
political intervention and cultural pwduclion have been greatly ;acilitated by 
the widespread availability of relatively cheap new media teclmologies 
asoociated with the Internet. Mailing lists, web campaigns, real-time audio­
streaming, the mobile phone and blogs have played particularly key roles in 
shaping the actions of taclical media. And, it should be snid, such tcclmologics 
have also benefited the interests of global capital. The difference between these 
two endeavours is one that runs along the lines of values, interests, 
constituencies and desires.' Hope is reasserting its force. The rE-emergcnce of 
the multitudes as the inventors of another possible world, along with the 
gradual dissolution of supranational governing agencies such as the WTO and 
' Vlmo also recognises the similarities between these two formations, 'The notion of the 
multitude seems to �hare sometl,ing wit!, liberal thought because it values individuality but, al 
the same time, it di.stances itself from it radic,11\y because \hi,; individualily is the final product 
of a process of individuation which stems from the univer.,al, the generic, the pre·indlvidual' 
(2004: 76). I un;,ack the distinctions between !ndlvlduallty, its attendant process of 
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the increasing incapacity of powerful states such as the US and Britain to 
manage their pursuits of crisis, are all part of a proliferntion of signals that 
indicate the hegemony of neolibera!ism is on the wane. 
Against this backdrop, this chapter seeks to resituate Mouffo's notion of 
agonistk democracy «s a radical pluralism within networked media ecologies. 
Such a shift necessitates new models with which to think and enact the 
possibility of radirni democracy within a digital terrain. I deploy the notion of 
media translation as the figurative passage that ushers in the conditions for a 
processual democrncy within network socielies. With reference to the limits c,f 
both tactical media and traditional inslitulional structures, the chapter argues 
how the persistence of organised networks as new institutional forms depends 
upon r.<ldressing two key prnblematics: sustainability and scale. In this regard, 
the ch.ipter relates b;ick lo themes discussed in chapters 4 and 5, which were 
also concemed with issues of scnle and sustainability as they relate to 
Indigenous sovereignly and NGOs. Like those chapters, this chapter advances 
a� argument for Foliticill activists to make a stralegic Lum in order to raise the 
stakes of what it means to live - and indeed, how we live - within 
informational societies. In as much as processuality corresponds with sociJ­
technical networks of media-in-translation, so too tl,e multitudes - as a 
mutable, prolifernting soci?-tcdmical expression of life - hold the polentia\ to 
create polities that support the ongoing formatiou of lifo as an affirmative force. 
The task of this final chapter is to identify how and why an institutional turn is 
now required amongst media activists. Of course there can be no definitive 
program for such a shift. Nevertheless, emergences can be detected. 
'Movement', writes Deleuze, 'is translation in space. Now each time there is a 
translation 1f parts in space, there is also a qualitative change in the whole' 
(1986: 8). Transformations register on the radar of this media-informational 
present and hold the capacity to translate across socio-technical networks in 





The Network Problematic 
A spectre is haunting this age of informationality - the spectre of state 
sovereignty. As a modem technique of governance based on territorial control, 
a "monopoly of violence" and the capacity to regulate the flow of goods, 
services and people, the sovereign power of the nation-state is not yet ready to 
secede from the system oi int ernationalism. The compact of alliances between 
nation-states over matters of trade, seuuity, foreign aid, investment, and so 
forth, substantiates thP ongoing relevance of the state fonn in shaping the 
mobile life of people and things . As the Internet gained purchase throughout 
the 1990s on the everyday experiences of tho se living within advanced 
economies in particular, the popular imagination became characterised by the 
notion of a "borderless" world of "frictionless capitalism". Such a view is the 
doxa of many: political ph ilosophers, economists, international relations 
scholars, politicians, CEOs, activists, cyber-libertarians, advertising agencies, 
political spin-doctors and ecologists all have their variatio n on the theme of a 
poslnational, global world·system inter-linked by informational flows. 
Just as the nation-state appears obsolete for nmny, so too the term "network" 
has become perhaps the most pervasive metaphor lo describe a range of 
phenomena, desires and practices in contemporary information societies. The 
refrain one hears on ne tworks in rec�nt years goes someth ing like this: fluidity, 
emphemerality, transitory, innovative, flows, non-linear, decentralised, value 
adding.. creative, flexible, open, risk-taking, reflexive, informal, individualised, 
intense, transfonnative, and so on and so forth. Many of these words are used 
interchangeably as metaphors, concepts and descri ptions. Increasingly, there is 
a desperation evident in research on new ICTs that manifests in th e fonn of 
empirical research. Paradoxically, much of lhis res earch consists of methods 
and epistemological frameworks that render the mobility and abstraction of 
information in terms of stasis, as I dis�ussed in chapters 1 and 3. 
Governments have found that the network refrain appeals to their neoliberal 
sensibilities, which search for new rhetorics to substitute th e elimination of stale 
infrastructures with the logic of individualised self-formation within Thii-d Way 
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style networks of "social capital" (Latham, 2001: 62-100; Giddens, 1998).3 
Research committees at university and national levels see networks as offering 
the !ates! promise of an economic utopia in which research practice 
synchronically models the dynamic movement of finance capital, yet so often 
the outcomes of research ventures arc based upon the reproductic>n of pre­
existing research clusters and the maintenance of their hegemony for 
institutions and individuals with ambitions of legitimacy within the prevailing 
doxas (Cooper, 2002; Marginson and Considine, 2000). Tekos and cable TV 
"providers" revel in their capacity to flaunt a communications system that is 
not so much a network but a hetCT<:>genous mass of audiences-consumers-users 
connected by the content and Sl'rvi.:� of private media oligopolies (Flew, 2002: 
17-21; van Dijk, 1999: 62-70; Schlller, 1999: 37-88). Activists pursue techniques
of simultaneous disaggregation and consolidation via on.line organisation in 
their efforts to mobilise opposition and actions in the form of mutable affinities
against the corporatisation of everyday life Quris, 2004; Lovink, 2003: 194-223;
Lovink and Schneider, 2004; Meikle, 2002). The US military-entertainment
complex enlists strategies of organised distribution of troops and weaponry on
battlefields defined by 1mpredictability and chaos, while maintaining the
spectacle of control across the vectors of news media (Der Derian, 2001; De
Landa, 1991; Wark, 1994a: 1-46). The standing reserve of human misery sweeps
up the remains of daily horror.
Theorists and artists of new media are not immune to these prevailing 
discourses, i!lld reproduce similar nehvork homologies in their valorisation of 
open, decentralised, distributed, egalitarian and emergent socio-technical 
forms. In so doing, the discursive and socio-technical form of ncl:works is 
attributed an ontological status. The so-called openness, fluidity and 
contingency of nel:works is rendered in essentialist terms that function to elide 
the complexities and contradiclions that comprise the uneven spatio-temporal 
dimensions and malerial practices of networks. Similarly, the force of the 
"constitutive outside" is frequently dismissed by media and cultural theorists 
in favour of delirious discourses of openness and horizontality. As I disCU5sed 
in chapter 2, "immanence" has been a key metaphor to describe the logic of 
' See Agre (2003) for a brief genealogy of the term social capitol. See Tronti (1973) for an 
autonomlst deployment of the term. 
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informationa\isation. Such a word can also be used to describe networks. To 
put it in a nutshell, the technics of networks can be described as thus: if you can 
sketch a diagram of relations in which conn�ctlons are 'external lo their terms' 
(Hume-Deleuzc), then you get a picture of a network model. Whatever the 
peruliarities the network refrain may take, there is a predominant tendency to 
overlook the ways in which networks are produced by regimes of power, 
economies of desire and the restless rhythms of global capital. 
What remains lo be discussed withh, the constraints of this thesis is how the 
antagonisms peculiar to these varied ,md more often than not incommensurate 
political situations of informationality might be formulated in terms of a 
political theory of networks. As I outlined in chapter 1, a processual model of 
media theory inquires into the movement between the conditions of possibility 
and that which has emerged within the grid of signs, codes and meanings - or 
what Deleuze understands as the immanent relationship between the plane of 
consistency and the plane of organl�ation. How might the politics of networks 
as they operate within informationalised institutional settings be understood in 
terms of a processual democmci;? This is the larger question I wish to set the 
grou.,d for in this chapter, and is one that I address again in the coda to this 
thesis. 
Conditions of possibility are different in kind from that which comes lo be 
conditioned. There is no resemblance or homology between the two. External 
forces are not grids whose stabilising capacity a5sraes L'le temporary 
intelligibility of a problematic as it coalesces within a specific situation. Yet 
despite these dissonances, networks are defined by - perhaps more than 
anything- their organisation of relations between actors, information, practices, 
interests and socio-technical systems. The relations between these terms may 
manifest at an entirely local level, or they may traverse a rnnge of scales, from 
the local to the national to the regional to the global. Whatever the scale may 
be, these fields of association are the scene of politics and, once they are located 
within institutional settings, are the basis of democracy in all ils variations. 
This ian't to say that in and of themselves these components of networks 
somehow automatically result in democracy. But it is to suggest that the 
relationship between institutions and the socio-political habitus of the stale 
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'.,-. continues to be a primary influence in conditioning the po ssibility of 
democratic polities. 
The persistence of state sovereignty within th,:, immanent logic of 
informationality presents an invitation to transdisciplinary theorists to invent 
new techniques of deduction, arpraisal and critique. Indeed, the task of 
invention is an inevitable one for rno'l.tive critical theorists inasmuch as they, os 
individuals within the singularities of the multitudes, subsist reflexively within 
the logic of infonnationalism. The relationship ls a reflexive one because the 
theorist encounters problems that are pfcscnted by the lensions within th,:, tri�d 
of networks, institutions, democracy. Problems emerge in the form of feedback 
or noise peculiar to the socio-technicnl system. Critical theorists arc not, of 
course, alone in this engagement; it is one they share with many whose labour­
power is subject to the constitutive force of networks-institutions-democracy. 
My primary interest in bringing the terms networks-institutions-democracy 
together is to develop a conceptual assemblage with which lo think th,:, 
emergence of organised networks as new institutions of possibility. From a 
t heore tical and practical point of view, how might organised net\vorks be 
defined as new institutional forms of informationalism? Given that institutions 
throughout history func:.ion to organise social relations, what distinguishes the 
organised network as an in stitution from its modern counterparts? Obviously 
there are differences along lines of horizontal vs. vutical, distributed vs. 
contained, decentralised vs. centralised, bureaucratic reason vs. database 
processing. etc. But what else is there? These are questions I address below, 
particularly in the second half of this chapler. 
Networks and Translation 
Modernity ushered in experiences of mobility for people and things in ways 
hitherto unexperienced. With mobility came all sorts of connections. Railways 
moved people and merchandise from the country to the city, troops and 
annaments to the front (Schivelbusch, 1977). Telegraphy tr ansmitted code from 




accompanied workers on their journey to the office, the evening newspaper or 
racing guide on their trip back to the suburbs. People, ideas and things came to 
occupy a shared space and time of motion. In so doing, the experience of 
movement is at once made possible and defined by new combinations of 
elements. This is translation at work. 
With the onset of the Enlightenment, industrial capitalism and modernity, new 
disciplines emerged in the hard and human sciences (sec Foucault, 1970). The 
discipline of anthropology set itself the task of cataloguing hur,1an habits and 
attributes within a language system that translated in various ways into policy 
initiatives, geographic survey reports, academic 
architectural forms, museological 
monographs, econcmic 
displays and culltual prospectives, 
exchanges. This too is translation at work. Elements previously without 
relation are combined in such a manner that somet hing new is invented (see 
Brown, 2002: 6). 
In chapter one I indicated how a processual media theory is derived from 
research in cybernetics, biology and system� theory that is interested in 
infonnation as it relates to the problem of calculation, control and 
deter.nination in order to enhance eff iciency. The primary question for first­
order cybernetics was how to impose stability and order uvcr the entropic 
tendencies of infonnation, as witnessed, for example, within biological systems 
and their transmission of cod� or radio signals and their interference by 
"noise". The preoccu pation with efficiency in first-order cybernetics denies the 
relational character of communicalion. Second-order cybernetics saw the 
necessity of not banishing noise from the system, bul establishing a balance 
between order and disorder: noise or feedback was "rehabilitaced" as a "virtue" 
of communication within a system (Mattel art and Matterlart, 1992: 45).' 
Within anthropoloir-;, for example, the ob8�rver impacts upon that which is 
observed and chr.nges what might othenvise have transpired in the course of 
the event, had the observer not been a part of the system. Sccond-ord<:r 
• In the coda to this thesis, I relate the notion of transvcrsality lo this aspect of the "virtue" of 
communication as it figures within Virno's (19!l6b, 2004: 52-06) notion of "virtuosity" - a 
performance without an end -product, and an expression that requires the "presence" of others. 
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cybernetics and systems theory thus adopts a reflexive understandin g of the 
relationship between observer and observed. Feedback - what Bateson termed 
the 'difference whic'.1 makes a difference' - is acknowledged as fundamental to 
the functioning of the syslem. Moreover, comrnunicalion is more properly 
understood as not a unilinear charmel of lm11smissio11, bul rather a non-linear 
system of relations. Corresponding with this conceptual development is a shift 
from an instrumental view of communication to an understanding of 
communication as a social system. 
Anthropologist and philosopher of the history of science, Bruno Latour, hM 
made influential inroads into how translation operates in relntions between 
human and non-human actors. I would like to detour through his work in 
order to suggest how the notion of translation is central to the argume,1t I wish 
to advance concerning organised networks as emblematic of a processuol 
democracy which constitutes a non-representational idiom of politics. Lotour's 
thesis in We Have Never Been Marl em (1993) is presented in the form of a series of 
paradoxes. Just as the modem episteme predicates itself on universals of truth, 
law, and progress; humanism's universality of reason, natural rights and moral 
and cultural values; and essentialist diclwtomies belween Nature and Society, 
Culture and Technology - what Latour terms processes of 'purification' - the 
modem also actively disavows or refuses the parnllel processes of 'translation' 
or 'mediation', or formation and 'multiplication' of hybrid 'riuasi·objects' 
(Latour, 1993). Upon multiplic.;tion, networks of human .;nd non-human 
artefacts and actors have global reach that produce local 'traces' or threads, yet 
the modern disavows such peculiar mututions as the precondition for its 
principles of universality. That is, processes of purification arc predicated by 
the modern as holding precedence over processes of translation. The figure of 
the human is granted the status of originary actant, abrogating the work of 
other dgenls. For these reasons, we have never been modern. 
Similarly, and most simplislkally, we have never been human since the 
complex array of forces that constitute the condition of life (be it organic or 
inorganic) carmot be reduced lo any sinJde figure, such as the luunan. I would 
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like to extend '.his possibly absurdist form of argument to till' figure of 
democracy. Can we become democratic? Since - fol!owing Virno, a Delcuzo,. 
Foucauldian line, olong with a strand within political philosophy and 
intemati onol rl!lations - the activities of the multitudes are exterior to the idea 
of represe11t11tio11, which is the key procedure by which modem democracy 
figures itself, how might democracy constitute itself within contemporary 
socio-technical networks? To ask this question is also to ask whether tl1e 
mobilisation of capacities within socio-teclmkal nelworks ·- or processes of 
translation which might incorporate computer systems, software designers, 
cognitive workers, etc. - con produce political institutions, or arrangements of 
the social. Moreover, and following Chantal Mouffe, it is lo ask whether the 
realm of nehvorks consist of or are articulated with a matl!rial dimension, hence 
constituting a "politics", which Mouffe defines in her book The Democratic 
Paradox as 'the ensemble of practices, discourses and institutions thal seek to 
establish a certain order and organize human coexistence in conditions that arc 
always potentially confliclual because !hl!y arc affected by the dimension of 
"the political'" (2000: 103). In other words, to ask the question of democracy 
\vith respect to adors, nehvorks, processes of translation and politics is, at a 
fundamental level, to inquire into the power relations that conditil;,n tl1e 
formation of the �ocial. If the modern is underpinned by processes of 
trimslation, which might also be understood as "border wars" (see Wise, 1997; 
43), then it might be sairl that the m ultitudes, as 'an infinity of singularities' 
(Nl!gri, 2004: 124) that brings boundaries into question, inhabits the abstracted 
spaces of the modern. As I discuss below, part of this "border-work" of the 
multitudes corresponds with what Vimo identifies as the re-emergence of the 
multitudes as a force with presence in a post-Fordist era of capitalism. 
Procedures of purification restrict 'the dimension of antagonism' that, for 
Mouffe, conditions the field of "the political" (200ll: 101), whereas processes of 
translation 'greatly broadens the scope of the political to include non-human 
actors' (Wise, 1997: 30). In this sense, the multitudes can be read as a fii:,>ure of 
translation, of mediation; a movement within movements whos e condition of 
existence resides within an ab�tracted nelwork of relations. Without the 
network, there is no translation. Without the network, there is no antagonism, 
and hence, no sociability. As noted in chapter 4, Mouffc argues that agonistic 
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democracy consists of that which acknowledges the power-legitimation 
processes of "politics" conditioned by the possibility of 'struggle bet\veen 
ndversaries' as distinct from the illegitimacy within deliberative or Third Way 
rules of democracy thnt refuse the 'struggle bet\veen enemies' (102-103), which 
is special lo antagonism and 'lhe violen ce that is inherent in sociabilily' (135). 
H Mouffe's model of an agonistic democracy is to have any purchase within 
netvwrked, in formntional societies, then it is essential to address the wnys in 
which the organisation of social-political relations within such a terrain occurs 
within new institutional forms immanent to the media vectors of 
communication, and thus sociality. Let's be dear about this. Net\vorked, 
informational societies- what McKenzie Wark (1994a, 1994b, 1997a, 1997b) calls 
"third nature" - are in no way autonomous in any absolute sense from the 
industrial organisation of labour-power, or what Wark calls "second natme". 
Wark summarises the key fealmes of second nature and third nature, the role of 
media vectors, and the politics of the relationship between these spaces: 
The virlual geography of the communication vector emerges as the 
promise of n space where the contradictions of second nature can be 
resolved. By second nature I mean the space of the material 
transformation of nature by coJ\ective labor. Second nalme is a space of 
frngmentation, alienation, doss struggle. In many ways, the space of the 
vector real y is a third natul'e, from which the second nature of our built 
environments can be managed and organized, as a standing reserve, just 
as seco nd !Vlture !real� nature as its stnnding reserve. However, this third 
nature does not emerge as a rational and transparent space, with a 
homogenous and continuous time. It emerges as a chaotic space, an event 
space .... 
The vector of communication makes of everything it touches n resource 
for di splacement and transformation .... Power is in both cases vectoral. 
(Wark, 2002c) 
Wark goes on to note that third nature holds two key distinctions: the game of 
the commodity in which the vector captures the object and encloses it os 
pr operty relntion, and the game of strategy i n  which 'the vector aggregates 
objects as territories in the emerging space of the world battlefield'. Both of 
these characteristics would seem to contradict Work's claim that third nature is 
a 'chaotic space'. Third nature can, I think, only be see n as 'chaotic' in so far as 




ontology for what is was worth. Crash! A more accurate description - and one 
I think corresponds with much of the Deleuzian underpinnings within Wark's 
work - is to see third nature as a relationship between the p!ane of immanence 
(potentiality) and the plane of organisation (the event), as I discussed in chapter 
2. The relationship between these two plllnes accommodates Wark's correct
analysis of third nature as a space of property relations and as a field of
strategy, both of which emerge as events that populate the plane of inunanence.
Both are an expression of socio-technical capacities coupled with economic and
political forces that gather around problems of <:ontrol and order. The property
component of third nalure segues with arguments in the previous chapters.
Chapters 4 and 5 both picked up on the notion of third nature as a game of 
strategy that can be turned back on the hegemon, playing the hegemon at their
own game, turniog the property question into a force that has the potential lo
advance the push for Indigenous sovereignty. This chapter continues to assert
the need for a strategic turn if the multitudes are to nddress the problematics of
scale and sustainability: l!re situation of informational politics. Wark £rather
elaborates the characteristics of third nature that constitute it as a space of "the 
political":
There is a tension between these t,,vo dimensions of third nature. The 
vector does not just develop third nature as a commodity-space. It 
develops and extends third nature as a strategy-space at the same time. 
Tirird nature is a plane upon which both kinds of power develop and both 
become more concentrated. The vector heightens the sib'llificance of both 
the flows that cross boundaries and the boundaries themselves. The 
vector undermines state sovereignly and at the same time enhances it. 
What makes this era so unstable is not just these hvo phenomena acting 
nlone, but also the conflicts and collusions between them. (Wark, 2002c) 
As Wark observes, there is a partial autonomy of these spatio-temporal milieu, 
but not an absolule one. Adorno and Horkheimcr ;:an also be thanked for 
advancing Marxist theory on that score. There arc overlaps, inlerleavings, 
conflicts and tensions between the two historical-communicational 
configraations of second und third nature. For this reason, the articulations 
between second nature and third nature constitute in a very precise way the 
field of the "the political". Unless Mouffe's thesis is recast in ways that address 




institutions( her advancement of an agonistic democracy whose condition of 
existence is premised on the persistence of political iflstitutional forms within 
the space of second nature is one that will remain fixed within an image of 
nostalgia. 
When infonnation is located within a capitalist economic system and its 
practices of production, circulation and exchange, one can speak of the logic of 
informationalism. The conceplual developments within cybernetics and 
systems theory correspond with shifts in the logic of infonnationalism. The 
logic of informationalism is characterised by various sociologists and political 
economists as heralding a shift from an industrial age of manufacturing, 
manual labour, Fordism, surveillance and internationalisation to an 
informational age of services, knowledge workers, post-Fordism, control and 
globalisation. Christopher May writes that a central assumption to this change 
is a belief that 'New ICTs will transform the relations of production of the 
economies in which they appear, promoting fluid nelworks rather than ossified 
hierarchies' (2002: 51). 
My argument is that in order for networks to organise mobile infonnation in 
strategic ways that address the issues of scale and sustainability, a degree of 
hierarchisation, if not centralisation, is required. Let's not forget that for all the 
anti-state rhetoric of anarchists, they, like many "radical" outfits, are renowned 
for being organised in highly hierarchical ways - typically around the cult of 
the alpha-male. The point is that such organisation occ:urs within the media of 
communication. Herein lies tlw difference between the organised network and 
the networked organisation.' 1he !alter consists, quile simply, of networking 
traditional institutional settings. The architedlUal configuration of the building 
provides the skeletal framework within which electronic and social networking 
is negotiated. Certainly, this is not as entirely straightforward as bringing ln 
'Not even when she is pa,licipating with polilical activists addressing the theme of infopolitics 
does Moufle rethink her argument on institutions, as on the occasion of tl,c Dark Market: 
fofopolitics, Efocim11ic Media am/ Dmwcr<1cy in 1'im,� of Crisis conference held at Public Nelbase in 
Vienna, 2002, For full documentation, including Mouffc's (2002) paper 'Which Democracy in a 
Post-Pulitiml Age', see http://darkmarkets.!O.or.at. 
'This is a dLstinction Gecrt lovink touches on in dialogue with Trcbor Sdmlz (lovink and 
Scholz, 200�) in the newspaper for tl,e Fr.:,e Cooperation conforcncc thal look place in Bulfolo, 
New York in April20Q.l, hltp:/ /freecooperation.org. Given his own connections witl, the Social 
Science Research Council, NYC, Lovink may well be referring to a response paper by Evan 
Henshaw-Plath (2003) entitled 'Networked Technology and Networked Organizations'. 
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the stooges to refit the she!!, like we sec in al! those house renovation and 
lifestyle TV shows that appeal to our aspirational fantasies. No doubt many 
people have got stories of, if not directly experienced, the difficulties faced by 
many workers who over the past couple of decades had to adjust to the 
computerisation of work environments.' Such changes require the acquisition 
of new skills and a transformation of habits. And this affects many, from the 
cognitariat to those engaged in more menial forms of labour. Nonetheless, the 
distinction remains: the techniques of governance within the networked 
organisation, unlike the organised nctv,mrk, do not place a primacy on the 
media of communication. Or rather, bricks and mortar prevail as the substrate 
within which communication and socio-!echnicn\ relations arc managed. 
Organised nelworks, on the other hand, hold an entirely different range of 
potentialities with regard to the orchcstr<'tion of socio-technical relations. 
While organised networks principally consist of online forms of communication 
such as mailing lists, IRCs or newsgroups, ii would be a mistake to overlook the 
importance of foce-to-face meetings - or "flesluneets" or "meelspaces", as the 
nineties style cyber-speak would have it. Such occasions are crucial if the 
uetwork is lo maintain momentum, revitalise energy, consolidate old 
friendships and discover new ones, recast ideas, undertake further planning 
activities, and so on and so forth. Different spaces, different temporalitics, 
different media of communication, different mediations of sociality. This is 
mcdiology. Translation is the media logic that makes possible a continuum of 
relations between one socio-technical form of mediation and another. There is 
no a priori smoothness that defines a continuum of relations.1 Frequently
enough tensions are going to prevail. An tagonisms may indeed be immanent 
to the process of translation. Any media translation involves an engagement 
with "the political". Such is the relationship between the plane of consistency 
and the plane of organisation, as discussed in chapter 2. Both coexist within a 
field of sociality. It helps, then, to invent a media theory of these kind of 
'For an origin,11 study of the way in which the home computer has shaped domestic living, sc,, 
Lally (2002). 
• This is the category error that so much digital architecture is prone lo make. For a!! the 
rhetoric amongst contemporary architectural theorists and designers lo escape the modernist 
iron-cage of '"form follows functionn, it's more often the a,sc that a sad extension of this 
modernist logic as "form follows form" occur,; under the spectral wonderoof digital pbcels. The 
work of New York and Californian architects Greg Lynn and Marcos Novak am standout 
examples of this tendency. 
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relations as a way of making intelligible and actionable the politics of 
informationality. 
The techniques of sampling and mixing within DJ culture and the practice by 
digital gi\lllers of "modding" exemplify the art of media translation. Mot.'ding 
consists of the open source practice of modifying codP. within a game's system 
or design in order to create new capacities, r.ew pleasures and new relations 
(see Huhtamo, 1999; Postigo, 2003; Schlclncr, 1999). DJ culture holds some 
affinities with game modding - both idioms mess with code. In developing a 
proccssua\ media theory in chapter one, I suggested that code is a la,1guage 
whose precondition is the possibility for meaning lo be produced. Similarly, 
and like the relationship between the plane of immanence and the plane of 
organisation, individuation consists o[ a process that Del<'uze (2004), Vimo 
(2004) and Mackenzie (2002) call a pre-iudividual m1/ity; 'something common, 
universal and undifferentiated' (Vimo, 2004: 76). Singularities emerge out of 
common capacities: of lang uage, of perception, of production (sec Vimo, 2004: 
80). Transduction is the complex of forces through which the process of 
individuation translates pre-individual realities - that which is conunon - into 
singularities. As Mackenzie explains: 
The main point is that transduction aids in tracl,ing processes that come 
into being at the intersection of diverse realities. These diverse realities 
include corporeal, geographical, economic, conceptual, biopolitical, 
geopolitical and affective dimensions. They entail a knotting together of 
commodities, signs, diagrams, stories, pn:ctices, concepts, human and 
non-human bodies, images and places. They entail new capacities, 
relations and practices whose advent is not alw,iys easy to recognise ... 
Every transduction is an individuation in process. (Mackenzie, 2002: 18) 
Paul D. Miller a.k.a. DJ Spooky that Subliminal Kid has written eloquently on 
what he terms 'rhythm scienre'.' This is a mode of invention that subsists 
within that which is conunon in orcier create something new. 'Sampling is like 
sending;, fax to yourself from the sonic debris of a possible future ... ' (Mil!er, 
2004: 77). Writing about his time growing up in Washington D.C., Miller­
Spooky-Subliminal Kid (a distributed, three-fold conceptual persona) has the 
following lo say about how he goes about the proe<!ss of composition: 
• For on engaging review of Miller's Rhyllm, Scie11ce, se,e Wark (2004a). 
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... I always tried to check out whatever was aronnd and 1 stlll do that. It's 
a matter of being open to a huge variely of sounds. lf l get more into 
something, l'J! just learn how to play it. I play many kinds of instruments 
on my albums, but then I sample them and combine then with scrntchy 
record sonnds and a couple of different sound filiers lo make them sound 
antique or est�anged - you know how it goes - supersonic bionic, as Kool 
Keith says. The work and the style Me hypertextual, one inshument leads 
to another, the sampler mn be any instrument so i:hc whole vibe is 
basically open to whntevcr WORKS. From frontier tales to the popular 
cinema to jazz and hip-hop, there are literary and artistic precedents that 
make me think that this is in fact the American modus operandi. Enfolded 
mediascapes become the stage on which I perform and the planet is my 
mixing board. I just don't hnve enough memory to hold it all in my brain, 
so I have to flip to the sampler. (Miller, 2004: 40) 
Drawing on archives of sound, text and image, 'Rhythm science uses an endless 
recontextualizing as n core compositionul strategy' (21). Irrespective of extra­
institutional constraints such as the command-economy of government funding 
agencies, the academic has a similar experience as they engage in reading. 
writing and teaching. 'That's the logic', muses Miller, "'Press return". Process' 
(12). The comparative media lheory of Innis, McLuhan and their legacy - ns 
seen, for instance in the work of Carolyn Marvin's (1988) old technologies that 
were once new, Joshua Meyrowitz's (1985) "para-sociality" of media audiences, 
Stephen Kern's (1983) culture of time and space, Lev Manovich's (2001) 
"transcoding" 0£ database uesthetics, and Jay Boller and Richard Grnsin's (1999) 
"remediation" across media forms - and even Foucaull's (1990b; 1991a) 
h istories of the present arc all instantiations of transduclive forces at work, in 
which a "metastability" conditions the gathering of form and matter into a 
singulnr event. 
Despite the correspondences these approaches have with the kind of social­
political theory of media translation that I am setting out here, there has been a 
tendency within medium theory to place questions of form over socio-teclmical 
relations. While McLuhan's researt.h was frequently atlentive to the processual 
dimension of electronic media technologies and their capacity to translate and 
extend the human senses, his emphasis was on the resonance of formal 
properties between media tcd,nologles. As McLuhan expressed in his 
interview in 1969 with Playboy Ma:;.1zine, 'my books constitute the process rather 
thnn the completed product of discovery; my purpose it to employ faLtS as 
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tentative probes, as means of insight of pattern recognition, rnthcr than to use 
them in the traditional and sterile sense of classified data, rntegoricr,, conlainers. 
I want to map new terrain rather than chart old landmarks' (McLuhan, 1995: 
236). Such� - methodological predisposition went back to McLuhan's early days 
as an undergraduate, with his interest in the English painter, novelist and critic, 
Wyndham Lewis, author ..,f lhe polemical Time mid WeMcm Mmi (1927). In his 
excellent biography on McLuhan, Philip Marchand notes how that book 
'upheld certain classical values of contemplation, of clear forms and precise 
definitions, and of lhe autonomy of the individual, which made it very 
congenial to Catholics [such a� McLuhan] reared on Aristolle and Thomas 
Aquinas' (Marchand, 1998: 79). These sorts of values were also features of 
ai1other si3nificant formalist influence on McLuhan, the New Criticism of 
literary scholar F. R. Leavis, who he encountered during his studies at 
Cambridge in the mid-30s (see Marchand, 1996: 39-41). 
In his landmark book The Lauguage af New Media {2001), Lev Manovich carries 
on the tradition of media archaeology by ascertaining formal connections 
between cinema and digital technologies and software applications. In terms of 
a theor y of media translation, Manovich's notion of "transcoding" is pertinent: 
'In new media lingo, to "transcode" something is to translate it imo another 
formal' (Manovid1, 2001: 47). Like McLuhan, such a notion of translation 
remains far too driven by a preo�cupation with the formal aspects of new 
rnedia terhnologies, eliding important socio' ;,olitical and cultural forces that 
fnnction through a feedback sy5�'2m to shape formal properties. As I will 
shortly discuss, the organised mctwork as a new institutional formation is 
another cxJmple of the stabilising capacity !lf transducti"Jc forces. The primary 
difference, however, is that organised networks are shaped by the power of 
socio-technical ne�ds, interests, affects and passions that ho!d the potential to 
translate into new institutionnl forms. 
All communicafrm is n process of translation. Networks are uneven, 
hr.lerogeneous modulations and combiuations of communication in and 
tluough which translation is intrinsic to the connectivity of information as it 
encounters technical, social, political, economic and cultural fields of 
articulation, negotiation and transferen�. Translation, then, is about making 
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connections between seemingly incommensurate things '"' objects. 
Tra nslation conditions the possibility of communication, transversality, 
transduction, intensity '"' individuation between different systems 
(Mackenzie, 2002; Murphie, 2004). From the connection emerges a new logic, a 
new sensibility and new capacities. At a very basic level, the logic of networks 
is the process of connectivity. 
Networks have the capacity of transduction, which Adrian Mac kenzie, via 
Gilbert Simondon, describes a s  a process of ontogenesis 'in which a 
metastability emerges' within b iological and socio-technical systems (2002: 16-
19). Or as Andrew Murphie puts it, 'transduction translates intensities so that 
they can be brought inlo individuating systems' (2004: 120). The form of 
organ ised networks provides a mutable architecture in which matter is 
temporarily arrested within a continumn of differentiation and individuation. 
Transductive forces subsist within the relation between form and matter. The 
organised network can be considered as a ne\V institutional actant whose 
political, economic and expressive capacities arc shaped and governed by the 
metastability of the network system. The intelligibility of such arrangement s, 
relations and informational flows is thus most acuuately summarised by a 
theory of translation which incorp orates processes of transduction. Translation 
is truly n concept of praxis. It ls part and parcel of every network. 
Transduction conditions the poss ibility of organised networks as emerge nt 
institutional entities. 
Individuation within thP. Multitudes 
At �e start of this chapter l made passing reference to the way in which the 
"citizen·subject'' has been supplanted by the individual who engages not with a 
democratic state but a shareholder-democracy. It's important to carefully 
distinguish the sense of ir1divid11alisation evoked here from the Simondonian 
idea of individuation. The former has been addressed by sociologists such as 
Beck, Las\1 and Bauman in tenns of ind ividual subjects engaged in the self­
management of "risk" peculiar to the era of "second-modentlty", while the later 
sense cf the term, as discu3sed by Deleuze, Mackenzie and Vimo, is understood 
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as a processual ethico-polilical cartography of potenliality. The organised 
network carries the potential for the individuation of subjecti,..ities into new 
institutional forms. This process is one of political invention. Individuals 
become individuated, organising as multitudes, creating the potential for the 
emergence of instituted singularities. Beck and Lash, on the other hand, reduce 
and thus dismiss the possibility of institutional life as specific to an industrial 
era of risk society, or "first modernity", that has been surpassed by an era of 
"second modernity" d1aracterised by disorganisation, informationisation and 
networks. 
Beck initiates his book What is Globalization? with a rendition of the bleak 
outlook held by "poshnodernists" and neoliberal ideologues alike, who, by 
Beck's reckoning, associate tl1e crisis of democratic polities with the erosion of 
traditional ins':itutional forms. This shift arises as a result of 'the secular trend 
of individualizalion', which effects a loosening of social bonds (Beck, 2000: 8). 
Accompanying this trend, according to Beck's summation of the general 
discourse on economic globalisation, is a society tliat has lost its 'collective self­
consciousness and therefore its capacity for political action' (2000: 8). Beck 
dismisses this fatalistic scenario in which the totalising effects of economic 
globalisation debilitate political acf.on, though he sees such a diccourse as little 
more than the incapacity of people to advance out the imbroglio of some kind 
of false-consciousness (2000: 9). Beck's faith in the possibility of an alternative 
political culture is evidenced by the political actions undertaken by global civil 
society movements, which operate within a different dimension or layer of 
what he refers to as the experience of "globality" - or a 'world society' 
conceived of as a 'multiplicily without unity', as distinct from processes of 
economic "globalisation" and the neoliberal ideology of "globalism" (2000: 9-
11). 
Certainly, Beck is correct to observe that the remodelling of the state within a 
neoliberal ideology has seen a shift of the modem st.it<., form away from the 
social. Yet he is mistaken, I would mainldin, to see the decoupling of sociality 
from politics as corresponding with a decline in institutional forms and their 
techniques of organising social relations within political frameworks. Not only 
does Beck overlook the continued purchase the state has on the management of 
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everyday lives - think, for example, of the legal authority inst itutions of the 
state have in both the movement of peoples and the flow of information (TRIPS 
Agreement and the bond with member states; enhanced national security 
measures with regard to the movement of individuals; free-trade agreements 
that determine the composition of cultural commodities, etc.) - but more 
significantly, he greatly underestimates the fundamental importance that 
institutioru; in a general sense piny in the organisation of social relations. 
Moreover, in terms of how to begin both theorising and underta\.Jng political 
action in a sustained manner within an informational society, the futility of 
Beck's position, by my reading, lies in its failure to recognise and imagine the 
ways in which the multitudes incorporate a strategic potential that can manifest 
in the creation of new institut ional forms. 
Lash arrives at a similar conclusion to Beck. Lash considers the shift from "firs t 
modernity" to "second modernity" as paralleling the decline of organisations 
{by which he seems \o mean the firm, the institulion, unions, the family, etc.) 
and the emergence of disorganisations (youth subcultures, criminal gangs, 
computer designers, the "neo-family", etc.) (Lash, 20()2; 39-48). There is an 
implicit assumption here that, firstly, "disorganised capitalism" is indeerl 
disorganised - cnpilal, here, is much bctler understood in my view in tenns of 
what David Harvey (1990) calls "flexible accumufotion". The rise of 
transnational capital has not at all meant that the firm or institution loses its 
hegemony as an architectonic form involved in the management of soc ial 
relations and economic production. Far from it. Disorganised capitalism 
simply means Ilia! capital is organised differently. The primary activity by 
capital of organising labour-power in order to effect production, distribution 
and exchange has not disappeared. R�ther, it is dispersed and relocated on the 
basis of uurency exchange rates, the cost of labour, taxation rates, government 
incentives (or, more properly, corporate welfare), levels of technical 
infrastructure and supporting service industries, etc. Herein lies the flexibility 
of capital. Secondly, Lash assumes precisely the linear model that he seeks to 
reject, claiming that disorganised capital results in disorganised soc iality. 
Disorganised capital is captt.:! organised by different means. Similarly, 
"disorganised sociality", consists, at least within the logic of informationality, of 






com munications media. This much Lash knows, albeit without comprehe n ding 
t h e  ways in which a constitu tive outside operates within the pl a ne of 
immanence, as I argued in chapter 2. The overdctermining binary system by 
wh ich Lash secures his logic of di "ganisations is worth quoting at length: 
Organizatioru and the "e(·,.,.,r resources" that reside in organizations 
stand thus in no way in contradiction to the individualization proce ss of 
high modernity. Indeed, individualization is the complement, the other 
side of this organizational power. Organizational power is the c ondition 
of existence of individualization, and in dividualization is the condition of 
existen•:e of organizations .... What I want to argue, however, is that 
or gani.:ations und their accompanying power, and indeed 
individualiza t i on as we know it, are decaying social forms .... What is 
emergent is not so much organiz�tions as disorganization, not so much 
in dividualization as sociality, and not so much power as violence .... 
Disorganizations are not the absence of organization, but the decline of 
organizations. The decl ine o f  organized capitalism does entail a decline in 
organization and a rise i n  individualism. But it also entails a rise in 
certain forms of sociation that are non-organiza tional, indeed often non­
institutional. So disorganizations are not the absence of socia tion, but 
particular forms of sociation. They a re chaos, not chaotic .... 
Disorganizations presume a certain level and a particular mode - or 
should we say singular mode - of individualiza tion, th ough they are 
somehow at the same time much more col lectiv� than are organizations. 
Disorganiz ations presume a different mode of irdivid1.a]l�ation than 
organizations, they presume a no n-utilitarian, non-slr:i.\e�ic, non-identical 
mode of individualizatio n.... Disorganizations are perhaps less 
hierarchical than hori zontal. They are anti-system - they are too ope n to 
interference and in vasion from the environment to be systems .... (Lash, 
2002: 39-40) 
To dismiss the te chnics of organis a tion enlisted by the new social movements is 
to rob them of vitality, and of the g reat u rgency that now beckons thC' 
multitudes to register their polilical potential on another scale, and with a 
capacity for sustainability that has hitherto evaded this common plurality of 
living J�bour. Or as Miller puts it, 'What differentiates today from yesterday is 
the scale and scope of the pa radigm' (2004: 72). Just a s  the pre -individual is 
common to the process of individuation, whereby capacities are that which are 
shared and coextensive, so too the organised network as a new institutional 
form corresponds with the pre-in dividual as that which is hel d in common. Let 
me unpack this. If political and corporate institutions within an industrial era 
of "first-modernity" typically funct ioned to de-individu al i se thC' worker in 
te rms of a common unit to be managed, then sud1 ins titutions reify the worker 
as a mass and incapacitate the individual through the conformist llility of 
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"effective labour", "the people" or "!he citizen". In other words, the potential 
of Jabour-power as a common set of capacities ·- what Hardt and Negri (2000: 
294) understand as 'linguistic, communicaUonal and affective netv.rorks' - is
subordinated to the mode of production. Virno explains: 'The capitalist
production relation is based on the difference between labor-power and
effective labor. Labor-power, I repeat, is pure pole111ial1 quite distinct from its
correspondent acts' (2004: 81). Moreover, it is this potential of labour-power
that is of primary value for the capitalist. Vimo again:
Potential is something non-present, non-real; but in the case of labour­
power, this non-present something is subject to the laws of supply and 
demand. Capitalists buy the capacihJ for producing as such ("the sum of 
all physical and i ntellectual aptitudes which exist in the material world"), 
and not simply one or more specific se rvices. (Vimo, 2004: 82) 
Such a notion of labour-power suggests that the sixties and seventies 
autonomist mantra and radical worker movement's political strategy of a 
"refusal of work" is perhaps more clearly expressed in terms of "a refusal of 
potentiality" as it is subsumed by capital. Thus the key strat�gy for the 
rnullih.ides is to secure their productio n of potentiality and direct it toward self­
generating ends. The pure potentiill of labour-power \urns on an important 
distinction that Vimo reads into the "mode of production". Not only is "mode 
of production" to be understood as 'one particular economic configuration', 
writes Vimo, 'but also fas] a composite unity of forms of Hfo, a social, 
anthropological and ethical cluster' (2004: 49). The process of individuation 
subsists within and emerges from this commons as a plurality of differences. A 
mode of producing. The combinations, arrangements and expressions of these 
relations constitutes an 'ethical cluster'. An event. To be in relation is lo 
become ethical. A productive force is at work. Individuation is a process of 
becoming individual within a multiplicity of relations. Thus, 'the individual is 
not just a result, but a n  environmeu/ of individuation' (Deleuze, 2004: 86). 
Within the socio-technical enviromnent of informationalily emerges the 
organised network as a potentiality coextensive with the process of becoming 
inslih.ited. 
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Organised Networks as New Institutional Forms 
The challenge for II politically active networked culture is to make strategic use 
of new communications media in order to create new institutions of possibility. 
Such socio-technical formations will take on the characteristics of organised 
networks - distributive, non-linear, situated, project-based - in order to create 
self-sustaining media-ecologies that are simply not on the map of established 
political and cultural institutions. As Gary Genosko writes, 'the real task is to 
find the institutional means to incarnate new modes of subjectificalion while 
simultaneously avoiding the slide into bureaucratic sclerosis' (2003a: 33). Such 
a view also augrns well for the life of networks as they subsist within the 
political logic of informationality that is constituted by the force of the outside. 
The organised network that co-ordinates relations through the socio-technical 
form of the net\vorked institution imbues infonnation with a strategic potential. 
In this respect, the organised network can be distinguished from what David 
Garcia and Geert Lovink (1997), Josc,phine Berry (2000), the Critical Art 
Ensemble (2001), Joanne Richardson (2002), McKenzie Wark {2002d), Konrad 
Becker (2002}, Lovink and Schneider (2002) and oth0:rs on nettime have called 
"tactical media". Characterised by temporary political interventions, tactical 
media activism builds on the lcgncy of counter-cultures, protest movements, the 
Situationists, independent media activities and hacker culture.'" Lovink and 
Schneider (2002) provide the fo!lowil1g short history of tactical media: 
The term "tactical media" arose in the aftermath of the fall of the Berlin 
Wall a5 a renaissance of media activism, blending old school political 
work and artists' engagement with new technologies. The early nineties 
saw a growing awnreness of gender issues, exponential growth of medii! 
industries and the increasing availability of cl1eap do-it-yourself 
equipment creating a new sense of self-awareness amongst activists, 
programmers, theorists, curators and artists. Media were no longer seen 
as merely tools for the Struggle, but experienced ns virtual environments 
whose parameters were permanently "unde1· construction". This was the 
golden age of tactical media, open to issues of aesthetics and 
experimentation with alternative forms of story telling. However, these 
liberating techno prnctices did not immedfately translate into visible social 
movements. Rather, they symbolized the celebration of media freedom, in 
itself n great politicJl goal. The media used - from video, CD-ROM, 
"For a persona! h!�to,y of tactical media, see Geert Lovink's 'An Insider's Guide to Tactical 
Media', in Dark Fiber (2002: 25�-274). 
cassettes, zines and flyers to music styles such as rap and techno - varied 
widely, as did the content. A commonly shared feeling was that 
politically motivated activities, be they art or research or advocacy work, 
were no longer part of a politically correct ghetto and could interven e in 
"pop culture" without necessarily having to compromise with the 
"system". With everything up for negotfotion, new coalitions could be 
formed. The current movements worldwide cannot be understood 
outside of the diverse and often very personal [battles] for digital freedom 
of expression. 
®™ark's web co-ordinated campaigns against global corporate capitalism, the 
live webcasting and "Help B92" campaign of Belgrade independent radio 
station B92 following its banning by Serbian authorities during the Kosovo War 
of 1999, Adbusters' cultw:e jamming campaigns against media oligopolies, the 
electronic civil disturbance activities and "virtual sit-ins" undertaken by the 
likes of Critical Art Ensemble, the Electronic Disturbance Theater and the 
Mexican Zapatistas, and the Indymedia campaigns against the Woomera 
detention centre in South Australia are just a few of the many examples of 
tactical media." Tactical media differ from alternative media, which is typically 
concerned about consolidating a "better'' option for existing media forms 
(Lovink, 20D2a: 258; Meikle, 2DD2: 119). Alternative media are frequently 
underpinned by moral and politico-aesthetic discourses of "quality culture". 
The paradox of alternative media, when it assumes to embody such discourses, 
is that its "alternative" agenda is rendered in terms of stasis and conservatism 
rather than change and transformation. Whereas tactical media, as Graham 
Meikle notes, 'is about mobility and flexibility, about diverse responses lo 
changing contexts ... It's about hit-and-run guerilla media campaigns ... It's 
about working with, and wol"king out, new and changing coalitions' (119). 
Tactical media, ihen, arc about rapidly organised, at times even spontaneous, 
short-term interventions. Certainly, such interventions may resonate over time 
-some even become mythical, as has been the case with the Zapatistas. Diverse
skills accumulate and are shared across networks; in so doing, they hold the
potential for deployment as techniques that address specific situations.
11 For developed accounts of these various tactical media campaigns, see Lovink (2002a) and 




Neve(theless, tactical media have frequently been unable to address the 
problematic of sustainability." 
A primary challenge for tactical media concerns the question of scale. With 
their focus on creating "temporary autonomous zones" (Bey, 1991), tactical 
media rnn the risk of fading out before their memes reach a global scale. And 
when they do reach a level of globality - as in the case of the 892 streaming 
media reports, and the refrain of "anti-globalisation" protests centred around 
WTO meetings - the question of scale becomes focussed around the challenge 
of sustainability. How are tactical media to create effects that have a purchase 
beyond the safe-haven of the activist ghetto? As Lovink writes: 'Grown out of 
despair rather than conviction, tactical media are forced to operate with the 
parameters of global capitalism, despite their radical agendas. Tactical media 
emerge out of the margins, yet never fully make it into the mainstream' (2002a: 
257). This is a problematic clearly recognised by Lovink and Schneider (2002); 
We face a scalability crisis. Most mov,�ments and initiatives find 
themselves in a trap. 'fhe strategy of becoming "minor" (Guattari) is no 
longer a positive choice but the default option. Designing a successful 
cultural virus and getting millions of hits on yorn weblog will not bring 
you beyond the level of a short-lived "spectacle". Culture jarruners are no 
longer outlaws but should be seen as experts in guerrilla communication. 
Today's movements are in danger of getting stuck in self-satisfying protest 
mode. With access to the political process ef fectively blocked, further 
mediation seems the only available option. 
Various treatises and commentaries on tactical media note the distinction 
Michel do Certeau (1984: 29-44) makes between tactics and strategies. Graham 
Meikle makes the important point that strategies, with their exploitation of 
place, are about permanency over time, whereas a tactic 'exploits time - the 
moments of opportunity and possibility made possible as cracks appear in the 
evolution of strati;gic place' (2002; 121). In one of the many essays associated 
with the fourth Next 5 Minutes festival of tactical media (2002-2003), Joanne 
Richardson suggests that tactical media departs company with Certeau over the 
production of meaning: 'Maybe the most interesting thing about the theory of 
tactical media is the extent to which it abandons rather than pays homage to de 




Certeau, making tactics not a silent production by reading signs without 
changing them, but outlining the way in which active production can become 
tactical in contrast to strategic, mainstream media' (2002). 
It is time to make a return to and reinvestment in strategic concepts, practices 
and techniques of organisation. Let's stop the obsession with tactics as the 
modus operandi of radical critique, most particularly in the gross parodies of 
Certeau one finds in US-style cultural sludies. Don't get me wrong- I'm not 
suggesting that the time of tactical media is over. Clearly, tactical media play a 
fundamental role in contributing to the formation of radical media cultures and 
new social relations. What I'm interested in addressing is the "scalability crisis" 
that Lovink and Schneider refer to. If one starts with the principle that concepts 
and practices are immanent to prevalling media forms, and not somehow 
separate from them, it follC'wS that with the mainstream purchase of new media 
forms such as the Internet come new ways in which relations of production, 
distribution and consumption arc organised. An equivalence can be found in 
the shift from centralised Fordist modes of production to de-centralised post­
Fordist modes of flexible accumulation. Strategies within the spatio-temporal 
peculiarities of the Internet are different from strategics as they operate within 
broadcast communications media. The latter ultinrntely conceives the 
"audience-as-consumer" as the end point in the food-chain of media 
production, whereas the former enable the "user" to have the capacity to 
sample, modify, repurpose and redirect the social life of the semiotic object. 
Moreover, there are going to be new ways in which institutions develop in 
relation to Internet based media culture. How such institutions of organised 
networks actually develop in order to obtain a degree of sustainability and 
longevity that has typically e&.:aped the endeavours of toctlcal media is 
something that is only beginning: to become visible. 
As Phil Agre (2002) has noted, 'Institutions persist in part because of the bodies 
of skill that have built up within them'. This idea of institutions as 
accunmlations of skills strikes me as a perfect way of describing what goes on 
within organised networks such as fibreculture and sarai. Yet why do so many 
networks fail to persist? What does it take for a network to become sustainable 
as an organised form? What's the 5 year business plan going to look like? And 
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how might it do this without sliding in to 'bureaucratic sclero-;is', as Genosko 
puts it. Lovink and Schneider (2004) 8uggest that a large reason for the 
transience of networks has to do with· the factors of information overload, 
inadequate software and interface solutions, and socio-cultural impasses in 
online communication. 
To this I would add the need for networks to address situated problems if they 
are to develop into an organised form. I am not speaking of flarnewars on 
mailing lists or people who don't express themselves in the correct lingua 
franca of a particular list - these arc features of pretty much every mailing list 
with a substantial number of subscribers who have a bit of life in them. Rather, 
I'm talking about problems associated with undertaking projects that require an 
organised response in order to realise on- and off-line activities such as 
conferences, publishing in different formats and platforms, educational 
workshops and training, accredited provision of educational packages to the 
traditional education sector, new media art exhibitions, software development 
and database research plalforms, online translation of foreign language books, 
etc. Nehvorks like nellime used to do some of these kind of things in the past, 
but it seems that eventually their size put an end to that. This doesn't mean 
individual subscribers to nettime don't get together and organise things (they 
frequently do this!), but it does mean that !he ''brand" of nettimc is no longer a 
continuum of relations beyond list culture. Scale, in the case of nettime, has 
been the impasse to organisation. 
The Dehli-based media centre Sarai is one exemplary model of an emergent 
institution designed along the lines of an organised network. Fibrecullure - a 
network of critical Internet research and culture in Australasia that formed in 
early 2001- is another. In their own ways, the conditions of possibility for the 
emergence of these organised networks can be understood in tenns of the 
constitutive outside. Bolh networks address specific problems of sociality, 
politics, and intellectual transdisciplin.i.rity fillered - at least in the case of 
fibreculture - through a void created by established institutions witl\in the 
cultural industries and higher education sector. Lovink explains the 
institutional atfiliation and status of Sarai: 'Sarai is a program of the Center for 
the Study of Developing Societies (CSDS}, an independent research center 
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founded in 1994' {2002a: 205). In her report on Sarai's first anniversary posted 
to neltime mailing list, Monica Narula gives an overview of some of the key 
motivations, interests and ambitions the network: 
We are keen to effect crossovers and transgressions that displace both old 
and new hierarchies, which privilege neither tradition nor novelty for 
their own sake, and give rise to a more layered and agile fonn of media 
practice that is more reflective of the contemporary in our spaces. This 
means being as invested in the making of print objects, visual works ru,d 
soundscapes as in the creation of web content, and looking for ways in 
which practices and objects can straddle off-line and online trajectories. 
We are also working on a number of n�w media projcc'"..s which examine 
questions related to claims and contests around issues of space and access 
in the urban envi ronment and explore the id.ea of a "digital commons" .... 
A central thread ruilillllg through our work is the politics of 
communication itself. Who can access which tools to say what to whom. 
Hence our engagement with technology as cultural form and as the 
crucible of a new contest of power .... We want to contribute to 
autonomous, collaborative energies in the field of software, culture and 
communication technology, which are conducive to conditions of 
diversity .... 
Sarai is interested especially in those media cultures that lie in the shadow 
of technological and social elites. We arc interested in speaking to critir.al 
voices that produce and live the new media, which may exist in the street, 
the softv..•arc factory, the worlds of the local videewalla, the 
neighbourhood Public Call Office/cybercafe, the gray markets in music, 
computers and other media-ware. This is the electronic everyday, which 
resides in the shadows of the spertarnhu- media space conjured by the 
media empires in South Asia, and will be very much an area where Sarai's 
work is slated to grow in the near future. (Narula, 2002)" 
The case of fibreculture reveals quite differ�nt charaderistics in tenns of the 
composition and activities of an organised network. In many ways the 
fibreculture network is quite centralised with lisl facilitators, journal editors, 
book series editors, website management. conference organisers, etc. 
Hierarchies prevail. The facilitator's group has endeavoured to make the 
structure of the network as transparent and publk ns possible. Even so, the list 
is not privy to most of what is discussed in these various "backrooms". And to 
a large extent, that hr.s to be accepted - trust has to be assumed - if the network 
is to develop in the way that it has. So, a degree of centralisation and 
hierarchisation seems essential for a network to be characterised as organised. 
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Can the network thus be characterised as an "institution", or might it need to 
acquire additional qualities? Is insUtutional status even desirable for a n etwork 
that aspires to intervene in debates on critical Internet research and culture? 
How does an organ!sed network help us redefine our nnderstanding of what an 
institution might become? 
Many of these questions are motivated by the or.going pro blematic of what sort 
of democracy is po�sible within a network like fibreculture. Indeed, the 
question of democracy has frequently been a key driver of many discussions 
amongst the fibreculture facilitators. Much of this debate seeks to engage the 
continuous queries and criticisms raised on the fibreculture mailing list about 
the role of facilitators and the symbolic, administrative and affective positions 
of po,ver they assume. Frequently, the facilitators group or individuals within 
it are charged as being authoritarian, and thus antagonistic toward potential for 
networke d democracy. Perceptions of this kind will often be expressed by 
"trolls" on the list, or people who roam from mailing list to mailing list, firing 
off missives into list conununities for the purpose of derailing debate and 
satisfying their egos that feed off the delight acqltired from seeing the impact of 
disruptive postings. But there are also more legitimate aspects to the charge of 
excessive control by list facilitators or moderators. 
By Jnne 2003, two and a half years into the life of the network, fibreculture 
facilitators decided there was too much centralisation. The focilitators group 
was increasingly bogged down by indecision and the impasse of unresolved 
disputes. Mind you, none nf this was particularly aggressive, and no 
friendships were destroyed. That's not the fibrecu\ture style. Even so, 
consen;;us over larger planning and list moderation issues were harder and 
harder to make, and ther e was a great tendency amongst the group toward 
repetition. As a facilitator I can say that as soon as I had the sens� that we had 
made a decision, some missive would often filter into the "facs" (fac ilitators) 
mailbox and throw a spanner in the works. Geert Lovink was a frequent 
culprit! His capacity to contradict an earlier statement or disrupt a fragile 
equilibrium would unsettle various other foes members, who would sometimes 
" 5..., also http:/ /www.sarai.net. For more accounts 0£ Sarai, see Sengupta (2003), Lovink 
(2002a: 204--216), Sundaram (2002) and Bult (2004e). 
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contact me privately and express their confusion or frustration. As someone 
who remains in awe and has great respect for Lovink, I would usually come up 
with a defence tho.t ran something along the lines of 'well, you know, Geert is 
thls roaming Dutchman who refuses his Dutdmess for a Deutsclmcss, and he 
really isn't that either so these are instances we can put down to the iibrous 
knots of media and cultural translation', or something like that. I've frequently 
thought that Geert inserts these little kernels of trouble for quite strategic 
reasons: to prompt a group to come around to rethinking an approach, 
decision, plan or issue in differ!!nl ways. Emails of this sort function as "the 
Real" - inscriptions of antagonism within th,:i symbolic cybernetic i.ystem of a 
facilitator's discussion list. Without them, the system would dose in on itself, 
simply reproducing the same without imagining the possibilities that the force 
of difference presents. 
A number of "taskforces" came into effect alter the Julv librecu\ture meeting in 
Brisbane, 2003." Project development becam,:i much more focussed, and the 
composition of the planning and management groups was �caled down. With 
twelve members from Perth, Melbourne, Sydney and Brisb(l!le, the facilitators 
group probably had too many people on it to effectively make decisions." 
Other facs members would dispute this. But typically there would only be a 
few people ever responding to a particular issue at ;my one time. Scparare 
laskforces for list administration, journal editorial work, fibrecu!ture press 
development, website management and design, annual meeting/ conference 
planning.. new ffiedia education initiatives and a "fibrcpc>dia" (new media 
dictionary) project were established by November, 2003, following a spednl 
open planning meeting in Sydney. The facilitator's group still exists, and other 
people have since joined, but it only recomposes over issues that none of the 







above taskfore<es can address, such as lhe ongoing qu(stions about 
fibreculture's legal status (should the network become inco rporated as an 
organisation?; how do we deal with taxation issues associated with the minimal 
amount of revenue raised?; do we want to parlicipale in international new 
media arts events?; and so on and so forth). In many ways, some of these 
questions shou:d really go back to the mailing list. �ere is a strong dan ger that 
the "brand" of fibreculture becomes a vehicle for the self-promotion of 
individu;il members of the facilitators' group, or any of the taiikforces for that 
mafu!r. And this is an issue that periodically gets discussed within a 
reconvened facilitator's group as well, and typically sllde:s into the tbscurity of 
non-resolution. 
This brief background to some of the machinations of fibreculture's plannin g 
and development work associated with the defaclo governing body of the 
facilitators and the various taskforces illustrates that, indeed, there is a strong 
organisational dimension ,hat shapes the unfolding of socio-technical relations 
of fibrecullure. A nehlrork doesn't come out of nowhere. One of the key 
challenges that nelworks such as fibreculture present is the possibility of new 
institutional formations that want to make a political, social and cultural 
difference '\\ithin the socio-teclutic,: log · of networks. It's not clear what �hape 
these institutions will take, but we ,;et,. sense of what they might be in cases 
like fibercu lture and sarai. To foll back inlo the crumbling security of 
traditional, established institution� is not an option. The network logic is 
increasingly the normative mode of organising socio-technical relations in 
advanced economies, and this impact> upon both the urban and nm1l poor 
within those countries as well as those in economicnlly developing counhies. 
So, the traditional imtitution is hardly a place of escape for those wishi11g to 
hide from the logic of nehvorks. 
It is important to distinguish the organised network as a new institutional fonn 
from traditional h1stitutions that have become nelworked through their use of 
new ICTB. As Lovink and Schneider (2004) have recently noted, the 
maintenance of hierarchic�\ fonns of power within hegemonic networked 
the facilltator'sgroup �re now the primary drivers of mganisalionand development. How long 
that rntttinues will have to be se<:n. 
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institutions 'is part of a larger process of "normalization" in which networks are 
integrated in existing management styles and institutional rituals'. Traditional 
institutional fonns - corporations, cultural industries, and the higher education 
sector - are increasingly appropriating many of the t,:,chnics of tactical media: 
you can have your p2p {peer-to-peer) experience, but at a price! And who isn't 
advocating the merits of open source? Think IBM and opcnsourcr,.mit.edu. 
There's a distinct whiff of new age refashioning in many of these projects as 
they seek to recapture a "spirit" of sharing and experiences of collaboration -
the kinds of things that were swept into the dustbin in the hard-nosed culture 
of unit-driven corporatism. 
Ultimately, the networked organisation is distinguished by its standing reserve 
of capital and its exploitation of the potentiality of lnbour-power. Such 
institutions are motivated by the need to organise soda\ relations in the hope of 
maximising "creativity" and regenerating the design of commodity fonns that 
have long reached market saturation." Paolo Virno's observation that post­
Fordist 'labor has acquired the traditional features of political action' (2004: 51), 
thus reversing the traditional thesis fonnufoted by Hannah Arendt - that 
politics is subsumed into the experience of labour - is a forceful one evidenced 
within the informational industries by the migration of tactical media slyle 
practices into more traditional institutional settings of both capital and its 
substrate, the neoliberal slate. Virno notes that the previously r.listinct and 
traditionally inr.lisputable boundaries between Labour, Action and Intellect 
have now become indiscernible within post-Fordist modes of production (2004: 
49-51). As Vimo writes: 'the world of so-called post-Fordist Jabour has 
absorbed into itself mnny of the typical characteristics of political action ... this 
fusion between Politics and Labour constitutes a decisive physiognomic trait of 
the contemporary multitude' (20[)4: 5[1). This move of the multitudes into the 
sphere of post-Fordist productior, clearly signals the operation of the 
"constitutive outside", as developed in chapter 2 of this thesis. But there arc 
vital issues at stake here; issues of how a life is to be constituted, how it is to be
invented within the network of relations that populate the common of creative
"II will be interesting to see !lie extent to which the Creative Commons license ls adopted by 
big busine:;s - I'm guessing it'll create a suitable amount of havoc, enabling service variation 
and consolidate an even brighter future for the legal industry. For more information en 
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potentiality. The clear danger is that politics, as a difference which makes a 
difference, becomes nothing more than market strategies aimed at commodity 
differentiation. 
By contrast, the kind of emergent o;:ganised networks that I'm referring to arc 
notable for the ways in which information flows and socio-teclutlcal relations 
are organised around site specific projecls that pince an emphasis on process as 
the condition of outcomes. The needs, interests and pr oblems of the organised 
nel:work coillcide with its emergence as a socio-te clm.ical fom1, wherens the 
traditional modem insti!:ution has become networked in an attempt to recast 
itself whilst retaining its basic infrnstructure and work practices, clunky as they 
so often arc. Strangely enough the culture of neoliberalism conditions the 
emergence of the organised network. TI1e logic of outsourcing has 
demonstrated that the state still requires instilutions to service society. Scale 
and cost were the two key objc-ctions  "econorats" and servants lo neoliberalism 
responded to. Forget about ideology. These bureaucrats are highly neurotic, 
obsessive-compulsive types. They hate any trace of disorder and inefficiency, 
and the welfare state embodied such irritations. The organised network can 
take advantage of such instituted pathologies by becoming nn educational 
"service provider", for instilllce. The key is to work out what values, resources 
and capacities distinguish your network from the MIT model of "free 
coursewnre".17 The other factor is to work out a plan for sustainnbility - a clear
lesson from the dotcom era. With the multitudes situnted in post-Fordist 
modes of production, an opportunity presents itself - the opporlunity to 
mobilise what Vimo c.;jls the 'pure potential' of labour-power as an ethico­
aesthetic force into the process of eradicating capital's predisposition to marshal 
the mode of production toward "effective labour'' as a service provision. 
Conclusion 
While I have been arguing f or the need for organised networks to create - or 
what the Italian political activist Frnnco "Bifo" Berardi calls the unforeseen 
Creative Commons - an open source style set of standards whereby some rights of authorship 
and intellectual production are reserved, see http:/ { creativeoornrnons.org. 
11S<>e http:/ /ocw.mit.edu/ind"".html. 
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capacity t'l invent'" - new institutions, let me emphasise that such ac tivity is not 
some kind of end in itself. 'It is not a question of "seizing power"', as Vimo 
writes of the force of the multitude, 'of constructing a new State or a new 
monopoly of decision making; rather, it has to do with deEending plural 
experiences, forms of non-represenlaUve democracy, of non-governmental 
usages and customs' (Vimo, 2004: 43). The invention by the multitudes of new 
institutional forms, and the persistence of their attendant practices, is part of a 
process that exists within a larger and more complex field of critical Internet 
cultures. Such developments can only occur when the networks are attentive lo 
the teclmological composition of communications media as that which consists 
of socio-technical relationships (sec Williams, 1981; see also Neilson and 
Rossiter, 2004). 
In order for tactical media and list cultures to organise as networks that have 
multiple institutional capacities, there has to be - first and for emost - an 
intellect, passion and commitment to invention. There has to be a desire for 
socio-technical change and transformation. And there needs to be a curiosity 
and instinct for !:urvival lo shift finance capital to places, people, networks and 
activities that hitherto have been invisible. The combination of these forces 
mobilises information in ways that hold an ethico-aesthetic capacity to create 
new institutional forms that persist over time and address the spectrwn of 
socio-political antagonisms of information societies in a situated fashion. 
The concept of thi: multitudes is a seductive one. It presents the "radical 
intellectual" with an image of passion, change and, yes, even unity that 
corresponds with an image of "radical politics" as seen in the news media. The 
terribly dull thing about the multitudes is that "they" - as a plurality of 
differences, a movement of movements, a performance 'with no end-product' -
are not composed of "enlightened", "ordinary" people who enact the fantasies 
of the radical in!elledual. In many ways, the multitude's are a distribution of 
disorganised, individualised workers - in the sense that Beck �nd Lash mean by 
this term - who pos�ess a potential to encounter the trar.1d11ctive force of 
individuation that shifts the individualisation of labour-power into a 
"A comment Bifo makes in the documentary A World to Invent (2002), by Florian Schneider. For 
more information on �,e Wlml is to be 001111 �eries and related media projects, sec 
http:/ /kelntv.org. For a short review of this scrfos,see Neilson and Rossiter (2004). 
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singularity with networked capacities. My argument throughout much of this 











Transversality, Virtuosity, Processual Democracy and 
Organised Networks 
If there is one thing this thesis has underplayed in its development of a 
processual media theory, it's the instructive and imaginative role the concept of 
transversality has had. The idea of transversal social relations has been the 
hum of this writing, this thinking. It is appropriate to invoke yel another 
concept at this late stage, since lransversality not only describes relations within 
organised networks, it also conditions the possibility of social transformation 
and institutional invention. Transversality, as a process of producing desires, 
creativity and invention, redistributes social relations and subjectivities as they 
subsist within the sections and o'Calcs of institutional life. 
Felix Gualtari encountered the social-political potential of transvcrsali!y during 
his work at La Uorde, a private clinic he effectively co-founded at the age of 23 
with psychiatrist Jean Oury in 1953 (Genosko 1996: 8, 10; 2002; Guattari, 1984b). 
This was a instance of concepts co-emerging with problems, as discussed in the 
first chapter of this thesis. Like their British colleagues in the "anti-psychiatry" 
movement headed by R. D. Laing, adminislralors and analysts at La Borde were 
interested in the re lationship bet<.veen material and struci:ural conditions and 
subjectivity. From this ostensibly classical Marxist principle, an experiment 
was initiated at La Borde which sought to liberate both patients and, to a lesser 
extent, do ctors from disabling power relations which determined their various 
soda! psychoses. In short, the experiment consisted of role interchange. While 
this sounds fairly straightforward, at the time it presented a radical refo,m in 
the emergent profession and practice of psychiatry and the treatment of 
psychotics Patients would take on responsibilities otherwise assumed to be the 
territory of those in social!y legitimated positions of authority - they would 
chair c ommittees, for instance, and facilitate group therapy sessions or do book­
keeping; and doctors would participate in "material" tasks normally assumed 
to be below their rank, doing chores in the gardens of the clini� or cleaning, 
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cooking, undertnldng maintenance, or being delegated duties by a patient 
ndministering a workshop (Guattari 1995a: 189-190). Service staff who left the 
clinic presented n greater difficulty. Their social coding managed lo escape the 
experiment in decoding! A constitutive outside at work, if you will. The La 
Borde experiment aimed, in part, to contest the conventional treatment of 
behavioural dispositions with drugs and the use of electric shock therapy, 
although this practice did continue in lower frequencies. 
By redistributing the roles people performed - by restructuring the society of 
the clinic - it was hoped patients would depart from their identity as 
psychotics, as their psychotic self was one reinforced by techniques of docility 
and il!egitimacy, nnd that by occupying different subject positions the 
conditions articulnting psychotic subjectivities would no longer be ab!e to be 
sustained. Mad ness became separated 'from its ndministration and evaluation 
by specialists and groups of experts' (Genosko, 1996: 8). The premise that 
subjeclivity is n singularity constituted by a multiplicity of differences was 
actively promoted in the operation of the clinic. This was schizoanalysis at 
work, or the deterritorialization of madness: everyone, at any one stage, 
performed actions that might usually be associated with the mentally ill. For 
participants like Guattari, these collective reforms, as a performance in 
machinic semiotics, also served as an alternative to both the reactionary socio! 
stance of Freudian psychoanalysis, with its 'analyses of relntions between the 
individual and the family', and the inndequacies of Marxism 'in its treatment of 
problems related to desire' (Guattari, 1984a: 66). Freudianism reduces desire to 
that which is motivated by lack: it sees social repression through the figure of 
the Oedipus complex; while classical Marxism, which accords primacy to the 
mode of production as determining social relations, does not even recognise 
desire as a capacity of soda! force. For Guattari, the La Borde experiment 
constituted a multiplicity that sought not the redistribution of wealth, but the 
'transversality of desire' within the group. Transversality, as Gary Genosko 
describes ii, 
is opposed to and attempts to overcome vertical hierarchies and 
horizontal intra-ward relations (the hospital is one fence, the ward 
another) by maximizing (that is, bringing to light through analysis the 
latent coefficients of transversality in the group, its desires) inter-level 
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,ommunkation, and enabling meanings to proliferate and pass between 
the levels, the persormel, and the patients. (1996: 16) 
To 6ome extent the La Borde experiment could be seen as failing its terms of 
reference: as the program at La Borde expanded, it did !cad to the necessity of 
some doctors maintaining full administrative duties; and the disti.,ction 
remained between those who could leave the clinic and return to their 
bourgeois domestic existence, and those whose lives remained confined to the 
clinic (see Guattari, 1995a: 190-191). Subjectivity, at the end of the day, 
remained spatially and temporally inscribed upon the body in routine ways. 
However, one of the key outcomes of this experiment, and the relevance of this 
seeming digression, was the awareness in an historical present that new 
institutions were indeed possible, and that the transformation of social practices 
and sensibilities could to a large degree be related to, if not detennined by, 
structural changes. With such a capacity for change in the 'fields of possibility' 
(Guattar� 19%b: 129) comes the virtuality of the singularity - the singularity 
being that which is constituted by the ensemble of relatioru; of the event. The 
La Borde case can be seen as exemplary of, even analogous to, the paradox that 
bedevils cultural policy studies in general: while a multi-dimc>nsiona\ flow of 
governance is desired in principle, in practice it proves difficult not to reinstate 
hierarchical structures of governance. This, I think, is the ultimate problematic 
with which Tony Bennett's (1995, 1998) thesis of governmcntaiity struggles to 
articulatc.1 Pierre Bourdieu has framed such a predicament in the following
terms: 'To endeavor to think the state is to take the risk of taking over (or being 
taken over by) a thought of the state .. .' (1994: 1). Foucault had similar a 
response to the futility of revolution in as much as it typically reproduces the 
oppressive stru ctures it fought to overturn. Invention, not revolution, is the 
source of social renewal. 
Guattari, like others before him, saw a direct relation between mental illness, 
social alienation and capitalism. Perhaps, in a paradox of a perverse kind, the 
1 For a critique of Bennelt's understanding of l'ou01ul!'s notion of govcmmcntality it rofatl.'S to 
the Australian cultural policy studies "moment" ln the nineties, sec Grare (1991), Morris (1992) 
and O'Regan (1993). The ninet!e:; produced an abundant industry of literature on Foucault. 
The best of that literature includes Barnett {1999), Burchell, Gorden and Miller {1991), Danaher, 
Sdtiralo und Webb (2000), Dean (1999), Hlndess (1999), Kendu!! and Wickham {1999) and Miller 
and Rose (1990). 
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reforms in health care al La Borde discursively anticipate the ncoliberal 
economic reforms of the 1980s. Interestingly, corporate cullure in the eighties 
in the US, and then flowing through to other neoliberal market economies, 
became obsessed, or so ii seems, with the capacity for workers to flexibly 
engage in multi-task functioning .:s a way of enhancing profitability through 
workplace efficiency and worker satisfaction (or al least relieving some of the 
boredom that comes with performing repetitive tasks'). Even today, one has 
only to scan !lie weekend magazines for the ubiquitous representations of !he 
mobile and multi-functionary information clerks. Such practices mark the 
consolidation of post-Fordism, or what Negri and Hardt identify as the 
'postmodern State': 'The postrnodern State ... presents itself as the horizon of 
the most perfect democracy in the circularity of the constitutive elements of its 
structure. These elements would be weak enough to be continua!ly 
recomposed and re-formed in the circularity of the institutional functioning' 
(1994: 269) . 
. Perhaps this relation, speculative as I've presented it here, between La Borde 
and teclmiques of workplace organisation in neolibera list market economies 
also registers as an instance when radical practices of minoritarian social 
institutions and the avant-garde are gradually adopted and, in many instances, 
usurped by capital.' With tliis, ieclmiques of resistance lose the critical 
purchase afforded by distinctions, incommensurablities even, in time and 
space. The signifier bec omes coded by a different regime of value. Cupital has 
always sourced the margins for its renewul. As John Hinkson remarks, one of 
the 'crucial characteristics' of what he terms the ':-.ew power of the postmodem 
market' has been its capacity 'to assimilate spheres of activity that have always 
b e en in the realm of non"market relations' (1993: 30). In his critique of Ian 
Hunter's work on subject formation within the school, Tony Thwaites (1998) 
argues that the appropriation of subjectivity by apparatuses of capture cannot 
be explained simply in terms of a unilinear operation of instrumental reason. 
He suggests that the school, as a cultural tec..1-mology of govemanC€, is 
' As Miller and Rose nicely put it, 'ouch attempts [al mechanisms of role] are r;1rcly 
implemented unscathed, and arc seldom adjudg,:tl to have achieved what they are set out to do. 
Whilst "govemmcntality" is eternally optimistic, "government" is a congenitally foiling 
operation' (1990: 10). 
' 11,Js, incidentally, would concur with Foucault's model of the 'govcrnmentalisation of the 
state'. See Foucault (19911>: 103). See also Bennelt (1�98: 76). 
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characterised more by its resemblance 'to an accident, an interference pattern, 
or a many-voiced improvisation' than lt is by 'the gradual manifestation and 
development of a logk which has from the very beginning been internal to the 
very idea of the school, and for which time has been the slow and patient 
support' (Thwaites, 1998: 188). The school, Thwaites continues, is 
an apparatus which has emerged at the points of encounter of a number of 
disjunct series, themselves heterogeneous and without any necessary 
anterior governance by law. Because of this, it is marked by all sorts of 
borrowings, translations, mctaphorirntions ond pilferings of technologies, 
architccl:ures, programmes, ethics and aesthetics, from neighbouring and 
even quite distant fields. These are fitted together not because of their 
conceptual coherence but, far more simply, just because they are what is at 
hand for the job. (1998: 188) 
Thwaites could eaoily be describing the oort of aclivities that I have attributed to 
organised net\vorks. What is common to the school and the organised nelwork 
is that both arc institulional settings that govern sociality. It's important to 
remember that transvers ality was always a political concept for Guattari, and 
one that that informed his life of work. As Gary Gensoko reminds us, 'the 
concept of transversality had for Guattari practical tasks to perform in a specific 
institutional setting' (2002: 67). Guattari recounts the project at La Borde as 
follows: 
What we aimed for through our multiple activities, and above all through 
the assumption of responsibility with regard to oneself and to others, was 
to be disengaged from seriality and to make individuals and groups 
reappropriate the me:.ning of their exi3lence in an ethical and no longer 
tecimocratic perspective. (1995a: 191) 
Here, with the 'assumption of responsibility with regard to oneself' - what 
Guattari (1995b) elsewhere terms an 'ethko-aesthetic paradigm' - we see a 
striking resemblance to Foucault's (1981, 1988, 1991b) notion of 
governmentality, variously understood as the micropolitical art of the 
management of social organisation, 'the conduct of conduct', the care of the self. 
In short, govemmentality comprises the assemblage of leclmiques enabling the 
self-regulation of behaviour and the dispersal of power throughout the social 
body. Transversality mobilises, creates and self-engenders "prepersonal" 
collective assemblages (Genosko, 2002: 55-56). Transversality, then, is a process 
of individuation and transduction. Subjectivilies and technics of organisation. 
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Transversality institut2s what H�llme Frichot calls 'the productive paradox of a 
whole that is not tempted to become totalizing, or a unity that is non-unifying' 
(2004: 28). Transversal foro:,s are peculiar to life that is immanent to 
institutional settings. As life is reorganised, re-energised and renewed with 
new capacities that 'are external to their terms' (Deleuze), so too the institution 
is transformed and invested with new potentialities. 
Through te chniques of co-operation, collaboration and a distribution of 
capacities, the multitudes are showing signs of becoming organised. The 
problems of scale and sustainability are being addressed. The at times self­
valorising movements of "tactical media" are beginning to adopt a strategic 
outlook on how to situate their activities within socio-technical systems in more 
secure ways. Indeed, the organised network is composing itself as a new 
inslihltional form. This transformation is not something to be suspicious of. 
There is no return here to institutions that subordinate what Paolo Vimo (2004: 
81-82) calls the "pure potential" of labour-power to the confonnist unity of 
"effective labour", "the people" or "th(' citizen".
The organi5ed network is a potentia lity coextensive with the process of 
becoming instituted. Virtuosity, as the absenC<' of an "extrinsic product'' 
(Virno, 2004: 52), i nstih1tes the political potential of '1rganised networks. Virno 
suggests that the communicative performance of the multitudes constihltes "the 
feasibillty of a 1w11-rryresenlatio11al dcmocmcy" (2004: 79). This thesis has sought 
to recast that proposition in terms of organi&ect networks as they reside within 
the material dimensions of new communications media such as the Internet. 
The thesis h.is been interested in how organised networks activate the 
possibility of a proccssiml democmci;. A processual democracy institutes a socio­
technical network with the capacity to create conditions that sustain needs, 
interests and passions. Such a political formation de-ontologises the media of 
communication, creating media-information systems conditioned by the 
empirics, labour, concepts and affects of "trans-individual collectives" 
(Deleuze, 2004: 89). Ultimately, what is at stake is the ethico-aesthetic potential 
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"Creative Labour and the role of Intellectual Property" 
The fibreculture moiling list now hos o robust �ommunity of over 700 
subscribers. For the purpose of !his sess:,m and for my broader interests in 
creative ,md cu!lural industries and informational economies, I'm curious to 
know more about !hos(; on the list whose work is not excusively within the 
university as a teacher, researcher or student. I'm interested in how the 
activities of artists, progranui\ers, DJs & Vjs and musos, informat:Jn architects, 
game designers, digital ar�,n;,tors, advertising creatives, ek ,elate to issues of 
intel!ectual property - both as u source of income and a legal architecture that 
may affect the condition.; o[ employment. 
To this end, J'rl like to conduc• a pilot survey to g<:t some idea of how those who 
p(:.;�eivc them:;clves to be engaeed in creativ� labour relate to iss11cs of IP. I'll 
present the initial findings during the IP sessior.. 
As a starting point, it may be of some use to 1efer bad( to that definition of 
crealive i.idustries that appe,1rs in pretty much all writing on Cl area from 
' This quc,;tio�.nahe appears he,� a.< it was sent t".l !he flbrecullure malling H.st - i.e. no corrections or char,g,'s have been made to that text. Prior to chapter 3 lldng written, a 
presentation based on responses to the questionnaire was prepare<l for Fibrq,owrr: Cunenls j;, 
Aus/ra/o;ion N,w M,Uia Resenrd, mid /nlm1el c,,11,,,e, 3"' Annual Fibrcculturc Meeting. !J-' ,bane 






Britain and Australia (though ·not, interestingly, the US and other countries) -­
namely the Blair government's Creative Industry Task Force Mapping 
Doc:uments of 1998 and 2001. So, while you're all probably more than fomillar 
with that definition by now, here it is again: Creative industries consist of those 
'activities which have their origin in individual creativity, skill and talent and 
which have the potential for wealth and job creation through generation and 
exploitation of intellectual property'. 
Ok, what I'd now like lo do is cut straight to a short questionnaire. In many 
instances a �imple yes/no response will do. Elsewhere, a more developed 
response may be appropriate. Some questions may not be relevant to you or 
you may not feel comfortable with them, so feel free t,i skip over them. 
1. What sort of "creative" activity I activities do you do? 
2. Do you perceive yourself as engaged in the creative industries?
3. Is inteHectual pr:>perty (copyrights, patents, trademarks) important to you as
a source of income?
4. la intellectual property important to you as a principle?
5. Have you ever experienced or heard of conflicts in the workplace over IP
issues?
6. Have you ever lost a job or contract for refusing to assign IP to your
employer?
7. Often the process of creating a commercial product involves collaboration
amringst workers. Digital animators working on nn advertisement, for
e-ample, will be lhowing files back and fo:"J,, doing a bit of work, then passing
it on for a col!eague to dean up/develop a bit more. In such instances, it 
becomes near impossible to assign IP rights since there is no single author· the 
only mode of crr11tion recognised in IP law. Can you give any insight into how 
such complexities arc resoived in rcfotion to assigning IP, or is this something 
that's just tossed in the too-hard basket? 
8. Are you a member of a union? If so, what's its name?
9. Do you know if your union has a policy on how to negotiate IP issues?
10. Do you know of any instances when your union has entered into dispute
with managment over IP? Do you know how this was resolved?
11. If you're not a part of a union, do you think there's a need for workers in
your field to become more organised, particulnrly around the impact that IP has 
on your potential income? 
Ok, that's probably enough. I'm not s1:re what the best way of collecting 
respons(s is. My strong inclination is to say send all responses to me off-list -· 
I'm highly conscious of clogging the list, and of course you might not wish yc>ur 
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response to be public. On the other hand, you might wish lo develop a 
particular question. I'll leave it up to you. If for some reason there is a 
remarkable influx of postings to the list, I'll request they be sent offlist to me, 
rather than dog the list during a busy !cad in time to the Brisbane meeting. 
Clearly, this form of survey would nol be met with approval by a university 
ethks committee. If you respond to lhis questionnaire onlist, then you've made 
a decision to enter into a public discussion. If you respond off-list to me [the 
recommended mode], then of course I wi!l treat your re&ponse with strict 
privacy. If you'd like to respond to this questionnaire but would prcler to 
remain anonymous, then you can always set up a hotmaH account and send it 
to me from there. Either way, I'll be treating all responses with anonymity. 
I'll send a report based on the survey to the list after the meeting. I may a!so 
refer to the findings in the essay on CJ and info critique that I'm developing. 
Hope to hear from you! 
Ned 
::posted on ::fibreculture:: mailing list for australian 
::critical internet theory, culture and research ::subscribe: fibreculh.tre­
request@lists.myspinach.org 
::with "subscribe" in the subject line 
::unsubcribe: fibreculture-requcst@lists.myspinach.org 
::with "unsubscribc" :n the subject !ine 
::info and archive: http:/ /w\11{1/1/.fibreculh.tre.org 
::please send announcements to seperate mailing list: 
:: http: I /lists.myspinach.org I cgi-bin/ mailman/listinfo / fibreculhtre-announce 
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